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The hot wire anemometer is used for the measurement of unsteady
'fluid flows, the correct interpretation of such measurements depending
upon a detailed knowledge of the behaviour of the wire elements and of
t

•

1

the electrical feedback systems used to heat them.

There are three main

areas for study, firstly the balance of energy flows within the wire,
secondly the mechanism by which heat is transferred into the fluid at the
wire surface, and thirdly the operation of the electrical system.
The thermal equilibrium of the wire is solved by numerical integration
of the differential equation for the distribution of temperature along
the wire.

All the required boundary conditions are satisfied by iterating

for unknowns in the equation, including the asymmetric end loss condition
for yawed wires.

The measurements made with yawed wires show deviations

from simple cosine relationships, and increases in the heat transfer
coefficient are found as the wire becomes more like a slender body at high
yaw angles.

When the gas pressure is varied wLth static or moving gas

around the wire, it is found that the heat loss is dominated by molecular
and gaseous conduction processes near to the wire.

Free convection

effects are not significant even at very low incident speeds, and the
wire cooling is not simply related to the incident mass flux but also to
the molecular mean free path in the gas.

Measurements made ifith zero

convective cooling in a vacuum were used to estimate the material properties
of the wire.

I
The transient response of the constant resistance anemometer is
shown to be independent of the redistribution of temperature along the
wire, which is associated with a change in cooling rate.

The system

was found to have a second order response limited by the inductance of
the probe.

The well known first order thermal inertia terms in the

response can be varied according to the balance state of the Wheatstone
Bridge circuit and thus the damping of the second order response can be
controlled.

Attempts to compensate for the inductance in the probe

introduced fourth order effects, which are not yet fully understood.
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Area of Research.

The hot wire anemometer provides one of the few methods for
T

measuring the fluctuating and average components of unsteady fluid
flows.

In order to interpret the measurements made with hot wires,

it is necessary to have a detailed understanding of the characteristics
of their behaviour.

In general terms this involves a study of the

balance of energy flow within the wire itself, of the ways in which
heat is lost from the wire into the flow, and of the dependence of
the wire performance on the feedback system used to heat it electrically*

.

Both steady and unsteady effects have to be considered,
A study of the literature describing experimental and theoretical
woifc relating to hot wires shows that the topic has received a great
deal of attention in the past.

The earliest studies, such as that

of Schleirmacher ( 2 ) , dealt with the heat loss from cylinders into
static fluids, although the experimental conditions were not always
identical to those in which hot wire anemometers are normally used.
The work of King (39) formed the basis for many later studies of hot
wire anemometers, as it considered both theoretically and experimentally
the heat loss laws frcsn small cylinders into flowing gases, on the
assumption that the gas could be viewed as a continuum.

When the

application of hot wires to variable density and supersonic flows was
investigated, by Kovasznay (54) and others, it became apparent that
the assumption of a continuum flow was not valid.

This has led to

a number of attempts in more recent years to show ho^; the mean free
path of the gas molecules affects the heat transfer process.

Whilst

- c h exten^ve .tudles have already b««. „ d e . there f. .till a reoulre-ent to ahow how hot wlrea behave at very lov Reynolds zmnbers (around
unity) in the .hole transition range from oontinuuB to free molecule
no».

ileo, the limit of .ero

incident flow speed has not been

adequately investigated in the past, and there appears to be some
confusion as regards the importance of gravitational forces on measurements at low speeds and in static gases.
Heasuranent of the heat loss from the surface of the wire into
the surrounding fluid has always been complicated by the existence of
a significant power loss by thermal conduction along the wire into Its
supports, which are usually colder than the wire itself.

The problem

reduces to a study of the differential equation for the wire temperature
in terms of position along the wire, and it has been usual to simplify
this equation so that simple analytical solutions to it can be found.
M n g (39) was the first to use this technique to correct his measurements for the power loss by conduction from the wire ends, and his method
has been adopted by almost all other authors.

Dsvies ind Kaher (5,)

pointed out «.at the equations were significantly non-linear, and used
e digital computer to carry out numerical integration of the complete
equations.

It is clear that the availability of more modem computers

malces it possible to rapidly solve the full equilibrium equations, and
that a full range of conditions including sero convective cooling can
be considered.

THc development of the methods for solving the equations

in this way would support the measurement of small convective cooling
rates In low density flows, as proposed in the precedi.^ paragraph.
A specific question which had been raised by Davies and Hsher (53)

concerned the loss of heat from wires when yawed to the incident flow
as a proper understanding of the response of yawed wires is needed in
the interpretation of measurements made to determine the different
components of the fluid velocity.

It was suggested that in some cases

the distribution of temperature could become asymmetric, end that this
T
would affect the interpretation of heat loss measurements.

The exis-

tence of skewed temperature distributions has been partly confirmed on
an experimental basis by the author (93) and Champagne (94), although
there is a need for further work in this respect to resolve some uncertainties which existed in these reports.

Initial solutions to the equi-

librium equation, allowing for the occurrence of asymmetric end losses,
were carried out by the author ( 9 3 ) using analytical solutions to the
approximated equilibrium equations.

There is a need to apply the

numerical solution of the equations to the case of yawed wires, as the
analytical eolutiona (9?) did not fit all the required boundary conditions.
The unsteady response of the hot wire is dominated by the feedback
system used to provide the heating current through the wire.

In earlier
t

types of hot wire anemometer, a constant current mode of operation was
employed.

This had the drawback that considerable fluctuation in the

wire temperature occurred in conjunction with unsteady cooling, and a
significant thermal inertia time constant was introduced into the response.
The use of constant resistance anemometers reduces the magnitude of the
average temperature fluctuations in the wire, and are commonly used to
measure frequencies up to 15 kilocycles/second.

In principle the

resistance fluctuations could be reduced by suitable design of the feedback system so as to improve the frequency response beyond 15 kc/sec.

However, Davies and Fisher (53) suggested that the re-distribution of
•temperature which takes place iri.thin the wire, from one steady equilibrium to another, could impose on ultimate limitation on the system
performance.

There is also evidence in the literature that the

governing equation for the closed loop response is of higher
than first, as reported by Berger (ll2).

rder

The origin of the higher

order terms has not previously been discussed in detail.

There is a

need therefore to investigate the behaviour of constant resistance feedback systems, and to see how these are influenced by the thermal redistribution process in the wire elonent.

Also the precise nature of

the systea response needs further experimental measurement, so that it
can be specified more accurately in terms of the feedback system.
Thus the origin of any higher order terms in the response equation can
then be determined.
«

Prom this brief discussion it is seen that there are three mgin
areas in which further work was profitable.

Firstly more information

concerning the laws governing the fluid cooling of cylinders was required,
and in particular the effects of molecular mean free path at low Reynolds
numbers (tending to zero) and of yaw angle needed further study.

To

be able to do this improved methods for solving the equilibrium equations,
making use of modern high speed computers had to be developed, so that
the balance of convective and conductive cooling from the wire could
be properly established for a range of cooling rates.

The third line

of research was to consider the different aspects of the unsteady performance of hot tfire anemometers.
The remainder of this introduction is devoted to a more detailed

discusoxon of the literature, and a summary of the content of the
thesis.

The order of dlGCueeion of the three pqrts of the work is

not the same as in this introdaotlon.

Chronologically it has first

been necessary to investigate the methods of solution of the equilibrium
equations (section 2).

These have then been used to Interpret a range

of different heat loss measurements in terms of the heat transfer
coefficient, making full allowance for the conduction of heat from the
wire ends and other thermoelectric and radiation effects (section 3).
Finally, the unsteady performance is examined in section 4 , whilst
section 5 reviews the main conclusions to be drawn ftom the work.

lliLs

Review of Hot Wire Research.
The literature dealing with the heat transfer characteristics of

cylinders and the perfoimance of hot wire anemometer aystems under
different conditions is very extensive, the bibliography compiled by
the British Hydromechanics Research Association (l) providing an up to
date guide to some of the available data.

For convenience this intro-

ductory review has been sub-divided according to the specific problems
requiring consideration, dealing with the published literature in
chronological order.
(a)

Heat Loss rates in a static fluid.

Schleiermacher ( 2 ) and jyrton and Kilgour (5) were among the first
to report experimental measurements in static fluids, obtained with
heated wires up to 0.5 mm in diameter, the latter taking account of
conduction in the wire using a simplified one dimensional conduction
I
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equation.

For this type of work potential leads could be attached

to a central portion of the test wire, ellalnatlng any large corrections
due to conduction effects in the wire.

Petavel (4) reported measure-

ments with fij_ns and wires, and discussed the significance of gaseous
conduction and convection in the heat transfer process.

His measure-

ments v;ere made in various gases at pressures between 1 and 100 atmosphere.

Langmuir (5) reported further meaaurements of heat loss rates

in gases with wires of similar dianeter (0.5 mm) at atmospheric
preosures, and introduced the concept of a stagnant conducting fluid
near to the wire to correlate his measurements.
were around 10 times the wire diameter.

Typical film diameters

Davis (6) brought together

the results of earlier workers, and introduced the Grashof number as
a parameter to relate the different sets of measurements, including his
own data.

A further summary was made by Hermann (?), with Grashof

numbers between 10 ^ and 10?.

Saunders (s) considered the existence

of similarity solutions to the Navler Stokes equation including buoyancy
terms, for the oaae of vertical plates.

Blenbaas (9), working at

fairly large Grashof numbers (G-r> I ) discussed quantitatively the
ezlstenoe of a oonduction layer near the wire and a convection pattern
aroiind this, noting that the boundary between the two could be auch
larger than the 'wire diameter, and that for short wires the wire length
oould be the relevant length to use tn calculating Grashof nombers.
Gordon (lO) made further measurements to relate Nusselt and Grashof
numbers, but the significance of very small Grashof numbers as the only
independent variable to determine the heat loss can be questioned, as
he gave no discussion of a radial conduction sone within the convection
(

pattern (he used lO"^ <

Gr

< lO"^).

MoAdams also (ll) showed that

th© Grashof number could be used to bring together different sets of
measurementa, although values of

Gr < ^/lO Imply that buoyancy forces

are small (leas than \Ofo of viscous forces in the fluid motion equations)
and so one would not expect the Grashof number to be a relevent parameter
without properly considering the inner conduction zone.

The form of

the relationships between Nusselt and Grsshof nuEbors shows that the
variation in the Husselt number pjre relatively small for the lo* Grashof
5
number regions, a 10

reduction in Grashof number in Gordon's data

leading to a change in Nuaselt number by a factor of only 4.

There

is a general tendency for the sensitivity of Nusselt number to Grashof
number to decrease as the Grashof number itself decreases.

Collis and

Williams (l2), using the fine wires employed in modern hot wire
anenoaetry, extended measurements to a Grashof number of 10"^°, using
measurements at atmospheric pressure.

They present an interference

fringe pattern showing the outer convective flow quite clearly, but the
manner in which the heat is lost near to the wire is not discussed.
Sesonske (l?) has also reported temperature measurements in the convective
pattern, whilst the problem of the diffusion of the heat by the buoyancy
flows is considered theoretically by Fuji ( 1 4 ) .

The balance of the

conduction region and the convection region has been considered theoretically by Mahony (l5), who used a simple radial conduction model
together with a similarity solution for the convective flow outside.
He fitted the two by equating the local conduction of heat in the inner
region to the convection of heat with the flow in the outer region,
enabling him to calculate the heat loss rates and the extent of the
conduction layer.

This last work comes the nearest to giving a basis

8
for calculatiag the heat loss rates, although under certain conditions
free molecular effects can add a further complication to the loss of
heat from the wire.

Madden and K r e t (l6) took the free molecular

exchange process at the wire surface into account by fitting this to
the conduction of heat beyond the first mean free path from the wire.
In their case they did not directly consider the convective pattern,
but by making measurements of the gas temperature inside the conduction
region, which becomes quite large at reduced pressures, they were able
to consider just the free molecular and conduction processes and aot
the the convection process outside this.

Von Ubisch (37) haa con-

sidered the case of conduction from wires under free molecular conditions
in test cells of finite size, where convection currents can be neglected,
Further references to the characteristics of heat loss from cylinders
in static gases are given in (l?) to (56).

The main part of these works

covers similar ground to that discussed above.

In general it is seen

that the three processes of convection, conduction and free moleculer
exchange are all likely to occur in practise depending on the conditions
of any particular situation.

In many cases inadequate consideration

has been given to the interaction between these.simplified models for
the heat transfer process, and the work of Mohony, Von Ubisch and Madden
and Piret comes nearest to attempting to put down the interaction in
approximate terms by suitably fitting the models together.

Only when

the interaction is specified does a basis for predicting heat loss rates
arise, since the use of either a pure conduction or a pure convection
model leads often to the occurrence of unrealistically large thickness
for the conduction radius, or else to very small Grashof numbers for

t v 0„T.ctl„n Of he,t.
oomrectlon 1,

'''' Bfs*

Por almost . U the work the process of

to t,ke place In » fluid vhich extends tc Infinity.

R*tes 1" Cnntlnnum M . .

It. conrtdertafr reports of heat loss rates in contlnuun flova. it
Should he h o m e in .i.d that so8e uncertainty exists as to the ^ U r.e.s of the tedsen m m t e r required to m.ie valid the assumption of
i>e.-li,lble slip flo» (or mean free path) effect..

The present uoflc

dSBonstrates that for a KnuSson number o f (^/7cr) slip f l o w effects are

rtin

Significant, .nd so work with wires less than 10 microns approH-

.ately in diameter, at atmospheric pressure or helow. Is likely to he
uenced in this way.

In much of the literature the heat loss

measurements have been reduced to functional relationship iotvaen Just
the llusselt and Reynolds nuEbera, without introducing Knudsen or Kach
number effects, even in cases where the wires used are m a l l in diameter.
The followlns discussion includes works where the Knudsen nunher effects
have been neglected, this not being a valid assumption In some ca.es.
The next section (c) deals with work which has considered slip flow
effects specifically.
Bousslneao (38) and King ( 3 9 ) first

considered the theoretical

analysis of the heat loss from a cylinder In an ideal flow by solving a
Simplified thermal diffusion equation for the flow round a cylinder,
tte former negljcted conduction along the Btreamlines, e„uati,« the
rate Of temperature rise locally to conduction at right a^los to the
atreaalines, whilst the latter also took the stre^wise conduction
t e » , into account.

Both works eiva rise to tte half power relation

between speed and heat loss, King's work having the advantage that It
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can be used for low velocitiec as well.

A sicdlar theoretical approach

has been adopted by Piercj snd Winney (40).

The effects of oompress-

ibllxty on the ideal flow past g cylinder were in-restipated theoretIcally by Booker (41), Kaplan (42) end Tocada and Sclto (43), but these
works did not include the characteristics of the heat transfer rates.
The probleE they considered was that pf compressibility in a continuuH
flow, the associated mean free path changes not being considered.
Solutions to the theinal diffusion equation for compressible flows have
been considered by Tchen (44), for the case of a line source of heat
in vhe ilow, olthough this does not enable the heat loss from the source
to be estimated from the flow and deals essentially with conditions at
a distance from the source.

The ideal incoEpressible flow in the

presence of a nearly wall to ^he cylinder has been analysed by Piercy,
Richardson and Winnpy (45) using methods similar to that of (40).
Tomotika m d Toslnobou (46) have driven solutions for the incompressible
flow ground an isolated cylinder, whilst numerical methods ere proposed
by Tsng and Sogin (47).

The effects of fluid viscosity ere included

in the work of Toiaotika and Aol (48) for low Reynolds number cases,
Firing a theoretical prediction of the skin friction and totel drag in
the range of Reynolds numbers bet^-reen 1 rnd 22.
j^periisental Qeasuxepents of the hfecit Iocs fron cylinders in
continuum flow have generally been nado from fairly large aodela at moch
higher Reynolds numbers than those of interest in the present context.
King (39) Eade Qoasurenents fron wires in rir, since vhcn it has been
common practice to use experimentally measured relationships between
Husselt and Reynolds numbers.

The work of McAdams (ll) and others ((49

to (52)) has brought together a large number of measurements of total

11

hsat loss from cylinders over a wide ranee of Reynolds numbers, including
the range down to

Re = 1 (which*includes the normal operating cases

foT hot wire anejaoni(3tsrs).

As the data on which these correlations are

based has been obtained largely at atmospheric pressure, it is likely
that the slip flow effects have not been noticed, as this has imposed
£ constant Knudsen number on the experiments with any one vlre size.
Bavles and Fisher (53) have extended the Reynolds analogy between skin
frieticsa and heat transfer, and have shown that their measurements are
consistent with a correction which allows for the variation of gas
conductivity with wire temperature.

In effect, the heat loss rate is

made proportional to the gas conductivity at the wire surface.
Proa the literature it is seen that the problem of the heat loss
froffi fine wires has been approached on too sicple a basis, the significance in particular of the Knudsen number often being ignored even
when very fine vires are used.

(More recent work which deals with

this problem is discussed in the next section).

The application of a

theoretical analysis is made difficult when temperature differences are
large, owing to significant variations of gas conductivity with temperature.

For the small Reynolds number r?Jige involved with hot wire

anemometers, the studies of boundary layer growth on curved surfaces
and the associated heat loss rates are not easily applicable, especially
when the magnitude of the mean free path of gas molecules is considered.
For this reason it seems that the approach on the basis of the diffusion
equation for the flow round a cylinder, as discussed above (e.g. by
Piercy and Winney (40)), is physically more reasonable in the case of
very thin wires.

12

(o) Heat Loss in Compressible and Slip flows.
Since the Reynolds, Mach and Knudsen numbers for e circular cylinder
are related by equation 5 . 3 9 (section 3 ('%) ( i r ) ) , it is possible t o
use only two of these in considering variations in the flow, the value
of the third being uniquely determined by the other two.

Hence, t h e

effects of conpressibility and free molecular processes can bo grouped
together, and the influence of (mly Reynolds number and Knudsen number
taken into consideration (for exar.ple - any other cbabination of two of
the three perameters is equally valid).
Kovasznay and Tormarck (54 and 55) measured heat loss rates in
supersonic flows for relatively high Reynolds numbers (i.e. using
pressures in the flow of the saiae order as atonspheric pressure), their
hach numbers being between 1.15 and 2.05.

By measuring the recovery

temperature of the wires when uuheated they fouAd it possible to
correlate the results on the basis of the Reynolds number, the Ifusselt
number and Reynolds number relationslxip not being strongly Mach number
dependent for these relatively liigh density continuum flows.

Lowell (56)

made measurements over a siailai- range of flows, and applied end loss
corrections for conduction along the qire on the basis of the simplified
analytical equations first used by King (39).

Lowell varied the

temperature of the wire, and observed small negative sensitivity between
Nusselt number and wire temperature dependent upon the Kach number.
Spangenbei'g • s results covered the subsonic as well as supersonic flow
regimes (57), and showed the onset of a strong dependence of the
Nusselt number on Mach number at low Reynolds numbers (approximately
below a Reynolds m m b e r of lO).

Be also observed a Maoh auaber dependence
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of the sensitivity of Nusselt number to wire temperature, which became
negative in some cases.

It should be pointed out that many of the

observed effects depend upon the manner in which the nordimensional
parameters are evaluated, using fluid properties (especially the thermal
conductivity) at either free stream, stagnation or wire tenperatures,
or at some average of these.

For this reason it is difficult to make

a detailed discussion of the various sets of results, end it is only
intended to give here an outline of the overall pattern of the relationships which have been presented.

A further uncertainty exists in the

use of approximate end corrections by the various authors, which can
introduce errors when the heat loss rates are small.
Lanfer and McClellan (58) measured heat loss rates for Mach numbers
up to 4.54 with a minimum pressure in the flow of about 0.2 atmospheres.
They also showed the effect of wire temperature, producing a smaller
, constant in the King's law equation for larger temperature differences
when the non dimensional parameters were evaluated at the wire temperature.
•
J
Both their results and thoseof Winovich and Stine (59) were made for
Reynolds numbers in excess of four (approximately), and did not completely
cover the slip flow region.

Baldwin's data showed trends similar in

general to those of Spangenberg, and covered a similar range of flow
conditions (60).

Baldwin and Cybulski (6l) extended the subsonic

measurements to much lower Reynolds numbers (around 0.05) and their
results approached the free molecular region nnich more closely than any
others obtained previously.

However, the heat loss rates are then so

small that conduction effects in the wire become significant, and the
use of simplified analytical expressions for the distribution of temperature

14

is of uncertain accuracy (see also Bavies and Usher (53)).
'Hie available data has been summarized by Collis and Williams (62)
and by Baldwin, Sandbora and Laurence (63).

®hte most usual method of
i

presenting the results is to show the variation of Husselt number with
Reynolds number at different Hach numbers (i.e. different Knudsennoabers),
Whilst this a perfectly valid method for presenting the results, the
present woik shows (see section 3(ix)) that the heat loss rates are
significantly related to the heat loss rates at zero speed (in a static
gas).

"Hie presentation of these previous authors suffers from the

limitation that this case cannot be shown unless the point Re = 0 is
included, i&ich is not the case when logarithmic scales are being used.
Finally, Boltz (54) and Forbes Dewey (65) have also made measureaents
of slip flow effect* with hot wires.
"Qie theoretical analysis of the heat transfer from a cylinder in
conditions of slip flow has been considered Tqr Sauer and Drake (66),
Laitone (67) and by Levey (68).

These works approach the problem of

slip flow on the argument that the continuum flow solutions are modified
by the molecular effect at the surface through a change in boundary
conditions.

In effect this amounts to the use of a fluid temperature

near to the wall (strictly, one mean free path away) which is not equal
to the wall temperature, the temperature difference over the first mean
free path being equated to the heat loss from the body with a suitable
constant of proportionality.

Heat is transferred in this thin layer

by molecules moving between the surface and the continuum fluid boundary,
one mean force path away, and it is seen that the rate of heat transfer
is related to this temperature •jump*.

The kinetic theory of gases
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enables the relationship to be expressed in terns of the gas properties,
as considered by Kennard (69) and others:-

^

i

• ( ^

L ,

(i.i)
where

(^T)^

y

=

temperature difference over first mean free path

=

accomodation coefficient

=

ratio of specific heats
t

pT
f
V

=

mean free path of gas molecules

=

Prmdtl number of gas

~ fGdi&l temperature gradient in the continuum flow
I ICon. t.
at 1 mean free path distance above the surface
C

=

constant, determined by the molecular model being
used for the gas ( ^ 0 - 5

).

The solutions are first obtained in the continuum flow, and
different approaches to this problem are used by the authors mentioned.
The slip flow effect is introduced in each as a modification to the
temperature boundary condition at the surface.

This approach has been

quite successful in predicting the onset of slip flow effects into the
heat transfer characteristics, and is used later in the present work
for comparison with the new experimental data.

This type of theory is

not very successful in fitting the free molecular limit, and in Levey's
analysis a factor of 1,8 is found between the well established free
molecular heat loss rates ond the limit of his solution^ for large ( V c L
This is not surprising, vhen it is remembered that the solutions were
obtained on the grounds that the free molecular effects merely modify

)•
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the "boundexy conditions of a contlnuuin flow.

It is clear that there

is a need to adopt a f.resh approach in cases tending towards free
molecular rather than continuum flow, for which the effects of mean
free path modify the analysis obtained in free molecular conditions.
This is discussed later on in this thesis. (Section 3 (xi)).

(d) Beat LOBS In Free Molecular Conditions.
Theoretical predictions of the heat loss rate in conditions where
the molecular mean free path is much larger than a typical dimension of
the body depend upon the value of the accomodation coefficient, representing the efficiency of energy exchange with molecules of gas which
strilce the surface.

The value of the accomation coefficient is known

to be sensitive to the state of the surface, aach factors as roughness,
oxide layers and gas adsorption being relevant jfn this context.
Measurmaents have been made in various dlffermt types of apparatus,
ranging from isolated bodies in large volumes of gas to conduction cells
where the cell size is smaller thrni the mean free path.

In both these

limiting cases, the kinetic theory of gases can be used to predict the
ideal heat ezchmge rate (see Kennard (69)).

The most usual measuring

technique is to heat a fairly long wire in a large container at reduced
pressure, as described by Roberts (72), Raines (73) and others ((74)-(76)),
The use of a aaall volume of gas in relation to the mean free path has
been investigated by Weidman and Trucipler (77).

More recently

Wachman (78) and Schaaf (79) have reviewed the available information
concerning free molecular exchange at a surface.

It is seen that there

has been some doubt as to the validity of some of the reported data.
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particularly as regards the ensuring that the free molecular assumptions
are valid for a given experiment.

(it has "been suggested that in some

cases the Knudsen numbers have not been made large enough, causing
apparently low values of the accomodation coefficient).

Also a consid-

erable problem exists in accurately specifying the state of the surface
involved.
The case of free molecular heat transfer from a cylinder to a flow
of gas has been analysed by 3talder, Goodwin and Creager (SO), Bell and
Schaaf (Sl) and Oppenheim (82).

Their results relate the Stanton number

to the molecular speed ratio, the Stanton number being a heat transfer
rate non dimensionalised on the basis of the incident mass fluz density
and the gas free stream stagnation temperature.

These calculations

show clearly that fairly high speeds of the mean gas motion ere needed
to significantly modify the heat loss rate from that in a static gas.
This is easily understood when it is considered that the mean molecular
velocity in a gas corresponds to a Hach number of about 1,2 in the case
of air (see equation 3.38).
The transition from free molecule flow to slip flow is a problem
that has not, to the writer's present knowledge,received adequate theor-

•
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Tfcc uno ofroolecTilarbeans has enabled the surfsce scattering',
problem to be eionlned in more detail, as by Eurlbtit (85).

The analysis

of Talbot (86) has included a coefficient representing the specularity
of aolecular reflections in the calculation of free molecular heat transfer
rates.

These works represent an attempt to bring more a detailed

description of the molecular processes at the surface into account, and
could ultinately be introduced into models describing the energy exchange
at the wire surface.

(e) Heat Loss from Taved Wires.
Measurements of the characteristics of yawed and parallel wires are
of interest in the application of cross and triple wire probes for
detecting the fluctuating components of velocity at the probe.

Mueller

(87) wooded with long fine wires in parallel flow, and reported 40#
reduction in heat transfer compared with the normal flow case.

He did

not take account of the heating of the air by the wire as it flowed
along the wire, essundng that the free stream was everywhere at ambient
temperature.

Newman and Leary (88) introduced an empirically based

relationship between Susselt number and yaw angle, the cosine term being
raised to the 0.457 power, and the velocity to the half power.
Kronauer used a relationship between the free stream and measured velocities,
and introduced a Sin (ji term to allow for the non aero Nusselt number
in parallel flow (89).

Similar empirical relations have been reported

by Webster (90), Delleur (9l) and Sandborn and Laurence (92), although
the relationships which they deduced differ slightly, and Sandbom and
Laurence could not find a simple relationship which included all their
measurements.

<
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It was muggeated by Davies and Ptsher (55) that in conditions of
yawed flow the distribution of temperature within the probe need not
remain symmetrical.

The present author (93) made measurements of the

asymmetric end losses from the wire using thermocouples mounted on the
wire supports.

Approximate temperature distributions were then calcu-

lated for the yawed case on the basis that the air incident to downstream
portions of the wire would have been heated above ambient temperature
(trthe t r a a a n ^ o f h m a Into theilow f r m u p s t n u m porUone of tdre).
These

rndbdaons

madeiudae a dkqaified adduction (wputlon a * the

wire, and did not fit all the required boundary conditions.

Champagne

(94) used rather thicker wires (about 20 microns approximately) and
measured the distribution of temperature in yawed flow with an infra-red
detection system.

The possibility of such measurements had been pointed

out previously by Petrou (95).

It was shown by the author (93) that'

the occurrence of asymmetric distributions of temperature had a aignifloant
effect on calculations of the heat transfer coefficient,
Berber (lOl) has studied the three dimensional behaviour of the Kanaan
Vortex Street behind a cylinder, and has shown that it tends to have
vortices which 'peel off* from the cylinder and consequently the vortex
lines in the wake are not parallel with the cylinder axis at right angles
to the flow.

These results are interesting in comparison with the

visualisation studies made in the present woi^ of the wake of the hot
wire supports, and are significant when there is a danger that the hot
wire will move into the wake of its supports (lie. when mounted nearly
parallel with the incident flow).
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(f) Theni^

in the w ^ e of a hot wire.

Envlnp spGcified the heat loss rate fron the vire, it is possible
to predict the temperatnre field In the wake nnalytically by the approxiffiate thermal diffusion eqtiation in the way used by Bo-ussinesq (38).
This problem has been studied in detail by Berry,Kason and Sagt (96) for
the case of laminer flow.

Diffusion proeesses hav^ been studied a great

deal in turbulent flows (e.g. Dberoi and Corsin (97)), and it is hardly
necessary to discuss these here.

Crum end Esnratty have studied the

specific problem of the wake of a heated wire (98), and the variable
diffusion rate (dependent upon turbulence level) was utilized by Schubaaer
as a measure of the turbulence intensity (99).

Man Moon (lOO) has used

the wake of a wire as an indicator of flow direction, since the hot wire
itself is only oJ.rectionally sensitive as regards yaw angle.

(g) Conduction of Heat within the WlrA.
The most usual method of evaluating- the energy lost by conduction
of heat into the supports is that of King (39), using an analytical
solution to the one dimensional conduction equation in the wire (after
ainplification of this equation, so as to make a solution possible).
A more elaborate ^lution has been suggested by Betchov (l02) who introduced a linear temperature dependence of the heat transfer coefficient.'
Winovich and Stine (103) arranged their analytical solutions to fit the
heat loss measurement in vacuum in terms of the resistance of the solution,
although they did not exaaine the overall energy bolancc,

Preckshot

and Gorman ( 1 0 4 ) have ezamined various methods of solving both the
radial and axial problems.

For the axial conduction problem''with long
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^d-res they carried out en analysis similar to that of Betchov just
mentioned, tmd also uaeu a computer to do numerical intagrations.
However, they did not disouss in detail the various boundary and integral
conditions required of the solution, and only used them for the relatively
large heat loss rates measured in water and other liquids.

Davies and

Fisher (53) saw the possibility of using vacuum measureaents as as cheek
on vhe material properties of the wire, and also used numerical integration
to solve for the temperature distribution, as there were significant
non linearities in the conduction equation in the case of a tungsten
wire in air.

^.W^slent j^esponae of hot wire anemometern.
At one time it was more conoon to operate hot wire anemometers In
the constant ota-rent node, the performance of these being limited by the
relatively large rcnperature fluctuations arisda? during: unsteady cooling.
The thermal inertia effects thus introduced lead to a significant tine
constant in the anemometer response, ac dincuoaed by Dryden and Kuethe
(105) (ind Kovascnoy (IO6).

Tlie use of an intermediate amplifier, with

an increasing gain with frequency to compensate for this time delay, is
also discussed by Kovasanay find various others (e.g. Runynn and Jeffries
(107)).
Operation of hot wires at constant resistance significantly improves
the rise time of the anemometer by reducing the thermal inertia, although
it is always necessary to operate vdth some resistance fluctuations to
operate the feedback amplifier.

The performance of this type of system

was described by Ossofaky (l03), who showed responses that appeared to
have some second order components rather than being a pure first order
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systeE.

Although he commented on the sensitivity of the circuit

response to induotanoe with the probe, he did not relate this to the
seoond order term.

Both Oaaofaky and Jansaen and Baaing (l09) related

the damping in the system (that ia the first order term in the response,
which was the only term they oonsidered) to the steady state balance of
the Wheatatone bridge, although the approaches adopted differ slightly
from one another and that given later in this thesis (seotioa 4(i)).
Karlaaon and Maeder (lio) alaw detectod second order responses, but
ascribed them to the performanco of their eleotronic amplifier in terms
of the amplifier time constant.

Grant and Kronauer also noted that

oscillations could occur in the system (ill).

More recently Berger,

Pfeymuth and Froobol (ll2 and II3) hare studiod the response of the hot
wire anemometer by injecting disturbances into the amplifier.

As with

Grant and Kronauor, they ascribed the higher order tiao conct&nts (2nd
order and above) to the electronic circuit performance, and showed how
it was necessary to oompensate with inductance in the hot wire bridge
circuit.

During their attempts at coapeaaation in this way they

observed responses displaying fourth order terms similar to those reported
in this thesis, which were put down to the use of inductors with different
hysteresis loss cheracterlstice.

Rreymuth (114) haa described the

response of a third order system, which gives similar responses in some
cases to the measured ones, but it is evident that fourth order terms
are present, and so this analysis is not oomplotely edequote.

Aleo,

he does not relet* the different terms in the equation to the physical
%nd eleotrlcel properties of the system, and so it is difficult to use
these results for predicting hot wire performance.

An analysis similar
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to that presented in section 4 of this thesis to accoimt for the transient
response characteristics of the constant resistance anemometer can also
be found in the work of Dalies and Davis (ll9).
Davies r.nd Fisher (53) drew attention to the need to study the
problen of transient temperature responses in hot wires, as the fluctuatinfr energy flows arising from re-distributions of the wire internal
energy could introduce time constants into the system,

Betchov and

Kuyper (ll5) had considered the fluctuating tenperr.tures during harmonic
fluctuations in the cooling rate for a constent current anemometer,
where it was possible to simplify the unsteady differential equations.
This tsrpe of study is inevitably dominated by the large nean temperature
fluctuations associated with constant currcnt anemometers.

Unsteady

conduction problems have been described by McAdams (ll) and Kaye (ll6)
amongst many others, whilst the specific problem of radial transient
conduction is considered by Lowell and Fatten (ll?) and Borden (ll8).
The detailed study of fluctuating ariel conduction and its influence
upon the performance of hot wire anemometers is considered in this thesis.
The response of the heat transfer coefficient to changes in fluid
velocity has been described by Illingworth (l20), who has .s-iven solutions
to the unsteady fluid motion and diffusion equations for cylindors and
spheres.

The analysis shows the phase end amplitude relaticns between

harmonic incident velocity fluctuations and the heat transfer rates.
This problem does not enter into the closed loop response of the hot vrire
anemometer, since the heat transfer term appears as a forcing function
(see section 4), and phase lees in the flow merely delay the forcing
term without influencinr the closed loop eouatior.

Tralio (l2l) has

also analysed the unsteady flows round a circular cylinder using numerical
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integration, but does not concider the heat transfer proooss in relation
to this.
/
(i) Utumtirv
The main points which arise from the previous work carried out
with hot wires can be simmerized as follows:1.

,

?or the case of a cylinder immei'sed in e static gas of infinite
extent, the heat transfer process will he influenced hy a molecular
exchange of eaerj^'' at the surf ace and ecroaa the first mean free
path length from the surface.

It is also affected hy conduction

of heat through the gas, and by convection of heat in natural
convective flows.

In general all three mechanisms 'rill be present,

and individual cases ohould be examined to deternine which ones
play a significant part in the transfer process.
2.

To adequately specify the incident flow conditions in forced
convection cooling four parameters are required, the Krudaen,
Reynolds and flach numbers and the ssurfane temperature of the cylinder.
H«»Te affain all four must be considered on that a physically roaconaMe
boBis for correlating the heat loss in different cases fa obtained.
There is a need to show ho\-i the heat loss at low Reynolds numbers
(leas than unity) is related to the heat loss in static f:as, rnd
how the free molecular linit is approached for these cases.

Also,

unoertcinties still exirt concerning the behaviour of yawed wires,
3.

Improved solutions? to the thermal equilibrium equations for hot
wires are required to specify heat transfer rates as r high vacuum
is approached, rjid also to provide solutions for asyaiaetric and

xmstea^y conditions.
4.

The response of the constant resistance anemometer shows the
existence of second and higher order terms in addition to the
first order thermal inertia term.

The origin of these effects

should be correctly located if the performance of anemometers is
to be improved, send consideration should be given to the transient
thermal response of the wire, as well as to the electrical characteristics of the feedback system juid to the method of measuring the
system response.
There now followp a more detailed outline of the contents of the
new work introduced in this thesis, vhloh is concerned \rith ell the
noints outlined above.

l(it).

Outline of the present work.

As mentioned in section l(o) the first step in the present work
has been to develop the methodo for solving the thermal equilibrium
equations for hot -wires.

'

In section 2 the steady state differential

©ouction is derived, end the individual terms are diccfussed, prrticular
consideration being given to non-linepritles.

After a statement of

the boundary conditions which rll solutions must satisfy, the widely
used analytical solutions pre described end the difficulties involved
in using then are enumerated.

Tlie nest step is to show how numerical

integration of the fall equilibrium equations can be carried out, end
how the boundary conditions are matched by iterating for all the unknowns.
This nart of the work, dealing ^-rith numerical integrations, i» on
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extension of the earlier work of Davis and Fisher (53).

The equation

now include the generation of asymmetric temperature distributions by
the inclusion of a dependence of the local fluid temperature upon
position along the wire.

The first nain division of the thesis, section

2, concludes with the results of a set of computations which were made
to demonBtrate the effect of the assumed initial data upon the calculated
value of the heat transfer coefficients.
Tile next main section (3) reports a set of expsrisents used to
J
investigate the performance of hot wires under different steady flov
conditions.

This section is sub divided into four ports, part A dealing

with the derivation of the properties of the wires from measurementn of
the heat loss in a vacuum.

This forms a vital part of the whole invest-

igation, since the wires are so saoll and fragile.

It also includes

the results of direct meaeuremont of the wire resistance and its diameter.
Part B contains the results of experiments made in static air at various
pressures, end these are used as the basis for checking the consistency
of the methods of analysis, as well as for a discussion of the mechanism
of the heat transfer process in stetto reeen.

Also, new sets of

measurements made vdth single selected '.rires In forced convection at
atmospheric pressure are reported, end systematic Aiffornnces are noted
from the similar meaaureaentB of Devies and Fisher, made with a batch
of vires.

The third pert (port C) shoifs the results of further experi-

ments to illustrate the behaviour of yawed wires, end ^tvea the results
of the cor.putptionr for the enuilibrium of yawed wires based on the
earlier experimental data of the author (93).

The diffusion of heat

in e thermal wake behind the wire has been measured, as this is relevant
for two point racial velocity correlation measurements, and the charact-
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erlptica of the wake of a pulse heated wire nre deacribed with reference
to the use of hot cpotg in the flow for a direct measurenent of the
flow velocity.

Part B deals with the effects of the molecular mean

free path on the coolinp of hot wires, end c. r&nge of experinents in
the transition from continuum to free noleculro* flow arc desnribed.
The unctoadi'" behaYiour of hot wire aaenometero ic discussed in

section 4.

Firstly the operation of the hot wire in a closed loop,

constant resistance feedback system is analyoed in terms of the wire
thermal inertia term, the inductance ox the wire rmd its connecting leads,
and time constants in the electrical amplifier.

Next it is shorn that

the re-distribution of temperature within the wire, which takes place
whenever the rate of cooling is changed, does not influence the closed
loop response of the constant rosistanoe anemometer.

This justifies

the use of a simplified thermal nodol of the hot vriro in deriiring the
reaponne equations.

Sjqierinental mear-urenonts of the dynnaio response,

ucinf? a shock tube as well as electrical ncthodn, shoir how the second
order nature of the response is compatible with the presence of a small
inductance associated "siith the probe conneotions.

Cowponsation of this

induotanco leafs to the introduction of higher order temc in the
governing equation, the origin of these renaining uncertain.
The last section, section 5, briefly reviews the m&lm results of
the work carried out in connection with the solution of the steady
thermal equilibrium equations, the neasurejnents of heat loss rates for
different fluid conditions and the specification of the dynamic response.
From this it is possible to see the range of conditions over which the
hot wire anemometer provides an effective method of flow measurementa
and also the source^ and magnitudes of the uncertainties involved in hot
wire techniques.
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^

SvAvtAOOe %9 thft RQUilibriuH^ gqyatioaa raj- a Heated Wir^

g(o).

General Outline of Solutlonm.
An has teen outlinei in the introduction it is neceasary to

develop methods cf solving the equilibrium equations for a hot wire,
so that loss measureaents oen be oorreotly interpreted in oases where
the wire conduction loss is large in relation to the convcctive cooling.
Tho themal equilibrium of a hot wire le described by oettlng up an
expreasion for the equilibrium of each clement of the wire.

This gives

rise to a dlffnrential enuntion for the vlre temperature as a function
of position along the *lrc.

Radial Tarlationa of tenpereture are

nojtlected in cacor of lon^r thin i-rLrcs,
In the Lost general case sonsiderod in the following analysis
two terms in the differential equation are unlcnotm, the heat transfer
coefficient and the term describing the variation in incident fluid
temperature alon* the wire.

The equation is second order, \nd so the

boundary conditionB of temperature at each end specify solutions in
tern^g of tho differential equation.

Extra boundary donditions are then

used as criteria to determine the unknown nrrrmeters in the differential
cqustlcn.

These conditions r.re the electrlorl resictonoe of the whole

t-ire and the ratio of end losses by fconduction into the supports, the
overall heat belsnoe condition providlnc cr additional check of the
resulting solution for the temperature distribution.

Section 2(i)

outlines the derivation of the differential equation, whloh eoatalne
non-linear terms, and section 2(il) describes the boundary conditions
in detail.
The equation oan be simplified to give analytloal solutions In terms
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Of the two point temperature boundary ooaditiono.

Eo, this can be done

1.. describad in section 2(ili), the extra boundary condition of the
overall eoerey balance requiring an iteration for the unknown heat transfer coefficient at the surfaoe.

The aaymmetrio inoident temperature

'

for yawed wires is given eiplioitly in terws of the ratio of end conduotion
loasee.

Eovever, it i* not generally poaeible to fit all the boundary

conditions using these anaiytioai solutions to an approximato form of
the differential equation.

The Method used for oarrying out numerical

integrations to the exact equation, and iterations for the unknowns in
it, are described in sections 2(iv) to 2(viii).

The last of these

(2(7iii)) is concerned with finding the appropriate wire properties
required to satisfy the aeasuromonts made with zero conveotive cooling
in a vacuum.

Here it is not possible to iterate for the heat transfer

coefficient, gnd 30 the alternative approach of aodifying term, in the
equation has to be adopted.

Th* resistivity la* has been used as the

paramoter modified to satisfy the vacuua meauurements, as it is the
least certain of the material properties in the equation.

It haa been

varied in two ways, by altering just the quadratic teru or else adding
a constant in the expression for the wire resistivity (given in equation
2,11, in aoction 2(i)),
Discussions of the sensitivity of the solution for the heat transfer
coefficient to the different terms in the equilibrium equation and its
boundary conditions ore given in sectiona 2(ii) and 2(z).

The first

(2(ii)) deals with the oaae when the parameters are varied in the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient alone.

The second (2(%))

deals with the situation when the parameters are varied and oompensatlng
modifications are made in the resistivity law, so that the vaouum
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measureaenta ere always satisfied.
!

JLifi.l -i-he iiiquxlibriuia ^ouptioa for a wire element.
The pnalyais of the ateeAy thermal equllibriura of s heated wire is
beaed on the differ*ntlel equation demcrlbinc the varletlon of temperature
with position within the wire.

The equilibrium of an element of the

%ire is derived by equating the flow of energy into end out of the
element, and in the case of thin wires it is usually PBOTimed that the
vari&tion of temperature along the radius of the wire is negligible.
The pprticulpr case of the two dimensional rr.difil diffusion of heat in
p wire of circular cross section, and ^-ath uniform heat transfer around
the circumference, ham been considered by Gordon (lo).

His results

applied to a typical oaee in the present work, putting in suitable values
for the material properties end the heet loes rate, Bhow that aoroas the
wire diameter the variations in temperature will be less then 0.01# of
the temperature differenoe between wire and anbient temperaturea.
flow of heat by conduction into an element of wire (

The

) oan thus

be treated solely in terms of the temperature gradient along the wire.
(See Pig.l, with positive heat flow into element).

This heat flux is

represented by

where the thermal conductivity of the wire material (fir) ie a fuaotion
of the looal wire temperature (T), whilst the cross sectional area of
the wire ( a ) ia assumed constant along the wire.
The heat loss by convection from the surface of the wire into the
surrounding fluid for the element is given by
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A Q , =--TrA ky

("T-Tj'lijK

(2.2)
whore

K t 13 the he.t transfer coefficient. which is dependent «pon

tne fluid conditions and also upon the toitperature of the wire (see Bavlee
rjid Fisher (53)).

The tempereture

is the local temperature of

fluid arrivine at the wire element and need not be constnnt along the
wire (e.t. non-ieothei-mal flows, or in the'case of a yawed vire where
down.trean, section, of the wire come into the hentod wa'ce of upstream
sections).

In the Boat general case the heat transfer coefficient can

also be a function of position along the wire, although l!ds has not
been inoluded in detail in the work that followe.
Heat is dissipated in the element of wire by the current passed,
the power being given by

l\ 0\r'

=

L—Zf?
A

^X

where the, resistivity of the wire material W )
wire temperature.

(2.3)
is a function of local

Heat is also dissipated or .bsorbcd i,-. the wire by

the Thomson thermoelectric effect which arises when a current Plows in
the direction of a temperature gradient in the asterial.
ihe power thus generated is fjivon'by

A

ty't =

^

) <5*
(2.4)

The direction of the current in relation to the temperature gradient
determines the nature of this process, either as an absorption of energy
or a dissipation.

This effect depends upon the specific material

inTOlved, and it is assumed that a positive Thomson coefficient (SV )
leads to an energy dissipation by the current when the current flows .in
the opposite direction to the positive temperature gradient (e.g. m

the
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nec&tive

x

direction, as implied in equation 2.4, wheii

positive).

0?

is

The Thomson coefficient itself { C V ) is cleo dopondent

upon the local -j«ire temperr-.ture to a limited extent.
Finally, energy Is lost from the vdre element by reflation to the
f!urr0undin.;f3 at ambient temperature (T^):A cy, = - e., r, -ira

J,c

where the total emissivity ( 6-r ) ic « function of the nurf;ico teurov-r: turs of the wire,

being the 3tefen-3olt&m^nn constant.

For

steady equilibrium the Hum oT the above energy flows is; zero, so that
the differential equation doacribing the wire tenperawure is
k-r
+

'•2dj

^
^

A

s-T

(T--T.-)
^

-

e-r

= o

A

(2.6)

Thia is essertially the differential equation need by DfjVies end Fisher,
with the addition of the Thomson term, e.nd the insertior of a variable
fluid temperature ( Tj.)

eurgested bj' the author previously (95).

The equation ia oecond order and has an obvious non-linear tern

I

as well aa other non-linearities introduced by ccraplicated variations
in the other terms vrith tenparature.

The fluid temperature (

) is

either taken as a spooifiod function of position on the wire (x)» the
relationahip depending upon the case involved, or else it can be taken
ns n constant (e.;;. isothermal flow, nortial to the wire axis).
If the Thomson term is neglected, as it ie generally quite snail
in relation to the other terms, and if

Tg

is token as a constant we

see that the equation (2.6) is of the form
a^T
dx

(2,7)
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the ri-miining pMraisotora being constants alonr the '.nre.

?ron this it

can be observed thet solutions .rill be rjiu^-etri cr.l obout points 'here
the derivative id' zero, if ruch points exir-t.
Iho„.on effect, ,md of vn.riations in
„

Ij

...ymmetrio fashion (i.e. T, (,) i

sl:,»i.w: of the resultinc solution

Tfs).

Introduction of the

-ith position on the wire in
W )

x i U 1 " « »» "

In the ebseneo of these two

effects, the distribution will have syrmetry, nlthongh In the case of
Hire, where the end terperrtures ore fiied but different, the distribution
will not be symmetric about the wire centre, but about »nother position
{nearer t« the end with the hifher temperature, in ofse of hor-.ted. wires).
For convenience, e- non dimensional scrie of tenperwture is introduced
ac used by DavieB and Fisher, tide being defined as
/y

T - b4

(2.8)
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This was bBued on the noainel resietence propertiea WLick they
dcducod for tunesten;-

=

ICT^ (5.2I8T

+

0.227 IT* )

ohm cm

(2*9)

r3i6 leads to the anproiimate equality
R,.
iisixce T

=

= 1

/y
» RV

c

I
overheat ratio

,

(2,10)

correeponda to wabieDt oonditionc (l8*c approz) m d the

rosictcncG eccordinc tc (2.9) hoooaee zero when

T

= 0.

We come now to corslAer the Individual terms in the equation of
equilibrium (2.6) for the material used throuchout the present work
(tuncsten) and for the typical dimenaione of the wires used.

The

resistance properties and themal conductivity of tungsten are generally
subject to sone uncertainty due to the Geasitivity of the metal structure
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to tho KGaufacturlug prooeBo (the wires used here arc cold drawn to nbout
10 microns, and anodically etchod to xncller aizee, civlnc a very smooth
surfacc aud * moohaaloally vorkeJ Rraln structure) (*d its tendency to
OuUdiac (cec wcitliel^L, 1122)).
Ltd. of London)

The same Gourco of wirer. (froa Mullard

uaed as by Dafles and Ficher, althauch a different

b*tch of wire was used by thaa.

Iheii work icdloated .cue considerable

uacertainty i* the properties aasu^ad for tungsten when compared with
ezperi^eutal ka&Gurementt which they uade.

A detailed iiccussion of

theme effects follows it the seotiona deaiia*

vacuum calibrations

of tires and direct mcaaureaents of the wire properties, but for complete
Generality it stould be essuKed thct the rpcictlvity of Tungsten is civen
tyr

*
, ^ - 6

10

^

/"t

~

/'oo

/"«.

(oKm. cm..)

(?ai)
the Gpeoifio for* of this aiisiag from the literature being given in
equation (2.3).
the«r,l conductivity of tiuigsten c m be relate,! to the electrical
resistivity by me.-jis of fj,e lorontz constant. » U o h Ic not temperature
dcpondent ever the rcn^e 0/ lot.rest (53).

Thle leads to . general

expression for the thermal conductivity

(2.12)
The variation in the Ihoaison effect for tungsten has been given
by SniithelU (ijj),

~

investigated by ?ridrcman (123). ,r.3 te ,3 follows,-

0,0341 T

microvolts /

(2»13)

Unlike the majority of metals, Tn*sten has a positive value for
this Thomson coeffloiort. a current flowin« In the negative

i

direction
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ulth A DOEltivc vclue of

<A][

le&iinc to ,n energy diostp-tlon by

the current.
It can be seon Uia!; Lho

oaer^y dissipated by the Thomson

effect is ^iven by
" (Lt

(2.14)

where tho wire extends between the points

x

=

± Ji .

in a ccse

whero tho distribution of tenperature is s]nmetrlo about a aero gradient
point at the wire contrc

= O )

this dissipation .ould

be isero, .'ilthouf^h it is the Thorason effect itself whioh Cfaises part of
the aa^nametry.

Henco, elthough the Tho^ison effect itself, cud also

the flow oonditione Impoaed on the wir* by the incident flow teoperature
T^(x), both oause the distribution of temperature to become aeymmetrlo
to some extent, the total dimmipation due to the Thomson effect will be
eniall.

Thxa can be seen since, if the Thomaoii coefficient were indepen-

aont of temperature, the disaipation would be sero if the en<3 temperatures
were equal
t
-here

G-p

= conctcnt alone the wire hero.

(2.15)
That la to coy it is only

the teiaperftture variation of the Thomson coefficient combined vlth the
aaymmetry of the temperature distribution and tho differenoe between the
end taaperaturea Jhich cause any nett dissipation of ©nerfry, there being
no overall ceneretion duo to the current level end typiorl temperature
rradicnte (as in the oaae with reoistive dirsipation, where the current
?nd average resistivity do cause the main fissip^tlve tern).

Tho inter-

relflbion between the generation of asjrmmetry by tho Thomoon effect end
the reaultlDg total Thorason diaoipstlon la difficult to asaeas without
doing a complete nuaerlcal Integration, as described in aeotlon 2(iv),
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The radiation from the curface of the hot irixe is small for cases
considered here in relation to thercijil conduction end fluid oonvective
cooling, but when numerical integrations &ro carried out there In very
little problem in taking the radiation into account, cs it merely involves
the evrlvation of one cztra term to be added into the differential
cGurtlon.

The values of the eniirsivity of Tungsten Riven by Smithelle

have been token, although this is bound to be on approximation without
accurrte specification of the surface finish of the vire:-

0 ^

=

- 0.006

+

0.0262

(2.16)

The plotted results of Siuithells from which this is derived as an
ap'iroxiaation rrc shown in Pi^:.2.
The variation in the heat transfer coofficient with temperature of
the wire has been discussed by D,?vies and Fisher, vhose earlier measurements ahowed the temperature dependence of the heat transfer coefficient.
It vdll be seen later that the magnitude of the effcct ic not confirmed
by the results of the present work, a smaller temperature sensitivity
being found.

In general one can use o linear expreueion for the heat

transfer coefficient
h_-r

where /3 = 2.0

=

h - o

C

'

+

/ 9

( 2 . 1 7 )

corresponded to the results of Davies end Fisher.

They reasoned that the heat transfer rate \ies dependent upon the fluid
conductivity ?t the wire surface, end ir.creesed in direct proportion to
the incresze in this conductivity with surface tempereture (gac conductivity being quite strongly temperature dependent), nnd used a relation
of the type
»w

,

^
ki ,

^

^
LLg—l"
'*

(2.18)
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where suffix
and

1

denotes conditions at 'T = 1 (ambient temperature 18°c).

is the fluid conductivity, suffix

E ^ r e temperature of

T K.

T

denoting conditions for

From the available data concerning the

conductivity of air they deduced a value of 1.97 for/&
raent with their results.

, in close agree-

The precise value of /3 in equation

2.17

will depend upon the conditions of the fluid, but the general form of
2.17

has been retained in this work as the parameter /3' conveniently

relates heat transfer rates to those at zero temperature difference,
/3 = 0

corresponding to independence between the heat transfer coefficient

and ifire temperature.
Having thus considered the values of the terms in the equilibrium
equation

2.6

as related to the material properties, the relative mag-

nitudes can be estimated for the typical wire dimensions occurring in
this t'jork.

The standard wire used in Southampton for turbulence measure-

ments has a nominal diameter of
operated at a resistance of

5 microns, a length of 2mm and is

15-^

, this corresponding to an average

xd-re temperature between 550°o and 400°c.

The radiation term

can be

shown to be less than 0.05^ of the total power dissipation from an
element, by the relation
Radiation nowef

^

^

Dissipation power

cTq-TTA
i , L V f \ ^

(2.19)

As discussed above, the total dissipation of energy by the Thomson
effect will be quite small as it arises from a combination of the temperature dependence of ihe Thomson Coefficient end the skewness of the
distribution of temperature in the wire.

However,

the magnitude

of the effect at different points on the wire can be estimated:Local Thomson
Local resistive dissipation

_

GV

/ &-r \
I
i z' -r

^
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FVom this it con be seen that locally the Thonnon heat can be up to
K? of the total local power dissipation, so that it is quite feasible
that a considerable skewine of the temperature distribution can arise
from this asymmetric generation of heat.
It is difficult to make eny detailed commentB on the relative
magnitudes of the conduction, convection ond resistive dissipation terms
in the equilibrium equation, sinco this will depend very much on the
particular conditions applied.

In a very low pressure vacuum, the

coolii« term at the surface is zero. »hilst the conduction and generation
terms then constitute the largest in the equation (2.6) and take up
approximate equilibrium with one another.

In cases of large fluid

cooling at the surface, the conduction term can become relatively small
as the overall heat generation is much larger, and the equation of
equilibrium is dominated by the approximate balance of the fluid convection
term and the generation term.
=. lA<Vl|

That is
in a vacuum

,
^

I ^ 'Yc I

(2.21)
IA

I

for large heat loss rates to
the fluid .

One Of tho main purposes of this woric is to develop the methods of
solution of (2.6) to satisfy the boundary conditions for the range of
oasea betweon these two extremes.
Since the conduction and convection terms are the dominant ones in
the equilibrium equation, the non linearities *ich they introduce will
be the dominant non linearities.

Davies and Fisher showed that the

variations in heat transfer coefficient, as given by equation (2.17)
could be large in relation to its mean value, the magnitude being given
by
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Variation in

h.p

_

( I p

Average Value of

(I ^

ftr a v A r e c y w r a t U g at
Davies and PiBher.

T,,) - ( i ^ jS)
~

' y = 2 . 5 ( m d A,r the value of ^

(2.22),
g i m m by

This variation is considerable and the influence

it has on the solutions of the equation, by analytical solutions to an
approximate linear equation (2.35), is difficult to aBeese without carrying
out trial numerical solutions for comparison.

This comparison was made

by Davies and Fisher, who showed how the computed distribution of temperature varied for the different types of solution, in vacuum and for cooUag
at atmospheric pressure.

The local temperatures differed by as much as

25# at the centre of the wire whilst smaller differences arose in the
end losses computed by the different methods.

It can be said that there

is quite a significant effect on the calculation of the distribution of
temperature, and a smaller effect on the overall energy balance.
Non linearities are introduced due to the variation in thermal
conduction of the material with temperature, and can be most easily related
to the linear conduction term:Non Linear Conduction Term
Linear conduction term

( ^ )
k

d^T"

~

(2.23)

Again, it is only by comparison of the numerical integrations with the
analytical solutions that these effects can be seen in terms of the calculation of wire heat loss, average temperature and distribution of temperature.

(The comparisons made by Davies and Fisher included both the
I

conduction and heat transfer effects simultaneously).
Having considered the magnitudes of individual terms in the differentiol equation in the above discussion, we can now proceed,to discuss
the boundary conditions which solutions are required to satisfy.
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iiil)—Bcyndarv Gondltionn for aolutinnm.
There are five conditions which solutions to the differential
equation for the wire temperature should satisfy.

Firstly the local

temperatures at the two ends of the wire must; be those of the supports.
Secondly, the total wire resistance calculated from the solution must be
correct.

Thirdly, the overall heat balance is to be satisfied, and

finally the ratio of the conduction losses fron the two wire ends must
a ^ e e with the measured value.

The first two are used to specify the

solution for the temperature distribution in terms of the differential
equation, this being the normal two point condition for a second order
equation.

The second two conditions can be used to find values of the

heat transfer eoeffioient, whilst the last condition is used to determine
an appropriate variation in incident flow temperature along the wire in
asymmetric cases.
The first two conditions mentioned which solutions to the differential
equation for the thermal equilibrium of the wire (2.6) have to satisfy,
is that the temperatures at the ends of the wire ( T
values.

) have the required

All the wires used in this work were mounted by first copper

plating the wire except for a short section, which is to form the active
element, and then soldering the copper plated section in place at the tip
of the supporting prongs of the probe.

The probe supports were made of

nickel, v?hich had suitable mechanical properties as well as being easy
to solder.

Measurements of the diameter of the oopper plated seotion

of the wire were made only approximately using a travelling microscope,
as considerable variation could be found due to the length of the plating
prooess and current level ^aed.
plated wire waa about

Generally the diameter of the oopper

5 to 8 times that of the h^t wire.

The small temp-

erature gradients within the copper plated section can then be estimated
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in terms of the heat flow from the end of the wire, and the temperature
drop along the copper plated portion can be written

where the suffix

C«. denotes the copper portion (the tungsten core is

relatively small and is neglected).
of copper plating being about

From this, with a typical length

1.5 mm, it can be shown that the likely

temperature differences over the copper plated sections are around 1 or
2°c.

Various measurements using thermocouples to measure the temperature

at the tip of the prong (see the author's previous work (93) and that of
Bennett (l24) indicated this to be about 2°c above ambient, and therefore
the end of the wire could be 3 or 4°c above ambient.

During most of the

work carried out this has been allowed for by putting
but it will be seen from section 2(lz) that the influence of this on the
calculation of heat transfer coefficients and temperature distributions
is quite small.
The second condition which solutions must satisfy is that the resistance evaluated by integrating along the wire has the required value
a ,

=

\ ^ ^

(2.25)

Thirdly, the overall energy balance must be satisfied.

Rw

=

t t A KT C - r - T . H x

That is

(2.26)

cyrr + ^Vb
where Kg is the wire thermal conductivity at its end temperatures and
«

X is the ratio of the temperature gradients at each end of the wire:X

-

I

(2.2.)
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Equation (2.26) can be written in termo of the mean value of the
heat transfer coefficient along the wire and the mean wire temperature,
becojEaingi
R w = TTAVvav

^

^

I 1+7^

<2.28)
(neglecting Thomson and radiation terms).
This is an approximation in fact, oince the mean value of the product
of the heat transfer coefficient and temperature difference along the
wire is not necessarily equal to the produot'of the mean temperature
difference and the mean heat transfer coefficient, although it can be
regarded aa a definition of the mean heat transfer coefficient.

This

is a .different definition from that based on the wire average temperaturei—

(2.29)
Equation (2,28) is used as a basis for calculating the end temperature gradient

^

^

in terras of a value of the heat transfer

coefficient, which is assumed to have various values during an iteration
to find the unknown
in section 2(vi))

K g for a given value of /S

(see the description

A correction factor is applied to the convection

term in the equation ( k, in equation (2.59)) as (2.28) is only approximate.
The correction factor is iterated as an extra unknown so that the boundary
conditions are satisfied.
It can be seen that if the heat balance is satisfied for the individual
elements of the wire, as it is during a numerical integration of equation
(2.6), then the overall heat balance (2.26) Tiill be automatically satisfied
if the resistance of the solution is correct (i.e. equation 2.25 is
satisfied).

This follows, since
L^A K

+

+ ^'Vfc •+

= O
(2.51)
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and hence

^

^

^

-j^

- A.

—A

- I

^
-

(2.52)

*

We can now put

^ (A k, ^

)^ - S ^ e C f l L (
(2.33)

Thus
,'• 1

—

/iR. =

R.W

^Ve. •'"'Vt + < V r + ( l + ^)f'-<( ^ j ) ^
<2.34)

SO that, if

Kw-

^bvR.

as implied by this equation, the overall

heat balance is satisfied when the numerical integration method is used.
It is thus seen that the overall heat balance condition is redundant, and
can be used as a check of the overall accuracy of the summation processes
carried out by the computer (this was borne out in practise when doing
numerical solutions).

The fact that this additional condition is satisfied

is a result of the numerical method of solution, rather than as a result
of using the correct parameters in equation

2.6.

The final condition which the solution for

T(X) must satisfy is that
t

the ratio of the end gradients given by equation 2.27 is correct.
the present work the values measured by the author
as the basis for determining the form of
condition.

In

(93) have been used

^^(x) by satisfying this extra
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Given the differential equation and the boundary conditions which
solutions must satisfy we can next consider methods of finding solutions
for the temperature distribution.

The next sectiop (2(iii)) deals with

analytical expressions which provide solutions for an approximate form
of the differential equation, and the following sections describe the
methods adopted to carry out numerical integrations using digital
computers.

2(ili)

Analytical Solutions for the Temperature Distribution.

This section deals with the principles and drawbacks to the widely
used analytical solutions of the linearised form of the equilibrium
equation 2.6, obtained by neglecting certain terms in this full equation.
In the following discussion the equation is set down in its linearised
form (sub section (a)), but before considering solutions to it the generation of asymmetry by varying the fluid temperature along the wire is
described (sub section (b)).

The next sub section (c) describes a

typical solution to the equation using a trignometric form for the variation
in fluid temperature as suggested by P.E.Doak, rather than the simple

•

linear variation along the wire previously'used by the author (93).
The main drawbacks in the use of analytic solutions are given in sub
section (d), and in the final section (e) it is shown that a single value
for the wire thermal conductivity must be used in all parts of the calculations if the analysis is to be consistent.

This last refeult explains

some of the effects noted by Daviea and Fisher (53).

(a) The Linearized differential equation.
By neglecting variations in thermal conductivity of the wire material
and in the heat transfer coefficient along the wire, and by only including
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the dominant conduction, convection and resistive current dissipation
terms, the equation can be simplified to become
koLV A ^

4.

[ UoC-T,) -TTTcL

Ct, - <

) _-o

A

(2.35)

where the resistance law is approximated by
- /'oL

i-v od-T,N

^
(2.36)

/^o

being the resistivity at ambient temperature

temperature difference
("^2 - Tg).
equation

(T - TQ) and similarly

TG

Tq,

being the

being the difference

Radiation mnd Thomson effects have both been neglected in

2.35 .

This is the form of the equation used by King (39) and

Lowell (56) in addition to many others, with the modification introduced
by the author (93) that

Tg

is a variable so that skewed distributions

tdth &Q]nmetrlo heat loss from the ends can be generated.

(b) Variation in incident flow temperature along vawed
In the case of a wire yawed at large angles to the flow it is likely
that the downstream elements of the wire will be influenced by the hot
wake of upstrean elements and that the equilibrium of the wire will be
modified by this.

This effect will give rise to increases in the temp-

erature of the fluid arriving at the wire as the value of
(positive

X

flow case).

x

is increased

being assumed in the downstream direction for the parallel
The influence of the viscous wake of the upstream sections

has not been considered, as its influence on the heat transfer rate would
not be as significant as a change in fluid temperature,

(Riis cm

be

approximately seen if we put
Heat loss rate

oC

(A

-+ % f u )

taking the KingS law variation as representative of the cooling law,

(2,37)
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where U

is the flow velocity normal to the wire and

conetants.

k

snd

b'' bxq

The dorainsnt term will be the temperature difference, whilst

the velocity in the wake is not likely to vary by a significant amount
in relation to its mean value.

The variation in

Tg

will be related

to the heat loss rate from the wire,larger heat lose rates in general
giving larger remperature rises in the fluid for the same flow conditions.
For simplicity it was previously assumed (43) that
-r^ =
where the form of

^

i.e.

(2.38)

would be increasing in magnitude with

This is chosen so that
wire.

=-

Tg = T^

^( - I) = 0 .

ct

x =

x .

- JL, the upstream end of the

A suitable general form would be to relate

the rise above ambient temperature to the total heat loss upstream of
the section considered by a simple linear relationship.

That is by

X

-A

(2.39)

This type of relation would be approximately correct, as it is usual for
walce temperatures to be linearly dependent upon the heat transfered,
although strictly some variation in the geometry is occurring here as
we consider different values of
Chen ( 1 2 5 ) ) .

Equation

2,39

x .

(e.g. Schubauer (99) or Chan Kou

is not suitable for deriving an analytic

relationship for the cortstant of proportionality (a) and so some form .
must be assumed for f(^x)

.

The differential equation which has to be

solved (2,35) can be re-written as
d y .
a- {

where

A

4. A,-r. _

_ r

TTA kokv 1

L

e, = (

g>.-r^Lx) ^

"
& Kav
A

k*v A J

'

(2.40)
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6:

=1

r
-r.
C -rr J L Av'Tp

_

:
L
/>b

1

k&y A

^

A variety of algelraic or trigonometric functions for
rise to explicit analytical solutions of 2.40

.

TgCx) would give

A linear f o m was

used originally by the author (95)
tv.) =

a. [ % 4- 1. ^

+- T a
(2.41)

This expression is far from ideal since the heat transfer rate
varies along the wire.

It was suggested by P.E.Doak that a trigono-

metric function closely related to the heat loss distribution along the
wire should be used.

Such a relation vould be
c

(X ( SUv

4-1^

*^o

(2,42)

as this has zero derivativeo at the wire ends where the heat flux is
zero in accordance with equation

2,39

v?hen differentiated.

In the section which follows it is shown how the analytic solution
is obtained using this last relationship for fluid temperature
and can be compared with a oimiler derivation using
(c)

2.41

in (93).

Derivation of a typical analytic solution.

By substituting the trigonometric expression for
equation

2,42 *

2.42

into the differential equation

2,40

Tg

given by

it can be seen

that the resulting equation is
Rrr,

ft1 SC.
c;_ 11:;^
. 4

^
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where

Ai

= A. 6 «

arvdl

(2.45)

A ^ = R, C"F * 4 a ^ -482.

The solution of this, after application of the two point boundary conditions
that
down:-

"^1

—

(& slight approximation), is easily written

Aa
(2.44)

Prom this the derivative
for \ derived.

( ^ V A ^ c ) can be evaluated and an expression

It can be shown that the constant

a

can be written

«

explicitly for this particular solution in exactly the same way as waa
carried out by the author (95) for a linear relationship using
I.e.

TTA K. OLV
y f

i. L\~M

(i-4

2,41.

CoiXrj a \

CIV

Thus, althou(?h a more complicated trigonometric form for

Tg(i) has been

used than the simpler linear form asaitmed in (93) previously, the method
of solution of the analytic equation could again proceed by a fairly simple
iterative process to find the value of the average heat transfer coefficient
which fits the overall heat balance as derived from equations
2.44 .

The integration of the product

will still be straightforward.

2,26

K.a*.v

and

)

More details of the iterations are given

in the author's earlier work (93) for the solutions using a linear form
for

Tgfz).
No further calculations have been carried out using this imnroved

analytical solution, since the problems described in section

(d)

following apply to symmetric cases where a constant fluid temperature is
used.

Clearly if problems are found in solving for symmetric cases, the

use of an improved relationship for generating asymmetry will not remove
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these.

It is therefore necessary to use numerical solutions to the

exact equilibrium equations.
(d)

Drawbacks found in Apalyticel Solutione.

Previous work ((55) and (93)) has shown that there are three main
difficulties encountered in using the results of analytical solutions for
the temperature distribution.

Firstly the resistance of the wire is not

usually satisfied by the solution, typical errors in this condition being
shown in Figure 3, which is taken from the results of (93).

Using the

method described in (c) above (also used in (93))» the heat balance condition
is satisfied, leaving the value calculated for the wire resistance from
"the solution as a redundant condition.
the use of approximate equotions.

Errors arise in this way due to

Secondly, it is not al-^ays possible

to find any value of the heat trcnsfer coefficient (93) trhich satisfies
the overall heat balance condition.

This situation arises at low heat

transfer rates, end it is necessary to accept the solution in each case
dhich merely comes nearest to satisfying the overall heat balance.
Thirdly, it has been shown that the shape of the temperature distribution
is modified according to the assumptions made (53)•

Thus the inter-

pretation of yawed measurements, depending upon the detailed shape of the
temperature distribution, vill be affected by the use of approximate
equations for the ifire equilibrium.

The calculation of the transient

response involves the unsteady change in shape of the temperature distribution and will be similarly influenced by the use of approximate equations.
Calculations based on the detailed shape of the temperature distribution
are also significantly influenced if the resistance condition is not
properly satisfied (as mentioned above as being the case with analytical
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solutions) since relatively large Torletlons In the aean wire temperature
vill occur, causing all the local temperatures to increase or decrease
from their correct values.
It is thus seen that the analytical solutions do not forn a suitable
basis for the detailed interpretation of jawed and unsteady responses,
and that problems are met in satisfying all the boundary conditions for
different rates of coolii^.

For these repsons it in clearly necessary

to concentrate upon the use of numerical solutions to the full equilibrium
equations as described in section 2(iv) and following sections.

(®)

Use of a single value for the thermal conductivity of the wire.

Whilst consideriiig the use of analytic solutions an attempt was made
to determine solutions by Iterating for the unknown heat transfer coefficient
so that the solution obtained had the required resistance from equation
2.25, accepting the fact that the heat balance condition would not be
satisfied'in ell cases.

This wan intended to get over the problem that

the analytic solutions could not siwrsys be found to satisfy the heat
balance condition, whatever the assumed value of the average heat transfer
coefficient.
2,44

The procedure adopted was to write the integral of equation

(in this work only symmetric cases were Being considered so that

several terms dropped out) and equate this to the average temperature as
follows:-

(2.46)
It should be noted that in many cases

becomes complex.

By carrying out an iteration for the voltage (E), the only unknown
if the heat transfer coefficient is fixed at some value, a value can be
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found for wiiich this equation is satisfied.
During the development of this iterative process some difficulty
was found in finding any solution for cases when the heat transfer rate
tended towards zero.

It was found that this was due to the nature of

the process selected, and consideration of the limiting case of zero heat
loss shows the cause of this.

When using analytical solutions the overall

heat balance equation should be written using the thermal conductivity
at the average wire temperature throuehout, not putting in the value at
the wire end tewperatures for the end loss eipresaion but usine
instead.

bav

Both effects are illustrated by substituting in equation

the expression relating

2.46

In, X ) to the end loss (obtained by

differentiating equation 2.44 with

a = O).

For the ease where

h . 0

we have

B.dlo=s

.

k,

(2.47)

Since all the energy loss is by conduction.

In this expression

( k* )

has oeen used, and it will be seen that this leads to an incorrect result.
Putting in the value of the derivative

/
^
^ dl,L l-K
=

have

^/Rw

(2.47a)

which after re-arr.Tngeraont becomes
ftw «

^

( 1 ^ .(-r.vl

^

(2.49)

The breakdown of the iterative process to find the voltage is shown in
equation (2.47a), rfhere substitution of (E/g) for the wire current leads
to the expression becoming independent of wire voltage.

Tor non zero

heat loss rate this does not occur, and the equation equivalent to
could be used to iterate for the wire voltage.

Equation

2.49

2.47a

shows

that the use of

is incorrect, lb considert-tion of the value of

easily shows.
i.e.

P. w

=

2 JL
/'•.V • —

(2.50)

These two equations are only compatible if
(2.51)
•Riat is to say the average VEIUG of the wire thermal conductivity should
be used throughout the solution of the equation by enelytic methods, end
that the value at the ends 'should not be introcruced even if it is known,
as this gives rise to inconsistencies in the equations.

2(tv)

Solutions by Humerioal Integration
Solution of the differential eduction (?.6) by numerlcpl integration

is in principle a straightforward,process, although in practice the
iterative procedures beooue cuits complicated.

Daviec and Fisher (53)

carried out solutions by numorlcal intepreitlon, and the present mrk
follows a similar approach.

Extensions are included to allow for

solutions with an saymmetric distribution of temperature and to improve
the accuracy ox the integration process.

It is also necessai'y to develon

automatic iterative methods to decl with a range of solutions frou aero
convection in a low vacuum to cases where the total heat loss is about
100 tines greater, duo to conrectivo cooling of the wire by a suirounding
fluid.
When the ease of an amycfietric temperature distribution ip included,
it. is necessary to carry out simultaneous integration of the two differential equations for the unknown

t ( s ) and

These two equations,

written so that the highest derivatives are explicit functions of the
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Lower ortler terms, ere

-

" t r

^

t^-^0

(2.52)

and
=
dy-

a ,-ttcJl k-T C ~ r - T \ )
'

(2.53)
f•

The first is merely a re-arrangement of equation

2.6 , and shows

how a (l/d4) factor enters Into the heat generation term.
18 a differential form of equation

The second

2.39 , the writing of a proportional

relationship between the rate of increase of

Tg

and the heat loBB to

the fluid per unit length of wire in equation 2.53 being similar to
equating the value of (Tg - T^) to the integrated heat lose for the upstream
pert of the wire (equation
equation

2.53

is in fact the first

z

derivative of

2.39).

It can be seen that, if the metarlal properties of the wire rnd the
heating current ere known, it is possible by assuninf some value of

k?

to carry out a step by step integration process usiqg starting values of
^

»

T = T_^

and

Tg =

In assuming a heat

transfer coefficient ( h.^) it may be necessary to assume more than one
constant if it is temperature dependent (i.e.
2,17) .

K , and/3

The starting value of the end gradient (

be varied until the condition that
With the solutions for

T = T +4

at

in. equation

'^7^

= . ;

)_j^^ can then

i, satisfiedL

,(:) and Tgf:) thus obtained it is then possible

tofind the values of the end loss ratio

( & ) in equation

2.2?

and
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i
the integrated resistance found by a simple summation:=

i
- JL

A

(2.54)

this being effectively the same as equation

2.25 .

As indicated in

section 2(ii) it is not necessary to consider the overall energy balance
equation

2.26

since this is automatically satisfied.

In practise the

accuracy with which this occurred was closely related to the accuracy
with which the resistance condition was fitted by the final iteration.
By considering the values of the energy balance terms and the end
I

loss ratio obtained for a solution

T(x), it is possible to iterate for

new values for the heat transfer coefficient
constant

( K.-r) and the unknown

which gives rise to assrametric end losses.

In practise

a slightly different approach was adopted, although the principle is
basically the same.
equation

2.28

Davies and Fisher used the average heat balance

to relate the starting value of (

value for the heat transfer coefficient.

to the assumed

A problem presented now is that

it is necessary not only to estimate the wire average temperature in this
equation but also the average fluid temperature (

The first is

easily found from the wire resistance:=-

^ ^ . \0
-TTA^

c /'oo

a

1
(2.55)

from which

2 31

xL

(The positive sign "is taken in evaluating the quadratic root, as the
other root gives a meaningless negative temperature).

(2.56)
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The calculation of the average incident fluid temperature has been
based on the mean value of the heat transferred from the wire.

= OL,

which can be re-arranged to find (
(

z a.v —

That is

Q i (-riKv

o.v ^

(2.57)

,

"Ha. V —"T~o

i t

(2.58)

TTd K^v^.A

Thug for assumed values of ttie average heat transfer coefficient and a
wire average temperature, the average fluid temperature can be expressed
in terms of the constant
as would be expected.

a, .
i

It is easily seen that Lim. C
cv>—* "

—To

This value can then be substituted in the average

heat balance equation to find

-jl .

All the equations involving average quantities are in fact approximations only, and by using the average heat balance equation one is
specifically relating two of the unknowns in the iterative process, the
end gradient and heat transfer coefficient, by an approximation.
I

When

the iteration, which is then reduced to a single iteration by this
relation for the value

"^+JL

in terms of the heat transfer coefficient,

has been completed there is no way of altering the value of the resistance
obtained by equation

2.54 .

Since the heat balance equation is an

approximation a correction factor tev has been put into it, as in equation
2.5p

belowJ and the value of

k, was selected so that the resistance

condition was fitted (and therefore also the exact heat balance condition,
equation

2,26 )iCl+"X^ A •(^^)
=
"*•

— k
(2,59)
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Also, when carrying out the asymmetric solutions, this equation
is only valid if the value of ?• corresponding to the solution
is used, rather than the required value from experimental work.
the correct value of \

If

is satisfied by the solution, this question does

not arise.

•

Thus it is still necessary to iterate for three unknowns, Vut ^
and

until the three conditions T ^ l ^

Rw

and

A.

are

satisfied, but the procedure is made fairly simple as the variations in
the value of

are small, even for a fairly wide range of heat loss

rates (generally they were found to be between

0,96 and 1.10, and the

resistance was fairly linearly dependent upon the value of k,
small changes).

Also the asymmetric end loss ratio

X

for these

is dominantly

dependent upon the parameter O., and not very sensitive to the value of
hf

Tlie solutions are very sensitive to the assumed value of

K.-r

as is discussed later in section. Z Lv\) .
The relationship used by Davies and Fisher to carry out the numerical
integration was a simple linear one:-

!

•=

J

(2.60)

Their work was*only used for symmetric types of solution, -and their
integrations were made therefore over a half wire length, so as to speed
the computation.

An additional relationship to evaluate

±s

needed here:—
i -n =

L

^

l

/

%L L

(2.61)

During the early stages of the present work using these relations
it was found that the end gradients at

z =

i A. differed by several

57
percent for oases vhere
neglected.

was a constant

the Thomson effect was

It was realised that this esymmetry most likely arose from

the approzimate form of eqaatlona

2.60

and

2.61 , giving slight

differences for calculations with temperature progressively increasing
and decreasing.

The equations were modified, taking into account the

nezt terms in the Teylor series expansion, the following being used
L "T.
al
'^L+\'=

+<Jn.-'V^
I

+

<5 n L
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J n i Or-'"
"57!
I 4. S n.

V

(2.62)

2.!

The nmnber of terms taken was chosen so that the first higher order
derlTatlTC vhioh needed a numorioal approrimation was taken into account
in each case.

That is to say

-rf

as evaluated by

the backward difference approximations

I

. I
>- u-i

(2.65)

It »aa considered that the use of a numerical integration over finite
increments did not really justify use of higher order terns, espeoially
as the starting procedure becomes more lengthy if farther terms are introduced on a backward difference basis.

This in Itself will make the two

halves of the solution asymmetric as the starting procedure only applies
to one half (negative % values, near to
2.62

and 2.63

_ i).

The use of equations

was found to reduce the errors by two orders of magnitude
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in so far as the asyinmetric effects were concerned, and it was felt that
this was adequate, (the difference between the end losses was reduced
then to about

0,01^ for cases which were expected to be symmetric).

The relationships used in the computer programme arising from the combination of equations

2.62

and

+ I .=

2.65

are

+- SrCi

)

( 3 "Vl" -

L--. )
(2.64)

nr.z i

I

= 'Y

It can be teen that to commence the numerical integration at
I
.
T
requires values of
'Y_-x
,
*

which can all be calculated.
and

z = - Jl
'I
^-4.
'I

However, the values of

are not available as they do not lie on the wire.

Since the end loss ratio was likely to be sensitive to local conditions
near to the end of the wire, a starting approximation was carried out to
t
overcome these uncertainties by introducing approximations which amount
/V
n
to assuming zero values of
gration.

and

for the first step of inte-

That is to say the unknown points were approximated by
•T • u . ,

%

^

-r':, - cr--.:. (2.65)

-

L-\

- K.

The first two steps of integration were carried out using equations 2.60
II
'Y
and 2.61 , from which values of
and
- JL+ I
'
-4.+ *
could be found and substituted into equations 2.65 .
The fuller
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relationships of eonationa

2.64

of the approximation of eqaations
are both zero.

could than be ueed. the implication
2.65

being that

t.I"

However, the larger terms in the Taylor series are

unaffected by this, and as mentioned above the good agreement (0.01%)
between the end gradients in cases »hich »ere eipected to be symmetric
was taken as. confirmation that the solutions had been made sufficiently
accurate.

iln alternative way of improving the accuracy is to decrease the
p si.e used to carry out the integration.
ctop si.es (of

Experiments with different

. 0.0125 and 0.025) ^owed negligible'disagreement.

larger ai„e (

0.025) was used for some of the calibration

work, vMlst the smaller was used for detailed calculations involving
the temperature distribution (e.g. asymmetric distributions and transient
response).

As far as possible, it is necessary to use the longest step

aise if the running times are not to become excessive, and so the use of
sliehtly more complex relations (such as equations

2.64 ) to improve

the accuracy with a given step sise leads to a moi, efficient programme,
the l,^ge part of » e time during the numerical Integration being taken •
up by working in the differential equation (2.6).

—

Computer Programmp.
The methods of computation have been developed so that the numerical

integration and the iterative processes for the unknown heat transfer
coefficient and correction factor (R, ) are all carried out automatically
by the machine.

Thus the only manual iteration remaining in carrying

cut steady state solutions is that of .electing the constant

a,

to give
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the required"end loss ratio.

This has not been made automatic sinply

because the solutions needed for asymmetric cases were all carried out
during the development of the programne, but there would not appear to
be any particular problem in adding the extra stage since the relationship between X and

a , is quite near to a linear one.

The type of

problem met in iterating the heat transfer coefficient should not be met
in doing this should it be needed in the future.
The programme consists of several basic sections as follows;(a) Reading in of all the relevant parameters including i±e wire
dimensions* the fluid conditions (temperature), the functional fona for
the unknowns

K.-t

and

a ^ , the parameters describing the wire properties,

the operating data such as voltage and resistance and the end loss ratio,
and the parameters required during the numerical integration (integrating
step length, initial values for iterations, and required accuracy for
satisfying the boundary conditions).

For convenience the reading in of

data, involving about 40 different parameters, was divided into about 9
different sections so that only a few parameters have to be read in before
doing each solution.

The data group to be read in was indicated by a

code number on the data tape, and additional code numbers were used to
initiate the different types of iterative procedure outlined below.
("b) Evaluation of all the constants in the differential equation so
that only the minimum number of arithmetic operations are carried oht
within the repetitive cycle for the step by step integration along the
Ea
wire (e.g. group expressions like 4>
which would add
considerable extra time to the integration if included in the loop).
(c) Calculation of the starting value of the temperature gradient
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&Gd setting all the initial values for the integration (such as clearing
accumulators used to evaluate the wire resistance).
(d) Integration of the differential equation step by step until the
temperature goes beyond pre-set upper or lower limits, or else the integration reaches

x =

+ 5. .

(e) Logic routines to carry out the required iterative process.
por large convective cooling rates an iteration for heat transfer coefficient
to about 9 decimal places is required, whilst for small rates of cooling
a process of reverse sensitivity and to a lower degree of accuracy is
used.

Further routines enable the resistivity of -fee material to be

varied in one or two ways, so that eases of aero convection can be solved.
The logic to be followed was specified by a code number read in with the
initial data.

The iterations are terminated either when the required

accuracy is attained, or else a pre—determined number of attempts have
been made (this avoids the possibility of the process of iteration breaking
down and machine time being wasted).
(f) Printing of a selected amount of data concerning the solution;
details of temperatures and their derivatives were only printed for a
few wire positions unless the complete distribution was required.

It

was found feasible to carry on %d.thout monitoring the various stages of
the iteration for

+1

, but that having completed this it was useful

to check that it had worked before the iteration for the unknown
begun.

was

(This is only possible where part manual operation of the

computer can be carried out).
The overall sequence of operations is to work through (a) to (d)
above, carry out the iteration as specified for the particular case and
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return to (b) unless the solution is correct, after which the results
are printed and more data is read in,

A limited amount of printing to

monitor the progress of the solution was incorporated in some of the logic
routines.
The overall complexity of the programme can be seen from the number
' of Extended Mercury Autocode instructions needed in each section:Section
a

Number of E.K.A. instructions
100 instructions

b

70 operations (l4 instructions)

c

90 operations (28 instructions)

d

90 operations (56 instructions)

e)

210 instructions

(in E.H.A. a single instruction can comprise a number of basic
arithmetic operations by the use of brackets and normal algebraic notation).
A basic flcjw diagram is shown in Figure 4.
It was not possible to"write the complete programme immediately
work was begun, as the suitable methods for carrying out the iterations
were not known in any detail.

The first trial progromae was written

entirely in Pegasus Autocode and used on the Pegasus conqputer.

This

programme took about 8 minutes to complete a single step by step integration along the whole wire, and iterations were all made manually.
This was a fairly lengthy process as regards finding the value of

k-r

which could take up to 2 hours or 2^ hours working before the value had
been found to the required 9 decimal places to satisfy the Tv-jl condition
adequately.
nroRPss,

This programme showed the accuracy required for the iterative
alan ahowef the need for improved accuracy of the Taylor
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series used in the step by step integration, the relations of equation
2.64

and

2.65

being introduced at this stage.

The second programme

written used Pegasus Machine Orders for the

part of the work described in section (d) above, the repetitive step bystep integration loop.

'i'he remaining parts of the programme used Auto-

code instructions, it being necessary to write joining sections converting
.a from the floating point form used in Autocode to the fixed point
form used in Eachine Code.

This involved considerable care in scaling

the calculations in the. Machine Orders at every stage.

This programme

incorporated an automatic iteration for k-r , the correction factor being
K-t was approxi-

iterated manually.

The time taken to iterate a value of

mately 15 minutes.

(Sven restricting the machine code working to just
I

the numerical integration, the machine computing store was not quite
adequate, and the magnetic tape transfer buffer store was used to provide
additional fast access storage to avoid too much working from the main
rotating drum store which has relatively slow access times).

Host of

the work concerning the vacuum calibration measureaents of section 5(i)
and the asymmetric temperature distributions was carried out using this
programme.
With the knowledge of the behaviour of the iterative processes,
including resistivity iterations in vacuum and the reversed sensitivity
iteration for small heat transfer coefficients (see following descriptions),
it was possible to write the final programme in Extended Mercury Autocode
for use on the Atlas computer, with no need to monitor the programme at
all during running.

This programme included all the tsrpes of iteration

referred to, and was quite long as indicated by the numbers of instructions
used.

The faster speed of the Atlas computer over the Pegasus machine,
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coupled with the use of a fairly efficient B.J', A, corapiler, resulted in
s large gain in operating speed.

It was possible to complete about

150-150 separate iterations for Krviithin a single run of about 5 to 10
ninutes» a gain in speed of about 400 over the second Pegasus programme
and about 5,000 over the Pegasus Autocode programme.

Using this

programme, the calibrations for the remaining heat transfer measurements
were carried out, and it was also used as the basis for computing the
transient response of the hot wire temperature distribution.

As it was

necessary to completely re-write the computer programme three times^in
the different languages, a good check: on the elgsbraic accuracy of the
programmes was obtained by running the same results irith each.

The

differences which did arise were slight, and were attributed to the
different accuracy of working in each language.
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2(vi) -Iteration Procedure for the Heat Transfer Coeffieient.
As outlined in section 2(iT) the condition that the solution for
passes through

at

z =

is satisfied by iterating for the

heat transfer coefficient, which in turn varies the starting value of
the temperature gradient in the vrlre

by equation

2.59 .

If we first consider the derivative of the average overall heat balance
equation for variations in the heat transfer coefficient, tho other terms
being maintained constant, we have from equation
( <kr

\ ^

2.59

C-Tav -Taav')
k * C|4TL) A

which can be expressed also as a derivative
equation

2.17 .

(2.66)

^

by using

From this we ?ee that an increase in the value assumed

for the heat transfer coefficient leads to a decrease in the temperature
gradient

'

Also, as the convectivc heat lose tens in the

overall energy balance equation is increased so the conduction term
i

becomes smaller in proportion to the total heat loss, and the situation
arises where the end loss term is evaluated as the difference between
two large terras, the total power
"TT A Vvo-v . "3. A C'Tftv —

1

^ /Rw
,

snd the average convective loss
Thus the end gradient becomes

more sensitive to any given percentage change in the average heat loss
rate as the heat loss rate increases.
ature gradient

The influence of the end temper-

on the resulting solution

T(%) is difficult to

derive in a simple way, but it can be seen that an increase in this
gradient will move the whole temperature distribution to higher temperatures and that the zero gradient point will move in the
(this intuitive reasoning is borne out in practice).

+ z

direction

Thus an increase

in the starting temperature gradient gives rise to larger values being
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obtained for

, end the sensitivity of the value of

i.

to small fractional changes in heat transfer coefficient becomea greater
et higher heat loss rates.

The relation between changes in

"T+Jl and

in assumed heat transfer coefficient is of negative gradient according
to equation 2,66.
The assumed value of the heat transfer coefficient also enters
the calculations through the heet loss terta in the differential equation,
used during the numerical integration along the wire.
2.52

Prom equation

it can be seen that an increase in heat transfer coefficient gives

rise to a larger positive curvature
_i.

/
^

\ _
k-r A

(2.67)

Thua aa the integration is proceeding, the assumption of larger
values for the heat transfer coefficient id. 11 give a larger upward
curvature to the distribution

T(r), or rather decrease the downward

curvature, and thus give rise to rather larger values for the temperatures
along the wire for cases where the solution begins with a positive
AT ,^
slope
The two effects described are in fact having opposite influences
on the resulting solution, an increase in assumed heat transfer coefficient
tending to decrease local temperatures through the average heat balance
equation and to increase temperatures by its effect on the integration
of the differential equation.

The balance between the two is difficult

to estimate, but it was found that they were approximately counteracting
one another when the total heat loss from the wire was about one and a
half times the heat loss by conduction alone in a vacuum.
be termed a 'critical* heat loss rate.

This might

The solution became very
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sensitive to the assumed value of the heat transfer coefficient at the
larger heat loss rates, in a negative sense due to the delicate balance
between the heat loss by convection and the generation of heat by the
wire current (in equation

2,28 ).

For lower heat loss rates than the

critical one the sensitivity is reversed, although the solution never
became very sensitive to the assumed heat transfer coefficient in this
range.
Figure 5 illustrates a group of iterations which were carried out
during the calibration of a typical wire, and show how the two types of
solution come together at the case where the curve of (T + i. ) against
assumed heat transfer coefficient becomes nearly a tangent to the
required value (i.e. at the 'critical* heat loss rate).

These curves

are also influenced by the value of the correction factor ( h,), although
in any given case only one of the intersections satisfies the resistance
and heat balance conditions (by correctly choosing the correction factor).
This effect is shown in Pi^re 6, where the vertical shift in the iteration
curve for different values of the correction factor gives variations in
the resistance of the solution for (T +1 ).

The effects of the

correction factor ( k, ) are discussed further in section 2(vii),
The range of heat loss rates for#iich it was difficult to carry
I

out iterations because the curve was nearly flat st the required heat loss
rate (on Figure 5) was sufficiently small for it to be neglected when
plotting a computed calibration of heat transfer coefficient in terras
of wire voltage.

The general trend as the heat transfer rate increases

is for the peak to become progressively narrower, and to move to lower
temperatures until it just becomes tangential in the critical case.
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after which the peak height increases again, the correct solution
changing over to the other limb of the curve.

The two solutions move

further apart at the higher heat loss rates, sJid the steepness of the
intercept increases as described above.

This increase in steepness is

fairly rapid, and for cases corresponding to forced connective cooling
at atmospheric pressure the setasitivity is so great that the iteration
for the heat.transfer coefficient has to be taken to 8 or 10 decimal
T(X) which fitted the

places in order to generate a solution
condition to within

T + JL

1 or 2°o.

When working with the Pegasus computer it was possible to have
direct access to the value of the heat transfer coefficient as stored in
a floating point register in binary f o m .

This enabled afcinaryiteration

procedure to be carried out quite easily.

An initial value of heat

transfer coefficient was tried, end if it then Jiad to be modified this
was first done by working with the exponent (b^) part of the store.
The store could be represented by
^
where

0-5 <

tained a'

a

Io

^

^
^

The first 29 bits of.the register con-

and the last 6 contained

b", in binary form, so that by adding

or subtracting units from the last place of
be doubled or halved.

(2.68)

b' the register value could

This was carried out until the solution showed

that two successive tries lay to either side of the required solution,
after which the iteration was transferred to the argument

a', adding or

subtracting a unit to each binary place in turn until the last place is
reached.

When the last two decimal places are reached i,t would then be

quite feasible to change over to a ,linear interpolation, but in view of
the variable accuracy required (depending on the heat transfer level) it
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wes easier to let the process be concluded by binary iteration, rather
than write any extra logic to change procedures when required.

This

type of binary iteration represents the most ^Rcient way of carrying
out the solution when the only information available is that each assumed
value is either too big or too aaall.

The sensitivity of actual solutions

for t(x) to the value taken for Ko is illustrated in Rgure 7, from which
it is seen that a fair degree of accuracy is required before the solution
even reaches

z = + i , without going to very large values or reducing to

very small values of temperature.

This last fact is the main reason

that a "binary iteration procedure is most suitable.
When the work was transferred to the Atlas computer, direct access
to the machine store was not so easy as with Pegasus, so a modified
iteration was used, which was effectively doing the seme operations.
An initial value for the value of K^was repeatedly halved or doubled
until for two successive attempts it was found that

(^Ko)^ < Solution

^ -2.

_ n.

The iteration was then altered so that subsequently

(Ko) L

^

was added or subtracted as necessary to the last value, beginning by
adding

* 2.

to

C^o)c

Then n_ was increased by

one for each follofwing attempt at the solution.
was terminated when the required accuracy for

As before, the process

T + L had been attained,

or else i&en the accuracy of the machine was reached.

It was found

that the accuracy of the Atlas computer was sufficient for all the cases
considered except one or two at the highest rates of cooling.

Hrlf

length integrations were carried out in these circumstances, as the
gesistanee could be accurately fbund from these since the alterations
then being made in the first half of the solution were negligible, although

^
significant errors were still shoving; for

(.

JL ) ^
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+ O 5

IPhis would be a problem if asyiiaaetric solutions were required for very
bifjh rates of cooling,

(Using the Atlas computer solutions could be

carried out up to 11 sigRificant figures).

The influence of the heat

transfer level on the slope of the intercept, which detersiines the number
of places required for the iteration, is illustrated also in Figure 8,
and comparison between this particular case and the results illustrated
in Plgure 5 for a voltage of 0.41 volts shows that in the first case
('Fi(r,8) -the slope [ ^
\
has a value of -2.12 x 10^, whilst in the',
^ O K.AV '
latter it has a value of -3.3 z 10^.
There is a factor of lo'^
difference between these two valuer., the total power losses being in
the ratio of about nine to one.

fhe highest heat loss rate measured

i" the present work did not exceed about 200 tines that measured in a
vacitun, fnd in fact solutions for these high rates of cooling m y not
al;f%;8 be necessary rs the conduction losses Trill then be almost negligible
in relation to the convection loss.
Raving investigated the general behaviour of the iterative processes
needed to evaluate the unknown heat transfer coefficient, it is necessary
to devise a system of lofic for the programme which will cope with a
variety of cases.

In cases of large cooling by the fluid tlie two

solutions (a and b in Jlgure 9) for each case are quite widely separated,
so that when the halving procedure is commenced it is fairly certain
that one of the trial points will fall into zone B on Figure

At

lower heat loss rates the peal-: in the curve becones aliarper, the ^idth
of zone B being reduced,and there is a considerable chance that the

*

iteration for an intercept at point 'a' will not in fact try a solution
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w M c h falls in zone B, but move from zone C into zone A, end not detect
that the solution has been passed over.

A similar argument ^plies

when lookingfor the solution at point 'b' in cases where zone B is quite
small.

This problraa was avoided by initiating the confutation with a

small value of kg , which could confidently be assumed to lie in zone A.
Then a series of small increments were added to the value of
(say, 5K.O ) so that the

attanpt would be

K. ©

•

n_ .bV\

In this way it was fairly sure that a solution in zone B would be found
by making

small enough.

The iteration could then locate point
-n.

•a' by adding or subtracting

(2.

. bKo

) successively at each stage;

or else it could find point b by entering the normal routine for the
higher intercept (on the Kp axis, that is), aa it was then guaranteed
that at least one point in the sequence (the first) lay in zone B.
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aCvii)

Iteration to Find the Correction Factor (

Having foimd the correct value of the heat transfer coefficient the
resulting solution t(x) csn be used to find out how well the resistance
and heat balance criteria are satisfied, on the basis of which the
correction factor ( K

can be evaluated in order to give the correct

resistance for the wire.

As discussed in section 2(iv), k, is intro-

duced into the overall heat balance equation (2.59), to correct for
approxiniations in this equation.

Figure 10 shows a typical variation

in the resistance of the solution as it is influenced by the value of
the correction factor, from lAich it is seen that the relationship is
nearly linear.

Kierefore it was quite feasible to try tiro successive

values for the correction factor, and then use a simple linear interpolation or extrapolation to find a point very near to the correct value.
Successive iterative estimates were made in similar fashion, always
refenlng to the previous last two values as a basis for interpolation.
By this method the resistance condition could generally be satisfied to
within 1^ using three trial values in all, and a further two trials were
adequate to fit the condition to within 0.1?5.

-

A oonporison \ms made to see how well the heat balance condition
was satisfied as the resistance condition was iterated to better accuracy.
Figures 10 and 11 show the variations in the two criteria found during
an iteration for the correction factor.

The heat balance error function

( (y g.) is the difference expressed b y
CVt =

k . n r a. k a v C-Tav--T-^avVai

where 13ie first term represents the 'corrected' estimate of the corrective
heat loss.

The heat loss by radiation m d Thomson effects was very
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snail, and it was found quite accurate to feed the last estimate for
each, of these (frraa the previous trial for k, ) into the energy balance
for the next integrations, as the changes in these sniall terms were
uhemselves small and not significant.

Thus both the approxinate total

energy balance and the integrated energy balance contain these sane
terns, and it is not necesaary to introduce them in equation 2,69
they cancel out.

as

'

The resistance error function is given by:
^

R - =

Rw

- %
(2.70)

It is seen from Figures 10 eaid 11 that a cumulative error of 0,15 is
found in the heat balance when the resistance condition is fitted to
vTithin 0.006/a, whilst if the heat balance condition is satisfied there is
a residual error of 0.013-^ , or 0.08^ approximately, in the value
obtained for the resistance.

Thus in practice there is very little to

choose between basing the solution on the heat balance or on the resistance
criteria, and for convenience the resistance condition was used, as it
eliminated the necessity to integrate the radiation and Thomson power
dissipations each time.
The effect of variations in the correction factor when carrying out
iterations where the convective loss is snail has been mentioned in
section 2(vi) and is illustrated in Figure 6,
relating the value obtained for (

It is seen that the cunre

) to the assumed heat transfer

coefficient is quite sensitive to the value of the correction factor
used, and there is considerable chance of making k, sufficiently large
for no solution to exist.
for

In fact this has happened in figure 5, where

E = 0.38 volts a value of te, rather less than 1,0 will be required.
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Close to irtxat might be termd the 'critical' heat loss rate the two
iterative processes for the heat transfer coefficient and the correction
factor become inter related, and it is difficult to design a suitable
automatic procedure to cope with this adequately.

However if this

particular area is avoided (say by about - 5^ on either aide of the
critical heat loss rats) then the processes are fairly independent and
the iterations for heat transfer coefficient and correction factor can
be carried out as described* allowing for the fact that the sensitivity
between the resistance of the solution for
factor, (

)»

T(s) and the correction

reverses sign as the solution passes

the critical heat loss rate.

^(y4U)

Iteration for wire material properties which are consistent
^ t h vacuua neasurenents.

'.•/hen solutions are carried out for the measurements of Heat loss
in a vacuum, all the parameters involved in the equation ore specified
if it is assumed that the properties of the wire material and the boundary
conditions of end temperature,resistance and total heat loss are known.
Since the overall average heat balance equation (2,59)now involves no
'heat transfer into the fluid, the end gradients are specified in terms
of the power input ond the small radiation end Thomson dissipation rates.
Thus both the parameters used to iterate for the correct solution T(X)
in cases of non zero heat Ipss, the heat transfer coefficient (h^) and
correction factor ( k»), are no longer introduced into the calculations,
the former being constant and zero, whilst the latter only spears as a
multiple of the heat loss tens (which has become zero).

If a solution
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to Uie equation does not fit all the boundary conditions using the set of
nominal data, it is implied that either the equilibrium relationships are
incorrect or else some of the parameters used have incorrect values.
Therefore it is necessary to iterate for one of the parameters used in
solving the thermal equilibrium until the boundary conditions for the
vacuum tests are satisfied.
To simplify the couqniter prograiaiae, only iteration to find a correct
value in the resistivity expression has been used ( /'-rin equation
10 ^/'-r

2,11 ),

=

(211)

This avoids the necessity for devising iterative processes for all of
the parameters which would make the programme very long.

In any case

the effects of taking different values in the other parameters is quite
fully investigated in relation to the vacuum measurements made in section
5(1).
Two methods for finding a set of parameters

which are consistent

with the thermal equilibrium in a vacuum have been used.

The first

method was to vary the quadratic term in the resistivity relationship
(

) until a solution is obtained, since this is not a large term in

the expression for resistivity.

The iterative procedure could then be

safely designed to use the same logic as was used to iterate for the
heat transfer coefficient (in a binary fashion), which initially involves
factor of two changes in the unknown parameter.

If this process were

applied to the total resistivity, the iteration could quite possibly
break down if, for ©sample, too small a value were used at some early
stage.

Additionally it was considered that the quadratic tersi was the

one in which the maximum uncertainty lay.

Figure 12 shows the result
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of r. typical iteration for Qie {jopdratie term ( /y), and it can be seen

'

that the boundary condition ( "^+1 ) is only modsratQly sensitive to the
value of this parameter.

The value of /»b required to fit a given case

depended quite significantly on the particular case involved, as the
work of section 3(i) shows, and so the binary procedure for iteration
was retained using the relationship
I

^ 2

/^b.

(2.71)

until t-ifo integral values of \> were found which bounded the solution,
after which the following relation was used, iterating for

^in a

binary sequence
/'h i

= Z

-2

L^ha.2

I

(2.72)
«

The second method of finding a resistivity law, which was consistent
with the vacuum calibraticaxs, involved writing it in the form
I0

T

—

®

C /'«*• ^

An iteration for the factor (
using the binary iterative process.

b ^

.

ok »»V C m .

^2 7 3 )

) was then carried out, again
% e process was found to work ouite

adequately, and no problems were net during initial stages when factor
of two changes were being made in

.

The iterations usually

involved only one application of the first part of ihe binary process
(as in

2.71 ) since the initial value invariably lay within a factor of

two of the required value, and usually much closer than this (within a
factor of 1,2 for most of the work).
As in the case of the iterations for the heat transfer coefficient
it was not considered worthwhile changing over to a linear interpolation
procedure for the last stagey of the iteration, as this would involve
considerable cooplication witliin the controlling logic of the programme.
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The binary iteration was continued '-until su^fficient accuracy in the
value of Tl-j^had been obtained.

,

.

ITsing tiie above iterative methods it is now possible to find seta
of paramtere which are consistent with the equilibrium equations in
vacuum experiments.

By using different values of parameters other than

the resistivity, it is possible to investigate the influence of the
assumptions on the solutions in vacuum, as is carried out in section
3(i).

It is then possible from xaeasuronents on a group of wires to

look for a set of parameters which most .nearly fit all the measured cases,
and it is suggested in 3(i) that tttis can form a basis for estimating
the properties of a batch of td.res (in particular the resistivity).
The following sections (2(is) to (zi)) describe the effect of
VOTiations in individual parameters on the calculated values of the heat
transfer coefficient.

Iterations to find sets of data consistent with

vacuum experiments are used in 2(x). where the condition is imposed that
the vacuum equilibrium is satisfied before calculating the heat transfer
coefficient.

i2(ix)

9f Vffloertain initial data in thft yr>mpiif.gf|.on of fomAr?
- convection ra^ea.

It will generally be necessary to use slightly differing sets of
wire properties for different experimental cases, if the cmditions of
thermal equilibrium in a vacuum are to be consistent with experimental
measurements of heat loss rates.

This section and section 2(x) discuss

the results of a series of computations made to demonstrate the effects
of using different values for the parameters describing the wire properties
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end boxmdary conditions.

% e influcaace of variations of each parameter

on the calculated heat transfer coefficient is calculated simply by doing
independent computations with different assumed values for the parameters
involved.

The effects of changing each parameter for the calculation

of convective cooling rates are discussed J'^st in this section, whilst
in section 2(z) variations in the calculated heat transfer coefficient
are cbnsidered with the restriction that any set of data being used must
be consistent with the measurements made in vacuum.
The first set of error calculations were based on the forced convection
measurements by the author (93) with a 1.7 ma wire running at 14.75

.

These ^ould be quite representative calculations for the wires normally
used in turbulence and other flow measurements. ^ A heat transfer law
given by equation

2.17 * with a value of p = 2.0, was used in conjunction

with the following nominal dataiX'-f =
ky

-

(5.53'^

+ 0.227

M i

t 9.229)

) 10

ohm cm

,

°o

(5.53T+ 0.227
2 t = 0.17 cm
Diameter

,

Resistance = 14.75

d = 5 microns

,

i=

Fluid Temperature

= 291°k ^ A. =

Integration step

S yx. i -

,

293^Jc >
1.0

,

0.0125
•/

Two measured cases were considered, one being forced convection at
180 ft/sec and the other natural convection at atmospheric pressure;Forced convection:—

E = 1.34 volts, k& = 1.042, K® = 0.154 (watt/cm^^c)

natural convoction:-

E = 0.72 volts, b, - 1,07 , K.j,= 0.037 (wett/cm^^c)

In all, the effects of thirteen different parameters were invest!-
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igated by putting in different values for each in turn and finding the
vaxiations in the computed value of the heat transfer coefficient which
arose.

Ho efforts were made to ensure that the resulting solutions

satisfied the resistance and overall heat balance conditions, since it
was intended to illustrate the effect of each parameter individually on
the solution obtained,

The problem can be viewed as a mathematical

process for calculating the heat transfer coefficient in term of the
thirteen assumed parameters:—

^

J

/'b , h e ^

(2.74)

, E ^ b, ,radiation loss, Thomson effect).
where the parameter

is for the moment treated as one of the independ-

ent variables, but is usually varied so that the resistance condition
is always satisfied.

That is to say

ko

a: 4,1 ^
(2.74a)

where

are the different parameters.

The error introduced in the heat transfer coefficient ( h ko ) can be
related to that involved in any of the parameters ( 6j>i.

):-

(2.75)
If we are considering the error in a particular solution where
both

ko

and k ,

are iterated to fit the boundary, conditions, then

the variations required in the correction factor

( k, ) must also be

considered in terms of the resistance variations:-

where

and

bk,

are the small changes involved.

•

(2.76)

Bow

/^ki
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is usually varied ao that

A R L is zero.

That is

(2.77)

Thus the change arising in tho value obtained for the heat transfer
coefficiexit can he written down for the ease %bere conpensating changes
to maintain the correct resistance are made in the correction factor ^i
as well aa in the parameter (

) being considered:-

(2.78)
This represents the sensitivity of koto nn$r parameter

(

) with the

proviso that the resistance boundary condition is always satisfied.
In the following table the various derivatives

C ^ ^

h*

are given firstly for the individual parameters involved, and from
these derivatives
equation

2.78 .

^

|p L ) R w

are calculated by

Consideration of equation

is zero for all eases.

2.78

ahowe that

h.,

In the last column of the table the percentage

changes In the calculated heat transfer coefficient for a one percent
change in each of the parameters are given, these results being subject
to the condition that the resistance boundary condition is satisfied.
The detailed effects of all the parameters involved are discussed in
the following sub section (a) - (e), and section (f) concludes with a
statement of the most significant parameters.
(a) Thermal Conductivity and Electrical Resistivity of the wire
It can be seen that the errors introduced by variations in the
wire thermal conductivity are very small, as would be expected for the
(continued on Page 82)-
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TABLE 1,

Errors in Forced Convection Cases

E

Percent Change in

/atL

'Q\>i

K»

•fftr 0. ]'/g

1.34

— 0.166

12.5

0

0

0.72

— 0.047

14.5

0

0
2.17

K

s
(volts)

1.34

0.25

0.5

0.257

0.72

0.105

1.2

0.110

1.34

-

0.033

0.72

-

To

2.13

0.060

-

0.032

-

3.14

0.0092

' 0.118

-

0.0087

-

3.38

1.34

1.23

.5.05

1.297

1.47

0.72

0.34

9.88

0.337

1.91

1.34

0.00037

-

0.0010

0.00036

0.70

0.72

0.00086

-

0.0015

0.000079

0.64

1.34

0,000033

0.0039

0.000084

0.16

0.72

0.000012

0.0063

0.000036

0,29 >

Rw

2. A c.«*\.

/

"K

T+JL *K

cL
(microns)

1.34

-

0.177

-

0.365

-

0.182

-

5.85

0.72

-

0.047

-

0.650

- 0.049

-

6.83

1.34

0.35

0.966

0.363

0.72

0.064

1.021

0.068

2.32
f

1.90

1.34

-

0.0016

-

0.050

-

0,0022

-

0.72

-

0.0011

-

0.055

-

0.0013

- 0.26

1.34

-

0.0057

- 0.50

- 0.0123

- 0,0?

0.72

-

0.0043

-

-

— 0.04

0.10

ka

0.50

0.0062

^

I

'

I

t
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two casea considered, where the loss of heat by conduction along the
wire is m a l l in relation to the overall power loss.

The changes made

in the wire resistivity introduce approximately twice the percentage
change in the calculated heat transfer coefficient, and it is seenr that
a good estimate of the resistivity will be required in calculating
convBctive cooling rates.

The work of section 3(i) discusses possible

method for inferring the correct resistivity law from the measurements
made on a batch of wires in a vacuum, and is intended to meet this
requirement for specifying Hie resistivity of the wire used (rather than
merely assuming a value obtained for pure tungsten in the literature).
Section 3(ii) deals with direct mea^rements of the wire resistance/
temperature relationships.

(b) Fluid temneratup? and wire end temperatures.
The calculated heat transfer coefficient is only slightly sensitive
to the boundary conditions of end temperature of the wire

"TVjL

As discussed earlier these conditions were estimated for the particular
geometrical arrangement used allowing for temperature gradients along
the copper plated length of tungsten wire, as it is not possible to
mount a thermocouple at the very end of the tungsten wire itself.
The end temperatures were estimated to
errors of less than

^

-2°c, which therefore introduces

in the calculated heat transfer coefficient

(see values given in Table l).
The percentage errors produced by changes in the assumed value of
the ambient temperature (
than two (see Table l),

) are reduced by a factor of rather less
T M s can be explained approximately by con-

sidering that the convective heat loss rate is given by
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oc k - r C - r - - T o )
(2.79)

Since the temperature difference (t'-To ) is of comparable order to
the ambient temperature ( ~^o ), one would expect percentage changes in
the value calculated for the heat transfer coefficient to be of comparable
order with those arising in the ambient temperature.

In this way the

heat loss rate per unit length is held approximately constant, as is
confirmed by the positive value of

(c)

Measured values of length, resistance and voltage

The experimental measuremmits of the operating voltage, the wire
length and resistance all have significant effects on the value obtained
for the heat transfer coefficient, the percentage errors being increased
in the process of calculating the heat transfer coefficient.

This

result does not depend very largely on the overall heat loss rate, which
differs by a factor of over four between the two cases considered.
The approximate doubling of the errors in the wire voltage is expected,
since, the heat loss depends upon the square of the voltage.

The wire

length has two effects on the calculations? firstly on the surface area
over which the heat is transferred, and secondly on the average temperature of the distribution along the wire.

The first of these effects

gives a decrease in the calculated heat transfer coefficient whilst the
second gives an increase, if the xd.re length is increased in the calculations.

Proa the table of results it can be seen that the influence

of the wire length on the average temperature is the dominant of these
two effects, the final value of

A

being positive.

Variations in the value of the wire resistance put into the calculations have two effects.

Firstly there is an inversely proportionate

,
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decrease in the power loss (

) and secondly the changes in the

required value for the integrated resistance will modify the mean temperature of the wire as calculated by the integration procedure.

The

former will tend to give a decrease in calculatione of heat transfer
coefficient as the assumed resistance is increased, whilst the latter
effect increases the tsaperature difference between wire and fluid and
siso tend to decrease the value obtained for the heat transfer
coefficient.

The t w effects are additive, and as shown in the table

lead to a relatively large combined effect on the calculated heat transfer coefficient, the percentage errors in the resistance being increased
by a factor of over three for both cases.

(&.B. throughout this woA:

the experiment al zaeasaraaents are based on measurement of the voltage
across the wire at fixed resistances, this being proportional to the
wire current).
(d) Wire Diameter
The strong dependence of the solution upon the value taken for
the wire diameter is well illustrated here, the percentage changes being
I

magnified by a factor of about 'six*

waa pointed out by Davies and

Pisher, the square of the diaaeter enters the equilibrium equation as
a numerator for the conduction term and as a denominator for the current
generation term, the result being a fourth power effect on the equation.
'.Vhcn only isolated changes in this one parameter occur in the initial
data, it is expccted that the solutions will be very sensitive to its
value, and that the effect on the current generation and conduction
terms willbe isuch greater than the effect of the changed surface area
of the wire.

In fact the effect of an increase in surface of the wire
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is to decrease the value obtained for the heat transfer coefficient, and
it is seen that this negative contribution to

adds

onto an already considerable negative value caused by the conduction
and generation terms.

(The

d'^ term enters the equation

2,6

so as

to decrease the current generation term if the diameter is incroesed,
• and thus causes reductions in the heat transfer term required to balance
the equation).

(e) Radiation and Thomson terms.
The influence of introducing tne radiation and Thomson terjss into
the equation was investigated.

It was found that the inclusion of the

radiation loss alone caused a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient
of about ( 2 X 10

on the heat transfer coefficient in the forced

convection case, and (3 x 10

in the natural convection case, the

slight alterations being in the expected sense but quite negligible for
present purposes.

These results are in rough agreement with the

general order of the effect predicted by equation

2.19 .

Inclusion

of the Thomson term, allowing for the asymactry which resulted caused
the following changes
X

E
0.72

KO
0.0569553

1.00

1

1.34

0.1542033

1.00

J

0.72

0.0369203

0.883

1.34

0.1541630

0.897

Without Thomson effect

With Thomson effect

The percentage reductions in the heat transfer coefficient are
0.026^ and 0.092^ for the forced and natural convection cases respectively.
The total Thomson dissipation along #ie wire was calculated as only
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9 microwatta.
Prom these results it can be seen that the omission of the
radiation and Thomson terms from the calculations in the present work
id.ll have negligible effect on the calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient

the overall energy balance.

Hie aaymetric effect

introduced by the "Thomson effect is not small, however, amounting to
about 10^ difference between the heat loss at each end of the wire,
compared with

5 - 7^ in the vacuum cases as discussed in section 2(z)

the alteration being caused by the different current levels (see equation
2.4).
The presence of this significant a^rmnctry (^ue to the Thomson
effect should not be Ignored when discussing the behnviour of yawed wires,
althou/jh it is not large in relation to the estrone cases of asysimetry
discussed in section 3 for the ysT^ed wire experimental work.

(f) Concluding Remarks.
The work of tMs section shows that care is needed in the selection
of values for the electrical resistivity and dianeter of the wire.
These parameters pre not always directly measured, .-md have a significant
influence on the calculated valuesof the heat transfer coefficient,at
the wire surface.

The wire thermal conductivity and end temperatures

only have a small effect on the corated results for heat transfer.
Tlie experimental neasurements of wire length, voltBge and resistance,
as well as the fluid temperature, all need to be made accurately if the
calculated heat loss rates are to be reliable since the solutions are
quite sensitive to these measured values*
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Having discussed the characteristics of the calculations made for
the forced convection measurements, ure can now go on to consider' the
effect of introducing the added restriction that the set of parameters
used is always consistent with the meaaureaents made in a vncuumfollows in section 2(s).

*

'

This
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2{-z) Solutions whloh ore constrained to bo consiatent with vacuga
meaaureaenta.
Th® previous section d©sc3ribed the affects of indepsndeut voriatl ons
of the individual parameters required to solve for the heat transfer
coefficient, in terms of the variations which arose in the calculated
heat transfer coefficients.

In this section similar effects are con-

sidered, with the added lEBstriction that the data heing used is always
consistent with the conputer solution of the equilibrium equations for
the vacuum experimental resultn.

If, for ezaaple, the value of the ^tire

diameter is modified so as to see th? corresponding changes in the heat
transfer coefficient, cozpensating corrcctionc are made to the wire
resistivity expression so that a correct soltitior is atill obtair.cd for
the vccuum heat loss measurements.
Tho method of deterraining the derivations of the heat transfer
coefficient (h^) %d.th respect to the initial data ( ^
f5ie parameter

was as follows.

represents the tens which is varied to as to malce the

.data consistent nith the vacuum measurements, and we can easily deduce
the relationship.
A Ko \

I

lAKo]
\

lihere

apuL

(2.80)

the value taken from section 2(tz), as

given by equation

2.78 .

This represents the direct effect of the

chzin^es nade in the paremetor (
coefficient.

I B 'Vi\

The derivative

the relation between

) on the calculated heat trsnsfer
(

slope of

end cy- which sftisfies the vacuum measurorente

at all points, whilst the derivative

I^ ^

Ci'^es
(continued on Page 90) -
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TABLE 2.

B
(voiu)

k

Rv/

1.34

Errors arising from Vacuum Calibration

(

K'l

1.34

{cm)

0.72
1.34

ilr

0.72

d

1.34

o;i9

- 19.0

- 0,0022

1.10

0.72
1.34
kc»

0.193

0.72
1.34

1.00

0.72

Notes:-

/Ak
—°]
i a

ILK, K
1&K

0.72

2.1

k Ke\

Changes
A (^)

W

Changes
B {^)

- 0.032

0.0030

- 0.0017

- 0.17 - 3.14

- 0.0087

0.0056

- 0.0031

- 0.76

- 3.38

1.2p7

-3.00

- 1.70

- 1.93 + 1.47

0.337

-0.552

- 0.215

- 1.22 + 1.91

0.000084

-0.00035

- 0.00049

- 0.09

0.16

0.000036

-0.000065

- 0.00029

- 0.24

0.29

0.182

0.174

-0.0079

- 0.25

- 5.85

- 0.049

0.032

-0.0179

- 2.13 - 6.83

- 0.0022

0.0305

0.028

+ 1.25

- 0.10

- 0.0013

0.0066

0.0043

+ 0.83

— 0.26

0.158

0.158

0

0

0

0.029

0.029

0

0

0

= rate of change due to forced cooling calculation
only (taken from table (l)).

Column A:-

Percentage change in ko for

change in

made in vacuum

and carried through the calculation of vacuum and heat loss
calibrations
Column Bs-

Percentage change in h^for 1^ change in

due to forced

convection calculation (i.e. no compensation made inb
taken from previous table (l) for comparison.)
E

voltage for forced convection measurements.

—
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the dependence of the calculated heat transfer coefficient upon the
parameter

Sauation

2,80

therefore gives the combined effect of
/ 6 Ko
the vsriations in the two parameters
L snd
, and the term i
i
V K u 'V

represents the chan^^es produced in the heat transfer coefficient due
to chanj'e"imposed on the p«reneter

{>l , subject to the requirement that

oy.^ is simultaneously varied go ps to sntiefy the vacuum equilibrium.
A set of calculations were carried out using the values of
as obtained in the previous section 2(lz), values of ^
are also taken fro2 this source for the case of a 5 zioron^diameter,
1,7 nan long Txire operated at 14.75"^ .
t>l.) \/

Values of the derivative

were deduced froz the work described later in

section, jix), where the behaviour of the sets of nnrnneters which fitted
the vacuum equilibrium was investigated.

It will be seen that in

section 3(i) the case of a 0.17 ram ?ire et 14.75-"- is not considered ,
directly, end to mvoid a complete new set of computations values of
^ Jj; ) y.

were extrapolated from the data existing in 3(i)»

This inevitably involves some approximation, and it will he seen later
that the uncertainty involved in this extrapolation (on s linear basis
^/d [>"v. 1 v

for the derivative

terms of wire length and

resistance)hao influenced oome of the results given in Table 2.
The results of the calculations are shown in Table 2, where the
various terns in the equation

2.80

are given.

A comparison of the

last two columns of this table gives a direct indication of the effects
of imposing the restriction that the vacuum eouilibriuti conditions
must be satisfied.

The resist^Lvity quadratic coefficient /fj, is used

as the compensating term

to maintain this condition.
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It waa shown in section 2(iz) that the term '^'a.

in the thermal

conductivity ezpreamion (ponation 2.12 , section 2(i)) had very little
influence on the calculations of the heat transfer coefficient, and so
it has not been considered further.

The ambient temperature

( T, )

only enters the vacuum calibration through the radiation term in the
equilibriuB equation, end oo haa negligible effect on the vaeuum calitration.

Its effect on the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient

can therefore be considered solely in ter&s of its direct contribution
on VHE forced cooling solution, E.S represented by
in section 2(iz).

^

The remaining parameters required to solve the

equations txe incluaed in Table 2, with the esception of the forced
cooling and vacuum voltage raeasurments.

These results are discussed

in the cucoeedic? paragraphs.

(a) lireregistanoe. length -nd end tennerstures.
In the ccsc of an error in the measurement of the wire resistance
it is seen in Tchle 2 that the tvo operations of maintaining the correct
vacuura solution and solving for the heat transfer coefficient are in
opposition, and result in an overall reduction of the sensitivity to the
resistance value assumed.
to one another ia

Since the sense of the chances in relation

not altered it can he seen that the forced convection

calculation is domiiiant in tliia case.
I

Similar offecte are observed in

the influence of clianges in the value taken for the wire length, except
that here the vacuum calculation dominates and the nett effect is that
the sensitivity to errors in the wire length is approximately reversed
by taking the vacuum equilibrium into account.

The effect of errors in

the end temperatures is also reversed in this fashion, although being
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smaller on a percentage basis if the vacuum measurements are satisfied.
(b) Theraal conductivitir.
When the wire thermal conductivity is considered it is seen that
the vacuum calibration is quite strongly influenced by the

value

of

and that the errors are reversed by taking the vacuum calibration
into account and also increased in siae.

This night be expected as

the heat ]Da8 is by thermal conduction alone In the v e c m m case, and the
thermal con&ictivity is therefore more significant here than for the
forced convection calculations alone.

(c) % r e Diameter.
The errors in the heat transfer coefficient caused by errors In
the value of the wire diameter are considerably reduced by ensuring
that the vacuum thermal equilibrium is satisfied (see also ( 5 5 ) ) .
This result is quite useful, as the main doubt in the measurements is
that it is difficult to be certain about the correct value of the wire
diameter^ (although this is largely resolved by using an electron
microscope to measure the diantere directly).

It was known from the

results of section 2(iz) that the solutions were sensitive to this
particular parameter.

The results of this section (2(z)) show that by

making heat loss measurranents in a vacuum the uncertainty introduced by
the wire diameter is considerably reduced.

One of the results (see

table 2) for the sensitivity to the diameter, at the higher rate of
ooollng, appears remarkably small Indeed (an order of magnitude less
than the other) and it was noticed that this arose from the differencing
of similar quantities in columns four and five of table 2.

In fact the
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terms in these two colxuans were not evaluated very accurately, since
uncertainties were introduced in the values of L

v

which

were extrapolated to the case of a 0,17 cm wire at 14.75

from the

measurements made on other wires, reported in section 5(i).
For most of the parameters in the table this does not appear to have
influenced the calculations of the values of
2.80

except in this one case.

L

^v

by equation

The factor of five reduction in error

which is oceurring means that the two terms differ by only 2(^ of their
individual magnitudes and so the uncertainties in the two terms have
become significant.

fo improve on the accuracy of this particular

result involving the wire diameter, a series of computations were made
for the case of a 0,24 cm wire running at 16.87-^ .
rate corresponding to a voltage of 0,72 volts (

For a heat loss
= 0.225 watt/cm^^c)

the heat transfer coefficient was calculated using two different values
for the wire diameter and going right through the vacuum calibration
procedure with each value, and also fitting the wire resistance condition
to 0,1^ by iterating for the correction factor.
decrease in xfire diemeter resulted in a
I
heat transfer coefficient.

This showed that a 3$

increase in the calculated

Thus in the case of the wire diameter it

appears that the surface area change is approximately the same as the
change in heat transfer coefficient, but of opposite sign.

A simple

method of correction for errors in the value of diameter would therefore
be to correct on the basis of suarface area changes,maintaining the
product

( Ko A ) constant, provided that the solution has been fitted

to a vacuum heat loss measurement.
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(d) ReaistlTitv Law.
Another question that can be raised concerns the differences made
to the calculation of heat transfer coefficients if different combinations
of the resistivity parameters (

and /'b ), are used.

Each conbination

must separately satisfy the vacuum equilibrium conditions.
/"oa

The value

was held at zero for this calculation, the results being

as folioWE:-

Resistance = 16.87 ^

Wire Length = 0,24cfn Diameter = 5 nicrons
Voltage = 0,72

/'b

Ri

5.367

0.30

16.840

0.2217

6.045

0.00

16.840

0.2239

Thus, variations in the value of

Ko

k , of around 1^ are likely to

occur if different combinations of resistivity parameters are used.
The changes between the two terms here are quite large so that generally
this effect will always be less than 2^.

This is mich smaller than the

effect of varying the parameters independently tfithoT^t maintaining the
vacuum solution.

(From table 1 a 1$^ change in total resistivity leads

to a change of about 25^ in calculated heat transfer coefficient, so that
the lOgS change in the main term (

) made here would lead to a 20^

change in K.* , were it not for the compensating alterations made in the
quadratic term

b

^ ).

(e) Measurement of Vacuum Yoltai?e.
The influence of errors in measuring the voltage in the vacuum
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calibration can be foimd by considering the influence it has on the
value required for

to fit the vacuum calibration.

The change

produced in this parameter is carried, through into the conveetive heat
loss calculations.

For the 0.17 cm wire at 14.75 ^

—
35

)

=

a value is obtained;

- 9.0

'V

and from this we can calculate the errors which will be caused in the
calculated heat transfer coefficient using

(iIL) •
Erom the values given in table 1 for
/\
value of

L

• (TAC

(2.81)

and the above
' " «w

^^8 calculated that a 1^ error in the value of

the vacuum voltage lead to errors of opposite sign in the calculated
heat trawfer coaHSoient (dT

( -l.gg ) at tb,iagher h w A loss r * ^ a a d

( -1.4^ ) at the lower heat loss rate (i.e. at I . 5 4 volts and 0 . 7 2 volts).
The magnitude of these results show that the heat loss rate is approximately
proportional to the difference in the overall power dissipated in vacuum
and forced cooling.

This would be exactly the case if no variation in

the conduction loss with cooling rate occurred(when errors would be
expected to be doubled, the power being related to the square of the voltage).
Concluding remarks.
The effect of imposing the restriction that the data used during
calculations of heat transfer coefficient must always be consistent with
vacuum measurements Is shown in Table 2.

It is seen that this restriction

has greatly reduced the sensitivity of the results to the values essuaed
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for the wire resistance and diameter.

In the latter case further

calculations were necessary due to the use of approximate linear extrapolations to find some of the values
It was then found that the product

(

table 2.

k.,

remained approximately

constant if the vacuum conditions were satisfied.

The use of different

resistivity laws to establish the vacuum equilibrium produced variations
of less than 1^ in the calculated heat loss rates, and so the exact fora
of the law chosen is not too important.
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Zjxx)

Effect 01 the form of the heat transfer law.

It is known that the heat transfer coefficient is not generally
independent of the temperature difference, the heat loss being a nonlinear function of temperature difference.

However,- until the results

of the heat transfer measurements have been interpreted

computer cali-

brations for the heat transfer coefficients under different conditions,
it is not possible to know what form of law should apply.

For some of

the measurements in the scope of the present work it is not expected
that any temperature dependence should be found in the heat transfer
coefficient (e.g. in fairly low density work at pressures around lorn
absolute of mercury).

At atmospheric pressures, where continuum conditions

should be approached, a different situation exists with the variations
in fluid bulk condactlvity becoming significant, as suggested by Daviea
and Fisher.

Ideally it is therefore necessary to make some,initial

aasumptlon concerning the form of
of the results obtained.

, and to modify this on the basis

This could be quite a lengthy procedure

involving calculation of wire calibrations for a variety of heat transfer
laws, so it WES decided to see if a simple relationship between the
calibration curves for different heat transfer laws could be established.
Calculations were made for the ease of a 0.24 cm wire, running at
16.87-n- , this being representativeof the wires used here.

The cali-

brations were computed to find the relationship between the wire voltage
and the heat transfer coefficient for two different heat transfer laws,
firstly

= a constant, independent of temperature, and secondly
^ ® ^

^

^

•

(This second law was chosen as some experiments

had already indicated that the temperature dependence found by Davies and
Fisher ^

^

( I + 2 t ] ^ was larger than that reported here, as
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described in section 3(?)).

The two calibration curves which resulted

are shown in Figure 13, from which the similarity in shape is clear.
The effectiveness of the iterative procedures in providing a complete
calibration curve throughout the range of heat loss rates can be seen
frora the points marked in for each solution found.

The two curves

might be expected to be related by
-

v/hen Kv

Vvj ( I H-

is the temperature independent coefficient and

one which is associated with a temperature dependence.

is the

By considering

the variations in the parameter t ' » given by
t ' -- k j
Ko

_ I

we can see that in fact the variations in this are quite small, showing
that the curves do in fact have virtually identical ^ape.

Therefore

it is possible to generate one curve from the other, if the scaling
factor is found by computing one point on each curve.
factor is not (l +
indicated on the figure.

This scaling

= 3.29 in this case, but 3.60 (or 3.54) as
In general it would be necessary to find the

correct value of the scaling factor relating these types of curve by
carrying out a computation for just one point on each curve required,
and using the sAape of any one curve to generate the remaining curves,
#

based on these single points.
Also shown in figure 13 are three points calculated with an alternative resistivity law from the linear one for which most of this figure
was calculated.

The values obtained for the heat transfer coefficient

are seen not to be sensitive to the precise form of the resistivity law.
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as was shown in section 2(x), provided that the data used in the calculations io always consistent with tiie neasuremait of power loss made
in a vacum.

— S w m w " of Methods for findim steady st^^e solutions.
It has been shown that the differential equation describing the
thermal equilibrium of a heated wire contains significant non-linear
terms.

Solutions to the equation can be found with one boundary condition

remaining redundant, and it has been found in the past that analytical
solutions to an approzinate form of the differential aquation do not in
general meet this extra condition.

An improved analytical model for the

asjriametric distribution of temperature in a yawed wire is discussed here,
but this would still meet the same difficulty, that it is not possible
to fit all the boundary conditions.

For these reasons numerical inte-

grations of tlie full differential equation are required, and the nethods
of solution of this equation have been developed ao that all the boundary
conditions are matched.

In addition, it is possible to match the

boundary conaitions for measurements of heat loss in a vacuum by suitably
modifying the material properties of the wire.

The

sensitivily

of

solutions for the heat transfer coefficient to the variables needed to
describe the situation has been examined in sections 2(iz)

(2),

It is seen that the use of sets of data vhich are coiBistent with the
power loss measurements made in vacuum reduces the effects of some parameters on the calculations.

In particular, the diameter of the wire

enters the computations in such a way that the product (
remains constant.

) then

It is also seen that the use of different forms for
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the resisitivy law does not significantly vary the values obtained for
the heat transfer coefficient.

Although the influence of the initial

data on the calculations has been shoim, it is still necessary to investigate the actual properties of the wire.

Section 3(i) reports sets of

measurements made of the heat loss in a vacuum, and sets out to find
properties which are consistent ^tith all the measurements.

The results

of thio work arc compared with direct ezperiaental measurements of the
wire resistance characteristics and its diameter in section 3(ii).
The heat transfer studies in the remaining parts of section 3 should be
considered in the light of possible uncertainties in the individual terms
in the equations, and the corresponding uncertainties arising (as
discussed in 2(ix) end 2(x)) in the values obtained for the heat transfer
coefficient.

In general it can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 that heat

transfer coefficients tzlll be subject to uncertainties of approximately
three or four percent.
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^—flzperimental MAAmip-mment of Steady Rfat Loae Ratmm.

3(q)

j

Introdnetlon.
Tho vcrk of this next section deals with the remilts of a series of

experimental meaaurements which hare been made under different cooling
conditions, and which can be interpreted in terms of the heat lose rate
found by the computational methods of the previous section (2).

Before

considering tiie different heat loss measurements in detail, the construction,
operation and selection of hot wires is discussed.

(a) Construction of Probmp.
The tungsten wire was obtained from Mullard Ltd. (London), who
normally use it in the construction of electronic valve components, and
manufacture it by first drawing it d o m to approximately 10 microns
diameter and then etching it for us to a minimum diameter of near 3 microns.
The same batch of wire was used for this work as for the yawed wire measuremeats of the author (93).

The wires were mounted by copper plating using

the standard method developed by Davies and Fisher with a.plating bath
having a central ledge, the bath being made of perspex.

Slightly acidic

copper sulphate solution, of a concentration recommended in chemical text
books for copper electroplating, is used to plate the portionsof the wire
immersed in the solution to a diameter in the range 0".001 to 0".002.
This process takes about half an hour, the resulting section of plated
wire being quite uniform.
plating bath.

Figure 15 illustrates a cross section of the

The wires were soft soldered onto the nickel support

prongs formed from twin core, steel sheathed insulated cable.

(Various
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probes are shown ;.n Figures 16(a) to (d)).

The ends of the Insulated

cable sections (about 6 to 8 inches long) were sealed using nralditc.

(b)

Operation and aalaotion of virea.

Wires were selected bj operating each one at the same resistance
and with the same conditions of cooling.

Natural convection inside a

bottle (to protect the wire froc draughts) was used as the standard
condition, as it is the easiest to set up,

The length of wire can then

be related to the only other esperinental variable, the wire current
(or voltage)* if it is assumed that the end conditions are all the same
for all wires.

The basis on lAioh wires are selected is that damage to

a wire, by mechanical handling or oxidation by overheating for example,
will generally lead to an increase in the cold resistance of the wire.
Thus the temperature of the wire xrtien heated to some other resistance
will be reduced, and so the heat loss rate and wire current will also be
reduced from the ideal values.

% e transistorized double sided feedback

an^lifier developed by Davies and Fisher (53) was used in these experiments (Pig.157) and, since the current in the bridge varied betwe« quite
wide extremes, care was taken to continuously monitor the balance of the
bridge, setting it by a null reading galvanometer sensitive to approxi-y
mately 0,1 mV or less.

The errors produced in the measured wire voltages

could thus be maintained to within 1 mV, this being due to the small
resistance changes caused by unbalancing the bridge slightly.

A special

amplifier was built using the same circuit as Davies and Fisher, combined
with suitable switching to enable different sets of elements to be
employed in the Wheatstone bridge.

Care is necessary to ensure that no

spurious resistances are introduced into the bridge circuit itself by the
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sirltches, this being enaured by nnking each bridge independent, with
its arm ou'lpwt socket connected directly to the other three nrms of the
bridge by solder joints.

Figure 159 showB the switching circuits.

The resistances of the ontput leads and socket for the arrangement used
here were checked with a Comark Electronics lotf resistance meter, and
found to be less than 0.05-*- and due account was taken of this.

All

the bridges were joined to a common buss-bnr at the junction between the
mi
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hot wire elements, this being one of the power connections

to the amplifier and also used as one connection for neesurlng the wire
voltage, (i.e. no switching is involved here).

The rmmmining three

points on the bridge were switched by a 3 pole 6 way switch to the other
power connection on the amplifier output and to the two feedback connections.
When the bridge is in balance, no current flows through the null reading
galvo and so, although it is connected by a switch to the bridge elements,
it should give a true reading of conditions on the bridge in the null
position.

The currents leaving the bridge at the two feedback connections

will be very small compared with the currents passing through the bridge
(the amplifier voltage gain is about 250) end so the voltage drops due
to switch resistances will also be small at these two points.

For this

reason, the second arm of the voltmeter was connected to the other side
of the hot wire via the switch (rather than to the other side of the
whole bridge to read approximately twice the wire voltage).

This avoids

the voltage drops likely to occur across a loaded switch connection.
A four place Solartron digital voltmeter was used for the vacuum experiments, whilst a five place unit was used in seme of the other experimental
wozt.
The results of the measurements of the heat loss rate and wire
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resistance for the wires in naturstl convection conditions (used as the
basis for selecting undamaged wires) nre shown in Pignre 17.

Only wires

whose voltage lay within 2^ of the ctirve drawn through the maximum points
were tised to make heat loss measuremente, it being necessary to pccept
about only one in ten to fifteen wires to pchiove this.

About eighty

to a hcmdred wires were nade and tested, a further fifty or ao being so
obviously outside the limits that only a short test was needed before
i-ejeoting thara.

A selection of the results is illuRtrnted here.

Taking account of the accuracy of wire len^h Beanurement ( - 0.002 cm ),
a 2^ disorlHination on wire voltaee is seen to be appropriate frois
fi^rure 17.
The values of the resistors in the arms of tlie bridge were cl :ged
by passing a small current through each when connected in series with a
Tinsley standard resistance of

10

,

The errors resulting in the

values quoted for the operating resistance of the wires are thus estimated
at less than

- 0,03-^ , account being taken of the resistance of the

nickel probe (abcut 0,13-^ ) and the output connections between the
probe and the bridge elementa.

This precision was naintained for all

the measurements reported here by continuously balancing the bridge to
%

maintain the null reading on the galvanometer.
(c) Outline of Steady State Measurements.
For convenience the experimental work has been divided into four
main parts with an intenaediate summary at the end of each.

In part A

(sections 5(i) and (ii)) measurements made with a view to specifying the
properties of the wires themselves are described.

The second pext (B)

deals "4.th heat transfer measurements made in static air and moving air
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at atmospheric prcsmre for a range of incident speeds.

Part C includes

the behaviotir of wires when yawed to the flow, showing ho% asymeti^c
distributions of temperatare are found.

It also includes measurem^ts

made in the thermal wake of the heated wire.

The last section (d) is

concerned with variable density flows, meaEmremoxts being made for
subsonic Mach moabera in free molecular and slip flows.
The averaging of the experimental aeasureattents has differed slightly
froEi one section to another.

For the vacuum heat loss measurements of

section 3(i) and the natural convection measurements of 3(lii), a complete
set of wires has been tested for all the experimental conditions.

This

procedure is similar to that of Bavles and Fisher, where all the wires
are tested and averages are taken for the whole batch in each cooling
condition.

R w the forced convection measurements reported in 5(iv)

and (v), as well an the slip flow measurements of ?(lx) end (z), single
wires have been selected from the batch and only these have been tested,
Bramtnetion of the experimental results shows that individual wires do
not always lie in the same position with resnect to the average of the
jrroup at different convective cooling rates.

9hi s should be borne in

nind when considering detailed interpretation of the results.

However,

it is worth mentioning that this produces some uncertainty in the
rbsolute value of # e Hussett lAmber and itc dependence on the wire temperature.
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HJtx

Heaafurements to establish wire material properties.

3(i)

Calibration of Heat Loss in a Vacuum.
It is possible to carry out an investigation of the material

properties of the Mire using the methods described in section 2(vlii),
if a sufficiently high vacuum can be obtained during the experimental
measurements of the heat loss from wires to justify the assumption that
the convection of heat into the fluid from the wire surface is negligible.
The first step in the process, therefore, is to investigate the variation
of heat loss with gas pressure for a typical wire to determine what gas
pressure is required to justify the assumption of zero convective cooling.
Figure 14 shows a low pressure calibration for a fairly long (3mm)
wire in relation to the normal 2mm wire length used in Southampton.
A longer wire was deliberately chosen for this preliminary test since
the ratio of convective'to conductive heat loss increases with wire
length.

Since the heat loss rate is still falling it can be seen that

the normal minimum pressure for a system of mechanical rotary pumps,
which is about 200 microns (or 0,2 mm) absolute pressure of mercury, may
not be adequate to give the required low level of heat loss into the gas
around the wire.

Further tests were carried out using oil vapour

diffusion pumps, with the wire mounted in the low density nozzle chamber
described in section 3(ix), xdiich allowed the pressure to be reduced by
a further two orders of magnitude to around 1 micron absolute.

It was

found from these low pressure calibrations that, for the wire illustrated
in Figure 14, the curve intercepted the zero pressure axis at a slope of
1 mV/lO microns.

The pressure required for the vacuum measurements

will depend upon the accuracy required, but for the present work a
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pressure of less than 3 to 4raicronswas used, thus reducing the errors
in the voltage measurecents due to the small amounts of gas present to
under 0.5 mV.

If wires of greater length are used, or if heated films

are calibrated in this way, the pressures required would be different
due to the different conduction characteristics of these components.
A batch of wires of varying length, but all talcen from the same
sample of 5 micron nominal diameter tungsten wire, was selected to make
the vacuum measurements.

The basis of the selection was that described

in 3 ( 0 ) above, a 2?S scatter band on the wire voltage in still air at
atmospheric pressure being accepted.
The actual measurements of the heat loss and resistance characteristics
for this selected group of wires are shown in Figure 18, where curves
relating the voltage to wire length at each different resistance in a
vacuum have been plotted.

These particular measurements were made ifith

the pressure in the low density tank below 2 microns absolute of mercury
throughout, the pressure being monitored with a Pirani gauge whidi was
adequate for this purpose.

The uncertainty in these measurements is of

the order of 0.5 mV, as discussed above.
Also shown on Figure 18 are the measurements of Davies and Fisher
(53)» although it should be borne in mind that they used only a mechanical
pump to evacuate the gas from their test chamber and did not check the
validity of their zero convective loss assumption (in fact they quote a
pressure of 10~^ atmospheres, or 100 microns as the pressure attained,
which would not appear quite sufficient).
sensitivity of
of errors up to

Taking a typical low pressure

1 mV/lO microns it can be seen that there is the possibility
10 mY arising in their vacuum calibrations.
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As- an additional check on the measurements of id.ro resistance soEe
cross plots of the experimental data are shown at Figure 19, these being
taken from the previous figure for the various l^igths quoted.

It can

be seen from this that the results of Davies and Fisher do in fact lie
up to 7 m7 above the present results, their values also being interpolated from Figure 18 for the wire lengths quoted.

The difference

appears largest for Uie longest wire as would be expected by virtue of
its proportionally greater convective power loss due to its larger
surface area.
Having thus established experimentally the variation of the heat
loss rates at an adequate degree of vacuum for this set of wires, it is
now possible to use this as a basis for investigating the consistency of
the material properties normally assumed with the heat loss neasureaents.
Six cases were considered, corresponding to the three lengths of wire
shown on Figure 19, each being operated at two different tenperatures.
The computer solutions obtained for these cases are indicated in detail
on Figure 20, which shows the results of Qie first set of computer
solutions (see 2(viil))which were made.

All the parameters have been

assumed to have their nominal values, as listed in the table below.

TABLE of KOMIBAL PROPERTIES

•

t

Resistivity

=

10"^(5.214'^ + 0.213"f2) ohm cm

Conductivity

=

6.92 ( T + 0.228) /l0^/»^ (vatt/f^2 o .

End Temperatures

=

291

Diameter = 5 x 10

cn

Enissivity

Thomson Coefficient

(T^

=

Integrating Step Length

6n- =

= -0.006 + 0.0263'Y
8.07(^+ 0.228) x lO"^ volts/'c
0.0125

=
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PIgore 20 shows the value required for the coefficient

/»b

which

fits the equilibrium conditions, for a range of values of the other
parameter

-

Several points were calculated for each wire and

temperature, ^ d it was found that the results could not be distinguished
from a atrai^t line relationship between

and

/* k

This

might be expected since only relatively small (up to 20^') alterations
were being made in the resistivity parameter

/'tt.

The most interesting characteristic shoisn by Figure 20 is that for
all six cases the curves tend to converge to a fairly small area on the
diagram, marked with a circle, the law corresponding to the centre of
thi s bei ng

= 10~^ (6.47'^

- 0.2'Y^) ohm cm.

(3.1)

At the other eztreae of the range considered, where large and
positive values of the coefficient

ore required, a significant

variation in the law is needed to fit the measurements.

The estimates

are:= 10~^(5.0t + 0.93'''^) ohm cm (Longest wire running cool)
(3 2)
= 10

(5.OT + 0.47?^^ ohm cm (Longest wire running hot)

It should be noted that this, widest deviation arises with the longest
wire tested, indicating that the errors are most likely to be due to the
wire itself rather than the method of operation m d assumption of boundary
conditions.

This is tl» reverse of what might be expected, irtiere the

operation of short wires is generally more difficult owing to the lower
resistances and voltages involved.

These extreme cases of resistivity

laws are plotted out as a function of temperature on Figure 21,

It can

be seen l&at the nominal law derived from the literature by Iteivies and
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Fisher and the optimum lew of equation 3.1 converge to an intersection
point at

= 5.0.

Hence, although the laws give different values

for resistivity at ambient temperature by about 20^, thin dofreaaes with
temperature until the curves cross over by virtue of the different
curvatures involved.

This shows that the nominal resistivity law is

not in fact in error by as sjuch as would be thought from inspection of
the individual terms by comparison i&th equation 3.1
consider next the best law with

above.

If we

that is a perfectly linear

relationship, it can be seen that this is very nearly parallel to the
nominal law but displaced from it by

15^ at T = 1 and by 3^ at

T= 3

(jQost of this reduction in error being taken up by the variation in the
total resistivity which increases by a factor of three over the range
of tmperature),

The laws which involve talcing substantial positive

curvature (equations

3.2

above) are seen to give rise to relationships

which differ considerably froa the nominal laws as well as free one
another.
3.2

The difference between the two curves correspondirg to equation

is about

205^ throughout.

Pron this work it became clear that the f o m of the resistivity law
used by Davies and Fisher
= icr*(
was not quite general.

+

/* k-yZ)

(3.3)

It is not possible to vary the intercept of this

curve at the origin of T , w d so a more general type of- resistivity
law was used by introducing the constant (/*,.
2.73 .

) defined in equation

To enable iterations to be made, whilst maintaining the same

shape (expressed as ihe ratio of quadratic to linear terms in equation
2.73 ), the factor

k^

was introduced for use as an iterativje parameter

Ill

Es described in section 2(?iii).

results of iterating for ky,

are shown in Figure 22 as a function of the value of

being used,

the remaining data having the nominal values used before.

Once again

the results for the different cases tend to cour erge to a relatively
small area marked by a circle, with values of

/*«* = 1.20 and

These values most nearly satisfy all the cases considered.

0.957.

The

resistivity law corresponding to this optimum point on Figure 22 has
also been drawn in on Figure 21, and it can be seen that it is quite
close to Ihe optimum law obtained from Figure 20.

The two optimm

relations intersect (in Figure 21) At two points for

'Y = 1,14 and

T c2.60, thus having a similar mean slope over the temperature range of
interfest but they have almost equal and opposite curvature (in one case
/^\o - + 0,204, whilst in the other

~ 0,2).

The mazinum difference

between the two curves, which occurs at

T = 1.8, is

6 % ^ = 0.18 x lo"^

ohm cm, this being rather less than 2^ of the resistivity at that point.
Hence it is seen that although optinnp resistivity laws have been
derived fro® the measurnmaits in different ways, while maintaining nominal
values for all the other data needed for the solution, the results are
in fact verj' similar vben the values of
are considered,

at different temperatures

Bsc of properties which differ by any amount on Figures

20 and 22 to satisfy the equilibrium conditions produce laws which deviate
considerably from one another, and from the nominal data for tungsten
available in the literature.

Thus there are three optimum resistivity

laws available which all yield similar resistance properties over the
temperature range of interest,
A further factor which could aid the evaluation of the correct form
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of the resistivity law from these measttrenents is that for all the
solutions no iterative control exists over the resistance condition
arising from a solution, and so it might be suggested that this could be
used to discrininate between the different types of resistivity law.
In practise it was found that the variations in resistance were less
then 1^ irrespective of the type of resistivity law used, provided the
vacuum equilibrium solution vs.s correct.

This result follows from the

use of a numerical integration procedure, which satisfies the energy
balance all along the wire and thus automatically satisfies it on an
overall basis, provided that the integrated resistance is correct.
(Soe equation

2.34 , <Vt being zero in this case).

Use of the average

heat balance equation (2,28) with zero heat transfer is an exact statement of the end gradient in terms of the power generated in the wire, so
it automatically follows that when the solution is found on this basis
the overall heet belance is satisfied, and so also is the resistance
conditioh.

Hence this condition does not provide a basis for discrim-

inating between different weys of fitting the vacuum equilibrium as it
is always satisfied by the methods of analysis.
It is not worthwhile attempting to discuss in detail the causes for
the variations found in the resistivity law, except in so far that the
negative slope

is expected if an approximately

, constant overall reaisitivy is to be maintained.

The convergence

the relationships on Figures 20 and 22 arises from the detailed interaction of the terms in the differential equation, which is difflmlt to
discuss since both the parameters

and

(or

. and

^ )

enter the equation at several points, in the conductivity and heat
generation terms.
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The work indicates that the resistivity law
/^= 10"^(1.20 + 0.957(5.214^ + 0.213 t ^)) ohm cn

(3.4)

Eost nearly fits the whole set of measurementa, and has the aaall pocitive
crurvatttre gemterally neeaured for tungsten.
The optimua linear relationship which differs from equation
and from the reverse curvature opticaiE law obtained in equation
/>^

3.1

= 10*^ (0.63 + 5.72 T )

The relationship
expressed by

5.4

3,4

and

3.5
3.1

is

(3.5)

lies within

of both the other laws

in the range of tmperature over which the

wires are operated.
In carrying out this investigation into the vacuum equilibrium
neasurements, nominal values were assumed for a considerable number of
other parameters.

The m r k would not be complete without investigating

the influence of variation of these other parameters on the diffmrent
cases Considered here, as it is possible that small changes in (for
example) the diameter would bring all the results together.

This

procedure is similar to the perturbation saialysis described in section
2(z), where the influence on the calculation of heat transfer rates was
considered.

The aim of the woik discussed below is to see how these

changes affect the comparison between the six cases used as the basis of
the preceding discussion of resistivity.

This is quite distinct frcm

the earlier discussion of the calculation of comective cooling rates.
The following sections deal with each parameter in turn, all other data
except the parameter under consideration and the resistivity parameter
being assumed to have their nominal values.
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(a)

Wire Diameter.

Electron microscope photographs are reported in section 3(ii). and
sucijest that a larger diameter than
used here.

5 microns is correct for the vires

(in fact the electron micrographs were taken of 'eire frcsa

a later scrapie i ^ c h had. identical heat loss characteristics).

The

results of the iteration carried out for /»b at different assuEed values
of the wire diameter is shown in figure 23, this work being concluded
before the electron microscope data was available.

It was found that

the relationships on figure 25 were very nearly linear as would be
expected since the fractional changes in diameter are quite small, so
the point at which these lines would converge con be calculated.

The

most consistent set of parameters would be found with a wire diameter of
4.46 microns, a deviation from the nominal value used above of 11^ and
ftrom the ne&oured value

of 13^ .

This error is well beyond the accuracy

of electron microscope measurements, and so it can be concluded that an
incorrect assumption of the value of the ifire diameter alone would not
explain the differences found between the cases considered here.
Dvi.es and Pisher also took some electron microscope measurement, but were
not able to calibrate them accurately acainst a diffration fircting.
They did, in parts of their work, use a value of 4.85 microns for the
wire diameter in order to fit the vscuum measurements they made in conjunction with the published properties of pure tungsten.

In the present

work a spread of dianeters would have to be used if the six different
cases are considered, since the nominal value of
used with
and with

d = 4.85 ft

would have to be

for the 0.295 cm id.re at 20,3-^

d = 4.68 microns for the same wire at

on figure 23,

13-^ .

Sieilarly,

different values of diameter would have to be used for the other lengths
of wire in conjunction with the nominal resistivity.

If a value of
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4»46 f*. was chosen, in conjunction with a negative value of
results w a l d all cone much norc closely tofother.

the

This can be shown

by extrapolation of the results on figure 23.
Proa the discussion it is concluded that snail errors in the wire
dianeter cannot explain the deviations in.theraeasureraentsof the present
experiments, since the sign of the changes required ia wrong in relation
to the electron nicrogr^hs.

Also, the magnitude of the changes is

larger than the accuracy with which the diameter ie known from aicroscope
aeaourements (section 3(ii)).

Thia conclusion is based on the asauiaption

that both samples of the wire were identical, this being supported by
their similsr heat loss behaviour.

Unfortunately all the wires made in

the first sanple were broken before tlte microscope was available.

(b)

Thermal Conduotivitv.

The results of calculations made for the four extreme cases of length
and resistance are shown in figure 24, where the variation of the value
of

required to fit the vacuum measurements is shown as a function of

the conductivity parameter ( 1^^).

It can be seen that there is almost

no tendency at all for the linear relationships which arose to converge
towards values for the conductivity and resistivity parameters ^ i c h would
satisfy all cases.

The variation in the value of the thermal conductivity

• required to satisfy the extreme cases with a nominal value of the quadratic
resistivity term ( /a^ ) is quite large, being about 20^ between the ttro
conditions at which the longer wire is operated.

Pbr therse reanonn it

is not likely that an erroneous value for the thermal conductivity will
account for the deviations found in the different cases.
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i
(c)

Wire End Temperatures.

The effect of chongizig the values taken for the tmperature at the
ends of the wire is illustrated in figure 25.

% e effect of increasing

the value of "tiie end temperature produces only a very alight conversance
between the different cases, and a temperature of approxiiiately 40^c above
ambient would have to be assmted to bring all the cases together as
nearly as possible.

Also, it can be seen that the hotter operating •

condition for each wire length require the assumption of a lower end
temperature if otherwise nominal data were used.

ESscactly the reverse

should happen in practice as it is -Qie heat gei^rated in the wire which
heats the ends and this is larger for the higher reeistaiK:© cases.
Rirthenaore, tlie temperature rise of the end of the wire of 2-4°c
(calculated from the heat flux) is much less than the rises required to
bring the measurements into agreanent and so it is not possible to
explain the measured deviations in terms of the errors involved in the
end temperatures used in the computation.

(d) Wire Volta^TO.
During the experimental work it is necessary to meamire the wire
voltage and errors in this can cause errors in the resulting calculations.
To a large extent the errors will have be^i reduced by taking averaged
data for three nominal wire lengtiia from figure 13, but it is still
important to ensure that the calculations i nvolved are not unduly sensitive
to the errors that ir«vitably occur,

Pijjure 26 shows the effect on the

value of the quadratic resistivity tena required to satisfy the vacuum
results.

It can be seen tliat

wire at 20.3

increases of

18 m7, for the 0,295 cm

, and of 51 nV at 13-"- , arc required if the rejjistivity
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is to be taken at its nordLnol value.

The increases required in the

measured Toltages for the 0.2 cm tcire ere 24mV at 13

and 26m7 at 10

These represent errors in the measured voltages of 7.5^,

11;% end

18^ for the four easea, and it is very unlikely that errors as large as
thifj Tfill be introduced in view of the care which has been taken in the
individual measurements (to within O.gmV) and also in the cross plotting
of the results.

Also, the voltage corrections are not rantfom, but show

aystematio trends similar to these found in consideration of the other
porsneters and it is unlikely that scatter of results can cause the
measured deviations.

(e)

Wire Lemtjh.

Piffitr© 27 illustrates the effect on the reruirpa resistivity of
errors made in the measurement of wire length, and here ^apain it can be
seen that the percentage changes required if otherwise noainnl data is
to be used are 6^, 8.5^, IC^ and 10^ for the 0.295 cm wire at 20.3-^
1 3 a n d

the 0.2cm wire at 13

and 1 0 r e s p e c t i v e l y .

and

These changes

are well outside the accuracy of measurement of length, and so errors
in the wire length can be discounted as a significant factor in the work.
(TO a certain ertent the voltage and length measurements are related by
figure 18, where both parameters have been taken into account together.
What is really signdficant Is whether the lines on this ^raph are
correctly placed, as the sit esses used w r o taken from it.

The fact

that the individual deviptions in the two parameters are separately
inadequpte to explain tho results does not imply automatically
both together are inadequate.

that

However the required changes reported

in section (d) and (e) to explain the deviations are so nruch larger than
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the errors of acasurenent, that it Is quite reasonable to assert that
the two taken together still vdll not explri^ the offects).

(f)

Operatiiog Resistance.

This 13 the only remaining oxporiuental poi-aaotor to he connidered,
and fxijure 23 A o w s the result of varying tho assuaod value of the wire
resistanoe in thg comriutptional work.

If the uncertnintlao are to be

explained aerely in terms of the wire resistance this would require
chpin^es of

-1.3

, -l.l-^ , -1,5 •"* find -1.0

for tho cases of the

0.295cm Jirn at 20.3*and 13-«- , fmd of the 0.2cn wire at 13 ^ cjicl 10
respectively.

This is neprly two orders of mngnitude beyond the errors

e::pectod in the ezperinentcl vrork, so the errors in measured wire assistance cen also be discounted in their effect on tho vacuum crlibrotiona,

(g)

Radiation from the Wire.

It has already been mentioned in section 2(x) that inclusion of
the radiation tern has alaoct no effect on the calculation**.

An additional

check was made here, and it was found that inclusion of the radiation
term resulted, in e 2^ decrease in the value of the quadratic resistivity
term needed to fit the vacuxus equilibrium conditions for the 20.3
•sTith the 0.295cm wire.

ease

The power lose in vacuun io much lower than in

caneo of forced convection at atmospheric preasurea, but ntill the
radiation powor is email in comparison with tho total power locr as was
Bhown for the case of the 0.24cm wire rvnninr at 16.37-^ .

Tho corres-

pondim po^Fer loseep are.

'V. =

(•T^'-Oe^o-o
-

= 2.27 X 10-5watts

L
/

-.3
= 4.8 X 10 ^watts

(3»^)
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M

a>e Thon.inn Effort.

Inclusion of the Bionaon effect eauseo sIihIIot chsnn^o in the
temperature distribution as those reported in socti.n 2(iz) for the
forced convection calcalattom.

The foUovinj table shows the values

Of the end gradient ratio obtained in vacuum for the ertreme cases:-

ReBlrtanee

Length

Bvac.

X

10

0.2cm

0.1445

0.945

13

0,

0.215

0.320

13 ^

0.295CC

0.1095

(\95G

20.3 •«-

0.29500.

0.239

0.911

Introduction of the Thonaon effect caused a »
calculated for the quadratic reoietivlty term

deoreaae in the value

/"k

« 1 1 in relation to the other variations .ncountcrod.

,

this being
The iterative

procedures were somewhat oonplicated by the introduction of the Ihonr,on
effect as it caused aienificmt assymetric end losses, reouirins -m
iteration for the value of

A

in each case.

In vie? of the snail

overall influence of the Thomson effect, it has generally been ignored.
thuB sijnplIfVine the computational procedure, as a value of A

= 1.0 la

then obtained.
conclusion, it cen be seen that none of ihe parameters considered
in sections (a) to (h) can individually explain the deviations in the
resistivity estimates, although this does not rule out their combined
Influence.

The solution In vacuuu Is not highly sensitive to any of

these parameters, and in „ost cases there is no saarestion at all that
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choorlcp afferent
results.

will give rise to a more conaletent set of

However, the earlier dlsoussion showed ho.r the choice of

resistivity law oould leatl to a ooneiderably sore oonsistent set of data
satisfyinff all the vaoum measurements.

In addition it olioHed that

approaching the problem in t.o different .ays gore resistivity laws that
were quite similar over temperature range considered.

The evidence of

these experiments ie that a resistivity law of hi*er value at aahient
temperature, and with a lower temperature dependenoe than the
law selected from the literature hy Bavies an£ Piaher. should he used
uhese wires.

It is difficult to cone to any conclusion aa regards

the curvatm-e required for the resistivity law in the absence of any
criterion on .rfioh to judge this.

Ihe different measurements are con-

sistent with laws of opposite curvature (equations 3 . 1 and 3.4), and also
with the average relation given in equation 3.5 with zero curvature.
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?U4-)

Direct pcac.-qioaeni 9." rny-;r-t>,ji<.o and dlAmntAr.

It was shown in section 2(x) how tlie ini'lueiicc of soae of the
uncertain paranieters on calculutious of lie at tj^aiiGxer coefficients wac
reduced, provided that the oeoauremeots were consistent \dth r. correct
solution for lix) in vacuum conditions.

One of the least certain of

the parameters involved is iiie wire diacieter.

Dsvies and Fichci" showed

electron microscope photographs of the wire they used, but there was
some uncertainty as to the precise calibration of tho electron microscope
which depends upon ohe setting of some of the focussing electro—magnets,
Baldwin alpo showed (60) some electron uicro^Tranhs of his single tungsten
wire (also 5 microns In diaaeter) and rcalcd his plioto/rraphs fron a
600 lineg/iam diffraction gratirr.

Baldwiiir/ ^rircs were rmoh mora irregular

than those of Davies and Fisher, end his diffrrction crrtlng rather coarse
for this work giving only 3 lines to a wire aiomctor npprorinately.
Ee geve the diameter as 0".00022 In his case, thct is to aboot 5# accuracy.
The use of an AEI electron microscope (Type ELiGe) in conjunction
with a finer diffraction gi-ating of 21C0 li-tec/ttu has enabled more accurate
ostiMaues of wzre oiaaetor to be ar.de hei'c.

The wires used here were

Euch snoother than those of Baldwin, being fi-oir. the same source as that
used by Daviep end Fisher.

itost of the work carricd out here has been

with 5 nicron dl-meter tun,;stei:, r.lthonrh coae of

steady state imrk

in soctlon 3(v) mndfcheunsteady oeasumnruts of soction 4.(iii) Tore made
with 7 ond 9 micron nominf.-l difjueter wires.

A full ran-o of di imeters

had been supyli.ed, and che following wore the measured vrvluen:—
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Jiominal Diameter
9 Eiicrans

Measured Diameter
_

9.32 aiorons

8

3.47

7

7.85

6

5.37

5

5.13

4

4.43

It was quite easy to achieve ^

V

accuracy from the photographic

plates, the validity of the measurements being based entirely upon the
accuracy of the diffraction grating,

Using the traversing mechanism

on the microscope the wires were first checked for uniformity in diameter
along •Qieir length (about 0".l), using the visual display screen.

Ho

noticeable tapering or other large scale distortion was observed apart
from isolated irregularities on the surface, which generally projected
out from the auiface rather than into i,t suggesting that it was dust that
was being seen.

When taking photograj^s the first half of the group

were taken first, after which a photograph of the diffraction grating was
4
taken before taking the second half of the group.

In this way drift in

the microscope is minimised, and a mean calibration found.

In fact the

microscope tends to drift only slightly over a period of hours, whereas
a complete set of places could be taken in about 15 minutes.

Also, the

electro-magnet currents were monitored as an additional safeguard.

For

most of ihe results using the 5 micron wires a 2,6% decrease should be
applied to the measured heat transfer coefficimt, this being only a
small correction fear most purposes, whilst the product

fv^ &

would
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remain unaltered.

Specimen photographs are shoim at figure 29.

A second check on the properties of the tungsten wire was made by
neasuring the temperature dependence of the wire resist.ince.

Wires

were inaersed in a silicone oil bath and could be heated in this to a
temperature of 150®c using an immersion heater and raeaauriag temperature
vith an 5*P»L* standard theraoiaeter (O-lJO^c mercury in glass type).
Tests were made for a batch of about 20 different wires, with lengths
between 0,1 and 0.34 cm, and with dlniaetere of 5, 7 and 9 microns, by
passing a current through a controlling decade resistance unit and then
through a Tinsley 10

standard resistance and the wire under test.

A current of approximately one milliamp was used, which gave negligible
heating of the wire 6nd yet was not small enough to give rise to other
errors as described below for some measurements made on a wire in air.
The results of this work were reduced to a common characteristic lay
normalising all the measured resistances in terms of the values at 20°c
or at 18°c.

Figure 50 shows some typical results where some results ^

are normalised at 20°c so ae to clarify the plotting, and tlw normalized
form of the optimum law for resistivity, with slight positive curvature
taken from equation 3.4, is also plotted for comparison purposes as
well as the nominal law deduced from the literature by Davies and Fisher.
The experimental results show a slight

+ we

curvature and lie about

3/» below the relationship of equation 5.4 at a temperature of 150°c.
The deviation betaeea the experiments and the nominal law is greater,
being about 15^ at 150 c.

It was found that the large majority of

wires tested gave characteristice within ^

of the typical ones shown

on Figure JO, and generally lay so close that it was difficult to
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diatinguish between the different sets of points.

Occasionally a wire

was found which differed fror. this relationablp by about 20-5%^, so it
would appear that 3one wires which give vmifmal results have undergone
damage •tfiilch affects the material properties

(e.g. oxidation could

possibly do tliia) as well as changes in the geometry of the wire.

These

wires were quite rare, only two being found in a batch of about 20.
Thia work indicat'cs that the relationship of equation 3*4 is mtch nearer
to the eaq^erimontal results than the law of Davico and Fisher, although
this work is only carried out over half of tlie range of t^ipcrrturcs
used (it would be impossible to test the probes used here above 200°c in
any case as the solder joints would melt).
The precceding discussion has considered the non dimensional temperature dependence of resistance, yhich is one of the factors to be
checked if the wire teoperature is to be estimated correctly.

However,

further coaparison should be made between the predicted end aeasured
absolute values of resistence, since the vacuum calibrations predict
rather higher resistances than the nominal law at aiabient tenperatiire.
/
Some care ie necessary when mdcing ecsnpariaon between the neasured and
predicted values of resistance, as this comparison will be affected by
the taaperaturo at w M c h it is aade, which should be taken into account
whan considering measiu-ements made at aabient tecperature.

The

following values were tairen froE figure 31» which shows the variation in
measured resistance with the ciifrent used to m k c the measurements:—
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I,aif

Resistance of 0.1940%
wire at 20°c

1. Heasured remilt.

6.<f5

2. Nominal law (eouation 2,9).

5,32

3. Optlzmm law (equation ? . 4 ) .

6.40 ^

4. Modified lew of Bevies pud
flsher;-

5.63

Deviation from
aeacrured value

0

- 3^5

10^/%= 5.52^ + 0.27

These results were obtained froa the only wire which was undamaged
cfter the'vacuuB calibrations, fjid show thr.t the f^.reeuient is apparently
vear/ close between the meaeuremeats p.nd the optimum Irw af section 3 ( 1 ) .
T M s agreement should be viewed in the light of the effect of tenperature,
as soEe deviations Hill prise at higher taEperc-turea, as indicnteii by
figure 30, but the result certainly bears out the prediction of a considerably higher resistance than the norainal roalstanco law (equation 2.9)
would suggest.

Similar high values for tlio cold resistaiice wore found

\rL%h other wires, there beirg the oxpectcd increase in resistance with the
damn^fe estimated by the deviation from the optitiuz line of figui^e 17.
These effects a m difficult to illuntrato O'/inc to the varyiag lengths
of Individual vires.
ihc influGiico Ox '»hc cur rout loadiag oii tlie apparent wii*e resistance
ahokjn iii 1 i^ure 31 ^ao initially t^iou^ht to be ciUe to the presGnce of
thercioelectric e^-xocts at the junction between the liicicel supports and
the copper plated tungsten wire, causing the ijicrease in apparent
resist mice which was measured at the low current levels.
two Peltier voltages ifeLch q^peor at two junctions is

The sun of the
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=

(T^

uliere 0 ^ ia the Peltier coefficient (volta/^c) md (&l)^
difference in temperature between the t w junctionn.

Is the

This glvoc rise

to deviationn in the apparent resistance at low cmrent levels given
ay
^ a m greet -

(AT) .
(5.7)

•where 7^

ia the voltage across the Td.re during" the ncasurenent of its

resistance.

If we consider nn extreme cane when a

difference esista

between the two oonner-nickel junotiom (even if the >rlre is being heated
by a larger current this is a typical tenperetiire rise measured at the
ends, 90 that this forms as xroper limit to the negnlt^ide of the temperatwe difference), then a
to a measuring voltage of
of 400 ^ V.

error in wire apparent resistance corresponds
4mT and a lOJ® error corresponds to e voltage

Inspection of figure 31 shows that the measured increases

ere consistent -rith these assumptions, "but it can be seen that identical
effects are found whether a copper support or a nickel support is used.
This shown that the source of the error did not lie in the junction at
the end of the hot wire, but elsewhere in the measuring system or in the
voltmeter.

In the absence of an alternative voltmeter, cap^le of

accurately covering several decades of voltage levels, it was not possible
to check the measurenent another way.

Since the connections to the

hot wire probe and reference resistor were all of copper, it is unlikely
that the source of the effect was in this part of the experiment but
more likely that it lay sooewhere in the voltmeter system (the Solartron

voltmeter does in fact bccoce quite ware during operation), alt Lough
this would be expected to influcnco both voltc^e neccuremnnta similarly.
In Djay case the voltnetcr was being operated on tho licit of its sensitivity for voltt^es less then O.inV, go cone errors will arise in any
case, C8 indicated by the spreauing of the results in figure 31 .
?roH this vork it can be aeon that the resistance of the wire should be
neasurod with e voltage over the %ire of crcimd lOmV, or a current in
the region of

; A

1 millianp.

Suaper^r.
The calculations based on the measurements of heat loss in r

vacitum hare shovm that the nearest approach to a consistent set of wire
properties for all the aiieasuregentsis obtained By modifying the electrical
resistivity relationship.

The lawn which ore deduced in this way give

n s e to higher values of resistivity at room teiaporaturo, and e lomr
sensitivity to temperature when conpared vlth the published deta for
pure tungsten.

Direct neasurenonto of the reslotahoe properties over

the lower part of the range of operating temperatures lirvc shown that
the modified resistivity relationship deduced from the vacuum measurements
ia closer to the ezperlnental rolntlonslilp than the published drta.
It WPB found that vorlationa in the detailed forn of the reeistivity low
played e such greater part in the selection of a net of dAta consistent
with all the meaBurcQonts than any other properties or boundary oondltions,
and it is therefore concluded that the discrepancies arising in fitting
all the vacuum heat loss measurements are caused primarily by the use of
an incorrect resistivity.relationship.-
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From the work of section 2(z) it waa shoim that the use of different
resistivity laws, which were all consistent with vacuum heat loss
measuremaits, had very little effect on the computed values of & e heat
transfer coefficient.

Therefore it can be seen that, provided the

vacuum conditions are satisfied, the choice of a resistance law is not so
important.

However, the scaling of the absolute value of the Kusselt

number will be sensitive to lAe form of the law chosen if the wire temperature is involved in the calculation of the Husselt number, depending
on the influence of the different resistivity relations on the computed
wire tmperature.
The measurements made of the wire diameter show in some cases quite
significant deviations from the nominal values, and it would appear to
be necessary to make a direct chedc on the diameter of wire when absolute
heat transfer measurements are to be made.

With the aid of an accurate

diffraction grating and an electron microscope this presents no problem.
/

3 B. Natural Convection and forced convection from a heated wire.
% e last part (3A) described the investigation of the heat loss
from wires where the power loss by conduction in the wire dominated,
giving a basis for a discussion of the properties of the wire material.
¥e now come to consider the equilibrium state of hot wires when convective
cooling at the surface is significant.

The limiting case of zero

incident flow is dealt with first in section 3(ili), si m e the power
loss in a static gas is not small by comparison with that in forced
convection at the same gas conditions.

Nest, in 3(iv), the loss of heat

at very low flow speeds at atmospheric pressure is described in detail.
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since this represents a transition between the extreme conditions of
zero incident flow and higher speed forced cooling.

The case of fully

forced cooling is described in section 5(v).

llljjJ

Heat Loss in Static Gas at Variable Pressure.

A series of heat loss meegarementa were made in still air at and
below atmospheric pressure.

These had the dual purpose of testing out

the coi!5)utational methods for analysing thermal equilibrium in easily
repeatable conditions, and also of providing further information on the
heat loss in static gas.

This loss is not small by comparison with the

loss by forced convection and forms a lower limit to the forced'convection
>

calibrations.

This work provided results for developing the iterative

methods -used to solve for the heat transfer coefficient over a range of
conditions, as described in section 2(vi).
The measurements were made idth the wires mounted horizontally
inside a bell jar meaaaring

4 inches in diameter and f" tall,

No effects

due to varying the position of the wire inside this chamber were observed,
and it was concluded that the conditions were effectively those of heat
loss in a large volume placing no constraints on the heat transfer process
at the wire.

T!ae supports of the wire were in a vertical position above

the wire, and rotation of the jar showed that the position of these did
not influence the heat loss.
by means of a mercury

The pressures inside the jar were measured

U—tube manometer and an absolute pressure dial

gaeoge (which had been re-calibrated by the manufacturers, Wallace and
Tierman Ltd., immediately before use), the latter operating between 0.1mm
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and 20nua a£ mercury absolute pressmre.

A mechanical pump was used to

eTecuate the system through controlling vent and throttling valves, the
lowest pressure obtainable beii^ about 500 microns absolute, this being
the lower limit inposed by the pump rather than leakafje in the systcn.
Since the bell jar formed a closed end to the systan it was felt that
leakage air currents could be neglected, especially as 'the wire becomes
very insensitive to small air speeds at low pressures (see section 5(ix)).
The taaperature in the laboratory was monitored, and checks were made
inside the test chamber using the wire as a resistance thermometer, (see
section 3(ix)) confirming that no significant variations were ocoorrlng.
Over periods of about 20 miraites the stability of the readings indicated
that no transient heating of the gas was influencing the measurements
(e.g. due to venting

t&e systaa as ihe pressure was brought up to atmos-

phere) .
The same batch of 5 micron tungsten wires, that were used for the
vacuum calibrations described in section 3(i), was used in these measurements, the operation of the bridge and amplifier being the same, with
continual monitoring of the balance position so that variations in wire
resistance were eliminated.

The results of the measurements are shown

in figure 32, giving the variation of wire voltage with gas pressure,
Tlie results were found to be quite repeatable and no effects due to
increasing or decreasing changes in pressure were observed.

Each of the

curves ^own was measured at about 50 different points (not shown here
as individual points), the scatter being about

i 2mV from the mean curve.

The wires used were re-tosted in the higher vacuum system at 2 microns
pressure, and the voltages measured are also shown in the results (see
figures 3 5 to 34r ),

The variations in the characteristics of individual

/
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vires were eliminated in the usual way by cross plotting against wire
length, as shown in figure 33»

Finally, reduced calibrations were

produced for three nominal wire lengths at different resistances and
these are shown at Figure 34.

This final set of results now form

the basis of the ccmputer woric which was carried out to establish the
heat transfer coefficients.

For the longest wire running at the highest

resistance it was not possible to reduce the data as described above,
and the single experimental calibration has bemi used for computation
of the heat loss rates, it being included in figure 34.
The next stage in the process was to carry out solutions which
would give the variation between wire voltage and heat transfer coefficient
for each length of wire and operating resistance.

If these calibrations

are to be valid as the voltage tends towards the vacuum equilibrium case
and consequently the heat transfer coefficient tends to zero, then it
is clear that the vacuum solution must be consistent with the measurements made in vacuum.

Adjustments were made to the material properties,

by varying the parameter

in equation

2.73 .

(The influence of

doing this in order to fit the vacuum measurements onto the curves can
be

considered in the light of the results of section 2(x), which

discusses the effects of the individual parameters involved in finding
the solution).

In additional problem is that the exact form of the

heat transfer coefficient is not known until the results have been interpreted by the cosqouter calibration.

Initially a constant value of K-r

along the wire in each case has been assumed, as this wpuld give the
correct form as free molecular heat transfer is approached.

The results

of the computer calibrations are shown in Figure 35, the variation of
wire voltage with heat transfer coefficient for each length and resistance
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first being drawn in.

By reading off the voltage for each of these

cases at different pressures, the value of the heat transfer coefficient
can then be found.

Lines of constant pressure have been drawn in on

this basi9» and from these it can be seen that the heat transfer rate
is dependent upon the ifire resistance at s3Xj given pressure, that is
on the average wire temperature.

In all three sets of results for the

different wire lengths this sensitivity to average temperature increases
with pressure, the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient upon wire
temperature being very small at the lower pressures below

4mm absolute.

The three sets of results have been brought together in Figure 36, where'
the heat transfer coefficient has been plotted as a function of the wire
average temperature.

The differences which arise between the different

cases are of the order of ^

at the greatest, very similar ^.temperature

dependence effects being demonstrated.

At intermediate pressures there

is an apparait tendency for the larger wires to give lower values for
the heat transfer coefficient, but this was not the case either at low
pressures, where the agreement appears closer, nor was it so as atmospheric
pressure was approached.

In view of the expectation of some errors of

a few percent from the experimental work, as suggested in section 2(ix)
and section 2 ( x ) , it is not really possible to discriminate between the
different curves on figure 36 , and a mean relationship can be considered
as representing all the results.

The only remaining uncertainty is

whether the assumption of a constant value for the heat transfer coefficient
along the wire will influmice the overall pattern of results in any way.
To avoid the complete re-calculation of the calibration curves, one
point was taken on each for the 0.24cm long wire and, using a value of
p

= 1.5, the ratios

1 + p

were then calculated (as
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described also in section 2(xi))»

This value of P

was chosen as a

typical value for measuraaents in still air (it varies between 0 and

2

for the present measurements covering the range from zero to atmospheric
pressure).
^

The values of (

from the unity value at

/'Xo,^
/S

=0.

) were found to vary by about
Since it is shown in figure 13

that the shape of the calibration curves is maintained throughout the
range of heat loss rates, the insensitivity
of

/8

of the results to the value

can be taken as applying on an overall

basis.

Since

^

is

not necessarily constanrt it is apparent that small corrections should
be applied to the results of figure 36 which all correspond to a fixed
value of
ratio

(

= 1*05

at

= 1.3 .

The correction in the

^'/Ko ^ will be proportionately smaller (about 1,03).

In

view of the scatter observed in figure "% it was not felt worthwhile
applying these small corrections in detail to each of the results, as
the effects would barely be noticeable in the discussion of the overall
pattern of the heat loss characteristics ^diich follows.
> The first objective of the present work, to demonstrate that a
uniform heat transfer law would be measured for vdres of differing lengths
and resistances if the vacuum calibration method is used, has been
demonstrated by figure 36.

The corrections just discussed would apply

to each set of results, and not influence the comparison between than.
(Davies and Fisher also found it possible to estimate the heat transfer
law by solutions made with a constant value of

k-r

» these being

confirmed by further solutions into which the predicted law was substituted,
giving rise to corDstant values of k*

as computed by the second cali-

brations) .
We come next to the correlation of the data concerning the variation
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of heat loss rate with wire temperature and pressure, summarised in
figure 36.

As described in the introduction the co-relation of such

types of heat loss has been carried out by some authors on the non
dimensional basis of the Grashof number corresponding to the situation
at the wire, the fluid properties being evaluated in different ways from
one worker to another.

A completely different approach has been adopted

by other investigators who follow the approach originally put forward
by Langmuir, that near to the wire the heat is lost by a process of
gaseous conduction.

It is clear that these two processes represent

extremes of conditions depending on the body size, and that a range of
cases is expected to be found in practice.

A further complication is

introduced in the current work by the variation of the mean free path
of the gas molecules which becomes comparable with the wire diameter.
Further information which should be taken into consideration, is that
the influence of the angle between the wire axis and the vertical causes
at most variations in measured heat loss rate of 0.6^ at atmospheric
pressure, and even less at lower pressures.

This imediately places in

doubt any model for the heat trjansfer mechanism based on the presence
of convection currents close to the wire.

The three approaches outlined

are dealt with in turn in the following sub-sections.

(a) Co-relation of Results on the basis of the Grashof Number.
The loss of heat from a wire by natural convection is usually considered on the basis of a continuum flow established by the buoyancy forces
in the fluid.

The significance of buoyancy effects can be related to

the Grashof number, which can be defined in teims of the wire diameter
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as
Gr

-

X
M*" T"©

(3.8)

This is the particular form which arises for gases, the coefficient
of expansion being the inverse of the gas temperature.

The gas

properties (density, viscosity and coefficient of expansion) have to be
evaluated at some temperature relevant to the experimental situation,
this usually being ambient gas temperature, the wire surface temperature
or a mean of the two (arithmetic or logarithmic).

For a 5 micron wire

this gives

r

where
and

r =

x ( A T ) x 2.07 X 10-8

{ ^/|>#)
AT

(3.8a)

is the ratio of gas pressure to atmospheric pressure

is the temperature, difference between the wire and the fluid

in degrees centigrade.

The properties of air at 20°c have been inserted

in this equation.
The physical significance of the Grashof number can be seen b y
considering the equations of motion in the presence bf a buoyancy effect,
such as those for a two dimensional situation
^

^

(3.9,)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

Here
u

and

v

x

and

y

are the rectangular co-ordinates for the flow, and "

are the velocity components in these directions.

The suffix f
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denotes a fluid property, these being assumed as constants throughout
the flow for this general discussion, and not varying with the local
fluid temperature (T) as would be the case in practise.

If a convective

flow is established in lAiich typical lengths, temperatures and speeds
^' »

and

JL ^

are considered then we can relate these quantities

from the continuity and diffusion equations (3.9b and 3.9c)

^
A)C
U
T

=

o C ^
^
I

from

(5.9b)

_L \

^Sr

"

I

(5'9o)

and hence we can write the ratio of buoyancy to viscous terms in equation
(3.9a) as

r. V-

d

Ks

-

'

(3.10)
whilst the ratio of buoyancy to inertia forces is
tyr

-4•

a. J

\

"

0
i

fr )

(3.11)

'

(These results arise only in the case of a flow sustained by buoyancy
forces).

Thus when the product

(&r Pr^

) becomes of order unity the

buoyancy and inertia terms become of similar magnitude, whilst the
buoyancy and viscous terms are comparable when the product (Cr Pr) is
of order unity.

Since for air the Prandtl number is nearly unity, all

three types of force play a part in establishing the flow when the Grashof
number is also of order unity.

Theoretical studies referred to in the

introduction of the flows on vertical plates illustrate this type of
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behaviour.

If the Grarfiof number becomes small, as is generally the

case with fine wires, then the buoyancy terms would be very small in
relation to the other forces if a flow were established, and so no motion
can develop.

The lack of influence of wire orientation already mentioned

adds' experim«ital support to this reasoning that convection flows are
not established on the scale of the wire diameter, the value of
in the range below

Gr being

lO"^ for the present work, although on the basis of
6

the wire length the Grashof numbers are increased by a factor of
(

"Vjl = 400) bringing them much nearer to unity.

64 x 10

Thus if any convection

flow is established, it will take place on a length scale more represented
by the wire length.
For the purposes of comparison with other results and also to see
if there is any evidence that the heat loss rate is significantly affected
by buoyancy flows, the non dimensional relationships between Nusselt
number and the Grashof number is shown in figure 37.

From these results

it can be seen that the pattern of the relationships depends quite stroqgly
on the manner in which the Husselt number is evaluated.

The form of

the curves would not be altered sifnificantly if the wire length were
used as the correlating length, although the lack of any noticeable
dependence of the heat loss rate upon the length of wire found in the
measurements can be taken to indicate either that the length is not an
important factor or, more likely, that the variations in it were too
small to show up any effect, (wires were between 2 and 3mm).

Figure 37a

shows that the two parameters which determine the Grashof number, pressure
and temperature difference, have quite different effects on the measured
Nusselt number, ^nce decreasing the Grashof number by decreasing the
temperature leads to increases in the Nusselt number evaluated at the
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wire temperature.

This again points to the fact that use of conditions

near to the wire in the context of buoyancy effects is not justified.
Figures 57b and 57c show the same co-relation where the Kusselt numbers
are based on the gas thermal conductivity at firstly the mean temperature
between the wire and the fluid, and secondly at the ambient fluid temperature.

These results show that at one particular pressure (about

20mm on the basis of ambient fluid properties and 150mm on the basis of
the average properties) the effects of changing the Grashof number by
varying temperature or pressure are reconciled.

For pressures below

20mm it is not possible to reconcile the two effects whatever the condition
at which the gas conductivity is evaluated.

This point corresponds to

a Kmdsen number of near unity (Kn * 1 at a pressure of 12mm absolute),
and at lower pressures the bulk conductivity of the gas is not the dominant
influence on the heat loss, which is free molecular in this region.
The fact, that by suitable choice of the temperature at which to evaluate
the Nusselt numbers the effects of pressure and temperature variations
can be reconciled, does not necessarily imply that the Grashof Number is
the relevant independent variable on which the Nusselt Number depends.
Other measurements in this range are not numerous, but the present results
appear to approach the values given by Collis and Williams at the high
pressures only.

The results of Madden &Eiret show trends more similar

to those reported here, as seen in figure 57c.
In conclusion it appears that choice of the temperature at which the
gas conductivity is evaluated plays a significant part in attempting to
co-relate data on th§ basis of Grashof Number in an empirical fashion.
Calculation of the length far which the Grashof Number is unity (see figure
59) shows that the convection pattern will be considerably larger than
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the wire, m d in view of the insensitivity of the wire heat loss to
air speed at low pressures (see section 3(ix)) it is unlikely that any
alow drift currents will contribute to the heat transfer rate.

This

is confirmed by the effects of wire orientation found here, and also by
the effects of orientation observed by Collis and Williams who observed
about

7.5^ reduction in the heat loss rate when the wire was made

vertical (in the case of long wires only). ^ Physically it would appear
that these slight reductions are caused by the increases in effective
local temperature of the air as it moves by convection upwards along
the wire, rather than by the influence of the development of a strong
convection flow which would tend to increase heat loss rates, the
opposite to the effect reported by Collis and Williams.

For the present

work it is clear that the free molecular or radial conduction processes
are the important factors near to the wire.

Lastly, if the length of

the wire is a relevant parameter for at least the cases at high pressure,
away from the free molecular regime, the agreement between Collis and
Williams results and tie present results is surprising.

In fact they

produced the results shown in figure 37b for wires of infinite length
by extrapolation.

(b) Free Molecular Heat Transfer
If the pressure of the gas is reduced sufficiently, it is evident
that eventually the heat transfer process will be free molecular.
Figure 36 shows that at low pressures the heat transfer coefficient
becomes independent of wire temperature,, whilst figure 38 shows that
the relationship between heat transfer coefficient and the gas pressure
becomes linear at about

1mm and below.

The theoretical relationship
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for free molecular heat transfer is well k n o w

terms of the gas

properties (see Kennard (69)) and forms the basis for the calculation
of accomodation coefficients.

The expression for air is

K. =

= O Ol5T-Ci»

(3.9)

J 2-tt |V\ R T
where the gas pressure ^

is expressed in millimeters of mercury, and

est is the accomodation coefficient.

This linear relationship ifith

pressure is also shown on figure 38, from which it can be seen that the
measured heat loss rates are, at the lowest pressures, in excess of the
theoretical values.

The slopes of the two results indicate an apparent

accomodation coefficient of 1.2, which is clearly not possible physically.
The most likely source of error in these results at this pressure is
thought to be the leakage of oil vapour from the mechanical rotary pump
used back into the low pressure chamber.

The results at the lowest

pressures (about 0.3mm) were taken with the pump at its limiting back
pressure, and in this condition contamination of the system is quite
likely to occur.

It was dot originally intended that these tests should

provide a basis for the accurate measurement of the accomodation coefficient,
which forms a limiting condition only for the range of pressures considered.

This free molecular region is considered again in section 3(z),

where diffusion pumps with a pressure limit two orders of magnitude
better were used and idaere the contamination will be similarly improved.
However, it is evident that the hot wires could be used to m ^ e estimates
of the accomodation coefficient if a superior vacuum Byetem were used.
This worfc does show how the heat loss tends to a free molecular limit
in air at about

{

' 10.

1mm absolute pressure, corresponding to a Knudsen Kumber
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(o) The Conducting Film Model for Heat Transfer.
Lsngmuir originally proposed that the heat loss from the surface
of a thin wire took place by a process of radial conduction through a
stagnant film near to the wire, this inner film dominating the rate of
heat lose, with convection currents being established on a larger scale.
This type of model appears promising for the present work in view of the
factors wliich have been described, concerning the scale of the natural
convection process predicted, the problems involved in reconciling the
results on the basis of Grashof numbers and the lack of effect of wire
orientation.

Madden and Piret have extended the Langmuir model to eases

where free molecular exchange takes place over the first mean free path
length from the wire surface, beyond which the process is considered to
be one of radial conduction in a static gas.

They derive the relation-

ship for this situation as follows:_
1^..
VL

g
JT

\

. _i_ . 2 ^
Pf
r -r- &CK

_

Lh.U + 2

+ Ln.

(3.10)

In the limiting case of zero mean free path, that is to say continuum
conditions, this gives the well known radial conduction result consisting
of only the third term, b

being the diameter of the cylinder at which

the gas temperature becomes equal to the ambient temperature
In the limiting case of large

(

(

).

) it can be shown that this tends

to the free molecular limit, with the first term becoming dominant.
The Nusselt number (or heat transfer coefficient) and mean free path are
then inversely?proportional to each other.
The second term on the right hand side represents a transition
correction between continuum and free molecular conditions.

From the
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equation

3.10

It is possible to take any particular estimate of the

Busselt number and from the gas properties and mean free path evaluate
the apparent diameter of the stagnant film.

The results have been

plotted in figure 40 in terms of this stagnant film thickness on the »
basis of Grashof Number, although this was merely used as a convenient
way of plotting the results.

There is some uncertainty as to the correct j

temperature at which the Nusselt number should be evaluated, and the two
sets of results show considerably differing characteristics as the gas
pressure is reduced.

This will be discussed later on in this section.

Also plotted on the two figures are the lengths for which the Grashof
number of the case becomes unity, taken from figure 39.

It can be seen

that for the range of pressures down to 20mm the ratio betwen the convection
thickness and the stagnant

film thickness is between one to one and one

to five if the Kueselt number is evaluated at ambient conditions, or
else between one to ten and one to thirty if the Kusselt number is evaluated at the mean gas temperature.

This would indicate that, whichever

vay the Kusselt Humber is evaluated, an equilibrium is set up with heat
being conducted through the first inner layer of a stagnant film around
the wire, until a scale is reached where convection currents begin to
break up the radial conduction pattern.

It is difficult to be precise

about the effect in view of the uncertainty about the evaluation of the
Busselt Numbers, but it would seem that the balanced situation is reached
with only about 10 to 20^ of the apparent conduction film undisturbed by
the convection pattern.

At the lower pressures this model breaks down

as the evaluation of the last term in equation 3.10 becomes dependent on
the difference between two very much larger terms.

In one case, with
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the use of the Husselt number calculated at ambient temperature, this
leads to apparently very small values of the conduction radius, whilst
in the case using the mean gas conductivity the conduction radius becomes
apparently very large.

Neither of these effects is of significance,

for the reason given for the inaccuracy of the method.
The interaction of the stagnant film and an outer convection layer
has been illustrated by Collis and Williams, who deduced the two dimensional isothermal patterns from interference fringe patterns around a
3 micron wire operated at 300°c.

The isothermals become significantly

distorted from the radial configuration for local temperatures in the
field below lOO^c.

Taking into consideration the inverse logarithmic

relation between distance and temperature for two dimensional radial
conduction, the temperature reduces to this value at a distance of
from the wire if
here.

lo

has a value in the region of 10^ as it does

Thus the interference photograph of Collis and Williams, taken

at atmospheric pressure, also supports the evidence that radial conduction
takes place as the dominant process only for about

l/lOth of the total

apparent stagnant film thickness, beyond which convection flows dissipate
the energy leaving the wire.
Representation of the heat loss in terms of the apparent thickness
of the conduction layer is not satisfactory at low pressures as the bulk
conductivity term in equation 3.10 is small.
is to consider the variation in

^/h/u

An alternative approach

with the Knudsen Number

, as these are the dominant parameters in equation

3.10 .

At low pressures and large Knudsen numbers we expect the relationship
to become asymptotic to
0Nu

__ ft -y
V-t-\

JL

. 2:
(3.11)
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i.e. the free molecular heat loss relationship for unity accomodation
coefficient.

At very small values of

X
/Jt

^
/N\k

the value of

will become almost independent of Knudsen number, that is
A.
Kiv*.

=

(3.12)

The problem of choosing the temperature at which to evaluate the
gas properties again arises, since for the free molecular case it is
more appropriate to use ambient gas conditions.

The incident molecules

then arrive at ambient temperature, whilst for the case of radial
conduction the logarithmic mean temperature is more appropriate.

Both

ways of evaluating the Nusselt number are illustrated in figure 41, the
resultsbeing compared with those of Madden and Piret.

It can be seen

that the two asymptotic limits represented by equations

3.11

and

3.12

%

are approached by the measurements as expected.

The results at low

density show leas spread when correlated on the basis of

Nu.

whilst those at high density show rather less spread >rtien

N

used.

i

s

The general pattern of the results is seen from figure 41b to be

very similar to those reported by Madden and Piret.

The use of the two

methods for calculating the Nusselt number can be seen by comparison of
the two figures to reverse the effect of temperature on the results at
high pressures, from which it is seen that choice of some alternative
average, nearer to the ambient temperature than the arithmetic mean
temperature, could lead to closer agreement between the two temperature
extremes shown.

In view of the considerable variations in gas conduct-

ivity which occur with temperature, it is doubtful that the model of
radial conduction at some average conductivity can be regarded as more
than an approximation in any case.

Also, there is no reason why the
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apparent film thickness should be independent of wire temperature, so
forcing agreement between the curves at high pressure by suitable choice
of the method of evaluating the Nusselt Number does not automatically
imply that a particular significance has to be attached to the temperature
chosen.
To sum up these results, it has been found that for pressures down
to 20mm the heat transfer takes place ifith an ^parent conduction diameter
around ten times the diameter at which buoyancy effects are expected
to occur, this general situation being borne out by the work of Collis
and Williams.

In this regime, the convective flow would only interfere

with the outer pert of the conduction l^er, heat there being dissipated
by convection rather than conduction.

The lack of sensitivity of the

heat loss rate to wire orientation with respect to the vertical suggests
that it is the conduction process near the wire which determines the heat
loss rate, the buoyancy motions not significantly disturbing conditions
near to the wire.

(See also section 3(iv), when the disturbance of a

conduction layer by an incident flow, such as might be produced in the
vicinity of the wire on a larger scale than the wire diameter by the
buoyancy forces, is discussed).

At low pressures, a free molecular limit

is approached, although in this work accomodation coefficients which
apparently exceeded unity by about 20^ were measured, most likely due
to oil contamination of the air.
equation

In the intervening transition range

3.10, derived by Madden and Piret, can be seen to give moderate

agreement with the measurements, although the transition term involving
the impedance near the surface

L

(. I +

is found to

remain small in relation to the other two terms for the whole range (at most
it constitutes about 1(# of the total value of ( ^/Nu) ).

It is not
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really feasible to see whether this particular factor is important in
practice, although figure 4l(b) shows that the experimental work indicates>
that this term is of the right order of magfiitude.
that in fact the value of
t

~?r

hJ

lies about 1.5 above the value of

T

value of

The results show

^

= 1. comp^ed with a

Ln. (.1 * ^ ^/d>) = 1.1 at this point (see figure 4l(b) snd

equation 5.10).

/

Correlations on the basis of Grashof Humber have not been at all
satisfactory, which supports the evidence that the natural convection
currents are not a major factor influencing the heat loss rate.

It

should be added that this part of the discussion has been based on the
assumption that a two dimensional situation exists, vAich is clearly not
true as regards the natural convection process.

However, if the heat

loss is dominated by the conduction near to the wire, the three dimensional nature of the convection mechanism will not be significant in
practice.

3(iv) Heat Loss at Low air speeds and atmospheric -pressure.
The maximum sensitivity of the hot wire anemometer to changes in
the air flow over the wire is reached at the lowest air speeds (say, up
to

2 ft/sec), this being expressed by the approximate form of the

empirical cooling law
( 1—
(E -

where

and

Vl

=

\
EsJ

1

for

, n. =. 4

for

'/n.
oc

u

0 <

(3.13)
u.

50< u

< 2 ft/sec
<400 ft/sec.

is the voltage across the wire in still air.
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It is not generally possible to use a single value of the index
(

) except over limited speed ranges.

Mie work of this section

deals with the variations at low air speeds for which
variation in the natural convection voltage

n "= 1 .

The

( E j-c) was discussed in

the last section (3(iii))» whilst section 3(v) deals with measurements
inthe higher speed range at atmospheric pressure.

The low speed testing rig

described in the following paragraph was loaned from the Heating and
Ventilating Research association, the modifications discussed below
being made by the author.
The low speed wind tunnel used to determine some of the characteristics of heated wires at low air speeds consists basically of a tubular
working section, connected by an expansion cone to a flowmeter, the
working section and the cone being arranged so that the angle between
the n.ow and the vertical could be varied by rotating the assembly about
a horizontal axis.

The rig is shown in the photograph (figure 42) ifith

the tube inclined so that the flow direction is at an angle of 45° to
the downward vertical.

In its original configuration the airflow was

driven upward through the rotameter, seen on the front of the stand in
the photograph, by a standard ventilating centrifugal blower, also seen
(disconnected) in the photograph.

There were several disadvantages to ^

this arrangement, mainly that the blower did not produce a very steady
flow rate, but caused oscillations of about i 10^
a few cycles/second.

at the flowmeter at

Also, when the rig was running near to the down-

ward vertical the spillage flow around the fan intake caused disturbances
in the working section, whose open end was fairly near to th4 fan in
this configuration.

For these reasons, and because the fan had a

limited flow rate, the fan was not used in these experiments, a connection
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being made to a compressed air supply via a controlling valve (as seen
in the photograph).

This arrangement enabled a steady flow rate to be

obtained, and also this rate could be increased to the maximum capacity
of the rotameter.
the diffuser, and

The hot wire was mounted two feet downstream from
1 ft

away from the open end of the working section,

(in fact tests at different positions along the tube showed that there
was little axial variation in the flow).
Initially the diffuserconsisted of a simple cone with some

mesh

honeycomb at the end of it where it joined the working section.
Additional gauze screens were mounted about
under test.

1 ft

upstream of the wire

This arrangement proved unsatisfactory because the flow

distribution found at the wire position by traversing the wire was quite
irregular (see figure 43).

Kie gauzes were found to have collected

dust which was not cleared by the low air speeds, and local blockages
were formed giving rise to the variations which, were measured.

(The

velocity traverses shown are all direct plots of wire voltage as the
probe was traversed, the relationship between this voltage signal and
air speed being virtually linear at these low speeds as
to unity in equation

5.15).

n

is close

The gauzes were renroved m d the flow

pattern was found much more regular, although a large non uniformity
was then detected when doing a traverse across the tube at right angles
to the previous traverse illustrated.

A large pesflc in the velocity

profile was found (see figure 44) near to one wall of the tube, which
was now completely unobstructed apart from the

mesh honeycomb, this

being a regular effect at different air speeds.

The cause of the p e ^

was the poor design of the expansion cone, this being quite critical at
low Reynolds numbers and also sensitive to the cone angle (which was too
wide in this case).

The flow from the flexible pipe entering the
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expansion cone tended to separate in the cone and to coander in a local
flow along one part of the wall of the cone.

The pattern was sensitive

to the small angles between the cone axis and the flexible pipe joined
to it, as these tended to bias the flow in one direction.

A first

attempt to rectify the situation was by putting a 9" section of straight
and rigid pipe between the cone and the flexible pipe, but this did not
achieve a significant effect.

It was not possible to put a much larger

cone onto the rig, with a significantly smaller half angle as this would
entail increasing the cone length to several feet.

A simpler alternative

was adopted, by packing the cone with fitted pieces of open cell synthetic
foam, commonly used as an acoustic absorbent material.

It was found

necessary only to pack the cone for the final two thirds of its length,
as shown in figure 42b, as insertion of the foam into the narrower part
where the air velocity is higher caused much larger pressure drops across
the diffuser and had little effect on the flow distribution in the working
section.

By putting the foam in, the diffusion process was changed to

a predominantly viscous one through the cells of the foam material, thus
overcoming the breakaway of the flow wl%en the cone was acting as a dynamic
diffUser.

Slight non uniformities in the flow still existed, but the

local irregularities and the large local peak velocity were removed by
thus modifying the diffuser, the profiles used for the present experimental woric being shown in figures 45 and 46 for the two traverse
directions (at right angles to one another).

Any slight positioning

error for the probe will not now lead to significant errors in the speed
at the wire, although there is still a significant difference between
the mean and local air speeds.

>

The correction of the mean velocity

into the local velocity at the tube centre line was obtained from the
two dimensional traverses as follows.

First, the wire voltage difference
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between that in the flow and that in static air is assumed proportional
to the air speed (equation 3.13).

If

( y ^ ) represents the height of

the velocity profile as obtained in any particular traverse, then;u =

where

Kv

Kv

(3.14)

is some constant of proportionality.

(The justification of

this linear assumption can easily be seen from the wire calibrations
which follow).

The interpretation of the three dimensional flow in

terms of the two dimensional velocity profile has been simplified by
considering the volxme flow to take place over two regions, an inner
cylinder with a nearly constant velocity and an annular boundary layer
outside this.

We can then write, using the notation that

overall working section radius and
selected,

ri

Tq

is the

the radius of the inner core as

is the area under the two dimensional traverse over the

inner core and

AQ

over the outer core and where

y^

is the height

of the profile at the centre, that the volume flow is
Volume flow

= kv

j^

(xp -

(3.15)

and from this the ratio of peak velocity to mean velocity can be written

7;.,...7,3

For the present work values of

r^^ = 2".13

,

and

used, the boundary layer being approximately^ 0".8
section.

I " "

r^ = 2".92

were

thick at the test

The variations in velocity across the core never exceeded

20^ on this basis, so that the use of a mean value across this section
does not introduce large errors, most of the corrections between

^centre
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and

^mean arising from the pressenoe of a significant boundary layer

around the relatively long circumference (i.e. long in relation to the
radius).
The ratios
3*16

(^centreyV^gggj were evaluated on the basis of equation

for the two sets of traverses in the

x

and

y

directions, and

the results are shown in figure 47 as a function of the mass flow rate.
The flowmeter itself was calibrated using a gas meter to time a given
volume to flow through the system.

This calibration is shown at figure

48(a), although further corrections are required to allow for the fact
that the flowmeter is operating above atmospheric pressure (the viscous
pressure drop in the diffuseris shown in figure 48(b)).

Using the manu-

facturers recommended corrections for the effect of pressure and combining
these different calibrations, the speed at the centre of 1^e tube has
been plotted as a function of the rotameter reading in figure 49.
Finally velocity traverses were made with the tube at different
ix-.a. txa difection of gravity had
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effects:-

(i) Direction of gravity, (ii) Angle between the wire and

the flow,

(iii) Heat loss rates at low air speeds.

''

The following

sections deal with each in turn.

(a) Influence of Gravity on Heat Loss at Low air speeds.
As already mentioned it was first demonstrated that the direction
of the flow in respect to the vertical did not influence the velocity
profile and thus alter the rotameter calibration of the centre line speed
The calibration of an individual wire for different gravitational
directions and two wire orientations to the flow is shown in figure 51.
It can be seen that when the incident flow is at right angles to the
wire, there is negligible effect on the resultiqg calibration.

At the

very lowest air speed and below (about 0.15 ft/sec) it was sometimes
found difficult to take readings when the flow was vertically downwards,
as the anemometer voltage tended to wander with a period of several
seconds.

However, these changes were so close to the limiting accuracy

with which the readings could be taken, that they could not be measured
in detail.

It is uncertain whether t h ^ arose from flow non-uniformities

in the testing or from the hot wire heat loss behaviour (or an interaction of the two).

Such variations are therefore unlikely to be

significemt in practice.
The results shown for the case of flow approximately along the wire
on the lower part of figure 51 must be viewed in the li^t of the
sensitivity of the calibration to flow direction, as discus^d in (b)
below.

It is most likely that the systemmatic difference at the lowest

speeds for the vertically upward flow measurements is caused by mfcre
accurate alignment of the wire with the flow in this case.

In moving
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the rig from the vertical to horizontal positions, the hot wire had to
be disturbed in its mounting, and so small errors in aligning the wire
in the direction of the flow are likely to occur.

The horizontal and

downward flow cases appear similar, except for a very slight tendency
for the downward flow calibration to be concave upwards near to the origin
(again, only near to the lowest measurable speed).
It is concluded that no significant interaction between the wire
heat loss rate and the flow direction with respect to gravity has been
observed.

The small effects which were observed at speeds below

0,3 ft/sec were within the experimental error and are of no practical
importance.

This supports the conclusion that buoyancy flows are unim-

portant for hot wire anemometers, a result which has recently been noted
also by Deardorff and Willis (l34).

(b) jTif^tifinee of the vaw angle of the wire in s. low speed flow.
The results of a series of experiments carried out with the same wire
yawed to the flow ere shown in figure 52, which therefore extends the
data of figure 51.

It has been normal, practice in the past to relate

the heat loss from the wire to the normal component of the flow to the
wire.

Since at low speeds the index

n

in equation 3.13 is near to

milty, we expect to obtain a simple cosine relationship for the yaw calibrations.

At higher flow speed the index

n

is no longer unity, and

it can be argued that the appropriate power of the cosine should be used.
The results show that there is always some deviation from these simple
.rules.
Reduction of the yawed results to a common non dimensional basis can
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attempted in several ways.

Firstly the total heat loss can be consid-

ered and the parameter (

) plotted as a function of yaw angle.

This has been done in figure 53 and is compared there with the results
of some of the higher speed calibrations.

The obvious trend in the

results is caused by the reduction of the magnitude of the signal changes
due to airspeed in relation to the signal in static gas as the yaw calibration is moved to lower speeds.

Prom this it is clear that any

attempt to design equipment to have a universal calibration with yaw
must take the static gas signal as a zero point.

Figure 53 shows that

no general yaw calibration normalised on the basis of ( V E q ) exists.
The second way of reducing the yawed results is to relate the
variation with yaw directly to the deviations from the heat loss in a
static gas, as follows:E -

C

E„-Etc

(3.17)

This particular function is plotted at figure 54 and poor agreement
is found between the results at different speeds.
to the difference in the values of (

This is due primarily

E,o ) at the different air speeds

i.e. in parallel flow the heat loss is still speed sensitive, as can be
seen in figure 52.

To overcome this a third

of normalising the data

can be used
E. -

0

1 =
E . - f,.

(5-ls)

Here at any speed the normalising is based on the heat loss in normal
and in parallel flow, which in practice involves checking two readings
at any speed.

This approach forces the calibrations into agreement at

the two extreme oases, and so the overall comparison between speeds,
shown in figure 55, appears better for a fairly wide range of air speeds.
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In conclusion it can be said that a simple form of normalized yaw
calibration for any air speed does not exist if a^iy degree of accuracy
is required, owing to the complicated contributing effects involved
(magnitude of heat loss in static gas, and the combination of the effects
of yaw and speed together).

Etor practical purposes it is suggested

that the best line of approach is to set up equipment on the basis of
the heat loss in normal and in parallel flows.

The resulting normalized

calibration can not be related to a cosine relationship, although it is
less sensitive to speed than the other correlations and would thus be
more applicable when velocity fluctuations occur.

The shape of the yaw

calibration for the mean speed involved would then have to be taken into
account.

This approach is not ideal, but appears to be the best if a

standard approach to yawed measurements is sought.

(c) Heat Transfer Rates at Low Air Speeds.
A series of calibrations were carried out for a 0.245 cm long wire
in normal flow and operating at different resistances.

The results

are summarized in figure 56, which shows the changes in wire voltage from
the value in static air for each resistance considered.

(The wire was

mounted horizontally in a horizontal air stream for this work).

The

wire was first calibrated in a vacuum to determine the appropriate
nominal parameters as described in section 3(i)»

The relationship

between the wire voltage and the heat transfer coefficient was deduced
using the form of the heat transfer law suggested by Davies and Fisher,
k-r = Vvo (v +

(5.19)

which is found to give a good agreement with the results in static air
at atmospheric pressure.

The heat transfer coefficients are plotted as
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a function of the voltage change from the static gas condition in figure
57, using the computer results.
corresponding in each case to

It can he seen that in static gas,
A E = 0, only small variations are

found in the value of the heat transfer coefficient for the different
cases, demonstrating the fact mentioned that the value of

/3 = 2.0

provides a good fit to the experimental results in static air at atmospheric pressure-

The total spread is 5^, although there is no general

trend in this value of

k «> with wire temperature, since the difference

between the hottest and coldest cases is only 1^.
It is now possible to combine the computer and measured calibrations,
to superimpose lines of constant incident air speed on figure 57»

This

has been done for three speeds, and it is evident that even the small
differences between the computed heat transfer coefficient at zero speed
contribute significantly to the shape of the resulting curves.

If the

correct heat transfer lav had been used at zero speed, then a unique
value of K-ft would have arisen for all resistances, the differences
found being caused in principle by a quadratic 'dependence of the heat
transfer coefficient upon the temperature of the wire, although the
measurements are not really adequate to make estimates of this in detail.
In order to present the results more clearly, the changes in heat transfer
coefficient (

) are presented in figure 58 as a function of the

changes in wire voltage, the relationships being virtually linear for
the range of variables involved.
coefficient in static gas is

The mean value of the heat tranfer

h^ = 0.041 watts/cm^^c.

It can be seen

that the resulting cross plots for constant incident air speeds are now
more regular in behaviour, which show that the largest changes in the
heat transfer coefficient are brought about when the wire is operated
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at lower temperatures, the effect becoming slightly larger at low air
apeede.

This Is the reverse of what is normally found in meastirementa

of heat transfer, where increased effects are usually found at the higher
operating temperatures.

It should be born in mind that the total heat

transfer laws represented here do have a large positive sensitivity to
temperature, as the relationship

K . C i. 2 -v)

has been used

throughout, and what is being discussed is essentially the change in this
large sensitivity to temperature with speed.
_

,

velocitu

The larger decrease in the effect of toaporature on the heat transfer
coefficient at the lower temperatures can be explained qualitatively in
terms of the concept of a stagnant conducting film near to the wire.
At the higher wire temperatures a larger incident mass flux will be required
to disturb the conducting layer, since the energy in the layer will be
higher.
The disturbance of a conducting film by a slow cross flow can be
considered as follows.

The energy absorbed by the cross flow entering

what could be termed the 'conduction volume' around the wire and displacing
the gas already there is given by
Hate of energy absorbtion = /> U b
where

A^Cper unit wire length)

(5.20)

A T is a typical temperature rise, and could be approximated by

(TW - TO)/2.

We can propose that the cross flow will significantly.

disturb the static gas equilibrium when this rate of energy absorbtion
is equal to the static gas power loss, and that for higher air speeds
forced convectlve cooling will become effective.

The critical speed

^
Ug

can thus be expressed by equating the two energy flows
/'l- Uc b Cv K"«" =
or

1.

_

^

K-avTrdLCTw-To)
ird

b Cv

(3.21)
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Substituting into this expression values corresponding to atmospheric
conditions, and knowing from the work of section
b

is given approximately by

Uq =

0,2 ft/sec.

^/cL

3(iii) that the diameter

= 10^, a value is obtained for

It will be seen that this is in r o u ^ agreement with

a typical minimum speed which causes a significant modification to the
heat loss rate.
Equation

3.21

predicts that for a given disturbance of the energy

balance in the fluid around the wire, when the energy absorbed by the
incident mass flux is about the same as the conduction loss in static
gas (corresponding to an approximate boundary between conduction dominated
and convection dominated cases) the required incident velocity is proportional to the average heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 59. shows that

the results approximate to this type of behaviour.
The measurements of the heat loss rate made in this section form
a link between those at higher speeds at atmospheric pressure reported
in secti^ a 3(v) and those made in static air in section
in

3(7)).

3(iii) (and also

The trend for there to be an increasing temperature

dependence of the heat transfer coefficient, found at low speeds as the
speed ia increased, is seen from the results of section 3(v) to continue
further on up the speed range.
In conclusion, it has been shown that a dominant factor influencing
the wire response at low air speeds is the angle between the wire and
the flow rather than natural convection effects.
to a maximum speed of

The measurements up

1.7 ft/sec show that a linear relationship exists

between flow velocity and wire voltage to a good approximation.

An

anemometer could easily be arranged to give an output very nearly proportional to speed for this range of conditions if the steady d.c. level
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corresponding to the heat loss in a static gas were "biased off, to give
zero output at zero incident speed (e.g. from an operational amplifier
connected to the anemometer output).
The only practical difficulty in measuring low flow speeds is
that where small changes are being measured
equipment becomes significant.

the drift of the electrical

The present woric was carried out >d.th

a 5 place digital voltmeter to read the anemometer output signal, and
careful control was maintained on the bridge balance to avoid this drift
problaa.

Also, sets of readings were taken quickly to minimise drift

in the output.

In a practical system it would be desirable to maintain

steady conditions to within about 100^ Volts if this low speed range
were being used.
Finally, the lack of influence of gravitational effects confirms
the fact that the heat loss from the wire is negligibly influenced by
the small convection currents set up around the wire and supports the
idea that in static gas the dcaninant mechanism is that of radial conduction
in the gas near the wire, whilst the application of forced tooling changes
the heat loss by disturbing this layer.
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3(Y)

Forced Convection at Atmospheric Pressure.
A fairly extensive discussion of forced cooling at atmospheric

pressure was given by Davies and Fisher (53) who showed from their
measuTCTients that the heat transfer coefficient was related to the wire
temperature, the effect being put down to the variation of the thermal
conductuity of the fluid close to the wire (i.e. where the fluid temperature approaches the wire temperature).

However, when they carried out

their calculations of the thermal equilibrium of the wires they used,
their computer programme was not as well developed as that of the current
work,

®he first step here was to re-compute by the methods described

in section 2, the heat transfer coefficients from the measurements shown
by Davies and Fisher.

Figure 60 shows the result of doiqg this, the

calibration curves being computed from the zero convective heat loss
case in a vacuum to cover the range of measurements they made.

The

curves of constant air speed were drawn in using the measurements of
wire voltage which they reported in forced cooling.

Their own compu-

tations are also shown in figure 60, and are found to give values about
596 above those calculated here.

Larger variations in the heat transfer

coefficient are found to exist than those given by Davies and Fisher,
who did not compute all the results for the intermediate wire length and
thus failed to detect either a scatter in the results of about 6^, or
else what could be a genuine positive curvature in the dependence of heat
transfer coefficient upon the wire temperature.

A general trend for

the temperature dependence of the heat transfer coefficient to decrease
with increasing air speed, which arises later in this section in the new
measurements made by the author, is seen to be present in the work of
Davies m d Fisher.

The mean slope of the lines of constant air speed
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on figttre 60 decreases at the higher speeds.

The overall discrepancy

of about 5^ between the present calculations and those made by Davies
and Fisher can be explained in terms of their use of different boundary
conditions (e.g. zero gradient at the wire centre) and also by their use
of only the first terms in the Taylor series for carrying out the step
by step integration.

(Owing to the length of time required to carry

out a calibration using the Pegasus autocode language, and the uncertainty
in their experimental calibration for the 0,25 cm wire, Davies and Fisher
did not compute the heat transfer coefficient for this intermediate wire
length).
In order to try and resolve some of these uncertainties further sets
of experimental measurements were made here in forced connective flow.
The work described in section 3(iii) has shown that measurements made
with a group of wires, of differing length and operated at different
resistances, give a unifonn variation between the heat transfer coefficient
and wire temperature provided that the vacuum equilibrium conditions are
matched in each case by suitably adjusting the material properties to fit
the boundary conditions.

Barther, it was shown in section 2(x) that

provided the vacuum conditions were satisfied the actual combination of
parameters used did not have a large influence on the calculated values
for the heat transfer coefficient.

It was decided therefore to carry

out the additional measurements in forced convection using single wires,
rather than using a complete set, merely ensuring by the selection
procedure (described in section 3(o)) that the individual wires used had
not suffered mechanical dmage during construction.

Two five micron

(nominal) diameter wires were used and operated at three or four different
resistances to determine the temperature sensitivity in each case.
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The first was tested in the 1" diameter open air jet, using a pressure
manometer on the settling chamber to indicate air speed, by a prior
calibration with a pitot tube mounted in the central (potential core)
part of the jet.

THE results of these measurements are shown in figure

61, plotted so as to GIVE a nearly linear relationship (i.e. the quarter
POWER L A , OF EQUATION 3.13 FOR MODERATE AIR SPEEDS),

THE QUARTER POWER

relation is an approximation, and logarithmic plots for speed and
voltage suggest that the index is (1/3.8) at 30 ft/sec and (V4.25) at
180 FT/sec, although this variation is not noticeable on figure 61.
T H E NOMINAL PARAMETERS FOR THLE WIRE WERE DEDUCED FROM VACUUM MEASURE-

ments at about 2 microns OF mercury absolute pressure.

The heat transfer

coefficient calibration was found by computation of a set of points,
using the law suggested by Davies and Fisher, namely

h-T = ko(l + 2.0 T ) watt/cm^%

(3.22)

The results of the computation are shown at figure 62 with the
variation at constant speed also indicated.

Both figures 61 and 62

SHOW TWO S E T . OF RESULTS, OBTAINED WITH T H I S WIRE AFTER AN INTERVAL OF

several months.

It can be shown that the sensitivity of the hot wire

signal to fluid temperature is about 1.5 mV per degree CENTIGRADE at
the higher wire temperature (see section 3 (vixi)).

The differences

can therefore be explained by a variation in FLOW temperature of about
3 c, which is quite possible in VIEW of the period BETWEEN the EZPERIMENTS (THE TEMPERATURE WAS NOT ACCURATELY CHECKED FOR THE FIRST MEASURE-

ments).

It can be seen that the resulting influence of the air temp-

erature on the calculated values of the heat transfer coefficient is
MUCH MORE SIGNIFICANT AT THE LOWER RESISTANCES,AA WOULD BE EXPECTED SINCE

/
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the result of an ambient temperature change would be proportionately
larger in these cases.
The second wire used in these experiments was calibrated over a
rather lower speed range using a small 6" x 6" wind tunnel, the air
speed being indicated by a pitot-static tube mounted in the working
section alongside the wire.

The use of an inclined manometer, filled

with Methylated Spirit and calibrated for the upper one third of its
range against a standard water manometer with a vernier scale, made it
possible to extend the range of accurately measured air speeds down to
about 7 ft/sec.

This involved assuming that the inclined manometer

tubing was straight; the errors should not be significant due to this
assumption, as precision tubing was used in the manufacture of the manometer.

The wire used was also calibrated in the low speed test rig

described in section 3(iv), this providing the calibration near to zero
speed and enabling the complete curve to be drawn in down to zero speed.
The results are shown at figure 63, and, combined with the heat transfer
calibrations based on the vacuum heat loss measurement in the usual way,
the variation in heat transfer at constant speed is shown in figure 64
for the different resistances.
The results of both these independent experiments show a systematic
difference from the results of Davies and Fisher.

The sensitivity to

temperature suggested by Davies and Fisher is clearly too large to give
consistent results for the new measurements.

If the law were correct

then the computed value of the heat transfer coefficient ( K.©) would
be independent of teng)erature.

This is clearly not so from the negative

slopes of the constant speed lines in both figures 62 and 64.

Also

comparison of these two sets of results with figure 60 shows a considerable
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difference in the mean value of K.©
obtained here at a speed of about
Davies and Fisher at

508 ft/sec.

for the experiment, the value

93 ft/sec corresponding

that of

A comparison between the different

measurements has been made on the basis of the average heat transfer
coefficient in figure 65» defining this by
- K * I 1-* ^ '^ax/)

(2.25)

This demonstrates that some differences in scale exist between the
two new sets of results and that a very much larger difference is found
between these two sets and the results of Davies and Fisher.

Also, the

different temperature dependence of the heat transfer coefficient is
shown very clearly.
An additional set of measurements was then made with two seven
micron (nominal) diameter wires, selected from a batch of about twenty
with lengths between 0.16 and 0.29 centimetres.

The two wires were

tested under vacuum conditions and then tested in a 1" diameter air jet.
The experimental and computed calibrations are shown at figures 66 and
67 respectively, the quarter power law being a good approximation in
this case also and the negative slopes of the constant speed lines on
figure 67 again indicating that the form of the heat transfer law used
(equation 3.22) has too large a sensitivity to temperature.

(The cal-

culation of figure 67 is based on the correct wire diameter of 7.85
as this differs considerably from the nominal value).

,

The slopes of

the logarithmic plots of wire voltage against speed again showed a
variation about the value (^/4), being nearer (^/4.5) at 200 ft/sec and
(^/3.94) at 30 ft/sec for the shorter wire (0.157 cm) and (1/3.86) and
(1/3.53) for the larger wire (0.292 cm).

The variation in average heat
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transfer coefficient based on equation 5.25 is shown in figure 68, and
the small sensitivity to temperature is again apparent.
I
Having thus demonstrated that the trends for all the present measurements are significantly different from those of Davies and Fisher whether
the newly computed results or the values given in (53) are considered,
a non-dimensional comparison of all four groups of results can be made.
Figure 69 shows the calibrations of Nusselt Number against Reynolds
numbers where these are evaluated at incident fluid temperature, and it
is seen that the present results evaluated on t M s basis lie well above
the results of Davies and Fisher.

The temperature dependence of the

Nusselt numbers of the different groups of results is as follows
Davies and Fisher;-

= 2.71 x 10*"^(°c)"^

Present results;5 Micron wire in air JET
5 Micron wire in 6" x 6" tunnel
7 Micron wire in air jet

= 6.0 x 10"4(Oe)"l
4,65 %
= 5,82 z 10~^(°c)~^

The agreement between the last three is within

± U % , their mean

beinga factor of almost five less than the value reported by Davies and
Fisher.

The difference between the absolute magnitude of the present

heat transfer results and those of Davies and Fisher is a factor of about
1.5» the latter being smaller.
The results could also be compared on the basis of the non dimensional
parameters evaluated at different fluid temperatures, as considerable
variations occur in the conductivity and viscosity \dien evaluated at
ambient or at wire temperatures.
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Figure 70 shows the data compered on the basis of the fluid properties
at the arithmetic mean of the wire and ambient temperatures, this being
the basis used by McMams.

The author's measurements are brought into

much closer agreement on this basis than on the basis of ambient fluid
properties.

Slight temperature effects still existed in the 7 micron

wire results, but not at all in the 5 micron wire results.

The mean

curve lies about 2(?6 below that of McAdams and 30^ above the results of
Davies and Fisher, which are still significantly temperature dependent.
McAdams found that on this basis the effects of temperature were eliminated
in the reported data which he examined.
Kie influence of the different temperature dependence reported by
Davies and Fisher, to that found in the experiments reported here and
McAdams, is quite significant, since the reasoning that the temperature
dependence was linearly related to the gas conductivity at the surface
temperature was based largely on the measurements which gave a high temperature sensitivity (53).

The small errors in the computing wo it of

Davies and Fisher, of around 5^, do not affect the Interpretation of the
temperature sensitivity, as they appear consistently throughout the calculations,

It can be seen that Davies and Fishers* work gave overall

Husselt numbers about 4C^ below those of McAdams and that the new data
presented here ie in better agreement with McAdams, although the closeness
of the agreement depends upon the way in which the Nusselt numbers are
evaluated (Figures 69 and 70).
Before the present results are accepted, the assumptions made in
the calculations should be examined at each stage bearing in mind the
relatively large differences in overall magnitude of the heat loss rates
(about 40^)» and the factor of 5 difference in the temperature sensitivity
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w/iich have arisen.

Also, the source of the disagreement has to be

located.
As a first point, the calibration of wires in a vacuum was carried
out with rather more care in the current work, in so far as the required
gas pressure to eliminate convective cooling was specified in section
3(i).

It was seen that the degree of vacuum (less than 10~* atmospheres)

specified by Davies and Fisher was not sufficiently high,although they
achieved lower pressures.

This will result in erroneous values for

the vacuum voltage being used, the effect of which can be estimated as
outlined in section 2(x).

A Yfa excess in the vacuum voltage for a

typical wire gives an error between 1.5^ and 2,0^ in the calculated heat
transfer coefficients, an increase in the vacuum voltage resulting in a
decrease in the value obtained for the heat transfer coefficient (as
would be expected, since the incorrect vacuum measurement implies that
the change in cooling from vacuum to the case concerned is reduced in
terms of the difference in power dissipated).

It can be seen that the

overestimate of about 5^ in the vacuum voltages likely to be present in
Davies and Fishers* work is not therefore adequate to account for the
discrepancies found which are much larger than this.

It could be a

contributory factor to the differences, as the effect has the appropriate
sense.

The only other doubts in the experimental work are the accuracy of
making the measurements of voltage, length and resistance, or else in
the selection procedure for eliminating damaged wires.

The former can

be neglected as the accuracy with which these are measured is about - 1 ^
or better in each case, and this would not contribute to the different
trends reported, but rather contribute a scatter.

(From section 2(x)

/
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it is seen that errors of

- 1-^ , -

in the wire length, resis-

tance and voltage give rise to errors in the calculated heat transfer
coefficient of -

, i

, and - 2^ respectively).

Therefore it

appears that the deviations between the results of Davies and Usher
and the author's results are due either to the selection procedure
adopted for the wires used in the experiments, or to the method of testing.
Slightly different techniques were adopted to select the wires and
calibrate them by the author, and by Davies and Fisher, for forced convection measurements.

In the former case, wires were selected on the

basis of the heat loss in static air atatmospheric pressure, as discussed
for the wires used in the static gas measurements made in section 3(i).
Individual wires were then taken from this batch and calibrated, the
computer work being based on the results obtained with a single wire.
Davies and Fisher used a similar test as the basis of eliminating damaged
wires, and then calibrated the whole batch in forced convection.
This is the same approach as that adopted here for the static gas mes-sure—
ments (section 3(iii)), where it was found that the different lengths
and resistances gave consistent results to within 5^.

The five micron

wires used here were taken from the batch used in the static gas calibration of section 3(iii), and so it is unlikely that any significant
differences would arise if the whole batch were calibrated in forced
convection measurements, if they did not arise in the static gas tests.
However, it is found that the measurements made with an individual wire
li® i^ different relation to the mean curve for the selected batch
®t different rates of cooling.

This therefore still leaves open the

possibility that the use of single wires gives a different result to that
obtained from the mean of a group of wires, especially where such detailed
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effects as the temperature sensitivity of the heat transfer coefficient
are being discussed.
THE ONLY OTHER MAIN SOURCE OF DIFFERENOEE BETWEEN THE N E W RESULTS

and those of Davies and Fisher is in the selection of a nominal batch of
wires.

In both sets of experiments WIRES were selected on the basis of

THE MOST CONSISTENT GROUP OF HEAT LOSS RATES IN NATURAL CONVEOTION.

Whilst in the present experiments all the wires lay within a 2^ scatter
from THE maximum envelope on the voltage/length plot (figure 1?) of all
the wires tested, Davies and FISHER did not actually specify THE amount
of scatter which they accepted.^

Also, wires were accepted on the basis

OF ONE MEASUREMENT ONLY I n THE N E W RESULTS, WHILST DAVIES AND FISHER DID

evaluate different parameters (such as the product ( L*
an additional check.

A""

))

IT is unlikely that these additional plots add

any certainty to the selection procedure, as they are essentially related
to the voltage/length relationship, one curve on the latter generating
other curves on the other graphs.

Davies and Fisher also selected wires

ON THE B A S I S OF THEIR OVERALL CALIBRATIONS, REJECTING WIRES WHIOH

deviated from the average at ANY part of the calibration.

Thus the

BASIC UNEERTALNTY IS SIMPLY WHETHER THE SELECTION PROCEDURE HAS BEEN

applied rigorously enough and whether the wires tested have in fact
yielded genuinely undamaged specimens when chosen in this way.

Whilst

the former criticism has BEEN answered HERE, the latter applies equally
to both sets of data and remains as a possible explanation of the
observed discrepancies.
To summarize, it has been found that the new measurements give
larger MEAN heat loss rates than thos of Davies and Fisher, AND THAT THE
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY I S RDDUOED B Y A FAOTOR OF NEARLY 5.

THIS MEANS
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that the present results lie in general between those of Davies and
Fisher and those presented by McAdams (and also those of Collis and
Williams (5l), whose results are evaluated at the arithmetic mean of
wire and fluid temperatures and lie close to those of McAdaas).

It is

difficult to resolve the uncertainties from the available information,
but the most likely sources of the discrepancies are shown to be in the
selection and calibration of wires experimentally rather than in the
computational techniques.

Further more comprehensive tests would be

required to resolve these differences, although these were not carried
out in the present work as the work of section 3 part D showsthe importance
of the Knudsen number in specifying heat loss rates.

This effect was

mentioned by Collis and Williams (5l), who were not able to vary the
Knudsen number but noted that all experimental data for fine wires 1 ^
below the theoretical prediction of King (59).

The experimental work carried out at different pressures in still
air has shown that the effects of wire temperature can be observed equally
well by varying either the wire length or its operating resistance, all
measurements giving the same relationship between heat loss rate and wire
temperature at the various pressures.

The measured heat loss rates

indicate that the heat transfer process in still air is influenced by a
free molecular exchange near the wire, by a radial conduction layer beyond
this and ultimately by a much larger scale natural convection pattern ,
(about the same size as the wire length at atmospheric pressure).

All

three have to be considered in determining the behaviour of wires,although
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the first two are dominant.

Gravitational forces do not play a very

significant part in specifying the heat loss rates.
Measurements made at low air speeds (up to 2 ft/sec) confirmed the
evidence that gravitational effects do not influence the heat transfer
measurably.

It has been shown approximately that low speed cooling

influences the heat loss by disturbing a radial conduction layer around
the wire.

The yaw angle between the wire and the flow is a very

important parameter when low speed convection is considered.

It is not

possible to normalize all the yawed wire calibrations by the same
relation for different speeds, since the radial conduction process
contributes a larger proportion of the heat loss at low speeds and is
not affected by the yaw angle.

The nearest approach to a universal

calibration is obtained by normalizing on the basis of two values of
heat loss, those in normal and parallel flows.

However, even then the

effect of mean flow speed is still quite significant and a universal
calibration is not obtained.
At higher flow speeds the new results differ considerably from
those of Davies and Fisher, giving higher average Husselt Numbers with
a mailer dependence upon the wire temperature.

This places the new

data between that of Davies and Fisher and that reported by McAdams or
Collis and Williams.

The discrepancies have been shown to be most

probably due to the methods of selecting and calibrating undamaged wires,
rather than the computation of heat transfer coefficients from the
measurements.

More comprehensive work, required to resolve these

uncertainties, has not yet been carried out as the significance of the
Knudsen number became apparent (see Section 5 p&rt D).

The assumption

of continuum flow forms the basis for the simple NUsselt number/Reynolds
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number correlations usually deduced in the literature, and also for
the reasoning given by Davies and Fisher to describe the temperature
dependence of the Husselt Number.

Clearly it is first necessary to

investigate more full; the effects of Knudsen number, before extending
arguments based on the assumption of continuum flow.

(The measurements

of section 3 part D deal with the variation of heat loss rate with
Knudsen number).

It is apparent that just as the mean free path has

here been c onsidered in relation to the heat loss in a static gas, so
also it must be considered in relation to forced convective cooling.
Before continuing with this discussion of heat loss from wires in
forced convection, the flow around normal and yawed wires is discussed
in the next pert (part C) of the work.

This follows logically as it

is concerned with heat loss at atmospheric pressure only, and variable
mean free path effects are not therefore illustrated.

However it is

clear that mean free path effects should be considered before attempting
to establish a detailed theory for the flow around yawed wires.
Section 3 part C which follows describes the flow around yawed wires
on

an experimental basis, but does not attempt to set up any detailed

theory for the flow patterns which are established.
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5C. The CHARAETEILATLOA of Yawed Wires and the Thermal wake.

This section is concerned with the behaviour of wires when yawed
to the flow, the generation of ai^nnmetric temperature distributions
being ascribed to the diffusion of heat in the vicinity of the wire.
The measurements made of the heated wake of a typical wire under different
flow conditions are also included here, as they provide information on
the diffusion process behind the wire which supports the hypothesis
that the diffusion of heat in the fluid influences the response of yawed
wires.

First, new experiments, demonstrating the flow around yawed

hot wire probes and the distribution of temperature in the wire itself,
are described (section 3(vi)),

Hext, numerical solutions to the equili-

brium equations for a yawed wire are discussed (section 3(vii)), these
being based on the measurements of asymmetric end loss made previoualy
by the author (93)•

Finally (in section 3(viii)), measurements of the

temperature in the flow behind a wire are reported,

3(vi) Eroerimental Observation of the behaviour of vawed wires.
Measurements of the asymmetric end loss from yawed wires in forced
convection at atmospheric pressure were made by the author, and are
reported in detail elsewhere (93).

These measurements were made with

I

a thermocouple mounted on the tip of one of the supporting prongs (see
photograph at Figure 16a), a copper/nickel thermoelectric circuit being
established by twj additional leads.

One of these was a nickel wire

and the other was the copper plated tungsten wire extended back outside
the prongs, the thermoelectric measuring circuit being connected to
these two.

Temperature rises of between 2°c and 8°o were measured at

the tip, and were assumed to be caused by the conduction of heat into
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THE EMPPORT N-OM THE M D

OF UIE .IRE.

IT W A S N E C E S S A N R T O C O M W T

THE

THERMOELEOTRLO VOLTAGES FOR SMALL OOMPONENTS DUE TO THE RELATIVELY LARGE
HEATING CURRENT PASSING THROUGH THE SUPPORT TO THE HOT VIRE (BY a OURRENT

reversal method).

THE use of a current reversal to eliminate THE

effects of the heating current ALSO eliminates any ERRORS caused by the
asymmetry due to the Thomson effect, as this is also reversed and so an
average end loss is measured in practise.

The ratio of the temperature

rises, with the support and thermocouple on the upstream and downstream
sides of the yawed wire, was interpreted as the ratio of end losses by
conduction ( X ).

Thus the additional boundary condition required to

solve for the asymmetric distribution of temperature in the wire is
measured directly in these experiments.
T H E EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED ABOVE CONTAINED A NUMBER OF PRACTICAL
UNCERTAINTIES.

FIRSTLY, THE EXTENT OF INTERFERENCE OF THE VAKE OF THE

UPSTREAM SUPPORT, .BICH WOULD BE SHEDDING A VORTEX STREET SYSTEM, ,AS
NOT KNOWN.

SECONDLY, IT W A S SUGGESTED THAT THE FLOW IN THE VICINITY

OF THE WIRE TENDED TO FLOW ALONG THE WIRE WHEN IT W A S NEARLY PARALLEL
TO THE FLOW, B Y A OOANDERING EFFECT.

THIRDLY, THE MEASUREMENTS INDI-

CATED THAT THE DOWNSTREAM SUPPORT EXPERIENCED LARGER TEMPERATURE RISES,
WHILST THE UPSTREAM SUPPORT MAINTAINED A MORE NEARLY CONSTANT TEMPER*
ETURE, AS THE WIRE WAS ROTATED INTO THE PARALLEL FLOW POSITION.

THIS

SUGGESTED THAT WHAT WAS BEING MEASURED WAS THE TRANSFER OF HEAT FROM THE
HOT WAKE Of THE WIRE INTO THE DOWNSTREAM ^ P P O R T , RATHER THAN ASYMMETRIC
END LOSSES.

THE FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL WORK WAS CARRIED OUT TO RESOLVE

THESE UNCERTAINTIES, AND ALSO TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE OCCURRING IN PRACTICE.
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t
(a)

Visualisation of the Flow near to the Wire.

Two scale models were constructed for use in the water tunnel,
which has a 10" x 13" working section in a closed return water circuit,
driven hjr a propeller in the downward flowing return arm of the system,
the flow in the working section itself being vertically upwards.
Even at the low speeds used here, the Reynolds numbers in the working
section are sufficient to prevent anjr significant non uniformity occurring
in the flow due to viscous effects.

This was easily demonstrated by

quidcly sweeping a fluorescein dye injection rake across the working
section and observing that the resulting dye line across the flow did
not distort as it moved upwards through the working section.

The models

were constructed at 30 and 60 times fiill size, being scaled up from the
photograph at figure 16, and were mounted on a rotating assembly to
enable the yaw to be varied.

•

The smaller model did not have any

I

representation of the thermocouple leads whilst the larger one did (see
figure 71).

%re injection points were built into the models, one in

each case being on the simulated nickel support, at the point where the
piece of tubing which represented the copper plated section of the tungsten
wire joined it, and the other at the junction between the hot wire element
and the copper plated section of wire, the latter being fed throug]^ the
tubing from which the model was constructed.

Dye injection was also

possible through traversing hypodermic injectors mounted upstregm of
the model, although at water speeds in excess of two inches per second
these rakes shed

Karmen vortex streets into the flow.

Figure 72

illustrates the speed required in the water tunnel to simulate full scale
air flows at about 60 to 100 ft/second.

The low speeds required, of a

few inches per second in water, make the experiment very suitdale for
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photographic work, a simple photoflash being adequate to'freeze* the
flow seen in the photographs.
The results of the tests"with both models were similar, and are
summarized in figure 73.

The wake of the prong is a simple vortex

street pattern, whilst those of the hot wire and copper plated section
are smooth laminar wakes.

(Maximum Reynolds mmbers for these two being

10 and 50 in these tests, approximately).

The photographs were clearer

at the lower flow speeds, and a wire Reynolds nrnnber of around 5 was the
most convenient for illustrating the pattern involved.

At higher speeds

the wake of the prong became more irregular, although its envelope was
similar.

It can be seen that the vortex street tends to be inclined

towards the tip of the prong in the three-dimensional situation, the
presence of the prong end making this a stable pattern.

Berger (lOl)

and Tritton (l25) have reported similar effects' in the case of cylinders
completely traversing the flow (i*e. where two dimensional conditions
are expected) and terminating in the flow, therf being a tendency for
the shed vortices to be inclined towards the cylinder axis, each part
of the vortex being shed at a different instant time.

They reported

angles of ^out 30° between the cylinder and the shed vortex core, this
being a stable situation (i.e. it was not continually changing).

The

free ends of the vortices shed at the tip of the prong seem to be moving
more slowly in the present work, as the pattern appears to be fanning out
from the tip.

The free ends become involved in a fairly complicated

situation (in fact, a free en<^ cannot really be found, as the vortices
all become interwoven, and some attachment exists between them and the
tip of the prong), but the most dominant characteristic of the top end
of the vortex street is that it contracts quickly down to a height smaller

'
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than that of the prong as individual vortices move with the flow.
This behaviour was relatively independent of the shape of the tip of
the prong, experiments made with rounded, flat and roughened probe tips
all giving substantially the same oehaviour.

Thus it is concluded

that the prime factor governing the shape of the vortex street is its
interaction with the surrounding flow and the establishment of a stable
equilibrium, this being achieved with a wake rather shorter than the
prong.
factor.

The detail shape of the tip of the prong was not a dominant
As the wake grows analler rather than larger in moving down- '

stream, it is evident that it need not necessarily envelope the hot wire
completely, if at all, in the case of flow parallel with the wire.
The extent to which the prong interferes will be determined by the closeness of the wire to the prong tip and the length of the copper plated
portion.

Figure 73a illustrates that the flow direction outside the

wake can be modified, causing a corresponding change in heat transfer
from the wire if it is moved into the flow field around "Uie wake, although
outside the wake itself.
Figure 73¥^3hows that it is genuinely possible to obtain smooth
flow parallel to the wire, dye having been injected at the upstream end
of the 'hot' wire and flowing smoothly along the wire.

Figure 73dL

shows that there is no tendency for the flow to follow the wire at
shallow yaw angles by a coandering effect.

However, in this work the

wire is cold and the possibility of the heat flows disturbing the viscous
flow field cannot be ignored, especially very near to the wire itself
where quite high temperatures are reached in the real situation.
Variations in the flow speed did not affect the pattern in any
significant way, except in so far as the vortex street from the main
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prong became less regular internally as Reynolds niimbers were increased,
the overall shape being maintained.

The results obtained with the

larger of the two models were generally similar, with a decay in the
size of the finite vortex street as it flowed downstream.

Taking

effective photographs with this model was difficult as, with the model
thermocouple upstream, the injected dye found its way into the wake of
the smaller thermocouple leads and gave confusing pictures.
I

ilHie 30 x
1

model results illustrated the behaviour more clearly, the onljr influence
of the thermocouple connection being the presence of a small vortex street
shed by the simulated nickel connection, which was thicker than the
copper plated wire supporting section.

In the experimental work the

nickel connecting lead was always arranged so as to be on the downstream
side of the wire (93) and so this smaller wake can be ignored.

(t)

Effect of the Hot Wake passing over the thermocouple.
A

In order to estimate the contribution to the measured temperature
rises at the tip of the prong due to the passage of the hot wake from
the wire near to or over the thermocouple, as well as the contribution
by conduction from the end of the hot wire, the following work was carried
out using two hot wire probes.

The two wires were of similar length

(0,19 cm) and were each operated at the same temperature (i.e. at 15
resistance), one having a thermocouple mounted on one tip as illustrated
in figure 16a.

With the two wires mounted in the potential core of the

1" diameter nozzle, it was then possible to separate out the two effects.
Firstly, the upstream wire is heated, and the effect of its hot wake on
the temperature indicated by the thermocouple (mounted on the unheated
downstream probe) was measured.

Secondly, the influence of conduction
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was jneasrured by heating the downstream wire only, with flow normal to
the wire when the ho't wake would not pass near to the thermocouple (see
section 3(viii)

for a description of the hot wake).

In the first

experiment, the front wire was heated, and yawed in such a way that its
downstream support was always in front of the thermocouple on the second
probe, the separation being about 1 mm in the flow direction.

As the

front wire is yawed, so its wake changes shape and moves nearer to the
thermocouple.

The simulation of the situation existing when the hot

wake passes over the support of its own wire is not perfect, as the wake
will be obstructed by the support of the heated wire in front of the
thermocouple before passing over it, and also the hot wake will diffuse
into the flow slightly as it moves further downstream.

There was no

detectable effect of the hot wake on the thermocouple until a yaw angle
of 85° was attained, the maximum effect being about l/6th of the effect
of conduction alone, at 90° yaw angle.

The experiment was carried out

at an air speed of 17 ft/second, one of the speeds used in the original
measurements.

For the case of parallel flow at this speed the ratio of

ejid losses was 3.2 to one, and the influence of the hot wake on the
downstream prong is therefore equivalent to reducing this to about 2.7.
Thus, the wake only changes the measured ratios by about 17^ in cases
where the yaw angle exceeds 85°, that is to say in only the parallel
flow case.

As the accuracy of the parallel flow ijeat loss ratio was

subject to some uncertainty (see the original report) it was not considered worthwhile making these corrections, and so the solutions may
sli^tly overestimate the asymmetry at 90°yaw.

For the other

cases

considered, it would thus appear that the asymmetry is REALLY caused by
the conduction from the wire ends.
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(c) Viattalisation of the TemnerAtiiye Distribution.
The results of Champagne (94) already mentioned became available
during the course of the present work and gave support to the existence
of about a 10^ shift in position of the temperature peak at 55® and an
airspeed between 15 ft/sec and 20 ft/sec,

Hie temperature distribution

in a tungsten wire can be approximately visualised by heating the wire
above the normal operating temperature so that it oxidizes, the degree
oxidation being a measure of the local temperature achieved*
Precise estimates of temperature along the wire are not really
feasible, except that noticeable blueing of some wires during normal
operations showed that the calculated peak temperatures of around 500°c
were being achieved in practice.

The effect of this surface discolouration

on wire calibrations was not detectable since lower temperature calibrations were not affected by subsequent operation at high temperatures,
except in one case where wire was operated at about
intended resistance.

1-^ above the

Ho gradual change in the characteristics of any

wire was observed, and it was concluded that the degree of oxidation was
not significantly increasing,
A group of wires were tested in the 1" diameter air jet at

17 ft/sec,

the two extr«ne cases of normal and parallel flow only being used for this
experiment.

The wire was set up parallel to the flow by finding the

minimum heat loss position at a lower operating resistance, before carrying
out the oxidation experiment.

The wires were overheated by about 150°c,

which caused a rapid oxidation of the wire, leading to an increase in
its cold resistance and a corresponding fall in temperature required to
maintain the operating resistance value,

'
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The current thus gradually reduced with time, until it reduced to zero
(generally the amplifier turned off at some stage in this process).
The speed of this sequence and the end state of the wire were determined
by the amount of excess temperature used.
It was found most convenient to oxidize the wires for a period of
around two seconds, after which the current rapidly fell to zero, as this
gave a clear definition of the oxidized pattern.

A central white/yellow

oxide section with a length of 0.02cm was formed in this way.

If lower

excess temperatures wer? used the current did not quickly fall to zero,
but decreased more gradually, the final amount of oxidation being considerably less and not so distinct.

The use of higher temperatures to

oxidize the wire more rapidly did not alter the appearance of the wire,
but would be criticized on the ground that a truly steady state was not
achieved.

Figure 74 shows the decay in voltage as the wire is oxidized

for a typical test in parallel flow, a gradual oxidation taking place
for 1.5 seconds after which the current falls rapidly towards zero.
The amplifier output was initially zero with no load on the bridge, the
initial step being the turn on point of the wire as it was plugged into
the bridge.

The oscilloscope was triggered by the open circuiting of

the bridge as the hot wire jack plug removed the artificial load (a pea
lamp) from the circuit.
Tests were made on about 20 wires in both parallel and normal flow,
and were found to give consistent results.

It was found necessary to

take particular care that the wires were quite straight, as bends in the
wire tended to move the maximum temperature position depending upon the
location of the bend and wire orientation.

Usually, if a long straight

wire section were just upstream of a bend in the wire, the peak in wire
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temperature lay at the bend.

This adds evidence in the support of the

basic hypothesis that the asymmetry is due to the heated flow near the
wire, as this would separate from the wire in parallel flow at the bend,
downstream sections of the wire,from the bend coming into a cooler
incident stream, thus shifting the temperature peak back towards a
symmetrical location at the wire mid-point.
The experiments showed that in the case of•symmetrical flow the
distribution of temperature along the wire was virtually symmetric,
although some irregularities in the shape of the oxide spot tended to
confuse the exact location of the maximum.

For the parallel flow cases

the oxide spot was located consistently 30^ of the total wire length
from the downstream end. Figure 75 shows the appearance of two individual
wires after oxidation, one in,normal and one in parallel flow.

The wire

in the parallel flow case was mounted on the end of the prong, althou^
in the photograph it appears some distance down due to the inclination
of the prong towards the camera.

Some irregularity in the distribution

on the symmetric case is seen towards the right, where an isolated section
of blue oxide appears on the surface of the bri^t portion of wire.
The lAite/yellow oxide spot was extremely fragile and generally broke
during handling of the probe at some stage.

Photography is quite

difficult with thin wires, if it is intended to show up the finish of
the surface in detail, an additional complication being the tendency for
the wire to vibrate in the air currents set up In the room (e.g. by the
lighting).

A Tickers photographic microscope was used and by suitable

lighting the oxidized finish could be shown.

Figure 75

shows a wire

illuminated from behind, giving good definition of the geometry of the
broken wire.

Obliquely illuminated specimens showed up the surface detail barter

fee second pert of figure 75

being taken by a combination of oblique and
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rear illtmination.

The obliquely lit photographs show evidence of the

vibration of the probe in the reflections near to the .ire ends.
Removal of the rear lighting made the blurred reflection predominate so
as to obscure all the geometrical detail.
the

In

photograph the remains of the white oxide at the wire centre can

clearly be seen, although some of it had fallen off before the photograph
was taken.
The dimensions of the different areas of oxidation taken from a
typical wire are shown in figure 76.

The ratio of lengths of the bright

tungsten portions at each end of the wire is 3.5 to 1, whilst that of the
blue or darkened sections is 2.5 to 1.

The length of the central oxide

spot was longer by a factor of two or three in the case of normal flow,
when it was at the centre, compared with the parallel flow case.

These

results are in spme conformity with the distributions calculated in
section 3(vii) from the end loss measurements.
Estimation of the temperatures in absolute terms from the appearance
of the oxidized wire is difficult since a transient oxidation is taking
place, the wires being operated well above the oxidation temperature.
The whitish yellow section of the wire is comprised of the trioxide of
tungsten ( W 0^ ), whilst the blue and darkened portions most probably
have only a thin layer of the other oxide on the surface.

Mellor (126)

gives a lengthy discussion of the oxidation characteristics of Tungsten,
which forms a variety of different oxides, the predominant ones being
the trioxide, dioxide and a lower oxide
blue in colour.

( Wg 0^ ), the latter being

Intermediate shades of colouring between blue and a

yellow colour are caused by differing degrees of oxidation, having different
proportions of the various oxides.

The oxidation of tungsten is an
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exothermic reaction lAloh accounts for the rapid decrease in current
once the oxidation has been initiated (the decrease is not likely to be
a turn off of the amplifier due to electrical effects, as this would
HAPPEN MORE RAPIDLY THAN THAT WHICH WAS OBSERVED).

These experiments, together with those of Champagne, provide fairly
direct evidence of the asymmetry of the temperature distribution in
yawed flows, and can be compared with the results of the calculated
distributions of section 3(vii),

A discussion of the calibration of the

hot wire signal as a function of yaw angle is given at the end of section
5(iv) where the measurements at low speed are presented, and the results
reported in

(93) for higher speed yaw calibrations are included there

for comparison.

2(vAi)

Computation of the Temperature Distribution in Tawed wiram.

Having established the boundary condition of asymmetric end loss
(93) and confirmed the behaviour of yawed wires by the work of the last
section ( 3{vl) ), it is now possible to go on to evaluate the temper*ature distributions in yawed wires for the different experimental cases
which have been measured.

The methods for solving numerically the

differential equation for the wire equilibrium, when the temperature
distribution is.asymmetrical, in terms of the ratio of the end losses
by conduction, are described in section 2(vi).

An additional iteration

is required to find a value of the constant

in equation 2,53 to

give the measured value of the ratio

"A

.

a^

(The results of analytical

solutions (93) were not completely satisfactory for the reasons set
forth in section 2(iv) ).

When the present work was carried out it was
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believed that the relationship between wire t«nperature and heat transfer
coefficient given by Davies and Fisher,
was valid as the work of section

3(v)

K-r — ke.C I + 2.'^)
I
I
had not been con^pleted.

The

influence of the heat transfer law on the shape of the temperature
distribution was shown by Davies and Jlsher (53)» who present temp^ature
distributions for extreme values of

of 2.0 and zero.

It can be

seen that a reduction in the value of /S gives rise to a more peaked
distribution of temperature.
3(v) that the value of

Thus, since it is indicated in section

may be less than that of Davies and Fisher,

the solutions given in this section may have temperature distributions
which are slightly flatter than they should be.
The complete numerical results are given in Table 3» where the
analytical values of the constant

a

in the form of equation 2.41, idiich

were calculated in the previous work (93), are also shown for comparison.
The two constants

a

and

a^^ are not directly comparable, as one relates

temperature rise to distance and one to the heat flux, the dimensions
being different.

For all cases the numerical solutions fit all the

boundary conditions much more closely than the accuracy of measurement.
The temperature distributions corresponding to the three speeds considered
are given in figure 77* Hie second two of these are very similar as the
end loss ratios are virtually identical.

The distribution at the lowest

speed can be compared with the results of the oxidation experiments,
also carried out at this speed.
flow has a peak

The computer distribution in parallel

27^ of the total length away from the centre of the wire,

whilst that of the distribution illustrated in figure 76 is shifted by
rather less (25^).

It can also be seen that the peak in the asymmetric

distributions is sharper than that for the symmetric cases, a fact borne
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out by the observations of section
the central oxide spot.

3(vi) on the basis of the size of

The observed lengths of the darkened and bright

portions of wire after overheating on each side of the break in the wire
are also in approximate agreement with the measurements of figure 77»
although one would predict a higher ratio for the blued portions on
account of the shape of the computer solutions at
a change in gradient occurs quite rapidly*

^

= - 0.75, where

However, such an argument

depends upon the t«nperature where the darkened surface film forms, and
it is unlikely that much detailed reliance can be placed on the results
of the oxidation experiment, which contains several uncertainties.
Also the presence of local irregularities (as seen in figure 75b) would
considerably influence the interpretation of the experimental results.
Therefore, it is concluded that the oxidation test confirms the general
predictions for the temperature distribution, although this is not a
precise comparison.
Additional confirmation of these effects is fotmd in Champagne^
results (94), where a lOfi shift in the location of the wire peak temperature was observed at a yaw angle of 55°.

From the con^juter work

carried out here the variation in the location of the peak with the
factor

and the variation in this factor with yaw angle, shown in

figures 78 and 79, can be taken to estimate that an 8^ shift would occur
at 55° and 17 ft/sec.

The asymmetry is generated by the rises in fluid

temperature in the wake of individual sections of the wire, which depends
upon the heat flux into the flow and the diffusion in the wake.

The

diffusion process dominates in the spreading of the wake, and this
determines when the wake of upstream sections begins to influence the
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downstream secticms of a yawed wire by diffusion across the flow.

The

diffusion process is governed by equations of the following types-

where

ATc

A -To

_

6-To

~

^

(5.24)

= temp change at point (r,y)

point A (fixed)

(TTft = temp change at

(y,z are coordinates in two dimensional flow).

It can be said therefore that it is the flow speed which is the most
relevant parameter rather than wire Reynolds number.

Hence a comparison

with Champagne's results at similar speed, ^though with a different
wire diameter, is not unreasonable.
Figure 80 shows how the end temperature gradients vary for the
computed solutions with yaw angle at different speeds.

It is not possible

using the thermocouple measurements of (93) to obtain details of the
actual changes in temperature gradient with,yaw angle, as the heat flow
from the wire into the support along the copper plated section of tungsten
wire will be partially lost by convection from this section of wire, and
partly by conduction to the support.

At any given yaw angle the cooling

effect is constant, and both the heat losses are proportional to the
end loss from the wire.

If different yaw angles are compared, there is

likely to be an additional difference due to different convective cooling
of the supports sq.6. so the results are not a simple measure of the end
loss from the hot wire.

That is to say, it is valid to deduce the

ratio of end losses from the thermocouple measurements at the same yaw
angle, but not to compare results at different yaw angles.

Due to

reduced convective cooling when the system is yawed, the temperatures
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measured on the upstream and downstream ends will both be high in relation
1

to the end loss from the wire.

A comparison of the temperature

measurements (93) reproduced at Figure 81 with the variation in calculated
end gradient (Figure 80) shows that this factor could explain the rather
larger measured increases at the downstream end when the wire is yawed
than expected (from the computer results), and also the lower decreases
in temperature of the upstream support.

This argument cannot be regarded

as conclusive as so many uncertainties are involved.

|
i

The occurence of asymmetry in the wire temperature distribution has
quite significant effects (see figure 82) on the calculated values of
the heat transfer coefficient, at yaw angles above 70° in particular.
This same general trand was shown in the results of figure 20 of reference
(93).

It can be seen that considerable differences arise, depending on

whether a ^ewed or symmetric distribution is assumed.

Some errors may

be present in the overall values of the heat transfer coefficients calculated here as the wires used were not calibrated in a vacuum.

The

nominal values of the wire properties were assumed to apply, with the
resistivity law.
=

10~^ (5.72

+ 0.234^ ^) ohm cm.

(3*25)

This is in accordance with the measurements on short wires (2mm) made
in section 3(i), the same sample being used in the yawed wire work.
This assumption would not affect the overall pattern of the results, as
only one length and resistance were considered.

From the distrlTjution

of computed wire and fluid temperatures it can be seen that the large
increases in the heat transfer coefficient are caused by a reduction in
the average temperature difference between the wire and the fluid.
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resulting from the variable fluid temperature required to generate the
asymmetry.

The assumption of a symmetric distribution does not give

rise to these increases in fluid temperature, which is then at ambient
all along the wire, and so the heat transfer coefficient follows more
closely the measured variations in power loss.

Whilst it appears that

these results cast some doubt on the validity of the methods of analysis
which have been used, the experimental evidence for the asymmetry cannot
be discounted,

•

It was shown in section 2(i) that asymmetry can only occur if the
heat transfer term in equation 2,6 varies along the wire.
be approached by putting

f

(kt*)

This could
i

that is to say, allowing both heat transfer coefficient and the incident
fluid temperature to vary along the wire.

It has been argued that the

latter effect is most significant, as the wake diffuses across the flow
about (l/lO)*^ of the distance that it moves with the flow.
section 3(viii) where the thermal wake is measured).

(see

This is consistent

with the limitation in the occurrence of significant asymmetry to yaw
angles above

70°.

Whilst it is clear that diffusion of heajt across

the flow does occur, there is little physical certainty that a boundary
layer will fora along the wire in anything except parallel flow, and the
appropriate variation in heat transfer coefficient is difficult to
establish.

If a boundary layer did grow, which is not likely to any

significant extent on account of the low Reynolds numbers and also the
fact that free molecular effects are known from section 3(ix) to be
present, the boundary conditions (such as its effective origin) would be
very uncertain.

For these reasons the possibility of considering an

axial variation in heat transfer coefficient has not been taken further.
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although it is seen that in a growing boundary layer cooling is larger
at the leading edge, and so the downstream part of the wire would become
hotter as observed.
The particular case of axial flow along a cylinder has been developed
by Lighthill and Glauert (l27)

in terms of a boundary layer formation.

Whilst direct application of this work to the present measurements is not
valid, owing to the large temperature differences in the latter and also
to the existence of free molecular effects, the results of Lighthill and
Glauert do underline the fact that it is not reasonable to treat axial
or near axial flow cases as an extension of the cross flow on a yawed
cylinder.

The slender body situation is quite different, and should be

treated separately.

Tor a length to diameter ratio of 400, their results

showed that the mean skin friction was comparable to that in cross flow,
so that by the Reynolds analogy similar effects would be found in the
heat transfer coefficients.

Tliat is to say the cosine type of relation

is not to be'expected to apply right up to the parallel flow case, where
increases above the predictions of a cosine law will occur.
It can be said that the present work has given further experimental
support to the measurements of asymmetry made with thermocouples (93) on
yawed wires, and also that Champagne's work demonstrates similar degrees
of asymmetry to those measured and calculated here.

The extension of

the numerical analysis to include asymmetric temperature distributions
has been satisfactory in fitting the required boundary conditions, the
results being in approximate agreement with the visualisation of the
temperature distribution by oxidation.

The most unexpected result is

the prediction of large heat transfer coefficient at high yaw angles.
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It is beyond the scope of the present woric to carry out a detailed
analysis of the flow around a cylinder at a high yaw angle, but the work
of Lighthill and Glauert shows that it is not reasonable to view the
parallel case as a limiting case of a yawed cylinder, but rather that it
should be considered as a slender body.

In the light of this, increases ^

in heat transfer coefficient at high yaw angles could well occur in
theory, as they do in the experimental results shown here.

For the cases

of very fine wires it will also be necessary to take account of the effects
of the molecular mean free path as discussed in sections 3(iii) and 3(ii).

table 3
Solutions for vawed wires
Wire Length = 0,17 cm.

Realstance = 14.75 ^

Dli

ter = 5/1*1

'*v= 2.8

NUMERICAL SOLUTION
MEASURED VALUES

MALTTIC SOLUTION
ASYMMETRIC

SYMMETRIC

r

E ooUs

0

1.00

1,00

0.481

0

3.30

0.0802

0

0.0802

0.24

30

0.98

1,04

0.464

77

3.31

0.0781

320

0.0763

0.245

45

0.96

1.09

0.450

175

3.30

0.0763

715

0.0732

0.233

60

0.93

1.17

0.429

335

3.29

0.0737

1441

0.0682

0.220

75

0.89

1.39

0.420

736

3.18

0.0733

33f77 0.0617

0.218

80

0.88

1,72

0.455

1224

3.08

0.0814

5A4

0.0601

0.224

85

0.87

2.52

0.554

2110

2.97

0.1021

9425

0.0585

0.223

90

0*86

3.20

0.639

2660

2.93

0.1186

11814

0.0567

0

1.20

1.00

0.752

0

3.05

0.1256

0

0.1256

0.316

30

1.18

1.02

0.728

30

3.06

0.1176

95

0.1165

0.300

45

1.15

1.04

0.692

60

3.06

0.1120

200

0.1099

0.282

60

1.10

1.08

0.633

127

3.09

0.1032

450

0.0995

0.256

75

1.04

1.16

0.559

256

3.11

0.0945

1000

0.0877

0.265

80

1.02

1.30

0.557

488

3.09

0,0960

1840

0.0841

0.266

85

0.99

1.80

0.599

1168

3.01

0.1077

4395

0.0785

0.288

90

0.97

3.20

0.799

2490

2.92

0.1504

8650

0.0750

0

1.34

1.00

0.957

0

2.99

0.1540 '

0

0.1540

0.385

30

1.32

1.02

0.931

27

3.00

0,1506

72

0.1492

6.376

45

1.28

1.04

0.875

56

3.01

0.1421

149

0.1399

0.345

60

1.23

1,08

0.811

113

3.01

0.1321

327

0.1280

0.301

75

1.13

1,16

0.687

240

3.05

0.1137

797

0.1061

0.295

80

1.10

1.30

0.675

445

3.03

0.1133

1509

0.0995

0.303

85

1.07

1.80

0.706

1088

2.98

0.1269

3583

0.0938

0.293

90

0.99

3.20

0.830

2406

2.91

0,1561

8217

0.0785

-

16

66.5

-
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Units

K. oiv
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j

AV

Heat Transfer Coeffs. - (watt/cm^
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°c)

Constant

a

- ( °c / cm)

Constant

a^

- ( °c / watt)
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I
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Measurementa of the Hot Wake of a Heated Wire.

(a) Measurements of the wake behind a hot wire are of interest when two
point experiments are to be carried out in a flow, in order to know when
significant interference will occur between the wires.

Also, the diffusion

of the hot wake bears a relation to the cross flow diffusion process
described in connection with wires operated at high yaw angles, the wake
of one part of the wire including othmr sections of the wire.

In general,

the wake of a hot wire contains both velocity and temperature perturbations,
the former also arising from the non heated support system.

The measure-

ments reported here are concerned only with the hot wake, and the manner
in which it differs, measurements by

Ko (l28) showing the fluctuations

introduced by the viscous wake of the front wire and its mountings.
The hot wire itself is sensitive to the temperature of the incident
flow, as it relies on the tremsfer of heat from the wire to the sujnrounding
fluid at a lower temperature.

The wake of an upstream wire was measured

here using a second wire mounted downstream, at different positions.
The two wires were each

2 mm long and were operated at

upstream wire was mounted on supports which were

IS-**- .

The

6 mm apart, rather than

the usual 3 to 4 mm, so that the wakes of these would not interfere and
cause unsteady signals to disturb the measurements as the probe separation
was increased.

It was necessary to ensure that the wires were mounted

exactly parallel to each other, as the effect of the wake is greatly
reduced if it passes only over one short part of the second wire.

This

experiment is very approximate in nature, since the mean effect of the
wake is detected and assumed to be caused by a uniform perturbation of
the incident temperature all along the second wire.

In practise the flow
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increasing the accuracy of the computation.

Thus at the four points on

the calibration curves the temperature sensitivity can be determined by
^ H

^ ^

2) KO

a To

arTo

(3.26)

(similar values were seen to arise in section 2(ix)).
The variation in the temperature sensitivity with air speed is shown
i^ figure 84# and it can be shown that the value of
is constant over the range of interest.

•
5T o

^
Eo

The reason for this is that the

power loss is directly related to the temperature difference, neglecting
end effects and non linear heat transfer effects:& F
^

c

\

A, c

^

I
-To

^

Tile variation in the wake width with distance downstream and air
speed is shown in figure 85.

,The situation is complicated by the fact

that the temperature sensitivity changes with mean airspeed, so that the
width defined in terms of a

m7 change in downstream wire signal corresponds

to different temperatures in the fluid at the various speeds.

The

variation in the temperature defining the edge of the wake is 30g( for the
extremes of the measurements made here.

The peak temperature in the

wake IB shown in figure 86 for the different speeds, and it can be tha^ as
the' airspeed is raised so the wake becomes narrower, but with only small
increases in its peak temperature.

The heat flux varies with air speed

also, according to the approximately square root relationship between
speed and Nusselt number.
The diffusion of a wake across the flow is considered by Drew (l29),
who gives the solution for the case where temperature gradients along the
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flow are small as

-.-(5rJ«-

"• . i J S F J f e

e.
(3.27)

This can be approximated to
k-r,

^

Tfhere

trCo

(^.28)

la the temperature rise at any point in the fluid,

^c.

is the heat flux into the fluid (this is a two dimensional analysis)*
temperature rise at some fixed point
have the usual significance.

A

and the other symbols

For the present purposes equation 3,28 is

more appropriate as the hot wire itself can be taken as the origin with
temperature

which remains constant throughout.

This gives a

clearer specification of the problem than 5.27, which involves the variable
heat flux.

For the same temperature difference

LTo

it can be seen

that the air speed governs the temperature field, a reduction in air speed
giving a wider and shorter wake.
different speeds

b-Tb

and

^v>

Consideration of the temperatures at
gives

^

(5.29)

For consideration of the wake width in approximate terms we can put
~

and derive the following relations for the

change in ^ a p e of the isotherms

(3.30)
7CA

V.
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For the same value of

x

—

the wake width ia

^

1 —
N
uv>-

(3.31)

K g u r e 87 shows a comparison between this simple law and the experimental results, and it is seen that the wake width as measured is slightly
high at the M g h e r speeds than would be predicted from the measurements
at low speeds.

In practise the experimental definition of the wake

width is subject to a different temperature criterion, so that

(JfT^

the width at higher speeds being on the basis of a lower temperature rise'
above ambient.

However, even applying estimates of the corrections for

the effect, the results for the wake width still lie on the high side the
corrections involved being almost negligible.

The explanation is either

that there is some small amount of turbulence in the flow causing the wake
to diffuse rather more rapidly (by about

than predicted on the basis

of laminar flow, or else the three dimensional nature of the real flow is
significant.
Having discussed the relative magnitudes of the wake width under

•

different conditions, it is also necessary to compare the absolute value
of the wake width with the theoretical values.

This can be most conven-

iently carried out by considering one point only in one particular case,
the variations at other conditions being covered by the discussion above.
Taking equation 3.27 it is possible to find the temperature at any point
in terms of the heat loss per unit length and the fluid properties.
Doing this for the case
calculate a value of

7 = 16 ft/sec,

hTo

MEASURED ESTIMATE OF 0.41*0.

x = 1 CM and y = 0.054 cm we

= 0.46°C, which compares well with the
THUS, THE MEASURED TEMPERATURE LIES APPROZL-
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mately IQ^ below that predicted by the heat loss from the upstream wire.
We have also seen that the wake at other speeds is rather wider than
predicted on the basis of the width at this particular speed and position
downstream.

Both of these results suggest that the heat is diffusing

more rapidly than predicted by the simple two dimensional laminar diffusion
theory, either due to three dimensional effects or else addition of
a snail turbulent component to the thermal diffuaivity.

(This type of

effect is used by Schubauer (99) as an indication of the turbulence level).
Thus it is quite possible to use the simple theory of thermal diffusion
to predict the effects;of speed and position on the fluid temperature
behind the wire, although turbulence in the flow will modify this somewhat.
Three dimensional effects do not appear to dominate, but for the cases
considered here the wake is about

0,5 mm wide and about

2 mm deep (aortas

the flow) and an approximately two dimensional process is expected,

(b) The wake .of a pulse heated Hot Wire
By altering the current flowing through a wire in a steady air stream
It is possible to cause changes in the temperature in its wake.

Figure 88

illustrates the manner in which an oscillator was used to alternately
switch a hot wire amplifier on and off, by modifying the stability of the
circuit.

For portions of the sine wave above a certain value the stability

criterion is violated (see section 4(ii)) and the output falls to zero.
For the remaining part of the sinusoid the circuit is stable and the wire
1

is heated.

By adjusting the stability of the hot wire circuit (again,

see section 4(il), the offset voltage

e

being varied by means of the

amplifier biasing, this also Influencing the loop damping) the mazk- space
ratio of the resulting square wave could be controlled.

Figure 89 shows
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the output of a pulsed hot wire on the upper trace, a slight drawback of
this technique being that the damping of the second order response is low,
since the system has to be set up with near marginal stability.

Also,

the use of a sine wave appears to have given rise to a slight change in
the wire current with time.

The lower trace shows the output from a

second wire, placed 0.25 cm downstream of the first.
this particular test was around 30 ft/sec.
on the upstream wire leads to a

The air speed for

It can be seen that switching

16 mV drop in the downstream wire signal

about 1/3 millisecond later, whilst turning off the upstream wire leads
to an upward rise in the downstream wire voltage at a similar time delay.
This test was intended to demonstrate the use of pulsed hot wires to
measure airspeeds in terms of the delay before the signal on the downstream
wire responds, and although the method does give measureable outputs the
following problens are met:(1)

The use of a constant resistance circuit for the front wire leads

to stimulation of the circuit second order resonance, and the output
from the upstream wire shows evidence of being not quite steady.
These difficulties were resolved by using a switched constant current
system designed by Wold (l.S.V.R., Southampton University) for this
purpose.
(2)

The diffusion of heat through the fluid as the heated parts move

downstream leads to gradual, rather than sudden, changes in the downstream wire signal.

This is caused by diffusion of heat in the flow

direction, which will occur at a rate similar to the diffusion across
the flow described above.

For a distance of i cm downstream the

wake width is approximately 0.07 cm, the heat having diffused a
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distance of 0,035 cm to either side of the centre line behind the
upstream wire.

This diffusion process could cause a spread of 1 %

in an axial direction (l»#* 0.035 cm in 0*25 ca), and so the ramp
change observed has a time scale which is significant in relation to
the time being measured.

Further work would be required to deter-

mine precisely the part of the downstream ramp in the second wire
signal iriiich should be taken for measuring the time delay, although
if diffusion takes place symmetrically as would be expected, the
mid-point of the ramp would be the correct point to use.
(3)

The temperature response of the fluid when the upstream wire

is turned off is much slower than when it isturned on.

It can be

seen that a large initial overshoot (around 200^) in the wire current
occurs which quickly establishes the wire temperature when turning
on.

Ho such overshoot is possible when the wire turns off, as the

current merely goes to zero, so that there is a delay while the wire
cools off.

The time constant of a resistance thermometer can be

of the order of a millisecond, and it is not surprising that this
effect makes itself shown when short delays are being measured.
Thus the response of the front wire needs to be brought into the
calculations if absolute measurements of air speed are required,
(4)

The small changes seen at the downstream wire are obscured by

turbulence in the flow.

It was only found possible to make direct

estimates of the time delay from the waveform if the turbulence
level was small in comparison with the thermal signals involved.

It

has been suggested that acorrelation technique could be applied to
this type of measurement to separate out the correlated thermal signal.
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Drawbacks to this are that both wires respond to the turbulence,
and where the front wire is switched on, the correlation function
will contain components from the turbulence as well as the thermal
response of the i^stem.
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3 C

Summary.

Experimental work carried out previously by the author (93)» to
measure the asymmetric end loss from hot wires in yawed flow, has been
confirmed by the results of Champagne (94) and by the tests described in
section 3(t1).

Numerical solutions for the case of a yawed wire have

been found which fit all the measured boundary conditions, a result of the
computationa being that high values of the heat transfer coefficient are
obtained foroases near to parallel flow.

This result is a direct conse-

quence of the assumption that the asymmetry in the wire temperature
distribution is generated by the heated flow near to the wire.

However,

there is little theoretical justification for the extension of the heat
transfer laws for a cylinder in cross flow (resembling a bluff body) to
the case of a cylinder in parallel flow (resembling a slender body) and
the new results are not unexpected when viewed in this way.

Theoretical

descriptions of the flow near to a fine wire will be complicated to
develop, owing to the existence of slip flow effects (see the following
sections), as well as a transition from bluff to slender body behaviour.
Measurements of the two dimensional thermal wake in norml flow show
the wake to be about 10 times as long as it is thick, the wake being
thicker at lower speeds.

The behaviour of the wake conforms to simple-

diffusion analysis, and it is seen that the wake spreading angle of between
5° and 10° approximately is in agreement with the limitation of significant
asymmetric effects to yaw angles of about 70° and above.

That is to say

the diffusion of heat across the flow, as represented by the width of the
thermal wake, is of ^proximately the correct magnitude in relation to
the observed occurrence of asymmetry for wires nearly parallel to the flow.
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The measurements of the diffusion of heat in the wake therefore add
further support to the supposition that asymmetric temperature distributions
can he generated by the heated flow in the vicinity of the wire.
Lastly, it has been found possible to detect the fluctuating wake
of a pulse heated wire with a second hot wire place downstream.
Measurement of air speed by timing the passage of the pulses between the
wires is complicated by the diffusing of heat along the flow direction,
the hot parts of the flow becoming less sharp edged as they move downstream.
Also a smooth incident flow is required so that the thermal fluctuations
are not obscured.
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of Hei^t Transfer In Free Molecule and STin flnwa_

In section 3(iii) it was shownjhow the heat loss in static gas was
influenced by conduction within the gas and by free molecular processes
near to the wire.

This showed that the assumption that the gas acts as

a continuum is not valid, and so it is also necessary to take the mean
free path of the gas molecules into account when considering the heat loss
in a moving gas.

Bennett constructed a low density test chamber, and

made some initial heat loss measurements in the free molecular regime. '
The first of the two sections describing the new variable density measurements (3(ix)) deals with the modification and use of the apparatus of
Bennett to investigate the heat" loss variations in sub-sonic slip flows,
with Knudsen numbers between 0.01 and 10 approximately.

The same equip-

ment was used (section 5(z)) to measure heat loss rates in free molecular
flow with a Mach number of unity, enabling more accurate estimates of the
accomodation coefficient to be made.
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3(ix)

Forced Convection In Slip flows.

(a)

Design of a suitable Noqzle.

The initial design and construction of the low density chamber and
supersonic nozzles was carried out by G.Bennett (M.Sc.Thesis, Southampton
University), the purpose being to utilize the mechanical and oil vapour
diffusion pump system, already available on the Plasma Jet test rig, for
low density flow experiments.

The rig consisted of a vacuum chamber

about 3 ft in diameter and 3 ft 6 inches long, the low density nozzle'
chamber built by Bennett fitting onto one of the end plates of this larger
tank.

The mechanical and diffusion pump system was built onto the 'main

chamber (see D.Buckingham, Ph.D.Thesis, Southampton University) and had an
ultimate pressure of around 1 micron of mercury with the diffusion pumps,
and 0.8 mm or 800 microns using the rotary pumps only.

The two chambers

and diffusion pumps are seen in figure 90, whilst figure 91 illustrates
the nozzle chamber construction.
Bennett experimented with two convergent-divergent nozzles of sinrple
design and worked only at very low pressures with the diffusion pumps
operating and the' nozzles choked.

The velocity traverses which he made

showed the flow to be viscous in nature, the exit plane profiles indicated
by a hot wire giving only uniform flow near to the axis.

In view of the

large uncertainties that lay in the precise flow condition in such nozzle
flows, which would have complications from both Mach and Reynolds number
effects, it was clear that at least one of these effects needed to be
eliminated.

Also, the design of the nozzles needed improvement, as the

larger one did not have any smooth entry section,

(One nozzle had a 1"
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diameter throat and a design Mach number of two, the other having a throat
diameter of 0".25 approximately and a design Mach number of four).
The first stage in the current work was to improve the detail design
of Bennett's larger nozzle to see if this improved the flow at all,

A

new nozzle was constructed with a bell mouth entry, a radius of 12" approximately at the throat and a 5° conical expansion (i.e. 5° half angle).
The exit plane flow from this nozzle had no uniform flow at its centre,
the profile resembling that of pipe flow rather than boundary layer flow.
It was evident that the working Reynolds numbers of about 700 based on the
throat diameter were far too low to overcome the viscous effects, being
about lo' less than those for nozzles running at atmospheric pressure.
Stadler et al (SO) met similar problems, and designed a complicated boundary
layer control system to give a more uniform flow.
In view of the above mentioned problems it was decided to carry out
experiments in subsonic flow conditions using a simple convergent nozzle.
The mechanical pump system has a volumetric capacity of 6,000 litres/minute,
this falling off at pressures around a few millimeters absolute as the
ultimate pressure of the pumps is approached.

These pumps can operate

a 1" diameter nozzle at speeds up to 500 ft/sec, and such a system enables
the low Mach number flow regime to be covered down to gas pressures of
around 1 mm absolute.

The work was aided by the availability of a mould

for the 1" diameter nozzle contraction used in the atmospheric pressure
turbulence measurements of Davies and others, the contraction being
designed to minimise boundary layer effects.

The contraction was designed

to fit onto a 3" diameter inlet pipe and the mould was modified so as to
give a 3" section of parallel dufct upstream of the contraction and to
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include a bell mouth entry beyond this.

The fibreglass nozzle thus

constructed (see figure 92) was mounted in a plate designed to fit the
mounting in the existing nozzle chamber.

The remaining work was all

carried out using this nozzle.
When the low density rig was originally used by Bennett, the air
flow passed at atmospheric pressure through a flowmeter and then through
a throttling valve into the setting chamber, entering by the side branch
pipe shown in figure 91.

Whilst this arrangement at least avoids

directing the inlet, flow straight at the nozzle, it was considered that
fbr higher density use the rig needed to be modified to break up this
inlet flow.

This was achieved by putting two sections of 1".5 thick

-i"" mesh paper honeycomb between the inlet and the nozzle intake as shown
in figure 91.
Two flowmeters were used to cover the appropriate range of mass flow
rates, each being used with gas at atmospheric pressure before throttling
into the low pressure settling tank, one accepting a maximum flow of
30 litres/minute of air and the other 500 litres/minute.

It was found

that when using gases from storage bottles the reducing valves fitted to
these gave an irregular variation in pressure inside the flowmeter with
mass flow rate, and so the flowmeter pressure was monitored using a
mercury U-tube.
bottle.

Control was achieved by adjusting the valve on the supply

No problem was met when using air as the working fluid, as this

was taken into the flowmeter directly from the laboratory surroundings.
The flowmeters were calibrated using a gas meter to check on the manufacturers calibrations.

'

The pressure inside the settling chamber and also on the downstream
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side of the noazle was measured with several different gauges depending
on the range of pressure being considered.

The basic combination used

was a mercury column with a vernier scale, the zero of which was established
during each series of experiments with a McLeod gauge.

Pirani gauges

were used as additional monitoring instruments to assist in controlling'
the pump system (especially at low pressures), whilst a 0 - 20 mm dial
gauge gave an additional check on the mercury column readings in this
range.

,

Control of the rig was found to be fairly easy by combining the use
of the valves between the pumps and the nozzle, mid the inlet valve to
the settling chamber.

For low pressure operation, the pressure differ-

ential across the inlet valve does not vary by large amounts and so the
mass flow rate was relatively independent of the pressure in the settling
chamber and nozzle.

The pressure in the nozzle could then be controlled

by using the valves in the pump feed lines, the differential across these
being quite small.

At high pressures (i.e. above 100 mm) the main

pressure drop in the system accurred across the pump feed line valves,
and the flow rate could be set by monitoring the pressure in the pump
feed line.

The nozzle pressure was then controlled by means of the inlet

valve to the settling chamber.

In between the two extremes the rig was

controlled by suitably balancing the valve pressures, the procedure being
!

to set up the mass flow rate either on the basis of the inlet! valve
setting or else on the basis of the pump feed line'pressure depending on
the pressure required, and to use the other valve to set up the pressure
in the nozzle.

The large volume of the main low density chamber made

the rate of response of the system quite low, thus easing the control
problem.
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The performance of the nozzle was checked firstly in terms of the
fluctuations in the flow observed in the potential care of the nozzle
using a hot wire, secondly on the basis of the mean temperature variations
observed by a cold wire resistance thermometer and lastly the velocity
profile as shown by hot wire traverses across the working section at the
nozzle exit plane and at stations further downstream.

Throughout the

range of operations the unsteady fluctuations wepe less than 2^ of the
Hjean velocity, and these have been neglected.

Most of these small disturb-

ances were associated with the use of the rotary pumps, as operation of
the rig with the pumps turned off, the tank pressure rising due to the
inlet flow, showed that the hot wire signals were then much smoother.
The variation in the temperature of a 2 mm tungsten wire resistance thermometer was less than 2°c over the whole range of pressures and flow rates.
This Indicates that the differences between the recovery temperature on
the cylinder and ambient temperature are small, and therefore the stagnation temperature will similarly be close to ambient temperature.

The

maximum Mach number for the Aubsonic measurements is 0.5, and so the
recovery temperature is not expected to vary significantly.
Before accepting measurements made with a resistance thermometer, it
should be demonstrated that the average wire temperature is close to the
gas temperature for the flow being considered.

At very low densities

and small heat transfer coefficients the wire will tend to take up the
temperature of its supports rather than that of the gas.

The following

analysis shows theoretically how the rasistance thermometer behaves, and
can be used to define its static response in terms of the heat transfer
coefficient to the gas from the wire.
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For zero current generation in the wire and taking the approximate
form of the equilibrium equation (2.6) neglecting non linearities and
radiation and Thomson effects, we have '
_-r^) =

O
(3«52)

where

"T,^

= (fluid temperature) — (Support Temperature)

~Ti

= (wire tanperature) - (Support Temperature).

The solution of this when integrated gives

"

1 C«

J- 1

The variation of this response parameter

(3.33)
as a

function of the heat transfer coefficient is shown in figure 93 for a
standard 2 mm,five micron diameter tungsten wire.

It is seen that for

the lowest heat transfer coefficient measured in this section of the work,
running the nozzle subsonically with the mechanical pumps only, the change
in wire average temperature will follow the changes in fluid temperature

•

by a fractional amount of more than 0.7 if the support tips remain at
ambient and do not respond to the fluid temperature (if the supports did
follow the gas temperature more closely the factor-would be higher than
0.7).

Thus the use of a resistance thermometer to check on the fluid
I

temperatures for the subsonic cases is quite valid.

The conduction from

the wire to its supports can thus be related to the conduction and convection
terms in the equilibrium equation along the wire.

A suitable criterion

for the effectiveness of a resistance thermometer is that under similar
flow conditions the convective power loss into the gas, from the same wire
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when heated, is not too small in relation to the conduction power loss to
the supports.

fhe

reduction from gas temperature towards the support

temperature in the resistance thermometer static response at

h_ = 0.05

watts/cm^ °c corresponds approximately to a condition where the convective
power loss is 305^ of the conduction Idss from the same wire when heated.
This illustrates the point that the heated wire sensitivity can be used
as a rough guide to the sensitivity of a resistance thermometer.
Velocity traverses were carried out using a hot wire, the experiment
being 'simplified by arranging for them to be plotted automatically by an
X — Y

plotter, • The position of the wire was indicated by connecting

a Penny and Giles potentiometer to the traversing gear on the outside of
the vacuum chamber and using this in conjunction with a 12 volt battery.
The potentiometer is of a linear telescopic type, rather than a rotating
type as usually used in instrumentation, and is designed as a position
indicator having good linearity between the output and the movement of
the wiper.
experiments).

(Calibration runs were carried out periodically during the
The

Y channel of the

X - Y plotter was connected to a

hot wire amplifier via an intermediate voltage amplifier of variable gain
and variable bias.
of the

It was thus possible to arrange for the full scale

i - Y plotter to correspond to the velocity signal from the hot

wire for all the measurements which were made, by controlling the gain.
The bias control was of great use when only smsdl voltages were being
observed due to the air flow in the jet in comparison with a large mean
power loss by wire conduction to its supports.

The traces obtained were

relatively smooth with ripples of only one or two percent of the velocity
signal component.

A major problem at the lower pressures, where a fairly

small change in voltage across the jet was being observed, was that the
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amplifiers on the

X — T plotter tended to have a significant drift

during a single traverse.

Allowance was made for this either by assuming

that the drift rate was constant during a traverse, or else by doin^ a
second traverse in the opposite direction and taking the mean.
The velocity profiles were checked for the full range of mass flow
rates and static pressures used during the experiments, about sixty
different traverses being made in all.

For pressures above 2 cm absolute

(mercury) it was found that the velocity profile had a slight dip at the
centre and that the mixing region was centred on the jet diameter.
Several traverses were made downstream of the plane in lAich the experimental measurements of heat loss were made, and showed the miming region
becoming thicker,

A typical profile is seen in figure 94, and it is seen

that the hotwire signal at the centre is about 1^ lower than the mean
value for the core of the jet.

This error was not exceeded for any case

where the static pressure was more than

2 cm absolute, and it was not

considered worthwhile applying corrections.
As the gas pressure was lowered below 2 cm, the mass flow distribution indicated by the hot wire became more peaked, the dipped profile
in the core changing to a profile of a viscous type (as found In pipe
flow).

The changes in profile occur as the pressure is lowered at constant

mass flow, and so can be attributed to a Kach Number effect rather than
a Reynolds number effect.

The following table summarizesthe magnitude

of the differences between mean and peak hot wire signals ( on the centre
line ) for the different pressures and mass flows.

(At mass flows above

99 litres/min the profile did become slightly peaked as the Hach numbers
approached 0.5, but for all these mass flows the errors were less than 3?g).
For each Reynolds number the Mach number was varied up to a maximum of 0.5.
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B

C

D

£

12,1 lit/mim

0.118

3 mm

1.41 mm

+ 9.6%

23.0

0.224

5 mm

2.77

+ 7.9

32.9

0.321

9 mm

4.07

+ 4.2

46.0

0.448

15 mm

6.9

+ 3.4

99

0.964

-

14.6

+ 3.3

162

1.58

-

23.5

+ 2.3

238

2.32

-

34.4

+ 2.1

328

3.20

-

47.7

+ 1.5

424

4.13

-

62.3

+ 1.3

524

5.12

-

78.6

+ 1.0

A

Column A

Volume flow of air at 1 atmospheric pressure (lites/min)

B

Wire Reynolds Number

C

Pressure where the velocity profile in the potential core
is flat .

D

Minimum chamber Pressure at each volume flow

E

Difference between centre line and average hotwire signal
in the potential core.

Calibrations of wires (reported below) show that at low pressures the
hot wire signal becomes very insensitive to mass flow (below about 10 mm),
so that when corrections were applied to the heat loss measurements on
the centre line on the basis of the above table the results were not
affected significantly.

However if further work were carried out in this
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nozzle it would be necessary to consider the effects of non uniformity in
the flow below pressures of 1.5 cm.

,

(b)

Measurements of low density forced convection.

The results of the calibrations carried out on three separate wires
in Air, helium and argon are presented in Figures 95 to 97.

The variation

in wire voltage, which forms the vertical scale for the diagrams, is shown
with absolute pressure of the gas as a horizontal scale (logarithmic) the
curves being of constant mass flow rate (or Reynolds number).

Also shown

as non linear vertical scales are the values of heat transfer coefficient
and Busselt Number evaluated on the basis of free stream gas conductivity,
the computer calibration curves for each of these wires being shown in
figure 98.

The Knudsen number is shown in figures 95-7 as a sub scale

on the horizontal axis, being in the reverse direction to the pressure
scale
Log (Kn)

=

Constant

-

Log ( ^ )

(3.34)

It is seen in figure 99 that present work covers the range of Mach
Numbers between zero and 0.5 and Knudsen numbers between 10 and 0.01 i.e.
the subsonic slip flow regime.
The results using air as the working fluid do not extend to one
atmosphere as it was not possible to avoid some pressure drops in the flowmeter and control valve, so the maximum pressure which could be read from
the mercury column was used as an upper limit (about half an atmosphere).
The measurements made in static air only, reported in section 3(iit), show
that the heat loss rates continue to increase up to atmospheric pressure.
It was shown in that section that the heat transfer process was influenced
by free molecular effects near to the wire and by bulk conduction of heat
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radially outward from the wire, natural convective process not occurring
except at a considerable distance from the wire.

This heat loss in static

gas forms the lower lizoit to the forced convection measurements, and
similar free molecular effects are introduced in the case of forced convective cooling, this extending right up to atmospheric pressure at least.
This result is of considerable importance in considering low speed hot
wire measurements at atmospheric pressure (the Reynolds number range considered here includes only air speeds up to 50 ft/sec at atmospheric
pressure, although the use of a larger flowmeter would enable this to be
extended to a few hundred feet per second as the volumetric capacity of
the pumps can cope with a Mach number of 0.5).

The usual basis for

correlating heat loss variations from hot wires is to puti-

NivJL -

4

^
(3.55)

For the results shown here it is obvious that this is not adequate
as the Musselt number varies at constant Reynolds number.

Therefore

the Knudsen number must be introduced to give
^

u. -

I

R e. ,

Krt^

(3.36)

It has often been the practise to use the Hach number as the second
independent variable rather than the Knudsen number.

For the present

work with Hach numbers less than 0.5 the variations in stagnation temperature are quite small, since

at H = o-ig
Thus variations in fluid temperature around the wire (neglecting the
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effect of wire heating) are less than 5°c,

The Mach number is also a

measure of the ratio of the mean speed of gas molecules to the mean gas
velocity according to the relation
U
-

^

(3.38)

This ratio becomes significant when free molecular heat transfer is
considered, as it influences the rate of molecular collisions at the
wire surface.

The relationship between the Mach number and the Knudsen

and Reynolds numbers is given by
^

=.

R. e

\

(3.39)

^ y-rr

This relationship shows that the measuronents need only be considered
on the basis of two independent variables, as the third automatically
follows.

The relationship between the three parameters for the 5 micron

wires used here is shown in figure 99 for the experiments in air.
The regions covered by Baldwin and Spangenberg as well as the current
work are shown on this diagram, the basic reason for the difference being
the use of a flowmeter to indicate air speed instead of a pitot tube as
is commonly used in the larger variable density wind tunnels which they
had available.

This enables the low dynamic pressure region to be

investigated, a region in which the hot wire reaches its maximum sensitivity to air speed.

The limitations imposed on these measurements are

that of Mach number (M <

0.5) due to the capacity of the pumps, Knudsen

number (Kn > ^/35) due to the pressure restriction, and Reynolds number
(Re <

5.1) due to the maximum mass flow for the flowmeters used.

The

last boundary on figure 99 is imposed as the minimum Reynolds number for
which the convective cooling, due to the motion of the gas over the wire,
is measurable (Re = 0.069).

The small part of the subsonic flow region
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not covered by these results (at Re = 0.069 and M = 0.5) is in fact an
area where the heat loss rate is not sensitive to airspeed (see the wire
I

calibrations for this).

(The Mach number range over which the nozzle

can be operated was extended after these measurements were made by the
addition of a third rotary pump, the maximum then becoming 0.8 approximately),
When using argon and helium the Reynolds number range was restricted
so as to avoid excessive consumption of these gases which would be particularly expensive in the case of helium.

Pi gore 100 indicates the range

of the measurements for the two gases, the maximum Mach number being
limited at slightly different values due to the volumetric performance of
the pumps.
The effect of wire temperature on the heat transfer coefficient is
illustrated in figure 102 for the tvo extremes of temperature at which the
wires were operated.

The trends for all three gases are the same,

showing a decrease in sensitivity to temperature in the heat transfer
coefficient as the pressure is reduced and the Knudsen number increased.
For the experiments in air (Figure 102a) it appears that the sensitivity
can be reversed for the high Reynolds and Mach number cases, although the
extent of this effect is small and not too much certainty can be placed
on it in view of the small errors that are likely (section 2(x)) in calculating the heat transfer coefficients.

There is evidence in previous

work at higher Reynolds and, Mach nunjbers that the temperature sensitivity
can be negative in some cases.

Baldwin reports a zero sensitivity at a

Reynolds number of 26 and a Mach number of 0,3 (that is
the sensitivity being negative at higher Madi numbers.

= 62 ),
The temperature

dependence of the Husselt number at the highest pressure, where the effect
is greatest, is shown in figure 103 for the three gases used, and it can
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be seen that the measurements at intermediate temperatures support the
general trend with temperature.

It is interesting to note that the

temperature sensitivity is very similar in all cases for both natural
convection (Re = O) and forced convection.

Coupling this observation

with the generally similar relations between heat transfer and pressure
for forced and natural convection, it is seen that the domination of both
processes by free molecular and gas conduction effects is demonstrated,
and the conclusion that buoyancy currents were negligible in section 5(iii)
in the base of natural convection is supported by these similarities.
Although the Reynolds numbers used here are low, it should be bornein mind
that the Mach numbers are not snail, and so a truly forced convective
situation exists.

(At the lowest Reynolds number, where limitations in

pump performance are met at the low pressure end, the maximum air speed
is still 150 ft/sec).
The measurements made in air are compared with those of Boltz, Baldwin
and Spangenberg in figure 104(a) and (b), the results being presented on .
the basis of Knudsen number rather than Mach number as in the original
reports of these authors.(A further advantage of this presentation is that
it allows the

Re « 0

case to be included).

Taking into consideration

the sensitivity of the Husselt number to the wire temperature, it can be
,

said that the results of the present work are in moderate agreement with
these others.

In fact, some uncertainties are present in the work of

Spangenberg, Boltz and Baldwin due to the approximate methods which they
used to calculate and loss corrections, which are quite significant for
these small heat loss rates into the fluid.

(For example, Baldwin used

only a single wire in the whole of his work, which his electron micrographs showed to have considerable irrelularities in diameter).

Hone of
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these authors checked the validity of their methods of correcting for end
loss in a vacuum, and it is likely that this is the cause of the differences
which exist between than.

These are differences between the four seta

of data as regards the absolute magnitudes of the Husselt numbers at
different mass flow rates and also as regi^ds the change of Husselt number
with pressure.

This can be seen in figure 104(a), where Boltz's results

differ in the sensitivity to pressure with those of the author and Baldwin.
Whilst they agree in magnitude at
between all three at

Re

=

2.

R©

=

5 , there is considerable difference

Cybulski and Baldwin (6l) made their

measurements for lower density flows than the above mentioned authors,
and these are compared with the present data in Figure 104(d).
It is concluded that for the low Reynolds number range considered
here the results of previous authors show considerable differences, and
that this is most likely due to the calculation of the heat loss rates
taking account of the conduction along the wire.

The new results should

be more accurate, as the methods of analysis have been checked for the
case of zero heat loss by convection.

The accuracy should now be within

59^, this not being possible unless the improved method for allowing for
conduction in the wire is used.

The theoretical prediction of Sauer and

Drake (66) is compared with the new results (fig 104(c)), and although
differences do exist the agreement is better for higher Knudsen numbers
fflid lower wire temperatures.

This suggests that the variations in gas

conductivity are more significant as continuum floy is approached and at
the higher wire temperatures.

The temperature dependence of the Husselt

number was found to increase as continuum flow is approached, supporting
this reasoning that the temperature variation of the bulk gas conductivity
is significant.
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(c)

MeasTrrement of the Accomodation

As shown in section 3(i) free molecular heat transfer characteristics
are observed with five micron wires in air at pressures below 1.5 or 2mm
absolute.

Above this pressure the heat transfer rate decreases below

that which is proportional to pressure, and some care is necessary in
ensuring that the pressures considered are sufficiently low so that incorrect
low values of the accomodation coefficient are not obtained.

The measure-

ments made in the subsonic flows reported above include results for the
heat loss in static^ gases in the frefe molecular regime, from which further
estimates of the accomodation coefficient can be made in addition to
those of section 3(iii),
The relationship for the accomodation coefficient is.

k
oi

i m ftjr.a-tt

-

L

(5.40)

The following values of the accomodation coefficient have been calculated by evaluating the heat transfer coefficient from the wire calibration curves in static air (figures 95 to 98, showing the experimental
and computed results) and in static helium and argon for a Knudsen number
of five.

The accuracy of these estimates is limited by the measurement

of the small values of heat transfer coefficient near to the zero heat
loss cases on figure 98, and it is difficult using the calibration curves
in this range to estimate these small values of the heat transfer coefficient
to an accuracy better than 15^.
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Gas

Wire Average Temp.

Accomodation Coeff.

375°c

0.81

283

0.81

223

0.67

146

0.67

393

1.15 '

300

1.10 1

243

1.0

160

0.9

Helium

(

•

0.74

J

Argon

1.0

383
283

1.0
0.89

J

JI
\

Mr
240

0.70

168

0.83 J

0.84

The limited accuracy does not permit an assessment of the dependence
of the accomodation coefficient upon wire temperature, and so overall
average values of 0.74 for helium, 0.85 for air and 1,0 for argon should
be taken as summarising these experimental results.
% e use of these phort hot wires to measure the accomodation coefficient
has several drawbacks.

Firstly the limited accuracy imposed by the use

of the computer calibration curves makes it difficult to give more than
a rough estimate of the average value of the accomodation coefficient in
each case, although this problem can be overcome by using the small perturbation techniques (as in section 3(x) following) so that the changes in
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heat loss from the vacuum condition can be more accurately assessed.
Secondly, no particular care has been taken here to control or specify
the surface finish of the wires or the state of gas abetorption onto the
surface of the wire, both of which are known to have a significant influence
on the value of the accomodation coefficient (see Roberts (72), who
describes these effects).

In the present experiment the surface finish

is likely to vary along the wire if any surface oxidation has occurred.
if sny significant variation occurs in the accomodation coefficient
with wire t«nperature, the measuraaents will be influenced to a small
extent by the use of a constant value of the heat transfer coefficient
along the wire.

(This last effect will be quite small in practice, as

was found in 3(iii), where it was found possible to use the constant heat
transfer coefficient assumption to deduce a relationship between K.f
wire tanperature.

and

As was found by Davies and Fisher, back substitution

of the correct function

K.-r

into the solution gave good agreement

between results at different wire temperature^, and so it is only really
necessary to carry out the constant heat transfer coefficient type of
calculation).

The main advantage to be found in the use of very fine

wires is that it is possible to achieve sufficiently high Knudsen numbers
to make certain that genuinely free molecular conditions exist.

This

approach is more satisfactory than the concentric cylinder methods used
(e.g.) by Weidman and Trumpler (77), whiqh involves assumptions of the
accomodation coefficient at both surfaces and where molecules, in a free
molecular motion between the surfaces, take part in a sequence of exchanges
at the two surfaces.

The next section (3(x)) shows how the computational

methods have been changed, using small perturbations in the wire voltage
as the basis of the calibration by the computer, and applied to the particular case when the nozzle is choked by using the vapour diffusion pumps,
thus achieving still larger Knudsen numbers.
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3(x)

Free molecular flow measurements.
The accomodation coefficient for the exchange of energy at the hot

wire surface is best measured in a flow of pure gas, as there is then
little risk of a contamination of the gas building up in the system.

It

is necessary to specify the gas velocity, as well as maintain a low pressure
in the system to give Knudsen numbers large enough to validate the assumption of free molecular conditions.

These requirements are partially

met by using a convergent nozzle in conjunction with the oil diffusion
pumps installed on the low density chamber, so as to choke the nozzle.
The experiments described below contain one significant uncertainty,
associated with the non uniform flow distribution in a choked nozzle.
In practise the heat loss rates are not strongly Mach Number dependent
(e.g. see Oppenheim (82)), and so any slight Kach Number variation should
not strongly influence the results.
By using the oil vapour diffusion pumps installed on the low density
chamber, it is possible to choke the 1* convergent nozzle for a limited
range of mass flow rates before the pressure between the pumps and the
downstream aide of the nozzle rises sufficiently (to about 70 microns
absolute) to cause the diffusion pumps to stall*

Although measurements

around a Mach number of unity will be questioned on the grounds of possible
interference from the hot wire mountings, no direct evidence of any
interference was obtained, the hot wire traverses being virtually symmetrical in this condition.

Also, good linearity was found between the mass

flux, and the heat transfer coefficient, as expected in free molecule flow.
To determine the general flow conditions existing at the nozzle exit
plane, the gas pressures on the upstream and downstream sides of the
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nozzle were measured using a McLeod gauge.

As the gas in use was argon

with a good level of punity (99.9^), there is no likelyhood that the
McLeod gauge readings will be influenced by water vapour condensation.
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 105, from which it
can be seen that the nozzle is choked throughout this range of operation,
the pressure ratio across the nozzle varying between 20 and 29 to one.
As the nozzle is so considerably under expanded, the apparatus is clearly
capable of driving a supersonic nozzle (as was done by Bennett), althoxigh
the measurement of supersonic flows with a non uniform distribution acrops
the nozzle would be difficult (see Bennett's thesis).
The next stage was to confirm the relationship between the hot wire
voltage signed and the mass flow rate at the centre line, gjid on the
basis of this investigate the distribution of mass flux across the nozzle.
One of the calibrations of a hot wire on the centre line and 0".^5 downstream of the nozzle exit plane at different wire temperatures is shown
at figure 107, frcm which it is seen that there is an almost linear
relationship between the wire voltage and the mass flow rate in the nozzle.
Traverses at various positions downstream of the nozzle were then
carried out using the X-Y plotter to provide the distributions directly,
as described in section 3(ix)(a).

Figure 108 shows a typical profile

obtained at the station 0"#13 downstream of the nozzle exit plane where
the wire calibrations were carried out.

Prom these traverses it has

been found that the ratio of mass flux at the centre line to the main
value is as follows:-
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(Centre Line mass flux)

Volume flow rate (litres/min of Argon
at S.T.P.)

(Mean mass flux)

12

litres/min

1.30

8

litres/min

1.31

4

litres/min.

1.48

"

These results were calculated by breaking the measured velocity
profiles into ten concentric elements and numerically integrating the
mass flow rate from these in terms of the profile.
that if

7

"(r)

That is to say

= hot wire signal, then

Mean Mass flow density

'5_

Centre Line mass flow density

_ ^
W
(3.41)

where

= outer and inner radii of
each annular element

nozzle radius;

The variation in this ratio

^ /

with mass flow rate is not

large, an average value being(.l,39|- 65^.
As will be seen later the measured results suggest that a constant
value of

should be used if the linear relationship expected

between the mass flow rate and heat loss rate is to pass through zero.
One uncertainty in these estimates is that mass flow is entrained into
the nozzle efflux in the mixing region, although this will not be a
large factor at (^/lO)^^ of a nozzle diameter downstream of the exit
plane.

In the profiles used to carry out the calculation in equation

3.41, it has been assumed that the mass flux drops to zero at the nozzle
diameter, by extrapolating the'viscous* prdfile as indicated in Figure 108.
The Knudsen number at the wire can be evaluated from the stagnation
pressure and temperature in the upstream settling chamber on the assumption
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that the gas expands iseatropically to a Mach Number of unity, giving

2!::
^ -T*''

I

=
'

111

The variation in Knudaen number for these experiments based on this
relationship and the measurements of stagnation pressure is shown in
figure 109, all the experiments being for

Kk'>

15.

A further demonstration of the nature of the gas flow from the choked
nozzle was obtained by carrying out hot wire traverses at various different
station downstream of the exit plane.

A selection of these traverses is

illustrated at figure 110, the horizontal scales for all the traverses
being identical, while variations in the vertical scales are present due
to the variations in the gain setting of the voltage amplifier between
the hot wire ^ d the X—Y plotter.

As far as possible the diagrams at

each downstream station have been drawn to a ccnomon approximate scaling
for the three mass flows, but larger differences may exist between the
results at different stations.

The results demonstrate the presence of

expansion waves in the flow causing a transference of the mass flow from
the core of the jet into an annular region around the core.

Such an

effect would be expected if there were an expansion wave.system originating
from the circular lip of the nozzle and extending radially into the jet.
Complications are introduced in attempting to interpret these results
as the molecular speed ratio

is likely to vary fn the

different parts of the flow, so that the measured effects can be caused
by a combination of Mach number and density changes.

(Heat transfey

being proportional to density or pressure at constant molecular speed
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ratio and Mach Humbei).
We come next to the interpretation of the hot wire calibrations in
terms of the volume flow in the nozzle, illustrated in figure IO7, relating
heat loss rate to mass flow rate.

The computer calibrations were

carried out as outlined in section 2(vi) for cases near to zero con•ective cooling, beginning by satisfying the vacuum equilibrium condition,
and theh computing the heat transfer coefficient for higher wire currents.
A typical calibration resulting from this work is shown at figure 106,
passing through zero at the required val^e

E- •= ^ o«vc

Prom the calibrations at four different wire temperatures the experimental results were interpreted in terms of the variation between heat
transfer coefficient and mass flux at the wire.

The latter has been

expressed for convenience in terms of a Reynolds number based on stagnation gas properties, so that an easy basis for comparison with the
subsonic measurements of the last section exists.

All the experimental

results have been presented in figure 111, from which it can be seen that
the linear relationship does not apparently pass through the origin as
expected.

If the velocity profile were assumed to be constant,

neglecting the relatively small variations of - 6^

fotmd in the ratio of

mean to centreline mass flux, the results would be altered as indicated
*
j
in Figure 111, bringing them virtually onto a straight line passing the
origin.

Ho effects due to changing-the wire temperature could'be

"observed, on account of the general spread of the points.
Free molecular heat loss rates have been evaluated theoretically
for the case of a circular cylinder by Oppenheim (82), and also by
Schaaf (8I).

These relate the heatloss rate (in terms of the Stanton

Number) to the incident mass flux and the accomodation coefficient (

)
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for energy exchange at the surface:-

j

The energy transfer rates by molecular motions are calculated for
different body shapes assuming a Maxwellian distribution function for
molecular velocities in the gas, and from this the non dimensional
relationship between the Stanton number and the molecular speed ratio
is derived.

At a Mach number of unity, the Stanton number for a circular

cylinder din normal cross flow is found to be 0.216.

Insertion of the

properties of argon, used in these experiments, gives

<< -

^^5

(3.44)

where h. is measured in (watts/cm^ °c), the Reynolds number and the
accomodation coefficient being non-dimensional.
for a value of

= 0.86

The line on figure 111

has been evaluated from this equation (5.44).

The work of this section provides the most accurate assessment of
the accomodation coefficient presented here, as the problems of oil
contamination encountered in section 3(iii) have been overcome by using
a steady flow from a pure source.

Also, the application of small

perturbation methods, to calculate the changes in heat loss for the small
changes in wire voltage measured in practise, enables the uncertainty of
section 3(ix), where an overall calibration curve was used, to be overcome.

In effect, the particular part of the calibration curve involved

has been calculated more accurately.

Operation of the diffusion pumps

using Helium and Air was not possible if the nozzle were to be choked,
and so measurements using these gases were not made here.

Although use

of a choked nozzle gives some uncertainty concerning interference from
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the supports, which could not be observed, it does enable an accurate
estimate of the molecular speed ratio to be used in finding the Stanton
number from Oppenheim's and Schaaf's results.

Once again it should be

emphasized that the surface condition of the wires used is uncertain,
and that this may influence the heat loss using different wire materials
(e.g. platinum) in other applications. ,
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1 D

Summary.
It has been shown that theheat transfer from fine wires in forced

convection is strongly influenced by the Knudsen number,^ and that the
Knudsen number is still significant for values less than 0.01 based on
the wire diameter.
mate agreement

The new measurements reported here are in approxi-

with the theory of Sauer and Drake (66) in forced

convection, although an increasing dependence of the Husselt number on
the wire temperature with decreasing Knudsen number is found.

This

implies that as continuum conditions are approached the variation in the
gas bulk thermal conductivity with temperature becomes significant.
These results are relevant to hot wire anemometry, as they imply that
the continuum assumption is not valid for the typical five micron diameter
wires used in flows at atmospheric pressure.

It is seen that attempts

to correlate the calibrations of wires in terms of Reynolds number alone
are over-«implifying the behaviour of wires, and that the wire signal
is not related solely to the incident mass'flux ( Z® ^

), as is often

assumed.
Theoretical predictions of the heat loss from hot wires should take
the following factors into accounts(i)

Reynolds and Knudsen numbers of the incident flow.

(ii) The variation in gas bulk conductivity with temperature,
especially for flows approaching continuum flows,
(iii) The accomodation coefficient at the wire surface for the thermal
energy exchange between the wire and individual gas molecules.
For the low Reynolds number regime considered here the heat/loss in
static gas is large in relation to that in a flow of gas, and therefore
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theories for the heat transfer process should include the limit of zdro
incident flow speed.
Measurements made in free molecular flows show that the accomodation
coefficients for air, argon and helium all lie between 0.7 and 1.0.
The well known sensitivity of the accomodation coefficient to surface
conditions makes it difficult to give accurate theoretical estimates of
the magnitude of free molecular heat loss rates, because of the difficulty
in specifying the surface conditions of fine wires with any certainty.
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3(zi)

General

of Steady State Heat Loss Measurements.

Uncertainties as to the appropriate values of the material properties
of fine wires used for hot wire anemometry have been partially resolved
by measuring the heat loss rates from a batch of wires in a vacuum.
It is found that modification of the resistivity law gives the nearest
consista-ivc^with all the results, and that the law deduced in this way
(i.e. to be most nearly consistent) is in much closer agreement' with the
directly measured resistance properties than the nominal law for tungsten.
In a static gas heat is transfered from the wire by a free molecular
exchange near to the surface, then by a radial conduction process which
takes place around this, and finally by natural convection of heat on a
scale very much larger than the wire diameter.

The rate of heat loss is

dominated by the molecular and conduction processes, and is not significantly influenced by gravitational effects, although these form the
mechanism for removing the heat from the general vicinity of the wire.
At low air speeds (up to 1.5 ft/sec) the incident flow disturbs the
conduction pattern by the fluz of cool fluid into the region close to
the wire, and the yaw angle of the wire to the flow becomes a significant
parameter in determining the heat loss rate.
Further measurements at higher airspeeds (20 to 200 ft/sec approximately) gave higher Nusselt numbers (by about 30^) and' a lower sensitivity
of the Nusselt number to wire temperature (by a factor of about five)
than the previous work of Davies and Pusher.

This brings into question

their theoretical reasoning that the heat loss from the wire is directly
t
related to the bulk gas thermal conductivity at the wire temperature,
this conclusion being supported by their measurements.

The dependence

of the heat loss rate in a static gas upon molecular effects near to the
wire shows that it is not correct to treat the gas as a continuum, and a
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revision of the correlation of forced cooling data to take account of
this is needed, as described below.
Further experiments with yawed wires have confirmed the earlier work
of the author (93) and Champagne (94), which suggested that the temperature distribution in a yawed wire becomes asjnannetric at high yaw angles.
Improved numerical solutions to the equilibrium equations for yawed wires
fit all the required conditions and show increased values of the heat
transfer coefficient at high yaw angles.

This places a limitation on

the extension of the yawed bluff body heat transfer relations to high
yaw angles, where the wire behaves more like a slender body.
A further set of variable density experiments has been carried out,
and shows in detail the importance of the Knudsen number in correlating
forced cooling results.

The results show that for five micron diameter

wires at atmospheric pressure molecular effects are still present, and
that it is not accurate to suppose that hot wire signals are related only
to the incident mass flux (/'V ) at the wire.

At low densities, around

2 mm of mercury absolute pressure, the heat loss tends to a free
molecular limit, and wires become relatively insensitive to subsonic
flow speeds.

It has been found that the accomodation coefficient for

the molecular exchange process at the wire surface has values in the
range 0.7 to 1.0 for the present work.

This last result should be

accepted only as an ^proiimation, in view of the importance of the
condition of the wire surface in the molecular process and the difficulty
of specifying the surface condition of fine wires accurately.
Finally, much attention has been given previously to the non linearity
of the heat transfer laws, expressed in terms of the temperature dependence
of the Kusselt number.

The present results show this dependence to be
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related to the flow speed as well as the Knudsen number, increases in
speed or Knudsen number leading to a decrease in the temperature
sensitivity.

In the limit of free molecular flow, the Husselt number

becomes independent of wire temperature, whilst for zero flow speed at
atmospheric pressure the heat transfer law'suggested by Davies and
Fisher lies close to the present results.

Detailed studies of the non

linear effects of the wire temperature, in terms of the Husselt number
are complicated by the fluid properties selected to non-dimensionalize
T

the heat transfer coefficients.

For this reason, and also because of

the speed and Knudsen number effects just mentioned, it is not possible
to give a single relationship to describe the non-linear behaviour of the
heat loss from the wire.
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4(o)

Introduction to the Meaaurments of franalent Response.
This third main section of the work is concerned with the unsteady

behaviour of hot wire anemometers.

There are three factors which have

to be considered, namely the response of the heat transfer at the surface
to unsteady flows, the'unsteady thermal equilibrium of the wire element
and the characteristics of the feedback system which maintains the wire
at nearly constant resistance.
The relationship between the unsteady heat loss from the surface of
the wire and unsteady incident flows has been discussed theoretically
by several authors, as described in the introduction (section l(i)).
It can be concluded that for the small wires used in the present work the
delays in the response of the heat loss rate to changes in fluid velocity
will be very small in relation to typical rise times of the anemometer
system, and can be neglected.

In any ca^e the heat loss rate acts as

the forcing function in the response equation.

Thus it does not enter

the closed loop feedback path and is not a component in the system transfer
function,
I
The unsteady conduction process in the wire is analysed in section
4(i), the electrical feedback system being represented by a constant gain
amplifier for this purpose.

Thus, it is assumed that the electrical

system relates changes in wire resistance to changes in wire current by
a linear law, as is derived in section 4(ii) in detail.

The work of

section 4(i) shows that the re-distribution of temperature within the
wire takes place independently of the closed loop feedback system, which
justifies the use of a simple thermal model for the wire in section 4(ii).
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The equations governing the feedback system are derived in section
4(li).

The effects of thermal inertia and inductance in the sire and

cable, as well as the time constants in the electrical amplifier, are
introduced.

In section 4(iii) experimental measurements of the transient

step response are reported, and are related to the equations derived in
section 4(it) in terms of the wire thermal inertia and its inductance.
Higher order effects are also reported.
It should be noted that the theoretical sections.(4(i) and 4(ii))
are inter-dependent.

Section 4(i) requires a knowledge of the behaviour

of the electrical system as set forth in 4(ii), whilst the derivation
of the feedbadc equations in section 4{ii) is justified in terms of the
simplified thermal model, which neglects the re-distribution of energy
within the wire according to the conclusion of section 4(i).
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4(i)

Unsteady Conduction Along the Wire.
(a)

Introduction.

It was pointed out by Davies and Fisher that since the temperature
distribution along a hot wire alters at different rates of convective
cooling, the unsteady response of the wire to the fluctuating cooling
rates, that arise when the wire is used in unsteady air flows, will give
rise to changing local temperatures along the wire.

The problem is

illustrated in figure 112, lAich compares the distributions in temperi

ature at different cooling rates.

It can be seen that the variations

in local temperature are far from being negligible, approaching 50°c in ,
some cases.

It was suggested that the unsteady flows of energy involved

in re-distributing the wire temperature could influence the response of
#

the closed loop hot wire anemometer, which is designed to maintain constant
wire resistance (i.e. approximately constant average temperature) and
relies for its control on the small resistance changes caused by unsteady
cooling of the wire.

The magnitude of these resistance changes is related

to the changes in wire current, by the operation of the Wheatstone bridge
and power amplifier feedback system, as discussed in section 4(ii)(a).
It had been found experimentally that the hot wire response was limited
by a second order term in the equations, giving an oscillatory step
response of varying damping.

The approximate analysis applied to the

closed loop response was known (see section 4(ii)(b)) to predict an
oscillatory behaviour on the basis of the inductance of the probe, but it
is also necessary to show how the re-distribution of temperature, which
takes place during unsteady coolii^ of the wire, influences the transient
response.

I
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An approximate value can be assigned to the time constant for the
redistribution of temperature along the wire:Redistribution Time Constant =

c

/o^ c
&w

where

B^aistributed jnerey_
Change in mean power
\ t~f\ d x

ll.t- i l )

(4.1)

= change in value of t ( z ) from.state 1 to state 2, the

\

two current levels being

ij^ and ig respectively.

Putting in some

typical values for the temperature differences and current changes, we
find that there is an ^parent time constant of 8 microseconds for the
case illustrated in figure 112.

On this basis it seemed feasible that

the redistribution of temperature could, by virtue of the high sensitivity
of the feedback system to wire resistance, cause the system to behave in
a second order manner by the introduction of this second time constant.
It has been assumed in the above discussion that the processes which
interact to give rise to a re-distribution response time constant are
those of mean energy flow through the wire and the re-distribution of
internal energy.

The results of the computations which follow show that

such an interaction does not occur in practise, and that the energy is
re-distributed by the out of balance conduction terms in the equilibrium
equation, in such a way that the response of the wire current is virtually
unaffected by these changes.

If we therefore consider the time constant

for the diffusion of heat by conduction in the wire, we have
Energy change
Time const. =

•
Rate of conduction

ft
.
= ~—T
ikt/
k k

c/^ r i.
\ -

T

(4.2)'
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where
and

= typical length involved'(e.g. on^ quarter wire length)
tT

. for

= typical out of balance temperature.
= 0 . 0 5 cm corresponding to a

constant of approximately
This is about

a.

Putting in a value

2mm long wire, we have a time

0.44 millisec for the diffusion process.

hundred times the time constant associated with the

changes in mean power through the wire.
It is seen that without a detailed analysis of the manner in which
the temperature along the wire responds to disturbances, it is difficult
to make any clear prediction of the influence of the energy re-distribution
on the wire response.

The time constants evaluated for the re-distribution

of energy on the basis of the mean power in the wire and on the basis of
the energy flow by conduction differ considerably, although the computer
analysis of the transient response shows the latter to be more significant,
as described in the following paragraphs.

(b)

Analysis of Unsteady Temperature Changes in the Wire.

The method used to investigate the unsteady temperature response in
the wire is a fairly simple extension of the methods of numerical integration ^sed to evaluate the steady equilibrium, except that the numerical
woric now involves time as an independent variable as well as position on
the wire.

The approach is to consider numerical solutions to the unsteady

one dimensional diffusion equation for the thermal energy in the wire,
using the initial steady state boundary condition

I

as the basis

for solving the unsteady response when the heat transfer coefficient is
altered

C* »

. Only the step response has been evaluated here,

although a similar method would enable harmonically varying cooling rates
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to be included.

For the present purpose, the step response illustrates

more clearly how the system behaves.
The differential equation governing the wire equilibrium is the same as
(2,6) with the addition of the term involving internal energy storage in
the wire.

That is

dr

;

A

6>'it

(4.3)
aKef«

C» Sf«c«S>^
1 dL«»iSik

oi

wiV«

The equation is solved first for the steady state equilibrium as
described in sections 2(iv) to (vii).

For working out the step response

the two end states were each solved before beginning the unsteady solution,
thus determining all the parameters which correspond to the initial and
final conditions.(i.e. the initial heat transfer coefficient and temperature distribution, as well as the final values of these, were solved in
terms of the initial data such as wire voltage).

The complete set of

parameters describing the two end states, and the corresponding distributions
in temperature and its derivatives, were then stored in the machine for
reference durii% the unsteady solution.
The sequence of operations was as follows:(1)

Evaluate the two end state equilibria and store all data.

(2)

Work with the initial distribution of temperature T(X), the
initial current in the wire and the fluid conditions corresponding
to the/inal equilibrium (

b

'

example), so

all the terms on the left hand side of equation (4.3) could be
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«

evaluated, and the rate of rise of local temperature thus
^

deduced along the wire.
(3) Calculate a revised temperature distribution

'Y(*, k +

on

the basis of the local rates of temperature change along the
Hire.

The changes in temperature were evaluated by a simple

linear equation involving just the first term of a Taylor series

(4.4) •
(4) Calculate the change of wire resistance on the basis of the
change of local temperatures:-

-

C

I

r

;

)

T

(4.5)

The corresponding change in wire voltage (i.e. current) was thna
evaluated using the relation.

'

irl,

*

I ik

*

(4.6)

<

and so the wire voltage m d resistance could be modified to the
new values (b + b E ) and (r + &R).
(5) Repeat (2) to (4) above, using the current value of the wire
temperature distribution and the voltage and resistance.

If

required, the heat transfer coefficient or fluid temperature
could also be varied as prescribed functions of time without
complication.
The stability of the closed loop calculations described above depends
primarily on relating the current in the wire to the resistance, this
leading to the eventual attainment of the final equilibrium conditions.
This approach would lead to a self correcting situation if the resistance
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were continuously evaluated from the temperature distribution by integration.

The present calculations were based on a different approach,

evaluating the resistance by the relation.

R W

-

Rtp) 4

Z

This relationship was adopted as it gave rise to an accurate evaluation of the small changes in current and resistance, whereas the use
of a relationship between the total resistance and the wire current is
likely to give rise to significant errors if the value of (
becomes too small (for example at high gains).

/Ry/ )

Thus the present method

gives good accuracy in'the calculation of the wire current (or voltage)
response, but if a laarge number of time increments are involved a cumulative
error can build up between the resistance corresponding to the instantaneous temperature distribution and that calculated by equation (4.7).
In practise it was found that the coneuter calculations generally became
unstable at about 300 microseconds after the step change in cooling.
A second factor which contributes to a build up of errors is that
the resistance changes are evaluated on the basis of equation (4,4) and
the current changes on the basis of equation (4.6), both of these involving
only the first terms in the Taylor series, terms like

(^ ^ \

being

V d t* I

neglected,

A variable time increment was used in the present work so

that for cases when the current responded much more quickly than the wire
temperature distribution, both processes could be computed in sufficiently
fine increments without resorting to an inordinate number of time steps
(e.g. if the current responds 100 times faster than the temperature
distribution, as was found at high gains, use of a step size to suit the
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current risstiniB would require 100 tioes the nusiber of titne steps used
to resolve the current response.) ' The law used to increase the tine,
increment was a simple multiplication process giving a logarithmically
even distribution of points,
lit,

A value of

=

K,

U,.,

h * = 1.05 was chosen so as to give about 60 time steps

per decade of running time.

The use of an increasing time step has

implications on the accuracy of the expressions using just the first terms
in the Taylor series, as can be seen by putting

Second Derivative Term
=

-

t>

First Derivative Term

(4.9)
—kk

if an exponential response is being considered

=•

Thus lengthening the step length ultimately causes a breakdown

in

the accuracy of the relationships being used, and this is a further
contributing factor towards the de-stabilising of solutions which was
found in practise at a time of about 500 microseconds.

Efforts to extend

solutions to longer times by putting a maximum limit on the size of time
increment used were successful in improving the total time before the
solution became unstable by a factor of about two.

For the purposes of

the present work it was considered sufficient to show the independence
of the re—distribution process and the current response by continuing the
solution until the temperatures had moved to about 709^ of their total
change.

Ho further development was carried out to extend the running

time of solutions as the responses had been quite well defined over the
time achieved and showed the initial part of the exponential tending towards
the new equilibrium value within about 150 microseconds.

The dependence
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of the instability upon the small resistance changes can be seen in that
for cases of low gain

(. ^

~

To

)

the solution ran for 350

microseconds on the variable time increment basis, whereas for the high
gain case (•

«•

it ran for only 50 microseconds.

It is necessary during the numerical integration to evaluate the
derivatives

——
Oyt*-

and

—
9x

along the wire in terms of

the local wire temperatures along the wire.

The initial values of these

are available from the initial steady state solution, as the values of
the derivatives are used to calculate the temperatures in doing the steady
solution, the reverse process to that required here.

However, once the

unsteady solution has been begun it is necessary to re—evaluate these
derivatives as the solution is carried out and the temperature distribution
resjjonds.
(a)

The problem has been approached in two ways:-

Evaluate the changes arising in the derivatives due to the changes
calculated in the wire traaperature, and progressively correct the
original values of

(b)

—-3^

and

d X*

Numerically calculate the derivatives from the current values of
local temperature along the wire as the solution is carried out.
Both of these techniques were tried, and it was found that the latter

gave a factor of three improyement in the total running time of the solution
over the former.

This is yet another illustration of the elimation of

cumulative errors by relating all the calculations to the current values
of temperature distribution, rather than using summation methods to arrive
at current values of the various parameters, lAiich accumulate errors.
a"r
The relationships used to evaluate

and

along the
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wire were derived from the difference equation.

These are
«•!

( 4 . 1 0 )

III

_

i y \ r

3 1

From these the second derivative is
-v."

.

^

'

(4.11)

T - w . - a ^ I •.
<rn>

and similarly the first derivative is
^ 141 —

_ -1— d n t

2Sni

(4.12)

^

The effect of neglecting the second tern in equation (4.12) will
not be large as it is of order

n 2

whilst equation (4.II) is accurate to

compared with the first,

oC

The effect on the calculations of using the slightly different
relationships for the derivative's ,
/y
II

*I ~

%

I

<Y.' _
' V

•'
(4.13)

L

-

,

2<y»vi
was found to be negligible.
It appears that the step length used

4*11=

was sufficiently

small to make the differences between (4.13(a)) and (4.II) small in terms
of their effects on the solution for

C>« , t)

.

Equations (4»ll)

and (4.13(b)) were used for most of the work as they enable the derivatives
to be expressed in terras of the minimum number of ordinates (
and

^y..\

, whereas equation (4.13(a)) involves also

^
and ^ \ - x
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implicitly vSien the first equation is written in terms of local temperatures).

This simplifies the calculations near to the ends of the wire.

To illustrate the behaviour of a typical hot wire during a transient
response test, such as those carried out in a shock tube, solutions were
made for different values of the closed loop gain parameter
for the case of a 0.194 cm wire,
14.97*^ .

5 microns in diameter operated at

This corresponds to a particular wire used durir^ the experi-

mental w03^.

The computer programme, for which the extension to the

flow diagram to calculate the transmit response is shown at Figure 113,
was set to satisfy the resistance conditions (by iterating for the
correction factor

k, ) to a degree of accuracy compatible with the

expected changes in resistance between the two end states.

The voltage

step chosen for these confutations was from 0.75 volts to 1.5 volts,
the air temperature changing from 293°K to 520°K, these all being typical
values obtained during the shock tube measurements.

However, calculations

made with isothermal step changes in cooling showed identical responses,
the product
state voltage.

being determined by the final steady
The form of heat transfer law used during these calcu-

lations was that of Davies and Fisher (53);-

K.t

-

K © C U

^

Whilst this may be fairly representative for the initial condition in
static air (see section 3(iii)), the forced convection measurements of
section 3(v) indicate that this is not so for the case of a forced flow
over the wire, as exists behind the shock wave.

However, the exact form

of the heat transfer term will only modify the convective cooliig term
along the wire, which t411 be in equilibrium in both end conditions in
time by virtu© of the two steady state solutions carried out.

The heat
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transfer at the surface vdll not influence the re-distribution of temperature. which takes place by the out of balance conduction terms in the
equation (4.3).

The work concerning the steady state forced connective

cooling had not been completed when these transient solutions were
carried out, and so a value of /3 = 2.0 was

assuied.

The initial computations were made using a constant time increment,
before it was realised that the wire current response and temperature
response along the wire could occur on different time scales depending
upon the systeo gain

I*

arising from the closed loop.

A

typical solution made in this way is shown in figure 114, which showed
that the rise time measured in practise for fairly heavily damped responses
was compatible with the computed rise time (e.g. a confuted risetime of
18 microseconds corresponds to figure 114.

With a large out of balance

voltage across the hot wire bridge of e' -

volts ,

equation 4.26)this risetime would be measured in practise).

(see
The shape

of figure 114 is indistinguishable from the simple exponential rise of a
first order system.
Having confirmed that the general behaviour of the hot wire response
was such that the current responded on a rise time related to the closed
loop gain with a single eiponentibl delay type of response, a series of
solutions was carried out for different values of this gain using the
variable time increment method described above.

The voltage responses

dre shoim in figure 115 for these computations, and are compared with
an ezponmtial rise of timeconstant 1 microsecond.
the case

=1

The risetime for

corresponds closely to the 18 microseconds of

figure 114, and thus it is concluded that the use of the variable time
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increment has had little influence on the response.

(One used a constant

=0,5 jk sec and the other a variable scale starting at ICT^seconds).
The relationship between the computed rise times and the gain parameter
is shovm at figure 116, and for most of the range corresponds
(

closely to

x lO"^seconds

Time Constant = 21 z V.

(4.14)

For values of the time constant greater than 10 microseconds, some
deviation from this relationship appears.

One reason for this limitation

could be that, when the time constant has reached this value, resistance
changes of 0.3

are involved, which is about (l/20)th of the overheat

resistance in this case

).

That is, the deviation is noticed when

the resistance changes become large enough to have a significant effect
on the final equilibrium heat loss lib

.

An approximation to

the hot wire time constant expressed on'the basis of the energy change
and a typical heat loss rate is of the form
Time constant =

Internal Energy change
(4.15)
Normalising power loss
T

Whilst the top line will be linearly related to the gain, it is seen
that the normalising power loss will be significantly influenced as soon
as the resistance changes become large.

However, the lower gain cases

lead to a reduction in the change in power dissipated between the two
cases, and would therefore increase the time constant calculated on this
basis, whilst the computed responses show a decrease in the time
constant below the value of equation (4.14)'at low gjain values.

The

alternative explanation of the deviation from equation &.14) is to asaociate
it with the point where the re-distribution time constant and the current
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become nearly equal.
The absolute magnitude of the time constant can be estimated from
equation (4.15) as follows;I

Time constant =

N Ol
^ ^

ff.V

AR\

I

J •^

\

J
(4.16)

Substituting in the values corresponding to the case considered in figure
116 we obtain
.

-I

Time constant = 22,4 . L ^/Ar)

* lO'^seconds

(4.17)

which is in good agreement with the value obtained in equation (4.14).
That is to say, the current risetime can be estimated in terms of the
thermal inertia of the wire on an average basis, without reference to the
re-distribution process, until the resistance changes become about (l/lOth)
of the wire resistance.
We come nezt to consider the re-distribution of temperature which
takes place during a transient response.

Figure 117 shows a set of temper-

ature responses at different positions along the wire and for different
, closed loop gain values(

)•

Solutions were not carried through

to the final steady state due to the instability arising in the calculations,
but were terminated at about 300 microseconds, and as mentioned it can be
seen that this is adequate to define the temperature response, which takes
place generally af1?er the current has reached its final steady value.
For sections of the wire near to the centre (i.e. where re-distribution
leads to a fall in local temperature with increasing cooling rate, which
from figure 112 is seen to be nearly the centre half of th« wire) the wire
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temperature always decreases (figure 117c,d), the total temperature drop
being the sum of the re-distribution change and the overall fall in wire
temperature caused by the change in resistance during the response.

For

parts of the wire near to the end (figure 117a,b) the effect of re-distribution and resistance change are in opposition, these being the sections
of the wire within approximately a quarter wire length of the supports.
Thus the factors influencing the response ares(a) An increasing mean drop in temperature all along the wire as the
closed loop gain (

jlR ) is decreased, whereas the re-distribution

process causes a constant increase or decrease in local temperature,
depending on position on the wire.

These two affects are additive,

(b) The time constant of the re-distribution process, which is constant
and independent of the closed loop gain and the wire current response.
The gain Influences the current rise time and the time constant of
the mean change in local temperature all along the wire, but not the
re-distributi on.
Figure 118 illustrates how the two processes affect the changes in
local wire temperature.

It is difficult to illustrate this in the

computed responses, since when the two timescales are significantly
different the magnitude of the change in mean temperature becomes negligible
in comparison with the re-distribution.

Thus, the computed results are

either dominated by the re-distribution (e.g. at high gmn,

= l/lOO),

or else the time scale of the two processes is similar and gives rise to
the more complicated response patterns (as seen for

^ ^
3

dl E

).

3

Ultimately, at very low gain, the mean temperature change will completely
outweigh the re-distribution effect as best illustrated in figure 117(b),
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where the

sign

of the change in temperature is influenced by the balance

of the t w procesees.

Figure 11? shovs that the redistribution ha, a

stronger influence near to the end of the wire, as it is still dominant
.
dLR
iO/_
= /5 , whilst overall downward change in temperature is
dominant at this gain at the other parts of the wire considered.
A comparison was also made to ensure that the responses to positive
and negative heat transfer steps were

similar.

Figure 119 shows the

voltage responses for the two opposite step changes in cooling, from which
it can be seen that the downward response has a slightly longer time constant
of 28 mlcroseoonda, compared with 22 microseconds for the upward response.

This difference is most likely due to the fact that the negative step is
being forced by a lower final heat transfer rate, the internal changes
being equal and opposite.
The tendency for relationship between the time constant and the
closed loop gain to deviate from the proportional law, eo aa to give

shorter time constants when the re-distribution time is nearly equal to
the current response time, can be explained in terms of the interaction
which will then occur.
.

If the re-distribution process takes place more

then the %nd conduction from the wire, being larger for the re-

distributed profile, leads to an increased cooling of the wire compared
with that due solely to the convective cooling.

This increased cooling

will decrease the response time by causing a more rapid fall in average
temperature.
It can be concluded that the small overall changes in wire temperature,
required to alter its resistance and drive the amplifier, take place
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completely independently of the re-dlBtriWtlon of temperature in the
wire.

The timescalea of the two effects can be separated, the re-distri-

butions having a time constant of about 140 microseconds for the 2mm, 15-*.
wires used here, whilst the time constant of the wire current is closely
related to the closed loop gain (
Inertia.

)

and the wire thermal

There is no suggestion that the two processes interact to give

oscillating currents in the wire, and the only mutual influence appears
to be a slight modification of the gain/time constant relationship when
the timescales become similar, although the response is still of first
order type.

The re-distribution time constant is more similar to that

predicted on the basis of diffusion by conduction in the wire than the
response time of the wire current, although equation (4.2) gives 0,44
millisec coupared with the computed value of 0.14 millisec, and clearly
is very much over simplified.
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4(il) Closed LOOT) Response Bouations of Hot Wire Anemometers.
(a) Steady State Feedback Effects.
In considering the closed loop response it is first necessary to
put down the equation which describe the operation of a hot wire in a
Wheatstone bridge circuit in conjunction with a high gain amplifier.
The operation of the feedback system relies on the small changes in wire
resistance to provide driving signals for the amplifier when the cooling
rate is altered.

In this way the wire is maintained at nearly constant

resistance, although it is impossible to elimate completely the small
changes in resistance.

Thermal inertia is introduced into the loop by

the energy involved with a changing wire average temperature» and it was
shown in section 4(i) how the response depended directly upon the magnitude
of the overall resistance' changes Represented by a closed loop feedback
gain parameter (

).

The closed loop system is illustrated in figure 120, and by considering
an initial and final equilibrium the closed loop gain parameter can be
determined.

A similar type of analysis has been carried out by Janssen

(109), in a slightly different form.

Using Kirchoff's laws we have the
/

voltages before (B and e) and after (E + & E,
e
«V

EJ
3

ic ) related by
\

^

C

^^

\

(4.18)

The amplifier gain gives
J E, = G , c$e

(4.19)
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By combining these three equations and eliminating the bridge voltage
change (
change by

S Rw

), we can relate the resistance change to the wire voltage

=

^ E

Prom this we can see that the magnitude of the resistance change
which takes place during a step response depends not only upon the amplifier
gain, but also upon the initial bridge out of balance voltage (e), or
its mean value if small fluctuations are considered.

Also it is seen

that a limited stable range of operation of the bridge is defined, if a
stability criterion is specified that an increase in wire voltage (i.e.
cooling) must be associated with a decrease in wire resistance.
stability

ThA is, tor

For the anemometers used it is possible to adjust the position of
the bridge balance by controlling the electronic amplifier so that it
gives some current output with zero feedback voltage.

This amounts to

biasing the amplifier (in the case of an operational type with high gain)
with some variable input signal other than the feedback signal, so that •
a voltage output different from (ft, € ) is obtaineft.

By changing the

biasing input to the power amplifier it is possible for the circuit to
have a series of stable states, each with different values of the parameter
/ I _ e
\
" "Efr

In the amplifier circuit designed by Davies and Fisher (53)

which was used for most of the present experimental work the bridge balance

i
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and stability are controlled by tire 100potentiometer (see figure 15?)
which can be used to make the system stable with the wire current in either
direction.

This results in a change in the above criterion (4.2l) to

^ ~^

>

depending upon the current direction.

In practise

this means that in one direction the bridge balance passes through a zero
value before the stability limit is reached, whilst in the other direction
the bridge balance does not reach the zero position.

By measuring the

value of the stability limit in terms of the ratio it is possible to check
on the value of the amplifier gain (here about 200 = G^).
Craft (130) has considered the circuit stability in terms of the
amplification of noise around the loop, and finds a sharp increase in the
noise level as the stability limit defined above is ^proached.

He also

considers the effect of a non linear amplifier characteristic, replacing
equation (4.19) by

^
(^\6e

(4.22)

Application of the analysis set out above using this alternative
form of the amplifier characteristic gives the result

xfJ-

-

riR.tRjio, - —

- i - 1

o R w •= "

(4.23)
I

where only the first terms in the expansion of the factor _
C, G& 6%
by a binomial series have been included. Thus, the modification to the
stability is seen to be related to the magnitude of the current fluctation,or
(

^ , and one could use this relationship to determine the magnitude of
the change in wire voltage required to de-stabilize the hot wire anemometer
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virtue of its curved characteristic.

Work carried out in conjunction

with Craft showed that for the amplifiers used in this work, the curvature
'

;

of the amplifier characteristic wai very small (less than 1^) and has
been neglected in the following work.
Some further simplification of the equations is possible if we
assume (

^E. ) i® small giving
o w.
R

if it . is also assumed that

c
E,

R*

b-K

"
6w

F./
E/

(4,24)

Rx =

Equation (4.24) shows how the thermal inertia of the closed loop,
which is directly related to (

)» is dependent upon the balance

position at viiich the bridge is being operated.

For large out of balances

the amplifier gain is not significant, whilst the damping can be reduced
by making (

p) and ( V|f., ) approximately equal.

Potentially it would

seem that very low thermal inertia effects could be achieved in this way,
with very fast response times.

(b) Rynamic Response of the Closed Loon Anemometer.
The analysis carried out in section.4(i) has shown that the thermal
response of the hot wire can be adequately described in terms of the
small changes in wire average temperature and that, except for very slow
responses, no coupling exists between the re-distribution of temperature
in the wire and the current response to a step change in the cooling rate.
Therefore the unsteady thermal behaviour of the wire can be written in
terms of,the average overall energy balance equation, taking into account
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the energy absorbed in the wire due to its changing average temperature.
The energy balance equation is

where

,

ft.V

' 11.10
The equation can be simplified by introducing appropriate constants K,
C and H, and neglecting variations in these, giving
Rw

-

M I

K -|. c(

By putting E - I R w

^ w \
A

^

(4.26)

and noting that only small fluctuations

occur in the resistance we can substitute, using
cJRw =

-

^

^

&

~"i}

*• o

(4.27)

(from equation 4.24),
to obtain from (4.26), for small perturbation in current only ,
and neglecting terms of order (l') ,
f,

Tk

^ (Rw-R.)

^

In this equation

(4.28)

W (fc) denotes the time dependent part of the

forcing function in the response, the cooling rate term

= V4o * W (t) ,

The mean energy balance equation in steady state has been subtracted
from equation (4.26) to obtain this result, the mean equation being
U
Lft* R

_ Ho
U
-

I K^

(4.29)
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It is easily seen that the predicted hot wire response from equation
(4.28) is that of a single time constant type of system,
l'"
uKif ( ^ ^ m
een.^VA«\t , a,r\ ek
where excitation is introduced through the cooling terms.

(4.30)
It is found

in the ezperimaital work of section 4(iii) that a second order type of
response is measured in practise, so that equation (4.28) cannot be
representative of the real system, although it could explain the nature
of the damping of the second order response, as discussed later.

(c) Effect of Time Ccmstants in the Blectfnni<;^ |pplifier.
Freymuth (ll4) has investigated the response of the hot wire anemometer
and also noted that higher order responses than first order could occur,
his work being similar to that of parts of section 4(iii).

He recognised

that the response could be of third order type, when inductive compensation
was introduced into the Vheatstone bridge, and attributed both the second
and third order derivative terms to the performance of the electronic
amplifier. ,It is fairly simple to introduce the effects of time constants
in the amplifier into the analysis of the closed loop response, as the
working can proceed exactly as in section 4(ii)(b) except that the amplifier
gain G, is replaced by its transfer function.

Following Preymuth and

assuming that there are two time constants involved, we have

It should be noted that the two time constants

and

are

functions of the electronic amplifier, and would only alter in practise,
if the amplifier unit (not the hot wire or Wheatstone bridge) is altered.
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It was found during the experimental work that similar responses were
obtained for considerably differing amplifier designs, the first type
being that used by Davies and Fisher.

This has the hot wire and

Wheatstone bridge between the power output stages of a long tail pair
system, much larger currents flowing through the load resistors for each
side of the amplifier than the small difference current passed through
the bridge.

The second type of amplifier used is more economic in

power consumption and, as designed by Wold, it has the hot wire bridge
acting as the load for a single sided transistor amplifier.

This type

of amplifier was constructed using qoite different transistors from the
first.

Therefore, if the second order response were due to the amplifier

some differences would have been expected between the two types.

It

thus appeared unlikely that the limitations to the hot wire response
were caused by the electronic amplifier, this conclusion being further
supported by the fact that the frequency response of the amplifiers used
was measured (with passive loads and no feedback) to be well above
1 M.cycle/sec. compared with a typical hot wire oscillation measured at
about 40 k.cycle/sec.
It is fairly simple to write down the response equation with delays
, in the amplifier as indicated above, to obtain from equation (4.3l) and
(4.28)
I

^

^ I a-crwtA £ i ' ^
\ K, L* /
+

1

I©

' Eg]

R L -= U'lbJtftw-Ro)
• (4.32)
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This is the equation used by Preymuth, who did not show in fact how
the terms involved the wire properties and the amplifier time constants
together.

Until the second and first order terms are adjusted so as

to be small, the third order term is found in practise to be negligible
and the loop responds as a second order system.

We could therefore

represent the natural frequency of the second order oscillation in terms
of the amplifier time constmt by
w

-

E." K.

®

f
\

• ft*" J

(4.33)

where the material properties arise from the constant C in the 2nd
order term in equation (4.32).
It can be seen that this equation predicts that the natural frequency
is proportional to the wire current, the remaining terms being constant
for a given wire and amplifier.

Figure 155 illustrates a set of

experimental results for the variation of frequency with wire current.
Even allowing for some ea^erimental scatter the relationship is not a
simple linear one passing through the adgin as would be suggested by
equaticm (4.33).

For the case of a 2mm wire, of 5 microns in diameter

(tungsten) with a current of 75 milliamp and a natural frequency of 44 k/c
the amplifier time constant calculated on the basis of equation (4.33) is
185 microseconds, taking the gain ( K, ) as 250.

As the relationship

of natural frequency and current is not linear, rather higher values of
*ould be calculated at the lower wire currents.
All of the above factors suggest that to explain the observed
resonance of the hot wire anemometer in terms of the amplifier time constant
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is 'not reasonable, since firstly the variation of natural frequency with
current does not *bey a linear relationship, secondly the required time
constant in the electronic amplifier calculated on the basis of equation
(4»33) is unrealistically large and thirdly different amplifiers gave
similar performance.

(d) Inductance associated with the Hot Wire.
The inductance of a circuit depends upon the size of the conductors
which comprise the circuit, as well as the geometry of the current path,
a typical relationship for a single turn circle of wire being
L = 82(28.9 Log^o (®Xr) + 4.U) X lO"® Henries

(4.34)

where ag = circle radius (cm) r = wire radius (cm).
If we consider the case of a 5 microi diameter wire forming a 1 cm
circle, this would have an inductance of around 1 microhenry.

The

inductance is not too sensitive to wire diameter, by virtue of the
logarithmic form in which it is introduced.

The following analysis

shows how inductance in the hot wire arm of the Wheatstone bridge circuit
influences the response, which becomes second order.
The inductance in sqries with the wire can be considered most simply
by ascribing an impedance (z) to the hot wire.
«

That is
•

E ^ u Rw ^

= Ltltv, 4

.L

(4.35)

The feedback system willrowoperate so that the impedance of the
hot wire is maintained at the required value, rather than the wire
resistance (Rw) alone.

The governing equation for the amplifier and^
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Wheatstone bridge can thus be written
(4.36)

where <$Z denotes a perturbation in the impedance from the steady value.
This gives:G-

c dt

VAt /
(4.37)

For cases where the current fluctuation is small, the last term in this
equation can be neglected since
• I

f

=

o

I t . )

ac,
Thus, by neglecting this term, and re-arranging equation (4.37) we
have
cARw I
17 =

I Al'
L
Tt - r

AU'

,

Substituting this into equation (425) for the wire thermal equilibrium
I

we obtain the response equation for a hot wire with series inductance
(1),
|G_L\.

»Lai.Rw) i' = H'(b)(c„-Bo)

\ L p / , dlt^

(4.40)'

VC'/ d t

The natural frequency for this system is given by

ur"* - ^ l l Rw
CL

a ipUw ( 10^/.
"

L

[ 21") c/>j, .

1
)

(4.41)

It can be seen from this that the natural frequency is proportional
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to the square root of the mean power dissipation " , that is
w©

^

Lo

(4.42)

if the wire properties and inductance are unaltered.

A set of experi-

mental results is shown at figure 156, and it is seen that the relationship between frequency and

L *|

is not exactly a linear relation-

ship, but is more nearly so than was the relation between frequency and
the wire current in figure 155.

If we consider the absolute magnitude

of the terms in equation(4.41), the particular case of a 15.7

wire,

2mm long and with a current of 75mA and natural frequency of 4.4kc/8ec,
it is calculated that the inductance in the probe is 2.2 microhenries.
The measurements of the influence of additional inductance in series with
the hot wire showed (see section 4(iii)) the hot wire to be equivalent
to 25 turns of wire on the coil former used, which is also estimated to
have an inductance of 2,2 microhenries. ^ Hence it is seen that the
measured natural frequencies are in moderate agreement with the assumption
that the hot wire probe has an inherent inductance of about 2 microhenries.

The details of the experimental measurements and a fuller set

of tests are reported in section 4(iii).
The damping of the system can be expressed in terms of the fatio of
damping to critical dangling, the usual form of the.second order response
being (Davies (l3l))
^

^

^
Rrom this equation and equation (4.40), the damping ratio(jr) is
given by

(4.43)
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1131 Wo Pit

A"- f X

-V ± 1
" E»)

^

(4.44)
The - sign being taken according to the sign convention for (e) and (e).
This equation can be differentiated to give
. -L
3c

(".ItV

(4.45)

4 31/»!,?) l«,

This is the basis for the comparison of the damping results with the
theoiy, as the rate of change of damping with bridge balance voltage
(See section 4(iii) where the measurements are reported) can be measured
experimentally.

(e) Combined Effect of iaplifier Time Constants and Wire Inductance.
The terms introduced in.the preceeding discussion to describe the
(
effects of the amplifier response and the wire inductance can be combined
to give the response equation when both effects are taken into 'account.
Taking equation (4»40) together with the amplifier equation (4.3l) we
have
14 C Rw <

\ AH'

I

;

—

( 4 CfewT.

" V - 1 ^

4- ^2 L-o ^w)

CU\

"

T J

•= H (t){^Rw ^o}

^

"

A-CBv, (J. .

U
^

V&t
(4.46)

This equation shows that* the amplifier first order time constant (T,)
makes an extra contribution to the 2nd order term, whilst the second order
term in the amplifier still only raises the system to 3rd order type, as
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was also the case in equation (4.32).

It will be seen that the response

of the conpensated hot wire reported in section 4(iii) meets a 4th order
limitation yten the second order inductance term is compensated by an
inductance on the 15 ^ arm of the Wheatstone bridge circuit.

However

this need not necessarily imply that equation (4*46) is the correct
description of the syptem as regards the third order term, as it is
possible that losses in the compensating inductance could also give higher
order terms by making L appear complex itself,

(f)

pvptftm damning with wire cooling.

The dampirg ratio (j) as given by equation (4.44) is seen to be
dependent upon the wire cooling, that is the mean current in the wire.
For a practical system this implies that it will be necessary to set up
the optimum response in th^ actual flow considered, unless some adaptive
control is incorporated.

By substituting in equation (4.44) for the

natural frequency, the damping ratio can be written

i

(4.44,)

If we consider the operation of a linear amplifier ifith a standing
output for zero input, as would be the case for the types needed to stabilize
the feedback circuit, the parameter (
spective of the amplifier output voltage.

Gr e ) remains constant irreThis parameter represents a

constant offset from the operating line to the amplifier gain slope passing
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through the origin (E = 0, e

O).

Thus equation (4.44a) shows that

to maintain a constant damping ratio for fluctuating mean cooling rates
the amplifier needs to be controlled such that
(E.tG.O

y

.

Such an equation can form the basis for a slow response adaptive
control feedback made to give the system a response with constant damping
ratio when the mean speed over the wire alters, although the natural
frequency of the system will still vary with speed according to equation
(4.41).

The adaptive control would act so as to vary a bias input to

the electronic amplifier.
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iiiijJ Experimental Measurements of theflt«»Responae of the Hot Wire
MsmsslsL'

It has been common practice to measure the transient response of
the hot wire anemometer by injecting small disturbing voltages into the
electronic arq^l^ifier.

These cause changes in the operating resistance

of the vire,which are snail in comparison with the total resistance (say
about 0,1^),

The method has been critised on the grounds that it causes

a small shift in the wire temperature distribution, either up or down
I

depending upon the imposed disturbing signal, which has the same sign all
along the wire,

A step change applied through the rate of cooling will

give rise to a small wire resistance change, according to equation (4.25^,
but will Ell so give rise to a re-distribution of temperature of comparable
size.

The analysis of section 4(i) has shown how the system responds

theoretically, the re-distribution taking place independently of the
heating current response with a time constant of about 140 microseconds
for the wire considered, irrespective of the system gain.

Slight evidence

of interaction was found when the response times of the heating current
and of the re-distribution were similar, but thare was no indication that "
the re-distribution gave rise to oscillatory second order responses.
The experimental measurements of the dynamic response which are described
in this section were made firstly to confirm the theoretical predictions
concerning the transient behaviour of the hot wire element and secondly
to investigate the practical limitations on the anaaometer response.
The experimental work was carried out in a small 2" shock tube using
compressed air to drive the shook wave into gtatic air at atmospheric
(

pressure.

The following sections describe the special equipment that

was built to make these tests, the flow measurements behind the shock wave
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I

I

during the equilibrium that is established after the transient step, and
»

*

finally the behaviour of the hot wire system with different wires and
operating oonditiona.
(a) Shook Tube Equipment - Diaphrainn Bursting Devloe.
The shock tube used was of circular cross section and was originally
built by Dwyer (132).

In adapting it to carry out measurements with

hot wires the first modification needed was in the diaphragm bursting
technique.

Dwyer used a hand operated needle to break the diaphragm

when the driving pressure had been set up as required.

Both this method

and the double diaphragm technique enable the bursting pressure to be
controlled accurately, but inevitably lead to the particles of the broken
diaphragm being blown along the tube, approximately at the contact surface.
For the testing of hot wires it is desirable to avoid releasing the remains
of the broken diaphragm into the flow, as these very quidcly damage the
wires, usually breaking the wire completely.

The problem can be overcome

if the diaphragm is brokm in a radially segmented pattern, so that each
segment is held in place at the circumference, and is yet free to fold
back out of the flow.

Two suggestions for doing this were considered;

firstly a cutting device which could be rapidly driven through the diaphragm,
and secondly a ^stem of heated wires behind the diaphragm, causing it to
break when the wires were heated.

The second method was considerably

sinqjler mechanically and gives very little obstruction inside the tube if
the wires are thin, and so the cutting method was not developed,
Mellnex film (obtainable from I.C.I, Plastics) was used for the
diaphragms, as it is more flexible than cellophane and less likely to
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shatter into small pieces.

The thinnest available was 0".00025 thick,

a range of thicker film being available enabling the film to be selected
to sait the diaphragm pressure differential.

The heating wires were made

from 22 gauge Nichrome, as they were required to be sufficiently strong
to withstand the load imposed by the diaphragm which took up a domed shape
inside the tube, resting quite heavily on the wires (At a driving .pressure
of 40 Ib/in^ gauge, a total load of about 160 lb is exerted on the diaphragm,
and is borne around its periphery and by the nlchrome wires).

The wires

were mounted in an insulating block of Tufnol (see figures 121 and 122),
and was constructed so that the nichrome wires passed throu^ the tufnol
inside steel lining tubes to avoid damaging the block mechanically and
thermally.

Three wires were mounted across the tube, set mutually at

angles of 60°, and clamped to two electrical buss-bars after passing through
the block, these being set in araldite in the block.

It was possible to

renew the nichrcme wires easily by the use of a clamp mounting for each,
a fairly essential design feature as the wires stretched and were renewed
after a few hundred bursts.

The circular tufnol block was itself mounted

inside a mild steel ring, designed to be mounted between the existing flanges
of the shook tube.

The steel lined holes in the tufnol block were

inclined at a slight angle in an axial direction along the shook tube
(i.e. out of the plane at right angles to the tube axis) so that at the inner
end, where the wires passed out of the block to be stretched across the
schock tube, the holes emerged close to one of the end faces of the tufnol
block, against which the diaphragm was clamped.

In this way the diaphragm

under load rested in contact with th^ nichrom^ wires almost right up to
the wall of the shook tube (the loaded diaphragm took up a domed shej>e
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penetrating inside the trfnol section of the shock tube - Wee figure 122).
For operating at low pressure differentials it was found useful to stretch
the diaphragm by over loading it at a larger pressure differential, thus
bringing it into better contact with the nichroma wires and giving better
segmenting in the resulting burst.

This was particularly necessary if

the nichrome wires had themselves been deformed into a domed shape by
repeated loadings applied to them.
It was found that by using the full 12 volts of a car starting
battery across the wires (total length of each is about 4 inches), they
were heated rapidly and gave a much more uniform burst than if a lower
heating current were applied.

Low heating currents often resulted in

a localised fracture of the diaphragm, with only one or two segments
opening out properly.

The current level required is around 10 amps in

each wire, and if this current level were maintained for more than a few
seconds the wires would bum out.

Manual switching of the battery to

the bursting device was found to be inconsistent, it being easy to ,
accidentally bum out the wires if other parts of the experiment were
being monitored at the same time.

A time switch was constructed to

apply a short pulse current, of up to 5 seconds duration* to the wires.
The circuit of this is shown in figure 122(a), and consists of a discharging set of capacitors driving a small electrical relay switch, the
decay time being set by a variable resistance in parallel with the relay.
The relay switch operated the current supply to an ordinary car starter
solenoid, which in turn switched the .large heating current from the battery
to the nlchrome wires,

A time delay of about 4 second was found adequate

to give a clean break, although the use of a larger current through the
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heated wires for a shorter time would enable any remaining uneveness in
the bursting to be overcome.

The present circuit was found adequate

down to about 5 lb/ins diaphragm differential pressure with a 12 volt
potential across the heater wires, and this was accepted as a faster
operating relay would have been required if a shorter current pulse were
to be used.
This method of bursting melinex diaphragms enabled clean bursts to
be obtained between pressures of 5 Ib/in^ and 15 Ib/in^ using the 0",00025
2

2

thick melinex, 12 lb/in and 30 lb/in using 0".0005 thickness melinex
p
p
and between 25 lb/in and 40 lb/in using a double layer of the 0".0005
film,

A safety factor of about two exists between the maximum pressures

quoted ahd the pressure at which the diaphragm would fall under load, the
latter being considerably increased by the presence of the nichrome wires.
The bursts were very consistent and neat, except for the occasional case
at the lower pressure differentials when the diaphragm did not break
along all the segment divisions.

Only occasional small pieces of the

diaphragm broke away, the main six segments being held firmly arojind
their circumference, and breakage of the hot wires was quite rare below
driving pressure differentials of 35 lb/in .

This method of bursting

diaphragms would appear to have a range of applications, especially when
it is preferable not to release particles into the tube.

The only

restriction on its use would be cases where combustible gases are used.
The efficiency of the technique in driving the shock tube can be
considered by conqoaring the theoretical speed of the shock wave, calculated from the driving and driven pressures, with the values measured in
practise.

(The measuring method and the theory are given further on in
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this description of the experimental work).

The comparison is illustrated

in figure 123, which shows how the measured i>ave speeds are rather less
than the theoretical speeds.

The spread of the results increases at the

lower shock wave strengths, and it would seem most likely that this is
caused by the imperfections involved in individual bursts, which become
more significant at lower diaphragm pressure differentials.

If a

particularly bad burst had occurred this was often evident in the resulting
hot wire response.

Figure 124 shows an extreme case when only two of

the six segments opened out properly.
Oscilloscope Triggering.
It is possible to record the response of the hot wire to a step
change in cooling, when the shock wave passes over the wire itself, by .
triggering the oscilloscope time base from the hot wire signal.

This

inevitably misses the first part of the wire response according to the
trigger level setting, and so a second hot wire was mounted upstream of
the test wire (by about 10 inches) and its output used as a trigger
signal.

If a fast sweep rate is used to examine the response in detail

some form of trigger delay is required so that the sweep is initiated
just before the shock wave arrives at the test wire (typically>about 20
microseconds before, idien resonances around 50 kc/sec are being observed).
Initially the existing valve amplifiers and spark delay units, developed
for use with the Gun Tunnel equipment, were tised, a single amplifier and
spark delay unit being required,

A voltage gain of about 90 was used

on the amplifier so that the amplified signal woiAd trigger the delay unit.
Owing to the permanent installation of this equipment in the laboratory
long connecting leads had to be used and interference from other sources
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became excessive (e.g. a nearby lift installation) causing erroneous
trigger signals to occur.

Accordingly, a transistorized trigger delay

unit was built, enabling trigger level controls to be incorporated and
eliminating the need for voltage amplification, as the hot wire signals
were now compatible with the signals required for the delay unit.
circuit diagram, designed by Wold, is shown at figure 125.

The

The unit

consists of a low gain differential amplifier stage driving a primary
bistable circuit, incorporating a bias control to set up the trigger
'

level.

This first bistable provides an uddelayed output, and also activates

a second bistable circuit which activates an indicator lamp'and acts as
the re-set unit by means of the switch shown.

The output frdm the

second bistable acts as a switch for a constant current transistor circuit
which charges up a capacitor through a resistor, the values of these
elements determining the rise rate of the voltage output which is a simple
ramp function, until the capacitor in use is fully charged.

The output

from the voltage ramp generator is fed to a final bistable circuit which
changes state at different positions along the ramp (depending on the bias
input applied to the circuit as well as the voltage ramp).

Delayed

outputs are taken from this last stage, the time delay being variable by
the final bistable bias input potentiometer (a 10 turn helical potentiometer was used for this).

The total range of delay obtainable was

selected by trimming the resistors on the sets of resistor-capacitor
combinations used to generate the voltage ramp.

Pull scale ranges of

5 milliseconds, 1 milliseicond and 500 microseconds were used here.

All

the outputs were a.c. coupled, the circuits having a time constant of
about 150 microseconds on the decaying section of the output spikes.
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Measuranent of Shock Speed.
J

Although it is possible to estimate the conditions behind the incident
shook wave from the diaphragm pressure ratio before firing the shock tube,
uncertainties as to the wave strength of the shock are caused by the
diaphragm burst as indicated in figure 123.

The most straightforward

way of overcoming this is to measure the wavespeed for all the experiments,
and not make use of the values of the diaphragm pressure except as a
guide for operating the tube.
For the present work, wave speed measurements were made using two
hot wires placed 1 ft 9*3 inches apart, with the wire under test mounted
half way between thes two.

The timing wires were mounted so as to be

only 0,5 cm from the wall of the shock tube, there being no evidence that
significantly changing curvatures would be found in the wave passing along
the tube, or indeed that any curvature would exist at all so as to cause
erroneous speed measurements.

The work of Dwyer (132) demonstrated that

the shock wave becomes plane and steep fronted within about 10 diameters
of the diphragm, for similar operating conditions.
•

In this way the

i

disturbing effect of the hfet wire mountings on the shock tube performance
was minimised, although in practice it was "not possible to detect any
marked effect of the position of the timing wires in the shock tube.
A trial calibration of the timing system, which consisted of two
hot wires and amplifiers connected to a Racal Chronometer by two variable
gain voltage amplifiers, was carried out with the pair of wires on a
single four support probe.

This pair was arranged so that the wires

were parallel with one another and about 0".23 inches apartj

This

double wire probe was mounted in the open end of the shock tube and yawed
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in such a manner that the axial separation of the two wires varies with
the yaw angle.

In this way the timing circuit could be checked with

only short delays, less than 20 microseconds^ and the zero errors of the
method examined.

A driver pressure ratio of

10 Ib/in^ was used, from

which it was estimated that the shock wave speed would be

^

1110 ~ 20 ft/sec.

With a wire separation of 0".25, the maximum measured delay should be
16 microseconds with the wires in line behind one another.
Figure 126 illustrates the result of the timing equipment calibration,
the ideal relationship being sinusoidal between yaw angle and time delay.
The experimental data was subject to a

— 2 microsecond uncertainty, and

to this accuracy the sine law is obeyed, with the addition of a constant
to obtain the measured delays (the experimental data all lies above the
predicted relation on the basis of wire separation aid wave speed by a
constant amount of 5.5 f*-seo). During this work it was fpund that the
most significant factor in making these measurements was tihat the hot
wires had rise times of around 20 microseconds, -and that this coupled with'
the use of'level controls on the two chromometer trigger circuits to
make the measurements sensitive to the level settings.
errors of up to 30 microseconds could be introduced.

By altering these,
Thus it is important

in setting up the timing circuit to ensure that the level settings on
both the stop and start triggers are similarly adjusted, the errors then
cancelling out.

This could be done fairly easily in practise by finding

the point where the level control passed the initial steady signal level
and then backing off the same amount on each channel.
errors in the timing calibration were reduced to
figure 126 the constant error of

By doing this the

- 2 microseconds.

In

5.5 microseconds was arranged deliberately.
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by backing off the stop channel by a larger amount for this particular
experiment so that negative apparent delays did not occur when the wires
were nearly at the same axial position.
A further factor to consider in setting up the wave speed measuring
system is that that the risetime of the two hot wires is the same.
This can be varied by the bridge balance condition as described in section
I
4(ii).

Here again it was found that backing off the stability controls

on the two hot wire bridges by the same amount reduced the uncertainties
in the timing measurements to below one or two microseconds.

The general

arrangement of the experiment is shown in figure 127, whilst figure 128
shows the twin channel hot wire unit (with voltage amplifiers included),
the trigger delay unit and the Chronometer.

Flows in different Tube Configurations.
Before going on to consider the results of the dynamic response tests
in the shock tube, the flow conditidns behind the shock wave should be
considered.

The derivation of the flow velocity, temperature and

pressure behind a shock wave moving into initially static gas is well
known (see any gas dynamics text, such as Liepmann and Roshko(l33)).
The conditions behind the shook can most easily be related to the pressure
ratio across the shock wave rather than that at the diaphragm.
The following relatione wercj used:—

(4.47)
Tv

=

I ^
^

-T,

i

1^7%) ^i;

) * (

k

1
1
(4.48)
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The diaphragm pressure can also be related to the shock wave
pressure ratio,
1>
(4.49)
J a v , ( b Cy„i)+y,-^
Pi

'

The non dimensional parameters behind the shock wave are easily
specified in terms of the gas condition there and the flow velocity.

Jy, R . T ^

h>.

K i\ ^ =

where

is in Ib/in^,

(4.50)

1 A- • S S

T in °k, & in centimetres and

jLi in poise.

(For notation of suffices see figure 130, as this applies to equations
(4.47) to (4.52)^ .
The viscosity of the gas (air) is given by

47 X 10~^ poise
i- - m

(4.51)

-

Thus all the required parameters can be related to the shock wave
pressure ratio in an explicit form.

Also the shock wave speed can be

written as
_
Ms

=
ViftfTi

— [MSH

__ '

Iv.RH. ^
'.fin, <

a VX
aVv-,

(4.52)
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A simple computer programme

was written so that all the required

parameters were evaluated in terms of the shock wave pressure ratio
and the gas properties.

Figures 130 to 135 illustrate the results for

a simple air to air shock tube, from viiich it can be seen that the standard
test condition used to measure the step response, with a driver pressure
of 12 Ib/in^ gauge, corresponds to an air speed behind the shock wave of
190 ft/sec approximately.

The Reynolds number for a 5 micron wire is

*19, the Mach number is 0.14, and the gas temperature ia 305°k.

The time

for the shock to traverse the speed measuring section for this case is
1,45 milliseconds, which is in agreement with the experimental results
which generally gave values between 1,45 and 1.52.
The heat loss characteristics of the hot wire behind the primary
shock wave are illustrated in figure 134 as a function of the wave speed,
the measurements being taken from oscilloscope traces.

It would be

possible to use these results as a further set of data for forced convective
cooling, the only complication being that the gas temperature varies
according to the strength of the shock wave so that different calibrations
between wire voltage and heat transfer coefficient have to be made for
each gas temperature.

It was found difficult to make wave speed measure-

ments in the shock tube if the gas density were reduced below atmospheric
as the triggering signals were then smaller, and so that the tests were
restricted to cases with the gas initially at atmospheric pressure.
This limits the Mach Number and Reynolds number regime to virtually the
same as that of section 3 (v), and so it wasmt considered worthwhile
going through the computer calibration of these wires, as the accuracy
of the measurements made from oscilloscope .records is Inferior to that
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made in the steady state conditions with a digital voltdeter.

A

comparison between these heat loss measurements can he made on the basis
of the variation in wire voltage with Reynolds number, using the results
of figures 134 and 135»

Figure 135 shows the resulting calibrations,

and has been compared with the curve recommended by Davies (53) for a
typical

2 mm wire operated at 15-"^,

This comparison can only be

approximate since the increased gas temperatures behind the shock wave
will reduce the measured heat loss rates in the shock tube below those
- made in air at 20°o.

In fact the variations in gas temperature are

quite small (about 12°c) compared with the temperature difference between
the wire and the flow (l20°o to 270°c), although they are sufficiently
large to influence the wire voltage measurements by about 5^ (power loss
(e^) ^ Temp Difference) or less.

In view of the accuracy of making

measurements from the oscillographs, this effect would only just be
detectable.
The variation in the hot wire response to the flow behind the
secondary shock wave reflected from a sudden contraction in the tube
downstream of the wire is shown in figure 336.

The second shock wave

passes back along the tube against the flow behind the first shock wave.
(The contraction had an area ratio of 6.25 to one).

The more complicated

calculations of the theoretical flow behind this secondary reflected
shock have not been carried out as is was not the purpose here to investigate shock tube flow, but merely to provide both positive and negative
step changes in wire cooling.

The overall response of the hot wire to

these flows is shown in figure 137, which shows the conditions behind
each shock to be quite steady and that the shook is sufficiently steep

'
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fronted not' to interfere with the observation of the hot wire response,
A third arrangement of the diock tube was tried, with the intention
of superimpibBing a second positive oooling step after the first.

This

was achieved by using a contraction with an extended inlet, the hot wire
being mounted downstream of the contraction (see figure 138),

The'overall

response of this arrangemmit is shown in figure 139, and it can be seen
that the magnitude of the second step is quite small (due to the fourth
power relationship between air speed and wire voltage).

Also it occurs

quite quickly after the first step, due to the fact that as the second
shook wave is approaching the measuring position it is travelling in a
moving gas and tends to catch up with the first shock.

A third short-

coming in this particular design is that when the second shock wave arrives
at the hot wire it has not become sufficiently steep fronted.

It is

evident that an effective test arrangement would have to be modified to
cope with each of the three faults as follows;-

(a) A larger contraction

ratio is needed so as to increase the second step size,

(b) The distance

travelled by the second shock before it reaches the test station needs to
be increased so that it can steepen into a sharply defined shock wave.
Increasing the contraction ratio will also help this, as the second shook
will be stronger than at present,

(c) The two shock waves need to be

separated by a larger time delay, which can be achieved by increasing the
length of the extension of the small diameter tube upstream into the
larger tube.

Allowance for the modification in the distance between the

contraction and the measuring section will also have to be made, as the
two waves will move-closer together as they travel further along the tube.
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The work had progressed far enough to show that the hot wire response
was identical for both positive and negative cooling steps, as well as by
electrical perturbation methods (described below), when the limitations
on the performance of this last shock tube arrangement were met.

It

was not thought worthwhile constructing an improved version although the
requirements for this have now been outlined.

(c)

Transient Response Measurements in the Shock Tube.

Figure 137 illustrates the overall type of response obtained in the
shook tube with a sudden contraction downstream of the wire.

The steady

mean flow behind the two shock waves (incident from the diaphragm and
reflected back along the tube from the contraction) is indicated by the
two steady signal levels.

In this response the oscilloscope was triggered

with no delay by the upstream wire.

The oscillatory response of the

anemometer to both step changes can be seen? and it appears that the
steady state signal has some interference effects as the signals are not
perfectly smooth.

The disturbances are relatively small in relation to

the magnitude of the step change.

The system invariably behaved with

second order characteristics, the damping being controlled by the balance
state of the Wheitstone bridge.

(This was controlled by feeding

appropriate bias voltages to the input of the electronic amplifier, in
the particular case of the amplifier developed by Davies and Fisher this
being controlled by adjusting the 100-**- potentiometer).

As far as the

shock tube performance was concerned the shock waves in this configuration
were adequately steep, unless a poor diaphragm burst occurred.

The

•
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wire response time was typically around ' 50

sec, which is equivalent

to the time taken for the shock wave to travel 0".35 along the tube or
5
a distance of 10

mean free paths, so the shock will be effectively very

steep (lO^ mean free paths is equivalent to ^out lo' wire diameters).
The two extreme types of the second order response are shown in
figure 140, the only alteration made between the two tests being the
balance state of the Wheatstone bridge.

This has modified the damping.

A series of experiments was then carried out to see how the natural
frequency and damping of the oscillatory response were influenced by
the use of different hot wires (i.e. length, diameter and operating
i

resistance) and for different balance conditions of the bridge for a
selection of these oases.

The same hot wire amplifier, of the long tail

pair type of Davies and Fisher, was used in all the experiments with an
identical piece of coaxial lead 6" long between the jack plug on the
amplifier and the twin conductor probes (each probe was about 5" long,
although this varied by about — l^-" in extreme cases).

As the system

was known to be sensitive to the inductance of the hot wire arm of the
Wheatstone bridge, the connections and arrangement of the bridge Immediately
next to the shock tube hot wire mounting were not altered at all, so that
the contributions of the electrical circuit would at least remain constant.
The elements of the hot wire bridge were made of carbon (non inductive)
resistors, of the solid rod type rather than the spiral type, and were
mounted on the part of the circuit board close to the output socket
(about 1" away, as seen in figure 141 ^diere the three elements, between
the small transistors|and the front panel with the sockets, are the bridge
elements).

The simple experiment of removing the three arms of the
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bridge and the hot wire away from the rest of the electronic amplifier,
and making four connections between the two parts of the system, showed
that the electronic amplifier and its connections were not sensitive at
all to lead inductance (at least, not the magnitudes of inductance which
influenced the bridge behaviour), the significant factor being the small
inductive unbalance between the hot wire limb and the 15-ft- resistor limb
of the feedback bridge system.

Even when the three arms were mounted

close to the hot wire itself, by using miniature elements mounted on a
four conductor hot wire probe in the flow behind the wire, the second
order response waa^still obtained, lowing that a large proportion of the
inductance originated from the hot wire itself.

It is, however, easy

to show that loose connecting leads of any length (say 1 ft or more)
modify the inductance of the hot wire arm, so that the resonant frequency
is noticably changed.

Therefore all the contributions of the leads and

wire to the inductance should be considered in a practical case, a 6 ft
length of connecting coaxial lead increasing the inductance by a factor
of two.
It had been suggested that the presence of thermoelectric junction
in the bridge circuit could also influence the behaviour of the system,
which is very much influenced by the relatively small difference in
voltage across the bridge fed back to the amplifier.

The most active

thermoelectric junctions in the circuit are the two nickel copper junctions
formed at the ends of ihe wire supports where the hot wire is soldered
in place, end two similar ones at the other end of the supports where
the wire is usually connected by copper leads to the amplifier and bridge.
THE significance of this effect was easily shown to be small by using a
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hot wire mounted on copper supports, which still responded as a second
order system a similar natural frequency similar to wires mounted on
nickel supports.
The influence of the electronic amplifier was not significant, as
several different types designed by Wold in addition to that of Davies
and Pisher were tested and found to give similar performances.

Checks

of the response of the amplifier with passive loads showed them to have
a frequency response extending to a few megacycles per second without
attenuation in the case of Davies and Fisher's design, and to a higher
frequency for some of the designs by Wold.

On a practical basis, the

second order response was thus isolated from the performance of the
electronics (see also the discussion in section 4(ii)(c)).
Further tests were carried out with capacitors placed in parallel
;d.th the hot wire, but it was found that several hundred picofarads
could be connected in this way without affecting the system behaviour.
Measurements with a capacitance bridge showed the capacitance of the
probe and leads was less than ten.picofarads, and the effects of capacitance associated with the wire have not been considered further.
The measurements of the natural frequency for five micron diameter
wires are shown in figure 142, the equilibrium conditions before and
after the incident shock wave corresponding to these results being shown
in figure 145.

Throughout these tests a constant shock strength was

maintained approximately by setting the driver pressure at

12 Ib/in^

gauge, with the hot wire initially in static air at atmospheric pressure.
It was found that the results were not significantly affected by the
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small variations in shock strength that arose as described in sections
(a) and (b) above.

It can be seen from the results of Figure 142 that

the natural frequency increases with increasing heat generation in the
wire, the results showing a curvature consistent with the square root
relation:

ur

^

(4.53)

the other parameters in equation 4.41 being constant along each curve.
The results of tests on wires of similar length but differing
diameters are shovm In figures 144 and 145.

Both sets of wires used

(i.e. the constant length and constant diameter sets) were selected on
the basis of the heat loss rates in static air as set out in section 3 ( i ) »
the condition of acceptance being relaxed from 29? to 6^ of the wire
voltage tot these tests.

Using equation 4.41 it is possible to calculate

the apparent inductance of each probe, the results of this work being
shown in Tables 4/5.

Bearing in mind the limited acurracy of measuring

the wire voltages behind the shock wave from the oscilloscope traces
(i 10 mV) some scatter is expected, but the deviations of - 25^ in the
calculated values of inductance from the mean for each probe are quite
considerable, no obvious trends in this being apparent except in the
case of the shortest

5 micron wire where steady decrease is observed

as the resistance is lowered.

In the dbsence of any clear trends it

must be concluded that the deviations from the mean value are caused
simply by experimental scatter, which is large and needs further consideration.

TABLE 4
Tranaient Response of 5 micron Wires
Wire
Wire
Voltage
Resistance
fr%
L
L
Length Before Shock After Shock Change 1 •Tk.)
Kcyc/sec ( / U H ) Average
Cm

0.88

1.81

0.93

24.1

63.7

1.2

0.26

0.47

0.21

16.0

16.7

1.77

0.435

0.92

0.48

18.0

30.0

1.87

0.60

1.27

0.67

20.0

42.0

1.63

0.745

1.57

0.82

22.0

53.0

1.47

0.60

1.17

0.57

15.7

44.0

1.6

0.21

0.36

0.15

10.5

13.0

2.62

0.29

0.55

0.26

11.5

20.5

2.23

0.37

0.72

0.35

12.5

27.0

2.03

0.445 ,

0.88

0.44

13.5

33.0

1.88

0.617

1.13

0.51

14.5

38.0

2.21

0.642

1.08

0.44

11.5

42.5

2.01

0.475

0.87

0.39

10.5

• 38.0

1.79

0.402

0.73

0.33

9.5

33.0

2.03

0.330

0.60

0.27

8.5

27.5

1.99

0.255

0.46

0.21

7.5

22.0

2.08

0.173

0.31

0.14

6.5

15.0

2.33

0.345

0.575

0.23

6.5

27.5

2.23

0.295

0.495

0.20

6.0

23.0

2.75

0.245

0.415

0.17

5.5

18.8

3.17

0.330

0.135

5.0

14.2
#

3.86

1.59
0.536

+
24#

2.10
+

0.20

2%

2.04

0.14

+
1^

3.02
+

0.095

0.195

N.B,

21%

Quoted inductances are calculated from the experimental

results using equation 4.41.

/

TABLE 5
Transient Response of Wires of Varying Diameter
iesistance
-m.
(kc/sec)
Before Shock After Shook Change

L

Wire Voltage

Wire

Average

0.265

0.43

0.165

15

13.5

1,61

0.360

0.60

0.240

16

22.3

1.63

0.450

0.75

0,300

17

30.5

1.27

0.550

0.88

0.350

18

38.4

1.64

0.605

0.99

0.385

19

46.2

1.04

0.424

0.5

0.26

7

11.8

1.77

0.36

0.78

0.42

8

17.7

1.18

1.29

0,29
Cm
5

0.285

0.285

21%

1.27
+

Cm
7.85
k*

+

0.47

0.93

0.46

9

22,6

1,22

0.57

1.15

0,58

10

30,2

0,94

0.30

0.62

0.32

6

9.5

2.35

0.40

0.83

0.43

6.5

12.3

2.32

0.49

1.03

0.54

7

14.6

2.33

0.57

1.21

0.74

7.5

16.8

2.27

3 1 %

2.34

Cm
9.52
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When the average inductances for each probe are considered there is,
xmexpectedly, a tendency for the apparent Inductance to decrease as the
wire length Is increased, although this effect should be seen against
the relatively large scatter of results, as the differences are by a
factor of two on the calculated inductance whilst the lengths are vairying
by a factor of four (inductanct varies between 1.59 jk H
0,536 cm wire and 3.02

for the 0.095 cm wire).

for the

It should be noted

that whilst the calculated inductances vary by factors of about two, the
measured natural frequencies lie between extremes of

6 Kc/sec and 60 Kc/sec,

representing a factor of 100 change in ( W*"), the parameter upon which
the inductance (l) is calculated.

Also, the wire voltage varies between

values of 0»3 volts and 1,6 volts, a factor of 36 being Introduced in the
measured values of

( E* ).

5 to 24 ohms, a factor of

The resistance values cover a range from
5 difference.

The changes in parameters

Just mentioned are not small and so errors involved in each could signifiI

cantly contribute to the variations in the calculated Inductance.
Against this large variation in the individual parameters in equation
4.41 the 259^ variation in the indwctance calculated for individual probes '
Is not excessive.

A further point Is that the total inductance contains

a significant contribution from the connecting leads and probe mountings,
and so the comparison of the inductance of wires mounted on different
probes will always involve some doubt.
The results of the tests on wires of differing diameters are shown
in Table 5, illustrating experiments with wires of similar length.
The ratio of the diameters considered is about 1.8 to one, which is
increased to the fourth power in equation 4.41, that is a'ratio of ten
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to one.

For the case of the largest diameter wire the calculated

inductance is remaricably constant in comparison with the tests on the
two smaller diameters which ^ o w the 25^ scatter found in the measurements with wires of varying length.

'

Thus the variations in the individual
*

parameters involved in calculating the inductance are quite large in this
second set of results as well as in the first, and the variations in the
calculated inductance should be viewed in the light of this once again.
For both sets of results the accuracy of measurement of natural frequency
is not better than 5^» a similar limitation being found in the measurement
of wire voltage from the oscilloscope.

These parameters are both squared

in calculating the inductance, and could thus account for a 20^ scatter.
It is difficult to avoid this if shock tube measurements are being used,
although greater accuracy should be possible with the electrical perturbation method.
In the measurements of the natural frequency of the system described,
the damping was set at a low value throughout by adjusting the bridge
balance so that the parameter (

is small, typical measurements

being made with a damping ratio of about 0,1,

The resistance changes

which occur^ whilst being significant as regards damping of the response,
are small in relation to the overheat ratio and so can be ignored in the
calculation of the power dissipation (generally they are less than 1^ of
the wire resistance approximately), but not of coarse in the damping term
AO

where it is the rate of change of resistance which is significant ( "Jx**
Another series of measurements was made to verify the relationship for the
damping characteristics of the system under different conditions as given
by equations

4.44

and

4.45 ,

fhe balance position was varied and the

damping ratio measured as ^function of the error voltage (e) across the

)•
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bridge.

Typical results for these tests are shown in figure 146 for

the largest and smallest wire diameter, the relationship being nearly
linear with a positive intercept on the

y

axis as predicted.

The

small negative curvature is most likely caused by variations in the
amplifier voltage gain (

G,

), as it is necessary to vary the setting

of the 100-V potentiometer and thus alter the resistances associated with
either side of ihe amplifier.

The range of travel of the potentiometer

required to control the system is quite small in relation to the total
travel (perhaps 10^ at each end) and so this effect is not large.
A similar set of dampiig measurements was carried out on wires of
different length and diameter, the slope parameter (

) in equation

4.45 being calculated from the curves relating the damping to the bridge
balance voltage.

Equation 4.45 permits a prediction of the slope ( il.

)

to be made in terms of known parameters of Uie system, and it can be^Ieen
that taking the slope of the nominal law for resistivity of ( jg;
6.0 X 10

ohm cm

) ,

the measured values of the rate of change of damping

RATIO .ITH OFFSET VOLTAGE ( , | |

) 1 . 20^ LARGER THAN PREDICTED, TAKING

the average of all the results shown.
indicated that the gradient ( ^
nominal law, and a slope of

The work of sections 3(i) and (ii)

) should be less than that of the

5.1 % lO"^ ohm cm

was recommended.

Using

this alternative value we see that the error between the measured and
PREDICTED DAMPIR* IS REDUCED TO 3*.

IN VIEW OF THE ERRORS AND UNOERTAINTIES

involved ^n all the measurements this is as good an agreement as can be
EXPECTED, AND THE RESULT CAN B E TAKEN AS ADDITIONAL CONFIRMATION OF the
PREVIOUS WORK SUGGESTING THAT THE RESISTIVITY LAW SHOULD HAV6 A LOWER SLOPE

than the nominal law put forward by Davies and Fisher.

Table 6 summarizes

TABLE 6
Damping of Transient Responses

Length
(Cm)

Diameter

Resistance

Damping slope (

) (volt*

K*

_n-

0.285

9.32

7.5

81

89

1.1 ' ^

0.285

7.85

11.57

60

90

1.5

0.290

5.13

20.8

168

121

0.72

0.20

11

10.45

188

241

1.28

0.20

tt

12.44

43

89

2.07

0.20

tl

14.44

99

122

1.23

0.14

ft

11.57

92

106

1.15

0.095

II

6.76

90

140

1.55

0.095

tt

' 5.06

132

200

1.51

0.24

fl

. 16.63

Gale

Measured

Hatio (ggZ)

Average
' Measured

\

(

\ Calculated '
o 1.21

N.B.

i

70

98

1.40 i

Damping parameters are calculated from the experimental

measurements of frequency, by equation 4.45.
are also quoted,
in equation 4.45).

Directly measured slopes

(Nominal properties of pure tungsten have been used

'
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the measurements made of damping with various wires.

(d) Measurements of Response with Oompenaating Inductors.
Hand wound inductors of the type shown in figure 147(a) were used
to investigate the possibility of accurately compensating the inductance
of the hot wire with an inductor on the opposite arm of the bridge, thereby
cancelling out the signals caused by the inductive components of the
loop.

The effects of inductors on the other three arms were also

measured as a check on the prediction of the system behaviour.

Figure 148

shows the effect of putting inductance in series with the wire, and from
the configuration of the winding used the following relates 1±ie inductance
and the number of turns on the coil

L

=

4.5

X lO"' Henries

(4.54)

This relationship is only approximate, as the length to diameter
ratio of the coil was not exactly constant, depending on the number of
coils.

A twenty five turn coil has an inductance of

from figure 148

2,8 ji^W , and

it can be seen that this is approximately equivalent

to the wire inductance, since we should have

It) - 1
irtiere
f

=

(4.55)

W

= wire inductance ,

= compensating inductance and

natural frequency of resonant system.

These measurements thus confirm that the wire inductance is about
2 microhenries.
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The next step was to attempt to coxmteract the inductance of the
hot wire probe by putting an inductor in series with the 1 5 ^ element.
It was found extremely difficult to set up the inductance very accurately
using the shock tube, and so the electronic perturbation method of
observing the response was used.

With the same hot wire probe as used

to check the influence of extra inductance with the wire as describted
above, it was found that the bridge became unstable if more than 20 turns
(i.e. 1.8 microhenries) were put in series with the 14.4 -^resistor used.
This estimate of the inductance of the wire is likely to be more accurate
than the last, which was based on an extrapolation of the curve in figure
148, which is only approximate.

The difficulty met in using the shock

tube to set up the system properly is illustrated by figure 149, where a
response with apparently negative damping is observed.

This effect is

caused by the necessity to reduce the damping in the loop if the natural
frequency term is also being reduced so that the damping ratio remains
constant.

When the values of (

) are made small in this way,

S secondary effect of the modification of this term by the change in the
wire mean current, which is significant in the shock tube where the wire
currei/t is approximately doubled during the test, is noticed.

This can

be accounted for as follows, where the wire changes from state 1 to state
2
Q

(4.56)
we have

I

t

"

t

"

!

=

(4.57)
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Thus for a positive step change in cooling the stabilizing parameter
" IT

)

reduced by a dominant term of / ~

. ^2"^^

and

if the overall magnitude of the etabilizing parameter is very small it
is possible for this effect to de-stabilize the'circuit after the step
change, thus giving rise to the apparent negative damping of figure 149.
The stiffness or second order term is unaltered by these effects, and
thus is still of the same sign.

Therefore the destabilisation has the

appearance of a negatively damped divergent response.
The electrical method of disturbing the anemometer is shown in
figure 150(a), and was compare^ with the shock tube results to ensure
that both methods gave the same frequency response.

It was found that

they did, making allowance for the change in wire current involved in the
shock tube experiment in accordance with equation 4.41.

A typical set

of tests on an uncompensated hot wire bridge at different dampir^s is
shown in figure 151.

A comparison of the two methods, using the shock

tube or electrical perturbations to measure the response, gives substantially
the same results in each case, and leads to the conclusion that the redistribution of temperature in the wire is not a significant factor.
This supports the evidence mentioned previously in section 4(i) on a
theoretical basis.
Attempts were made to measure the phase relationships around the
bridge whilst disturbing the system electrically, as indicated in figure
150(a).

The input voltage to the amplifier was recorded on one oscillo-

scope ehannel and the voltage across the 15 -**• element was recorded on
the second channel.

In this way the amplifier input and output were

being monitored as a check on its transfer function.

No phase differences
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could be observed that were signifiqant in rWation to the resonant
response period, and it was concluded yet again that the electronic
«

*

amplifier was not responsible for the resonance, as the phase lags must
be occurring in the Wheatstone bridge circuit.
made to compare the voltages on the 15

An attempt was then

resistor and the hot wire

itself, as a comparison of the wire voltage and current, the amplifier
input currents taken from the bridge being small.

The wire voltage did

in fact lag slightly behind the current[l50(bj, although the lag was too
small to be measured.

The problem in making this particular measure-

ment is that the hot wire impedance is still predominantly resistive,
although the feedback system has been made very sensitive to an ell changes
in this impedance.

Thus the small inductance associated with the wire

can generate voltage signals which are significant in relation to the
out of balance of the bridge, but are small in comparison with the voltage
drops across any limb of the bridge.

It is difficult therefore to

observe the effect of the impedance against the large mean voltage signal
from the wire.

An additional factor to consider is that the second order

term in the equation is in exact anti-phase with the current, and so
merely subtracts from the wire voltage signal, the complex term caused
by the damping being the one which gives observable phase shifts in the
responses.

As will be shown the damping term is fairly well related

by the measurements to the bridge out of balance and the wire properties,
and so these small phase measurements would not add significantly to the
verification of the theoretical prediction of equation 4.40.

Rather ,

it is information concerning the second order term which is required.
It was suggested that the voltage signals across the 1 5 e l e m e n t and
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the hot wire element could be subtracted, using the operational amplifier
on the oscilloscope, which incorporates a subtraction facility.
This approach was hampered by the fact that the two 100

resistors were
I

not exactly equal.

The voltage drops on each half of the bridge were

not therefore equal (i.e. across the hot wire and

15"^ resistor as well)

in the direct current sense, and so the subtraction inevitably contains
a large residual component due to the resistive as well as inductive
voltage drops around the bridge.

This makes it impossible to isolate

the contributions due to inductance alone,
A typical set of responses obtained during an attempt to compensate
for the hot wire inductance is shown in figure 152, using the electrical
disturbance method.

Figure 152(a) shows the uncompensated system with

fairly low damping set up.

The remaining responses show the effect of

putting a 17 turn inductor in series with the wire and trimming it with
a steel core inside the coil.

Depending upon the value of the inductance

the natural frequency of the second order oscillation can be varied,
whilst the damping is controlled in the usual way with the bridge balance
(compare figures 152(a) and (b), where the introduction of the compensating
Inductance has altered the natural frequency by a factor of two, and also
figure 152(b) and (c) wherfe the damping of the second order oscillation
has been modified by chafing the bridge balance).

The responses show

that the introduction of the compensating inductance with its magnetic
core has not only altered the natural frequency but also caused a higher
frequency oscillation to be superimposed on the second order waveform.
The system can be adjusted so that the inductive compensation is progressively
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Improved and the frequency of the second order type oscillation raised
until it is comparable with the superimposed high frequency oscillation.
•

The resulting behaviour is show in figure 152(d), where the exponential
rise corresponding to the small amount of inductance and damping still
remaining is added to the higji frequency oscillation, both time constants
being similar in this case*

Attempts to further improve the rise time

cannot be effective until the high frequency oscillation is correctly
compensated.
The limitation of the system rise time by the appearance of a second
natural frequency has also been observed by Preymuth (ll4), whose work
on inductive compensation has proceeded along very similar lines to that
described in the last paragraph.

He has compared the complicated

response patterns which arise in the experimental work (which he assumed
to be third order differential equation in the wire current) with the
theoretical behaviour of a third order differential equation, and showed
that the two are similar in some cases.

However, he did not relate the

various terms to the physical properties of the wire and the nature of
the feedback system.
The occurrence of two distinct oscillatory components indicates
that the system is of fourth order, and it is seen that the fourth order
component is quite significant as the damping of the higher frequency
oscillation is quite low.

The use of a third order equation by Preymuth

is thus seen to be art over simplification.
Prom the work of section 4,(ii)(.c), where the system equation was
derived in terms of time constants in the amplifier, it seems unlikely
that the cause of the third order term which will be present in the
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govevtiing equation originates in the amplifier, as the amplifier frequency
response is in the range of several megacycles per second.

The

appearance of the higher order components corresponded with the introduction
of the compensating inductor, and the most likely explanation of the
origin of this effect is that'the inductor then has different power loss
characteristics from the hot wire (as regards the inductance of the wire).
Significant hysteresis would tend to raise the order of the impedance
of the inductor, and since the inductance (l) appears as a factor multl—
plying the

^ ^

j

term In equation 4.40 this would also raise

the order of equation 4.40 by only one.

Thus, losses in the inductor

may not be t^e only cause of the higher (4th) order terras, and it is
difficult to be at all certain as to the origin of these.
The experimental development of a compensating system to eliminate
the 4th order effects has not been carried out, as it would involve some
form of double compensation by putting a lossy • Inductor in series with
the wire, and

an inductor with similar losses but higher inductance

In series with the 15-^ element in the bridge.

In this way it might be

possible to obtain further improvements beyond the limitation found at
around

250 kc/sec.

This work has not been carried out as it would be

bringing the response close to that of the amplifier and in practise it
is difficult to be certain exactly what effect the adjustments are having,
except in an empirical sense.

As it is, adjustment with a single

inductor is relatively straightforward, although careful control has to
be maintained over the bridge balance (i.e. damping first order term).
The simplest procedure which could be carried out with the wire in a
smooth air flow is to put on the maximum number of turns on the inducting
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coil for which the bridge is stable.

Then the magnetic core can be

inserted into the coil gnd adjusted in conjunction with the bridge
balance until an adequate response is obtained.

The two adjustments

have to, be made together, and the complexity of trying to compensate
for the third and foitrth order terms can be seen by the fact that" extra
adjustments would be required.

'

Tests on a compensated system in the shock tube showed that the
rise time of the wire voltage in response to the shock wave was improved
as expected, making allowance for a reduction in damping according to
equation 4.57.

The system did not always finish in the unstable state

indicated in figure 149, provided the initial damping was set at a
relatively large value.

,

|
I

Square wave injection tests were also carried out for different
cooling rates in a small wind tunnel at speeds up to 90 ft/sec and in a
variable density chamber in static air.

The heat loss could thus be

varied over a wide range, and the measurements of the natural frequency
shown in figure 153 confirm the prediction of equation 4.41 that the
natural frequency and wire voltage at constant resistance are related
linearly, and extrapolation of the data shows the line to pass close to
the origin as expected.
The influence of the power loss from the wire on the fourth order
oscillations is shown in figure 154.

It is seen that the frequency is

lowered slightly by the increase in cooling from static air with a
voltage of 0.6, to an airflow at 95 ft/sec with a wire voltage of 1.24.
This effect is quite small ( 2 ^ ) in relation to the change in voltage

^
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(lO(^), and in the opposite sense to that observed in the second order
term.

The damping of the higher order oscillation la increased slightly,

this again being the reverse of the effects found in the second order
oscillation.

A fairly detailed discussion of third order system behaviour

is given by Freymuth, although it does not give the physical origin of
the different terms in the equation and so leaves the question of correct
compensation unanswered.

Also it is apparent that a si^ificant fourth

order term has been introduced, as the presence of two oscillations
indicates that the root locus for this system has two pairs of complex
roots and the governing equation must be therefore fourth order.
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4(lv)

Summary of hot wire miateadv performance.

The following main conclusions can be drawn from the work of this
section
(•a) The redistribution of temperature which takes place during unsteady
cooling of a hot wire, on account of the dependence of the temperature
profile' in steady state upon the rate of cooling, plays no significant
part in the response of a closed loop anemometer.

The process of re-

distribution has a time constant represented approximately by that in
the simple one dimensional conduction equation, and is not assooiated
with the closed loop time constant.
used here (2mm long, 5

For the standard tungsten'wires

in diameter run at 15"*" resistance) this re-

distribution time constant is approximately 140

sec, and it is clear

that whilst the anemometer will respond to faster changes than this in
respect of the heating current, the temperature distribution will take
up a mean vflue for fluctuations which are faster than this time..

To

repeat the main conclusion, there is no coupling between the re-distribution process and the closed loop response.
(b) The effect of the energy changes in the wire caused by small
resistance fluctuations is to give a first order derivative term in the
closed loop response equation (i.e. a simple first order thermal inertia
effect).

The magnitude of this effect can be easily estimated in terms

of the energy associated with the overall upward or downward shift of
the temperature distribution*

These overall changes in wire temperature

take'place quite independently of the re-distribution process.
(c) Small amounts of inductance associated with the hot wire and its
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oonnectiona introduce a second order term into the closed loop response
equation, and the response of an uncompensated system is limited by the
natural frequency of the second order response.
(d) The inductance of the wire and connections can be compensated with
an inductor in the opposite arm of the bridge.

By using a trimming

core Ir this inductor, it is possible to increase the response time by
a factor of five.

It is not easy to do this, as the damping and

compensation have to be controlled together, and the response varies
with the mean power loss from the wire.
(e) Introduction of the compensating inductor makes the response more
complicated, and it is evident that the governing equation then becomes
fourth order.

The origin of the higher order terms is not understood

in detail at present, but it appears that they are associated with the
compensating inductor as no higher order effects have been observed with
uncompensated systems. " A more detailed study of these effects is
needed if the response is to be further improved, the natural frequency
of the fourth order oscillation being in the region of 250 kilocycles/sec.
(f) KLnally it is noted that the measurements of the damping in the
closed loop system agree with the results of section 3 part A, where a
smaller dependence of the wire resistance upon temperature than for pure
tungsten was estimated.
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5.

General Summary and Conclusiona
(i) Introduction.
In view of Uie length of the thesis it is desirable to bring

together the main conclusions which have been given at the end of each
section of the text.

Prom these results proposals for further study

can be made and the behaviour of practical hot wire anemometers can be
described in detail.
The study which has been made of the previous literature on hot
wire anemometry in section 1 showed the areas in which uncertainties
still existed.

Firstly, the one dimensional conduction equation used

to calculate surface heat loss rates had only been solved approximately,
and it was seen that the approximate solutions could not fit all the
boundary conditions, particularly when the end loss by conduction along
the wire was significant.

Numerical methods for solving the equations
t

have therefore been developed.

Secondly, different mechanisms for heat

loss from wires in static gases had been proposed by different authors,
and it was still not clear whether gaseous conduction, natural convection
or free molecular effects were all significant in this context.
therefore necessary to resolve these.

It was

Thirdly, the problem of forced

convection involved several uncertainties.

These were larger near the

limit of zero flow speed and at large Knudsen numbers.

This required

a study of the significance of the molecular mean free path for Reynolds
numbers of less than unity and the development of three dimensional
characteristics with yawed wires,
«

, The fourth main topic for study was

the unsteady response of the constant resistance anemometer, as the
literature showed that this had not been analysed in detail.

Specific
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points where doubts remained included the relevance of the redistribution
of temperature in the wire at different cooling rates and the origin of
first and higher order terms found in the observed dynamic response of
the closed loop feedback system,
(ii) Steady state analysis of thermal equilibrium.
The work of section 2 showed that is possible to solve the complete
non linear thermal equilibrium equations for a hot wire by numerical
integration.

This involved iterations for all the unknots in the

equation in terms of the boundary conditions.

The solutions extended

over a range of cooling rates from the purely conductive situation with
the wire in a vacuum to cases there the coolirg at the wire surface
exceeded this by several hundred times.

By using numerical methods all

the boundary conditions could be satisfied and uncertainties in the
computed heat transfer coefficient were reduced to three or four percent,
this representing a three or fourfold improvement over previous results
, obtained using analytical solutions.

It was found that the values

obtained for the heat transfer coefficient were not sensitive to the set
of initial data assumed for the wire properties and dimensions, provided that the set used was always consistent with the measurements of heat
loss made in a vacuum.
(iii) Heasurements of Steady Heat Loss Rates.
The analysis outlined in section (ii) above formed the basis for
the interpretation of a series of measurements of the total heat loss
from hot wires.

The experimental work carried out with wires in a

vacuum is described in section 3(i)» and was used as a basis for estimates
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of the physical properties of the wires since it is difficult to
measure these directly.

It was found that suitable modification to the

resistivity law for tungsten gave rise to the set of data which was
most nearly consistent with all the measurements.

The resistance law
t

deduced from this work was in much closer agreement with the directly
measured properties than the nominal data for pure tungsten given in the
literature.
Having investigated the heat loss by conduction in a vacuum, a
series of experiments were made in different fluid cooling conditions.
In a static gas the work of section 3(iii) has shown that the heat loss
is dominated by a molecular exchange at the wire surface and by conduction
radially into the gas around this region close to the surface.

Natural

convective flows are established on scales more similar to the wire
length rather than its diameter, and the experimental work shows that
gravitational effects are not dominant in determining the rate of cooling
from the wires used here (several microns in diameter, and at pressures
below atmospheric).

The transition from natural to forced cooling at

low incident air speeds, described in section 3(iv), has been related
to the flux of cool fluid into a region arouLd the wire where conduction
would be the dominant mechanism in a static gas.
At higher incident flow speeds normal to the wire, up to a Mach
Number of 0,5, measurements of the heat loss rates are reported in
sections 3(v) and 3(ix).

These experiments covered the low Reynolds

number slip flow regime, and included the lower limit of zero incident
flow.

The Reynolds numbers extended down to a value of 0,06 as well as

zero and the Knudsen number lay between l/70 and 10,

The results at
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atmospheric pressure showed a larger total heat loss rate and a lower
sensitivity of the heat transfer coefficient to temperature than the
earlier measurements of Davies and Fisher,

When the gas pressure was

varied it bedame apparent that the Nusselt Number was strongly dependent
upon the Knudsen as well as the Reynolds number, even at atmospheric
pressure.

The heat loss in a static gas was not small in comparison

with that in a flowir^ gas, and the similarity of the effect of pressure
changes with static and flowing gases shows that it is relevant to
consider the Knudsen and Reynolds numbers, rather than the Reynolds- aqd
Mach numbers, when specifying the Nusselt number.

The presentation of

the results on the basis of the Nusselt number as a function of Knudsen
number at different Reynolds numbers has enabled a full range of
conditions down to zero speed to be presented.

The dependence of the

Nusselt number upon the wire temperature was found to decrease with
increasing Knudsen number, which is to be expected.
When a wire is yawed to the incident flow it has been found that
the distribution of temperature along the wire becomes asymmetric at
high yaw angles.

The calculated values of the heat transfer coefficient

were increased when account was taken of this asymmetry in terms of the
heated flow in the vicinity of the wire.

Such behaviour could be

caused by a transition from bluff to slender body flow as the wire is
yawed.

It has not been possible to find a universal normalised yaw

calibration for hot wires at different flow speeds.
I

This due primarily

I

to the variation in heat loss in parallel fldw, which is not small in
relation to the heat loss in normal flow.
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(iv)

r»nponee of th. hot »lr.
The an^yeia of section 4(i) has shorn that the unsteady response

of the hot .ire anemometer was not Influenoed by the re-dlstrliutlon of
temperature along the wire associated with changes In the rate of
cooling.

The re-distribution process took place »ith a fixed time

constant of 140 microseconds, rfiilst the heating current could respond
much more quickly than this to a change in flow cooling.
The unsteady response of constant temperature anemometers was
found to be limited by second and higher order terms In the governing equation
of the whole system (see sections 4 ( i U and (ill)).

full response

equation inwlved a first order t h e m a l inertia term, whid, was related
to the physical properties of the wire a M

the balance state of the

Wheatstone bridge, a second order term, as^ciated with the inductance
of the hot wire probe, and third and fourth order t e = s .

The origin

of the third and higher order effects was not fully investigated.
The first and second order terms could be controlled so as to improve
the response, by adjusting the bridge balance end adding inductive
compensation, in the bridge.
effects still remained.

However, limitations due to higher order

Thus, the frequency response was improved

.from around 25 kc/seo, w i t h no Inductive compensation, to around
200 fco/sec, limited by the higher order effects.
a^OPOsals for
Having outlined the main results of * e present work we can continue
by making suggestions of further topics for study.

It has been seen how

the detailed analysis of the themal equilibrium of hot,wires has enabled
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their performance to be discussed more fully than before.

Also, it is

now possible to interpret more accurately measurements of the overall
power loss in terms of the heat transfer process at the fluid boundary.
A similar study could be made for the case of a heated film deposited
on an Insulating surface, and such a study would improve the understanding
of the behaviour of hot film anemometers.

Detailed analysis of the

interaction of substrate conduction and fluid cooling in thin films (see
also Bellhouse and Schultz (l35 )) would also make possible more accurate
heat transfer measurements from surfaces.

Further studies of the

characteristics of thin films have been begun already in Southampton.
The second main area for which more study would be fruitful concerns
the heat transfer process at the surface of a cylinder.

Whilst the

effects of gaseous conduction and free molecular energy exchange at the
surface have been brought together in the existing literature for static
gases as well as for flowing gases, there is a need for a single theory
which will show how the limit of zero flow speed is approached throughout
the slip flow region. . Sauer and Drake have dealt with the modification
of the continuum

flow heat loss due to the onset of molecular effects,

whilst the heat loss in a continuum flow has received ample attention by
King and others*

The limiting case of a static gas has been analysed

by Mahonjr for the continuum case, bringing in natural convection and
gaseous conduction, whilst Madden and Piret have shown how the conductive
heat loss.is modified by free molecular effects.
The links between these separate studies which need to be established
are firstly, the amalgamation of the analyses of Mahony with that of
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Madden and Piret in the case of a static gas.

Secondly, the

establishment of a theory for flowing gases as the slip flow region is
approached from the free molecular case as discussed by Schaaf,
Thirdly, the linking up of the analysis of Sauer and Drake with this
free molecular limit for flowing gases, and fourthly the joining of
the two sets of analyses for flowing and static gases.

The problems

in attempting such a unification are not small, and such a study is
beyond the scope of the present work.

However if successful, it

would enable the heat loss throughout the slip flow region to be
predicted from zero incident flow conditions up to speeds where
compressibility effects begin.
In practice the analysis of the heat loss would be considerably
complicated by the variation of the bulk thermal conductivity of the
gas with temperature in the heated flow around the wire.

The experi-

mental results show that the dependence of the Nusselt number upon wire
temperature increases as continuum flow is approached, and this result
can be related to the corresponding change from free molecular to bulk
gaseous conduction in the cooling process.
I

To some extent theoretical
•

analyses can accomodate the variation of gas conductivity by using a
selected mean value, but Ideally this variation'should be allowed for
in the analysis.

of the results.
The implic,ations of the present work for practical hot wire
I
anemometry concern both the steady and unsteady response.

It is seen

that anemometers become progressively less sensitive to incident mass
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flux as the gas pressure is reduced, due to the^onset of molecular
effects near to the wire.

Quite apart f r m the restriction that this

result places on the range over which hot wires have a useful sensitivity,
it follows that the assumption that the cooling rate is related solely
to the incident mass flux ( /'V

) is not valid for all flow conditions.

The particular case of a five micron wire at atmospheric pressure is
clearly in the slip flow region, and it is apparent that such small wires
will he rather more sensitive to density than to velocity fluctuations.
The effect of density variations is increased by operating at large
Reynolds numbers and at high wire temperatures for the same wire diameter.
Where the use of cross wire probes is considered it has been found
that it is difficult to obtain a simple unified correlation of data
covering all flow conditions.

This means that in practice it will

generally be necessary to carry out yaw calibrations at each experimental
condition.

Provided that wires are not operated at yaw angles in

excess of 70°, it has been found that three dimensional effects are not
dominant.
The dynamic response of constant resistance anemometers can be
controlled firstly by inductive compensation for the probe, this reducing
the second order term in the governing equation and increasing the
natural frequency of the system, and secondly by adjusting the balance'
of the Wheatstone bridge, which is closely related to the damping of the
response.

The ideal adjustment of the anemometer was found to vary

with mean flow speed, and in practise it would be difficult to set up an
anemometer at one flow condition for measurements at a different condition.
It was found that although the first and second order terms could be
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compensated in this manner, improvements on the response time were
limited by the appearance of higher order effects with a natural
frequency of around 250 kc/sec.

The theoretical workyfhows that these

higher order effects are not caused by the re-distribution of temperature
in the probe associated with fluctuating cooling rates, as this takes
place relatively slowly with a time constant of around 140 microseconds
for a

2 mm long, 5 micron diameter wire operated at

15

Further

improvements in the closed loop.response would involve a study of the
origins of the higher order effects which have not yet been established.

(vii) Concluding Comment.
Whilst the discussion throughout this work has been concerned with
specific physical situation, the broader principles which are illustrated
can also be noted.

Firstly, the understanding of the characteristics

of a system depends-upon a correct estimation of the relevant physical
processes which take place.

This is shown by the discussions of buoyancy,

conduction and molecular effects.

It is also shown by the work on the

yawed and unsteady response of hot wire anemometers, where it has been
necessary to take account of heated flows near to the wire and of the
inductance of the hot wire probe.
Secondly, it has been seen how a detailed analysis is of assistance
in analysing the thermal response of the hot wire and that the development
of the analysis forms an essential part of the work.

In this respect,

the use of modern computers makes it feasible to use Iterative and numerical
methods of solution.

Similar methods of analysis have been widely used in

larger engineering systems involving heat transfer, such as the behaviour
of turbine blades or of reactor fuel elements.
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ALGEBRAIC SYMBOL^

A

Cross sectional area of wire (

A

Constant in Kind's Law equation.

^

Constant {

A2

Constant (a B^) in equation 2.45.

^

Constant

A L

A I,

A.

Ao,

B

""

(a

A

).

i" equation 2/4O.

}

-h-To) 6 ,

in equation 2.43.

j ^ ^ J A R E A E ON FIGURE 4 7 .

Constant in King's Law.
Constant

(^

A)

in equation 2.40.

Specific heats of gas at constant pressure and volume,
C

Constant

D

Differential operator

E

Wire voltage

E *c

Wire voltage in static air

1 o

Wire v p U a ^ e in normal flow

2 40

Wire voltage in parallel flow

Or

Grashof number equation 3.8.

G

Gain (

^1
°2

( Z i . S\ c/>^

)

*

in equation 4,26.

in equation 4.6.

Amplifier gain
Second coefficient (curvature) of amplifier characteristic
(see equation 4.22).

Closed loop parameter

I-

d1^ )= 171

7T

i~\ |

CONSTANT

Kn

Knudsen number

K

Constant

^1

Gain parameter in equation 4.31.

L

Probe inductance

M

Mach number

Pr

Prandtl number

R

Universgl Gas Constant

t

o A

I*

*

i

n

equation 4.26.

resistance integrated from temperature distribution
^0

Wire resistance at ambient temperature.

Rw

Wire Resistance.

ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS - Continued

^

R

Increment of wire resistance over length J X

R.1»R2»^3

Resistances around Wheatstone bridge circuit.

Re

Reynolds number.

St

Stanton number.

T

Wire absolute temperature (°k).

^2

Fluid temperature incident to the wire (°k).

To

Ambient temperature (^k)

A

Tcu

Temperature drop along copper plated section of wire ( \ )

Tav

Average wire temperature j ^

T2av

Average incident flow temperature [ ^

T(X),T2(X)

Wire and flow temperatures as functions of ooaition
along wire

Ti

Temperature difference ( T - To)

T2^

Temperature difference ( T2- Tp)

Tiav

Average value of

T at A

Wire end temperature (°k)

A

(Wire temperature) - (Ambient temperature)(°k)

T

AT

Typical value of
Tq

A

(^T"Ax ^
dx ^

-r,

A T in equation 3,9.

Fluid temperature rise due to presence of a heated body

^f

(Local fluid temperature around probe) - (support temperature
T i\
)

U

Incident flow speed

2
a

Probe impedance
[ Rw + LD \
Constant of proportionality in expression for TgC*)
(equation 2.38)

°2

Dimension of a single turn coil (equation 4.34)

8-1

Constant of proportionality in equation 2.53.

b

Diameter of stagnant conducting film

c

Wire material specific heat

d

Wire diameter

<icu

Diameter of copper plated wire

e

Out of balance voltage across Wheatstone bridge

A

e

f (

Change in
)

e

Denotes function of

fl

Function in equation 2,74a

g

Acceleration due to gravity

ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS - Continued

Kt

Heat transfer coefficient at T°k

ko

Constant in expression for heat transfer coefficient

h-i

Heat transfer coefficient at

T

= i

K«v Average heat transfer coefficient in equation 2,28
Heat transfer coefficient at average wire temperature
Change in value of K*
Wire heating current
«-«

Current before step change in cooling (mean value),

'•i Current after step change in cooling (mean value).
Mean current value during fluctuations
^

Current perturbation frcm mean value

h-r Thermal conductivity of wire material at T°k
Constant in the expression for thermal conductivity
hj. Fluid thermal conductivity
Conductivity of wire material at end temperature (

/
)

Conductivity of copper plated wire
Conductivity of wire at its average temperature
ht

Correction factor in equation 2.59
Factor in resistivity expression (equation 2.73)

•'-r Wire conductivity at temperature
kv

Constant in equation 3,14

ftb Time increment scaling factor
1

Wire half length
Length of copper plated wire at each end of hot wire element

1

Typical flow dimension in equation 2,39

w.

Binary index in equation 2.72

^

Gas molecular weight

p

Binary index in equation 2,71
Parameters in equation 2,74
Changes in

h

iPt

Gas pressure

l*»UjGas stagnation pressure
Gas pressure at unity Mach number
l>

Exponential index equation 4,39

ALGEBRAIC SYMBOLS _ Continued

<Vt

Convection from surface

<V;

Current generation within wirei

<Vn

Conduction within wire

<Vt

Radiation from surface

'Vt

Thomson dissipation

n
~i

"

Integrated
power terms

j
- I

oLK

along the wire
\ tc,.

1 radii of annular boundary layer in low speed test ri^
Inner '
The i^^ radius in equation 3.41

y
T

Radius of a wire FORMING a circle of radius
(equation 4.34)
Time
Time increment

u, V
u
^

Velocity components in'two dimensional flow (equation 3.9)
Typical velocity of fluid in equation 3.9
Critical velocity required to disturb conducting film
Mean speed of gas molecules

^

Co-ordinate directions in two dimensional flow
.
(eaustion 3.9)
Position along wire
Increments of wire length
y

ordinate on velocity traverse diagram

Centreline y - ordinate on velocity traverse diagram
The 1^^ ordinate in equation 3.41
^

Mean

y

>

ordinate in velocity traverse diagram

Coefficient in linear resistivity expression. Equation 2.35
»<.

Accomodation coefficient
Coefficient in expression for heat transfer coefficient

V

Ratio of specific heats

Cv )

^-r

Wire surface emissivity for radiation at T°k

A.

Ratio of end losses 1 I

^

Mean free path of gas molecules

A*

Fluid viscosity

^

Fluid kinematic viscosity

jl \ 1 '

)

ALGEBRAIC SYfffiOLS — Continued

Wire resistivity at t \

Constants in resistivity law (e.g.equation 2.73)

Coefficient in resistivity expression, equation 2.35
/""r

Wire resistivity at temperature
Wire material density
Fluid density

^

Summation
Thomson coefficient at T°k
Stefan-Boltzmann constant

^

N

o

T

n

dimensional length and increment

Non dimensional temperature scale

'Xiv' Wire average non dimensional temperature
Temperature at i^^ point on- wire
'Vc'

Fluid incident temperature
Fluid incident temperature at i^^ position

Apparent average temperature for different values of
(Fig.13)
%

Constant in expression for wire thermal conductivity

f

Yaw angle (90° in parallel flow)
Natural frequency of second order response (equation 4.43)

$

Damping of second order response (equation 4.43)

